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Oslo, den 27. ~ai 1940. 

Etter anmodning tillater jag meg aa gi et resyme av do uttalelser 
jeg har avgitt O~ de rettslige fØlger av krigsbeg1venhetene i Norge. 

Torsdug den 9. april eller natten til denne dag begynte den tyske 
~ærrrakt8 fl"Y.sjon i Norge. SaI!l!3e natt forlot konge, storting og regjering 
landets hovedstad. Den 9. april ble motstanden op~gitt i Oslo; deri~ot fort
sattes motstanden paa andre punkter hvorfor krigstilstand ble erklalrt 
~ herske mellom Tyskla.nd og t;orge. t dag er det fakt leke fortlold fors8.<1-
idt, at den tyske hæræakt oehersker landet opp til Mo i Rana, og dessuten 

holder t;arvik besattrr.ed en styrke som er beleiret a.v norsk og engelsk
fransk militar. Lenger nord holdes landet av den .... norsko stridsmakt.Forrr:ent-
lig bef'inner cgeaa den nomko konge og regjeringen Nygaardsvold eeg der. 

Umiddelbart atter besettelsen av Oslo innsatte :r.ajor QUisling eeg som re
gjering 1 Oslo. Etterat høyesterett som den eneste gjenva.,rende etuts!'Dakt 
hadde innsatt et administrasjonsraad og dette var a.kt:~ptert e.v den tyske 
h~Tmakt, traadte den Quisling~ke regjering tilbake. 

Innen don okku:perto del av l'1ndat utøves den sivile statsr::Jyndig"wt 
som fØlge av okkupasjonen aven utnant Reichskommlssar. 

Den i Nordlandena vrc?rendo norske regjering har erklært at all ,norsk 
slandon! og alle norske fordrin:;ser 1 utlandet er overtatt QV den i henhold" 
til grunnlovens rrgf. 105. Hvorvidt denne beste!'!lmelBe Mr rettslig gyldig~let~ 

Iler el, er et 8'pt'!'srr:~al som det ikke er grunn til aa diskutere nna og 
U8,a dette ated. Fa.ktisk medfØrer boater.rr;elsen iallfall at de opprinnelige 
jiere eller fordringshavere i alminneli~et ikke for tiden kan disponere 
over det som orrtf"ttes av bestezn:elsen. 

Forholdet er 1 dag for den del av Norge som ikke ligger nordenfor 
Mo ioRana, at vi saætldig har en norsk konge som utøver regjeringsmakt 
gjennem sin regjering med et potentlolt norsk storting og. en tysk o~~upa
Bjonsmyndlghet ~ed et norsk ad~in16tra8jons8tyre som mellemledd mellem seg 
og don n~rske arlrr,inistrasjon og befolkning. Det sier seg selv at en 1k~e, 
hvis det oruoverenssteromelssr ~ellem paabud fra diene to sett myndighets 
kan lystre.dam begge. Det mna fØlgelig finnes en skillelinje ~ellern de 
tilfeller hvor den øverste nyndighet rettslig sett tilligger den ene og 
den annen. 

Rent rettslig or det rørste spørsIDaQl, om en regjering som ikke 
'alene faktisk, men ogeaa rent geografisk ma~er mulighet for aa haand' 
'. $~n mynd.ighet overhodet' kan gi pS$bud for det omranda hvor den ikke l 
~t;,ve myndighet. Dette spØrsm&al er det for tiden ikke grunn til aa.. ti.. 
li:t-it". ---t . . " 
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Det som for tiden har interesse er spØremnalet om hvor langt 

okkupasjonsmakten og aQ~inistrnsjon8rafidet8 ~yndighet gaar. 

Innlodninf:'.svis er o.a si at "den IOvt:1ossige makt faktisk er gaa 
over til okkup~nten" (Huugerkonvensjonens art. 43) for dot foran neVl 
omraade I hvilket som bekjent er don overveiendo del av Norge., Det bef 
ner seg "faktisk undor den fiendtligo hærs myndi~1et". Og denne myndi, 
"er befestet og i stand til aa gjøre sog gjeldenWi:. (Hl.lagerkonyellsjon~ 
Q r t • 42 ) • "c'- ' 

Krig er saa gammel som de rrenneekelige samfunn. Det kan ikke ~ed 
noen r:tmelip;het bestrides l s. t krig0 ns lov op:prlnnelig har va'rt at rr.akt E 
rett. Men dette gjelder ikke ubegrenset. Visse ideor har kje~?ot seg fro 
til seier, saaledes at do er blitt en bestanddel av den siviliserte 
verdens felles tankeverden. De er i ingressen til fjerde llaageroverenskc 
uttrykt saaledes: 

"BefOlkningene og de krigfØrende skal beskyttes av og stilles 
under folkerettens prinsipper, saaledes som det fremgaar av fastslaatte 
sedvaner mellem siviliserte nasjoner, av ~enne6kelighetons lover og &v 
den offentlige samvittighets krav." 

, Dernest har de deltagende i Haagerkonvensjonene av 1907-1910 
~ttrykkelig forbundet seg til 1 krigstilfelle aa overholde visse bestemt 
regler. Av interesse -i vaar forbindelse er r~glementet angaaonde land
krigons lover og sedvaner art. 42 ff., hvorav hitsettes: 

Art. 42. 

"Et -omraade botraktes som okkupert, naar de t faktisk befin.rer seg 
under den fiendtlige hærs ~yndigbet. 

Okkupasjonen utstrekl:er seg kun til de oE-ruader, hvor denne myndig 
het er ~efe8tet og i stand til aa gjøre seg Gjeldende." 

Art. 43. 

"Naar den lovmessige lr.akt faktisk er gaatt over til okkupanten, 
akal de~ne ta enhver forholdsregel, eOE beror paa ham, for suavidt 
mulig aa gjeno,Pl)rette og sikre den offentlige orden og det offentlige li' 
okkup:wten skal herunder respektere de lover, som gj el der i lande t, eled 
mindre det forelir~ar absolutte hindringer derfor." 

Art. 44.-

_" Det er forbUdt en krigfØrende aa tvinge befolkningen 1,&a et 
okkU~ert omraade til sa gi opplysninger om den annen krigfØrende hær 
eller forsvarsmidler. n 

Art. 46. 

"Familiens ære og rettigheter, individornes liv, den private eien
dom, den religiØse overbovisning og religlonsøvelsen skal respekteres. 

Privat eiendom kan ikko inndras." 

Art. 48 

. qHvia den okku~efeede ~aQdet bea~tte omra3de oppkrever ekatter 
toll ogavgitter, som er paalagt til fordel for staten aka1 han eaav14 
~lig følga de for ligningen og åkatteforde11ngen gjeldende ragler og 
\"ltd; paaligger do. den okkuperende aa utrede ut~lftene til administra~jo -
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-( .v det besatte omraudo i den utstrbkning_,hvori den lovlige regjerinE, 
forpliktet hertil." 

Art. 49. 

"andre pengeytelser enn de i forrige zartikkel omhandlede ska.tter l 
den Qkkuperende kun oppkreve pau det besatte omraado,naar det skjer ti 
armeens behov eller til omraadets administrasjon. p-

Art. 51. 

ItIngen ytelser skal oprkreves uten i kraft av skrevet paaleg~ under 
selvstendig komrranderenda ~nerals ansvar. 

Det slnAol saavidt mulig ikke skrides til eaa dan oppkrevning uten etter 
de gjeldende regler for ligning og skattefordeling. 

For enhver ytelee skal et !T,O ttagel.sesbevis leveres yteren." 

Art. 52. 

"ytelser in natura og tjenester kan kun fordres av ko~uner og inn~ ~
~Dre,nUQr det er til okkupasjonshruxens behov. De sF~l staa i fcrhold til 

",-"",ndete hjelpekilder og skal ikke v(; .. ,re av den natur, at de innobærer fpr
pliktels8 for befolkningen til aa ta del i krigsoperasjonene mot fed.relan
det. 

Ytelsene og tjenestene kan kun fordres !!led bernyndige1ee a.v den, som 
korrmanderer pGa vedkommende besatte sted. 

Ytelser in natura skal sQ,avidt mulig betales kontant; hvis d±te ikke 
gjøres, skal de bekreftes ved kvitteringer og de skyldige summer botales 
snarest mulig." 

Art. 53. 

tiDen hær som holder et ol!lraade besatt, kan kun bemektig;c seg de rede 
penger, knpi taler og fordringer som i egentlig :;"0 ratand tilhØrer Staten, 
~qapenop'plag~ befordringsmidler, magasiner, pr.:viril.nt og overhodet enhver 

rlig eiendom, staten tilhØrende, som kan tjene krigsoperasjonene .• 

Alle midler til forsendelse og transport paa land, sjø ellor i luften 
av meddelelser, personer eller ting - bortsett fra de tilfelle, som er 
~~dnet ved sjøretten -, saavel som vaapenopplag og overhodet alle slags 

igsfornødenheter kan tasj selv om de tilhØrer pr~vQte -personer, men 
skal erstattes; 8Y~deerstatnirgen ordnes ved fredsslutningen." .. , 

PaG. vasie herav lr..an visse alminnelige regler oPI'st111es. En maa imid
lertid ha for øye at disse selv og 1 srordeleshet s~ørs~a1et Om de fak
tiske forhold, som er avgj Ørende for deres anvendelse 1k\,.e kan diskuteres 
paa like fot. En kan ikke overfor en okkul~8jonsetyrke eaat dette eller 
hint vil vi prosedere om. Det finnes wed andre ord ingen jevnbyrdighet. 
Den forstaaeIee som okkurasjonsmyndighetene hevder blir inntil videre av· 
gkØrende. 

For det første er det uomtvistolig at innen det besatte onraude gag 
okkupasjonsmyndighetens bestemmelser foran aen ordinare norske regjeri 
bestemmelser. Den. siste kan ikke ved noen forordning, gyldig paalegge 
norske befolkning åa foreta eller unnlate noe, som okkupasjonsmakten 
forbyr eller forlanger, aaafremt okkupasjonsmaktens paabud ikke ligge: 

, l1tenfor grensene' av en okkt1pasjonsmy~digheta rettslige befØyelse. Hera' 
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fØlgen at den heller ikke senere kan gjøre ansvar gjeldende mot norske 
borgere fordi disse ikke har rettet seg etter dens - regjeringens
forholdsordrer, naar disse var i strid ned okkupasjonsmyndighetenes be
stemmelse. 

For det annet maa det v~e klart at okkupasjonsmyndigheten ikke har 
adgang til aa forfØye over eller gi paabud vedkommende verdigjenstander 
som ikke er innenfor dets maktomraade. Den vil derfor ikke rettmessig 
·kunne utnytte fordringer paa personer utenfor okkupasjonsomraadet eller 
vo.rd ipapirer hvis betalingssted er utenfor dette. 

Et apirmna.al 800 ikke var ganske lett aa besvare I er ikke lenger 
særlig aktuelt, nemlig Ore stillingen, hvor en bedrifta organer hadde 
tilbuse innenfor okkurasjonsomraadet I t!l6nS bedriften selv laa utenfor 
dette. Min opr-fatning var - og er - at i saa fall kunne det ikke Daaleggea 
styret 2& gi bedriftene ordrer til aa etterkomme okkupasjons~yndighetenes 
bestemmelser. 

For innen jeg forivrig gaQr over til enkeltheter bØr det formentlig 
sies noen ord om administraSjonsstyrets rettslige stiiling og ·myndishe t. 

Administrasjonsstyret har en dobbelt hjemmel, oppnevnelsen ved 
B.øyesterett og godkjennelse fra okkupa.sjonsrr.aktens si de. Allerede d_en 
lØrste gir den en betydelig rettslig status. Et land eller en del av et 
land kan ikke vaTe utan administrasjon, og ved sin forsvinnen etterlot den 
utØvende og lovgivende myndighet et tomrom, som s~pelthen maatte ut
fylles. Ingen annen enn den fremdeles virkende tredje statsmakt kunne 
gjøre dette. Vi maa derfor gaa ut fra at Administrasjonsraadet saa lar.gt 
myndif~eten er det overdratt av HØyesterett er suverent. Enn sterkere blir 
denne suverenitet ved at det - innen visse grenner#- anerkjennes av 
okkupasjonsmQk~en som utfØrende organ. SQa langt okkurasjonsmQktens myn
dighet rekker, er derfor Administrasjonsraadets bestewmelser fattet ~ed 
okku'pssjonsmyndighetens bifall endelige og bindende, selv om de ligger 
utenfor hittil gjeldende rettsregler. Hvorvidt det foreligger "absolutte 
hindringer" for a.a fØlge diesel maa etter sakens r~tur endelig avgjøres 
av okku~,Q8jon6rr..akten. 

- - - .... 

FØlgende spesielle spØrsmaal'er stillet mag og er av meg besvart 
sa.aledes: 

l. Er paalegg fra AdministrasjoDsraadet forpliktende for rettssubjekter 
1 dat okkuperte ornraade? 

Svar: Ja, for saavidt de enten ligger innen rarnr:1en av norsk lovgiv
ning eller er hjemlet ved bestemmelse av okkupa8~onsmakten uten at 
denne positivt kan sies aa krenke Haagerkonvensjonen. 

2. Kan Administrasjonsraadet frita for forpliktelser etter gjeldende 
norsk lov og forskrifter? 

Svar: Som ovenfor. 

3. Kan Administrasjonsraadet foreta forandringer i kontrakter inngaatt 
med den norske stat? 

Svar: Som ovenfor. 

Er nye lover 0' forordninger som etter 9/4 1940 utstedes av den 
norske regjering bindende for rettasUkDdkter 1 det okkuporte omraade? 
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Gjelder f.eks. det av Regjeringen utstedte moratori~~ i dat 
okkuperte omraade? 

SV&lr~ Nei. 

Er man i det oklru1jorta omraade forpliktet til e.a innbeta.le for- . 
falne skatter og avgifter til Staten - og til kommunene? (Er det i 
tilfolle med hensyn til kommunene avgjØrende om betalingsstedet er 
innenfor det okkuoorte omraade selv om en større eller mindre del 
av kommunen er utenfor). 

Svar: Ja J ovenensstemmende rted Adminietrasjousraadets ,av okkul)asjol 
makten godkjente bestemmelser. 

6. Gjelder i bekreftende fall fre~deles en arbeidsgivers forpliktelsel 
til aa trekke for skatt? 

Svar: Ja. 

7. Kan det opptrekkes noen grense for hva lrivate personer er for-
pliktet til aa foreta for den okkurerende makt? . 

Svarot gis i og med en henvisning til hva det foran er s~gt om 
llaagerkonvensjonen. 

l)raktisk talt vil det overfor et paabud fra okkupRsjoDsc:akten ikke 
v~e annen grense enn at dette ikke er ~ettsmessig og ikke kan 
forlanges etterko~et, Eed mindre &rbeinet er til okkupasjonehrurens 
behov og ikke gaar ut ~aa aa hjelpe okkupanten i hans fbretagende 
mot don norske hær. I 

Erstatning skal i alle tilfelle erlegges. 

8. Er der noen :fonnalia 'la. iaktts - fØr en paatar seg aa utf~~'re arbeid 
eller utleverer varer? 

Sv~r: Nei! ikke a~dre enn de som en fornuftig forretningsmann nor
malt vil rorlange oppfylt. 

Hva forstaaB med at "ytelser in natura og tjenester ••• er til 
okkupasjonshærens behov"? (Jfr. Haag-konvensjonens § 52). ;;1' det 
her kun tale om mat og drikke etc. \til mennesker og dyr) - eller 
omfatter begrepet alle slags ytelser som "den som kornrnanderer ll 

anser rua Vffjre _til hærens behov? 

SVar: Kommandobemyndighetena begrunnede oppfatning vil væTe av
gjørende for enhver som befinner seg under --hans makt. 

J Er en f.eks. forpliktet til a.a gjenoppbygge en av den norske arme 
Ødelagt bro: 

a. Hvis broen paaatas kun all tjene det okkuperte lands sivile 
interesser, oEf. 

b. Hvis broen utvilsomt i fØrste rekke tjener okkupasjonshærens 
interesser? 

Svar: 

ad a: Ja. 

ad b: Til gjenoppbygging av offentlige broer er en formentlig 1 
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alle tilfelle forpliktet til aa yte sin medvirkning naar det for
langes. ForØvrig vil svaret avhenge av om arbeidet kan Si~6 aa være 
ndeltsgelse i krigsoperasjoner mot fedrelandet." . 

11. f.r en forpliktet til aa utfØre arbeidet pag, en flyplass som kuI! 
tj ener okkupasjonshærens mili t: .... ,re fo nnaal? Er det i saa henseende 
noen forskjell om arbeidet gjelder reparasjon av paafØrt krigsskade 
eller utvidelse av bestaaenda anlegg? 

Svar: Som til foregaaende spØrsmaal. 

12. Naar lIalIe slags krigsfornØdenheter }~an tasU (jfr. § 53), gjelder 
detto da kun ferdige varer? - eller kan det ogsaa forla~es at nye 
varer produseres? 

Svar; 

Det kan ikke forlanges at en fabrikerer krigsfornØdenheter til bruk 
mot eget lQnds militærmakt. 

. 
13. Er et rettssubjekt i det Okkuperte omraade forpliktet til a~ opp

fylle kontrakter 1nngaat med rettssubjekter utenfor omraadet? 

Svar: i~rins ipiel t ja, men se lvfØlgelig underforutsetnln~ livat 
promrte oppfyllelse av den annen parts forpliktelser er sikret. 

14. Er en okkupasjon force ~ajeuro for rettssubjekter innenfor det 
besatte omraade med hensyn til kontrakter inngaatt med 

. Q. England-Frankrike. 
b. Tyskland. # . 

c. Danroliiork. 
d. andre land? 

Hvordan stiller det seg rue d hensyn til 

a~ oppfyllelse av kontrakter av· enhver art, som før krigen er 
1nngaatt med rettssubjekter 1 Tyskland? 

b. inngaaolse av nye kontrakter med saadanne rettsssubjekter? 

Svar: Okkupasjonen er force majeure overfor alle okkupantens 
fiender. Den kan selvfØlgelig være generell force majeuro,nemlig 
naur den hindrer fabrikasjonen eller leveranse. 

I det okkuperte omraade maa en oppfylle kontrakter, inngaat I~a 
forhaand æsd 1nnvaanere av den okkuperenda makt. Jeg kan ikke se 
at det er noen grunn til ikke ogsaa aa slutte nye kontrakter. 

Æ r bØd & g s t 

Kristen Johanssen 

( A. vskriften er fra: 

ErstatiningadirektoratetB ma~old~ggjorte dokumentaamling angaaende 
norske ~yndigheters stilling til tyske arbeidaoppdragg den først a tid 
etter 8. a~ril 1940.) (Istandbragt ved lTrT sakfØrer Ole Torleif 
Røed,Oalo. ) 
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2 The T errihle Secret 

entire world was deeply shocked and, as the military govern
menfnewspaper said, united in its resolve 'to wipe Belsen off the 
face ofthe earth'. The British officers, the Germans living in the 
nearby little towns of Winsen and Schwarmstedt, the whole 
world had been taken unaware by the incredible spectacle that 
w.as Belsen. The correspondent of a British paper began his 

\ 

dlspatch on Belsen as follows: 'It is my duty to describe 
something beyond the imagination of mankind.' 

The case ofBelsen was ~nbelievable for more than one reason. 
Three years had passed smce the world had first been informed 
about the existence of extermination camps. There had been 
mu~h det~iled infor~~tion about the names of these camps, 
thelr 10catlOn, the mllhons who had been killed there, even the 
n~mes of~e commanders had been published. But, like Captain 
Smgton, virtually no one had 'imagined what a camp would be 
like'. An? th~s Bels~n triggered offa wave ofviolent anger even 
though, Iromcally,. It was not an extermination camp at all, not 
even a conc~ntratlon camp, but a Krankenlager, a sick camp -
though admittedly, the only cure offered to the patients who 
~ntere~ th~ camp was death. The camps in which systematic 
extermmatlOn had been practised had ceased to function 
months ea:lier.. In comparison wit~ the death camps, Belsen was 
alm ost an Idylhc place; there were no gas chambers in Belsen no 
mass executions, death was merely by disease and starvation. 
But at the time it was considered the greatest possible 
abomination, and the luckless commanders and guards of 
Belsen wer~ the first to be brought to trial; their colleagues who 
had be~n 10 charge of the death camps in the East were to 
appear 10 court only many years later and some would never be 
judg~d. Some had died or disappeared, others were too old or 
too slck, the witnesses had forgotten or died, too much time had 
passed. 
~here had been a steady flow ofinformation, but it had quite 

obvlOusly not registered. Or had it been perhaps a case of some 
vague rumours which could not be given credence because there 
was no way to verify them? 

There is, in short, an unsolved problem. In this book I have 
~ried to p!ovide answers to the following questions: when did the 
mformatIOn about the 'finalsolution' first become known to 
Jews and non-Jews? Through what channels was it transmitted? 

Introduction 3 
What was the reaction of those who received the news? On one 
hand this is a study in the flow of wartime information which 
shows that Nazi Germany was not a hermeticaUy closed society, 
that despite secrecy and disinformation the 'final solution' was 
an open secret almost from the beginning. But it also touches on 
wider cognitive questions: what is the meaning of'to know' and 
'to believe'? The problem was put most succinctly by Judge 
Frankfurter in a meeting during the war with Jan Karski, a 
Polish emissary recently arrived, who told him about the mass 
slaughter in Europe. Frankfurter told Karski that he did not 
believe him. When Karski protested, Frankfurter explained that 
he did not imply that Karski had in any way not told the truth, 
he simply meant that he could not believe him - there was a 
difference. 

This study grew out of an invitation to give the annual Leo 
Baeck lecture in New York on 12 November 1979· I had read 
much about this most tragic period in the history of the Jewish 
people. But I am not a professional student of the 'final solution' 
and I have been writing about it only rarely and with 
reluctance. Nevertheless, the question 'What was known?' and 
'Why was it not believed?' had increasingly preoccupied me in 
recent years, and this for two different reasons. First, because it 
is still one of the riddles making the understanding of the 
catastrophe 50 difficult; secondly, because it is, of course, directly 
connected with a more general issue, that of the denial of reality, 
the psychological rejection of information which for one reason 
or another is not acceptable. This, up to a point, may weU be a 
normal defence mechanism. For it is, of course, impossible to live 
while constantly expecting the worstj even the greatest 
hypochondriac does not reaUy believe in his own impending 
death. Men freely believe, as Julius Caesar and many others 
have noted, that which they desire, and there is enormous 
resistance against accepting what is highly undesirable. But 
beyond a certain point, facing incontrovertible information 
such an attitude becomes difficult to comprehend. 

What is the reason for the inclination among otherwise l 
normal, sometimes even highly intelligent, human beings to \ 
deny reality, however glaring? Clearly it is a question of 
judgment rather than the inteUect.Judgmentcan be affected by \ 
a great many factors: ideological prejudice may be 50 strong as J 
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4 The T errible Secret 

to exclude all 'lnwelcome information; a mood, such as 
unwarranted optimism or pessimism, may influence it and there 
are a great many other possibilities. Whatever the reason, such 
behaviour is still mysterious and the mystery deepens if the issues 
at stake are not events of marginal importance or in some far
away country but very real dangers to the survival of one's 
group or oneself. 

To retum to the information about the 'final solution': I had 
rashly assumed that, the spade work having been done, l would 
be able to marshal the evidence in a more or less orderly manner 
and then present my conclusions. I soon realized that far less 
preparatory work had been done than I had thought, that the 
evidence was immense and of ten contradictory, that much 
important materialhad never been critically analyzed, partly 
because it had not been available until recently, and that other 
evidence was not accessible even now and perhaps never would 
be. I also realized that it would be a vain undertaking to aim at a 
systematic, comprehensive survey of all the facts pertaining to 
this subject. For the news was transmitted through dozens of 
channels and came from thousands ofindividuals, very of ten by 
word of mouth. Even when therewas at one time a written 
record, it frequently did not survive. 

The history of the two most important channels of inform
ation will never be written. This refers above all to the networks 
of Polish, Hungarian and Slovak smugglers, old and young, 
professional and part-time, Jewish and non-Jewish, who 
brought news to the ghetto, transmitted messages to individuals 
and communities and even went, for a great deal ofmoney, on 
special missions searching for people who had disappeared. 
They maintained something akin to a private messenger service 
throughout the war. But the regular mails also continued to 
function in wartime Europe, a fact which is frequently 
overlooked. Letters and posteards were sent from one Polish 
town to another, and also from Nazi-occupied Europe to neutral 
countries. Some of these letters still exist and they show that 
wherever the postal services were working information could be 
transmitted within a few days, or at most weeks, following any 
important event. But only a fraction still exists. For every one of 
which we know there may have been ten or more which were 
lost. For each kept in a public collection, there may be many in 
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private hands. Hence I decided early on in my work to restriet 
myselfto examples and illustrations. Such a selective approach 
can always be critieized. U nfortunately there can be no other in 
view of the immense amount of evidence. 

But the real difficulties only start at this point. The fact that a 
letter was written, reached the addressee and was read does not 
by itself mean very much. It certainly does not signify that 
eertain information had beeome public information. Even the 
publieation of a news item in the legal press, or afortiori in illegal 
newspapers, is not eonclusive proofthat itwas attentively read 
and indeed believed. The faet that some important news was 
radioed by the Polish underground to London does not 
necessarily mean that the British War Cabinet knew about it. 
Perhaps the information was read only by a few Polish officials 
but was not passed on; perhaps it was transmitted to the Special 
Operations Executive (SOE) or the Foreign Office intelligence 
but shelved there by some middle-Ievel bureauerats because it 
was thought to be oflow priority. It is usually difficult to prove 
whether some specifie item of information was widely cir
culated. It is almost impossible to say whether it was believed. 

But if there is no certainty there are still degrees of probability. 
The arrivaI of one letter in a community eounting many 
thousands does not mean much, whereas the impact of the 
arrival of many letters containing the same message cannot 
easily be disrnissed. The publication of a news story or the 
receipt of amessage through diplomatic or intelligence channels 
is not necessarily a matter of great consequence especially if it 
runs counter to all previous experience. But ifthere are repeated 
accounts trom independent sources, the recipient will be 
compelled to pay attention. He may still reject the information 
but he ean no longer ignore it. 

In this study I cover the period between J une 1941, the 
German invasion of the Soviet U nion, and the end of 1 942. The 
importance ofboth dates as major landmarks can be disputed. It 
can be argued that the real turning point was the Wannsee 
Conference ofJanuary 1942, and that since the major extermi
nation camps began to operate only in summer of 1942, no 
significant information could have possibly come out of Eastern 
Europe before that date. I once shared this view but I no longer 
do so. 
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6 The T errible Secret 

The Wannsce Conference was the occasion on which 
Ei~hmann convened leading representatives ofvarious German 
ministries whose help he needed to expedite the 'final solution' . 
It wa~ an important new stage, but it was not the beginning. In 
the SlX months preceding this conference more than half a 
m~llionJews had already been killed by the special ss units, the 
Eznsatzgruppen, and the ,first extermination centre (Che1mno) 
already functioned. lf the Einsatzgruppen had continued their 
m~r~erous activities O? the same scale throughout the war, four 
mIlhon Jews would still have been killed. These units did not 
engage in pogroms but in systematic murder, and for this reason 
it is implausible to disregard events before January 1942. 

It wl11 be argued that the decision to conclude my story in 
December 1942 is arbitrary. History is aseamiess web and 
therefore all periodization is arbitrary, and yet lines have to be 
dra~n somewhere. By December 1942 the Jewish institutions 
outs.Ide Europe had declared days ofmourning and the United 
NatIons had confirmed the news about the mass slaughter in a 
com mon declaration. The news had been broadcast all over the 
world. and featured in all major newspapers outside Nazi· 
occ~ple~ ~urope. The majority ofJews in Eastern Europe knew, 
so dld mllhons of Germans and other residents ofNazi-occupied 
Europe. Every European government had heard the news, ifnot 
necessarily most ofits citizens. Thus a good case can be made for 
concluding the story in late 1942, even though many learned 
about the ~final so!ution' only in later years; some after all, refuse 
to accept It to thlS day. * 

The questions posed in this book cannot be answered in a 
general way. The fact that some information became known in 

-During 1943 and early 1944 the mass murder did not figure prominendy in the 
neutral and Alhed media, nor did Allied official declarations mention it frequendy. 
Many American and British Jews realized the full extent of the catastrophe only during 
the last year of the war and many non-Jews only after the war had ended. It has been 
not~d that in January 1943, after the Allied declaration condemning Nazi atrocities 
agaInst the Jews, more than half the American citizens asked in a poll did not believe 
that the Na~is were deliberately killing theJews. Results ofa similar poll in late '944 
showed. that most Americans still believed that fewer than 100,000 Jews had heen 
exterml~ated. Not too much political importance should, however, be attributed tosuch 
polis whlch have shown time and time again a regrettable lack ofinformation about facts 
and figures in ge~eral including, for instance, the size of the population of the United 
States or even thelr home state or town. They do not invalidate the case against carrying 
~he story. beyon.d December 1942. For the purpose of this study is to establish why 
mformatlon whlch was available was not believed. 

,.1" 
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the Warsaw ghetto does not mean tha~ it was also known in 
Lodz or Vilna, let alone among the Jews of Berlin, Amsterdam 
or Saloniki. If the Swedish Governmen t received certain news in 
July 1942 this do es not imply that the Red Cross or British 
intelligence also heard about it soon afterwards. I had to divide 
my survey into five bro ad sections, dealing first with Germany, 
its allies and satellites, then with the neutrals who in many ways 
had unique sources ofinformation. I then deal with the channels 
through which the Allies learned about it, and in the last part 
with the knowledge of the Jews inside Nazi-occupied Europe, 
and those outside (in the US, Britain and Palestine). Lastly I 
devote a special section to Poland; this was the country in which 
most of the slaughter took place and from which most of the 
information came. Some overlapping between these sections has 
been unavoidable; I have tried to keep it to a minimum. 

It should be made clear once again that this is a study not 
about the holocaust - a term singularly inappropriate* - not 
about aid, rescue or resistance, not about the behaviour ofJews, 
Nazis and Allies, but about a far more limited topic. In a general 
book about the 'final solution' not only the emphasis might have 
been different but very likely also my judgment; this concerns 
groups ofpeople as well as individuals. The main question in this 
study is whether the news was suppressed or· not, and whether it 
was believed. I t is perfectly true that some of those who had been 
the first to sound the alarm later did little or nothing to help the 
remaining Jews, whereas some who had initially refused to 
believe the news did a great deal to aid them later on. There are 
other books dealing with these issues and the literature is still 
growing. 

Difficulties orresearch and organization quite apart, there is 
one main pitfall in a work of this kind: the temptations of 
hindsight. Nothing is easier than to apportion praise and blame, 
writing many years after the events: some historians find the 
temptation irresistible. But the 'final solution' more perhaps 
than any other subject should be approached in a spirit of 
caution and even humility. It is very easy to claim that everyonf 
should have known what would happen once Fascism came to 

-'Holokauslein' means to bring a (wholly) bumt offering; it was not the intention of the 
Nazis to make a sacrifice ofthis kind, and the position oftheJews was not that oCa ritual 
victim. 
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8 The T errible Secret 

power. But such an approach is ahistorical. Nazism was an 
unprecedented phenomenon. In Fascist Italy, with all its evils, it 
is also true that during the twenty years of its existence some 
twenty enemies of the state (or of Mussolini) were actually 
executed, and of those some had, in fact, engaged in terrorist 
action. There was no precedent in recent European history for 
the murderous character of German National Socialism and for 
this reason most contemporaries were caught unprepared. 

To understand this reIuctance not only in Britain and the 
United States but also inside Germany and even among the 
Jews themselves to give credence to the news about the mass 
murder, one ought to consider the historical impact of the 
atrocity propaganda in the First World War. While this had 
not, of course, been the first war in which allegations had been 
made of widespread massacres and unspeakable crueIty, such 
propaganda campaigns had never before been conducted 
systematically on such a large scale. Both sides engaged in such 

. propaganda, but the British and French with much greater 
effect than the Germans who felt aggrieved that they were losing 
the battle of words even though they had made a valiant effort to 
charge their enemies (and especially the Gossacks in East 
Prussia) with every possible crime. 

Western allegations of German atrocities began with the 
violation ofBelgian neutrality by the Germans in August 1914. 
The Germans, it was said, had ravished women and even young 
children, impaled and crucified men, cut off tongues and 
breasts, gouged eyes and burned down whole villages. These 
reports were not only carried in sensationalist newspapers but 
also endorsed by leading writers from John Buchan and Arthur 
Con an Doyle to Arnold Toynbee, to mention but a few. 3 This 
propaganda continued throughout 1914 and 1915, decreased 
somewhat in intensity in 1916, but reached a new peak in April 
1916 when the British press began to publish news and 
comments about the use of the corpses of fallen soldiers by the 
Germans for the production oflubricants such as glycerine and 
soap. As an afterthought, probably for the benefit of China and 
the Muslim countries, it was added that pig food was also made 
of the corpses. 

There were indeed such installations in Germany 
(Kadaververwertungsanstalten) but they were processing animals' 
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cadavers not human corpses. However, suchnews items were 
not the exception; even high ly reputable newspapers such as the 
Financial Times carried stories according to which the Kaiser 
himselfhad ordered the torturing of three-year-old children and 
had personally specified what tortures should be applied. The 
Daily Telegraph reported in March 1916 that the Austrians and 
the Bulgarians had kiIIed 700,000 Serbs using asphyxiating gas. 

Some readers probably remembered these stories when in 
June 1942 the Daily Telegraph was the first to report that 700,000 
Jews had been gassed. For when the First World War had end ed 
it soon appeared that many of these reports had either been 
invented - and some of the inventors admitted this much - or 
grossly exaggerated. The invasion ofBelgium had indeed been a 
war crime, many Belgian civilians had been executed by the 
Germans on charges of armed resistance which were frequently 
unproven and there was a considerable amount of wanton 
destruetion. But neither had the Allies always been wholly 
innocent and, in any case, it was a far cry from these acts to the 
allegations previously made with regard to German outrages. In 
the mid-twenties, Austen Chamberlain, the Foreign Secretary, 
admitted in Parliament that the story of the corpse factory had 
been without foundation. And as late as February 1938, on the 
eve of another war, Harold Nicolson said, also in the House of 
Commons, that 'we had lied damnably', that the lies had done 
Britain tremendous harm and that he hoped that he would not 
see such propaganda again. Thus, when in late 1941 and 1942 
information was again received about mass murder, about the 
use ofpoison gas and the manufacture ofsoap from corpses, the 
general inclination was to disbelieve it, frequently with 
reference to 'lessons'· from the First World War: no one wanted 
to be misled for the second time within one generation. Two 
vital circumstances were ignored: above all the fact that Nazi 
Germany of 1942 was a political regime very different from the 
Emperor's Reich of 1914, and secondly that even in the First 
World War, al beit in different conditions, large-scale kiIIings 
had taken place in dis tant parts - the Armenian massacres. The 
atrocity propaganda of the First World War acted as a 
deterrent; it was not the only psychological obstacle making the 
acceptance of the horrible news so difficult, but certainly a very 
important one. Even what happened before 1939 in Germany 
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10 The T errible Secret 

and Austria could not be reasonably considered at the time the 
logical prelude to genocide. Hence the reluctance of the Jews 
both inside Europe and outside to believe the information about 
the 'final solution' . Accusations have been levelled against the 

. Poles, the Western Allies and the Soviet leaders, against the 
Vatican and the Red Cross and almost everyone else for having 
betrayed the Jews. This study concerns itself not with the 
question of rescue but with the transmission ofinformation. For 
all these countries and organizations theJewish catastrophe was 
a marginal issue. This is particularly true for the main strategists 
of the war against Nazi Germany. Their paramount aim was to 
win the war against Hitler. Everything else was a matter oflittle 
interest and low priority. Winning the war in 1942 was bound to 
be more than a part-time preoccupation for the outcome was as 
yet by no means certain. 

But tout comprendre is not necessarily tout pardonner. When all 
allowances have been made, when all mitigating circumstances 
have be en accorded, it is still true that few come out of the story 
unblemished. It was a story of failure to comprehend, among 
Jewish leaders and communities inside Europe and outside, a 
story offailure among non-Jews in high positions in neutral and 
Allied countries who did not care, or did not want to know or 
even suppressed the information. 

It will be asked whether it really would have mattered if the 
world had accepted the facts of the mass murder earlier than it 
did. No one knows. Quite likely it would not have made much 
difference. TheJews inside Europe could not have escaped their 
fate, those outside were too weak to help, and the neutrals and 
the Allies might not have done more than they did in any case, 
which, as is known, was very little indeed. 

But there is no certainty. It is unlikely that many of those 
killed in 1942 could have been saved. Militarily, Germany was 
still very strong, its hold on its allies and satellites unbroken. 
There were, however, ways and means to rescue same even then. 
They might or might not have succeeded, but they were not 
even tried. It was a double failure, first of comprehension and 
later of seizing the opportunities which still existed. We shall 
confront the question again towards the end of this study. 

We ought to look briefly now at the chronology of the 'final 
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solution', the background for all that follows. On 30 January 
1939 Hitler had announced that in a new world theJewish race 
in Europe would be destroyed. War came but at first there was 
no clear plan with regard to the means of destruction. True, the 
organizational framework hadbeen established in September 
1939, the Main State Security Office of the ss in which there was 
Eichmann's section for Jewish affairs. But there was no clear 
policy. As Heydrich said in late September 1939, there was a 
final aim, whose attainment would take some time, but steps 
necessary for reaching it could be applied more or less at once. 
One of the projects discussed in 1940 was the plan to concentrate 
European Jewry in Madagascar. Detailed blueprints were 
prepared, to be disrnissed again after only a few months. 

In the meantime Polish Jews were put into ghettos. The 
largest were Lodz (February 1940) and Warsaw (November 
1940). Thousands ofJews were deported from Central Europe 
to Lublin in southern Poland, which at one stage was meant to 
become a 'reserve' for all of European Jewry. This project was 
dropped in November 1940. Up to the German invasion of the 
Soviet Union in J une 1941 there had been same arbitrary 
killings but no major massacres. In the ghettos thousands were 
dying of sickness and starvation. But there was not as yet 
systematic extermination. Meanwhile Jewish emigration con
ti nu ed albeit on a very small scale from Europe to the Americas, 
Shanghai and a few other places. , 

In December 1940 Hitler signed Directive 2 I, ('Barbarossa') 
and soon afterwards Himmler and Heydrich were told to make 
preparations for the 'final solution' of the Jewish question in 
Europe. Not only the occupied countries were included in the 
blueprints, but also the Jews of Britain and Ireland. A written 
order was never given, and in a wartime speech in later years 
before senior ss leaders Himmler explained why: on certain 
things there would be ho records. 

Early in May 1941 the nucleus of the Einsat;:gruppen was 
convened in central Germany. There were to be four of these 
groups: A was to engage in extermination in northern Russia; B 
was to operate in the central region of the front; C in northern 
Ukraine; and D, the smallest, in southern Ukraine, the Crimea 
and the Caucasus. They were to be helped by various other units 
- auxiliary police, field security, Iocal (Ukrainian and Baltic) 
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12 The Temble Secret 

volunteers. These groups began their operations almost 
immediately after the invasion on 22June, killing 2,oooJews in 
Bialystok on 27 J une, and 7,000 in Lwow three days later. In the 
following four months they swept the occupied areas and 
together with their Romanian allies in the south killed some 
600,000Jews. Even the approach ofwinter did not slow ?own 
these operations, and there was a second sweep in the spnng of 
1942. 

It was clear from the very beginning that the Einsat;:gruppen 
could not single-handedly effect the 'final solution'. The forces 
were too small and the operations were limited, after all, to the 
occupied areas in Russia. More thorough preparations had to be 
made for Poland and the rest of Europe. On 31 July 1941 
Heydrich, chief of the security police, was ordered by Goering to 
solve the Jewish question 'in the most favourable way, given 
present conditions'. The techniques ofmass murder existed but 
the installations had to be built and the Jewish communities 
from the various countries had to be transported to the 
extermination camps. 

Meetings took place to exchange technical information and 
on 20January 1942 the Wannsee Conference was convened. But 
even before then deportations from Central Europe to Lodz and 
other ghettos had started and the first extermination camp, 
Chelmno, was already in operation. 

Chelmno (Kulmhof) on tlte River Ner was inaugurated on 8 
December 1941; the means of killing was through carbon 
monoxide in mobile vans. The second extermination camp was 
set up in Belzec in winter 1941-2. Belzec is a small place on the 
Lublin-Lwow railway line. It became operational in mid
March 1942. The first victims wereJews from Lublin. Killing 
was by poison gas in fixed airtight chambers, housed first in 
wooden huts, later in a massive stone building.4 Sobibor, the 
third camp, situated on the River Bug in eastern Pol and not far 
from the Ukrainian border, was ready in May 1942. Many 
German, Dutch and Slovak Jews were killed there and also 
many from Poland. Treblinka, one of the bigg<;st of the camps, is 
north-east ofWarsaw. Killing there began on 23July 1942 with 
the arrival of the first transports from Warsaw. The camps 
mentioned so far had only one purpose: to kill. Auschwitz 
and Majdanek were both labour and extermination camps 
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which contributed greatly to the confusion of the outside world. 
Auschwitz was, in fact, the greatest of the extermination camps 
but it also supplied the work force for various factories. A 
concentration camp had first been established there, on the 
border of Western Galicia and Upper Silesia, in May 1940 but 
its inmates were mainly Poles. In October 1941 a second camp, 
Auschwitz Il (Birkenau), was added in ",hich the Jews were 
concentrated. That there was a concentration camp- and one of 
the worst - in Auschwitz was known early on; an OSS report 
received in August 1942 mentioned its existence. But it 
mentioned neither Jews nor poison gas. On the other hand it 
reported that Max Schmeling, former heavyweight boxing 
champion, had been made its commander, an unlikely story if 
there ever was one. This piece of information had been picked 
up and transmitted no doubt at great cost and perhaps also risk, 
all the way from Europe. If the oss operatives had devoted 
more time to the study ofvernacular newspapers published in 
New York City they would have found more accurate and 
detailed accounts. 5 More than once I found important 
information in newspapers weeks and even months before it 
found its way into diplomatic cables. 

The first killing by poison gas in Auschwitz took place in 
September 1941 but this was an .isolated event; the mass 
transports began to arrive only in late March 1942. They 
continued to come almost without interruption: Slovak and 
some FrenchJews came in March 1942, the Dutch in July, the 
Belgian and Yugoslav in August, the Czech in October, the 
Norwegian and German in December 1942; the rest came in 
1943 and 1944. Altogether between one and two million Jews 
were killed in Auschwitz. Lastly there was Majdanek, a suburb 
of Lublin, perhaps two miles from the city centre. This was 
originally a prisoner-of-war camp but was greatly expanded in 
1941. More than half the inmates were killed upon arrival, but 
others were sent to work in labour battalions and thus survived 
for severai months or even years. 

What was, what could be, known of the progress of the 'final 
solution' during the critical period? 

By I January 1912: Total number of Jews killed so far 
5-600,000. The destruction of virtually all 
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Jews in Estonia, of 35,000 out of 75,000 
LatvianJews who fell into Nazi hands, and 
of 100,000 Jews in Lithuania including 
45,000 in Vilna out of 55,000 and most 
communities in the provinces. 
Killing of 300,000 in Ukraine, Eastern 
Galicia and White Russia. 
Qhelmno in operation. 
Murder of Croatian Jews. 
Killing of 80,000 (so far) in Transniestria. 
Deportation of 20,000 German Jews to 
Lodz ghetto. 

By l April 1942: Continuation of these operations. 
Deportations from Slovakia to Auschwitz 
and Majdanek. 
Belzec camp operational. . 
Beginning of 'evacuation' of Polish ghettos 
(Lublin etc.). 
Second sweep of Einsatzgruppen (Crimea 
etc.). 

By l July 1942: Sobibor opened. 
Destruetion of most Polish commumtles 
excluding Warsaw, Lodz, Bialystok and 
some others. 
Deportations start from Germany, Holland, 
Belgium, the Protectorate etc. 

By l Oetober 1942: Continuation of deportations to camps from 
Pol and and from European countries. 
Treblinka in. operation. 
Most Warsaw Jews killed in Treblinka. 

By l January 1943: According to an offical ss report, 2.5 million 
Jewshad been 'deported' by the end of 1942 

and were no longer alive. 
This included: 

100,000 from Germanyand the Sudeten
land 
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47,000 from Austria 
69,000 from ,the Protectorate 

1,274,000 from the General Government 
(Poland) and Lwow 

41,000 from Franee 
38,000 from the Netherlands 
16,000 from Belgium 

532 from Norway 
56,000 from Slovakia 

5,000 from Croatia 
635,000 from Soviet territories* 

This, in briefest outline, was the sequence of events and we shall 
now see when and how Jews and Germans, neutrals and Allies 
learned about it. 

*This is the Korherr report. Korherr was the ss inspector fi,r statistics and Himmler 
mmmissioncd him on 18 January 1943 to provide an interim report which wa~ 
submittcd on 23 March 1943. But Korherr also wrote that the figures for the fi,rmer 
Russian territorics were incomplete. The overall figure was probably near three million. 
While Himmler upbraided Korherr for using such incautious terms as 'final solution', 
juniorofficials wcrcon occasion quite outspoken. Thus Dr Wetzel wrote in a letter to the 
Reich govemorofthe occupied territories on 25 October 1941 thatJews from Germany 
incapable ofwork might be climinatcd (bmitigt) with Brack's instrumentation (i.e. gas). 
The samc Dr Wetzel wrotc in the (;etIn"alplan Osi (27 April 1942) that if onc would 
liquidate the Poles a~ theJews were liquidated, this would weigh on the German people 
to the distant future and cost it sympathics everywhere (N uremberg DocumenL~, N .G. 
2325). 
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GERMANY: A WALL OF SILENCE? 

WHEN did the news of the mass murder first reach Germany? 
According to an almost general consensus there was a 'wall of 
silence'. Ifit was possible in wartime to keep certain secrets even 
in the Western democracies (such as the 'Manhattan' project, or 
'Ultra' or the preparations for the second front), it was, of 
course, much easier to do so in totalitarian countries with their 
far more effective means of control and repression. The Nazi 
au thori ties, moreover, made a determined effort to spread 
misleading information about the fate of the jews. 

All this is true, but it is not the whole truth. The comparisons 
with Manhattan and Ultra are hard ly relevant because these 
projects concerned only a few hundred, at most a few thousand, 
people and the secret of the second front had to be kept only for a 
few weeks or months. While it is correct that only a handful of 
Germans knew all about the 'final solution' , very few knew 
nothing. As Hans Frank, Hitler's viceroy in Poland, said at 
Nuremberg, one should not believe anyone claiming that he 
knew nothing, and he did not refer only to those on trial. 
Himmler in a famous wartime speech 'on the issue of secrecy 
surrounding the fate ofthejews solemnly announced: we shall 
never speak about it. There will be no record. But while he was 
talking the tape recorders were running and the speech can still 
be heard, loud and clear in most major sound archives. Millions 
of people cannot be killed without participants in the murder 
and without witnesses. 

The party leaders, the SS, the security police and the otheI' 
agencies involved used camouflage language even in their 
internal correspondence: jews were not executed, let alone 
killed or murdered; they were only 'resettled', 'evacuated', 
'removed', 'deported' or at worst given 'special treatment' . 
'Special treatment' was, however, too outspoken for the sensitive 
Himmler; when Korherr, the chief statistician of the ss 
submitted to him an interim report about the progress of the 
'final solution' - yet another of these euphemisms - Himmler 
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ordered him not to use this term any more but simply to refer to 
the 'transport ofJews'. But even in a totalitarian system there is 
no consistency: the 'special units' (the Einsat;::gruppen) did not use 
circumlocution in their daily, weekly or monthly reports. They 
were in a hurry and simply announced that so man y thousands 
ofJews had been killed during a certain period. The same was 
true with regard to the war diaries of army units, big and small, 
which reported without any embellishment the massacres which 
had been witnessed.·For, ironically, the ss could not tell them to 
use the special terms without also telling them why this was 
necessary, and this was thought inadvisable. 

The issue became ofimportance in the post-war trials: some of 
the most senior ss leaders elaimed that they had never heard 
about the 'final solution'. One ofthem was Karl Wolff: true, he 
had been Himmler's chief of staff and his rank had been that of 
an ss general, but Himmler had never mentioned mass murder 
to him; had he done so, he, Wolff, would have immedia.tely 
committed suicide. How then could he explain that in a letter in 
July 1942 Wolff had expressed 'joy' that the 'chosen people' 
were transferred from Warsaw to Treblinka at the rate of severaI 
thousands a day? Well, the letter had been drafted by someone 
else, he had not been aware of any sinister meaning .... 

The German experience shows that secrets cannot, in fact, be 
kept even in a totalitarian regime once they have percolated 
beyond a certain small group. Ten men or women may keep a 
secret, but thousands cannot. Even the walls ofsilence have their 
loose bricks and hoIes. To prepare and carry out the 'final 
solution' the active participation ofthousands in many walks of 
life was needed. Who in 1942 was in a position to know in 
Germany? Above all, of course, the people who had ordered the 
mass murder and those who were directly instrumental in 

:: carrying it out. These were not many: Hitler, Goering, Himmler 
II and then in descending order Heydrich, Eichmann and their 
II immediate collaborators. Then the special units, the 

\ 

Einsat;::gruppen, which were relatively small; they counted about 
three thous~nd members. Once the death camps had been 
established, those running the camps, serving and guarding 
them have to be added. Again, these were no more than a few 
thousand, and all of them, of course, under strict orders to keep 
silent. But in many cases these orders were not obeyed, guards 
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talked, or at the very least dropped hints to relations or 
girlfriends. Neither the members 'of the Einsat;::gruppen nor the 
camp guards belonged to elite units with a high degree of 
discipline. Once they had completed their mission they were 
reposted. Some of them talked more or less freely about their 
experience in the East to other soldiers or policemen. 

If the number of those directly involved was fairly small, the 
'final solution' could still not be carried out without the indirect 

. help or knowledge ofmany others, and this especially applies to 
the very early period, the first months after the invasion of 
Russia. The special units, which killed some 500,000 Jews 
between latejune and November 1941, entered occupied Soviet 
territory immediately after the Wehrmacht. They could, of 
course, act only in elose co-operation with the German army. 
They had to announce their presenee to the local commanders 
and they had to co-ordinate with them their forthcoming 
'actions'. The daily or weekly bulletins of the special unit'! 
frequently mention the state of relations with the army. 
Sometimes the army is praised for the help extended. U nits from 
army group centre actually participated in some of the 
massacres and Field Marshall von Reichenau was warmly 
praised by the Einsat;::gruppen. EIsewhere local army com
manders actually requested the 'special units' to finish their 
work more quickly (Kremenehug, Dzankoi). This provoked 
protests on the part of the otherwise not oversensitive ss 
commanders: 'We are not the hangmen of the army ... .' 

At other times there were complaints about the lackof 
assistance or even the criticism voiced by army officers who 
failed to show understanding for the thankless work done by the 
'speciaIs'. Thus, many German army officers were bound to 
know, except those who were constantly in the front line or those 
in regions in which there were noJews at all, ofwhich there were 
not many. For every army officer who had to be taken into 
confidenee by the ss there were severaI others who saw or heard 
about the killing by accident. * There are countless reports of 

• Rudolf von Gersdorff, a major in the general staff, having been informed about the 
executions of severaI thousands of Jews in Borisov, wrote in the war diary of 
Heeresgruppe Mitte on 9 December '94': 'In alllonger conversations with officers I 
have been asked about the execution ofJews without having raised the issue myself. I 
gained the impression that the shooting of Jews is rejected by almost all officers.' 
(R.Ch.Freiherr von Gersdorff, Soldat im Untngang (Berlin, 1977), pp. 96-9). When 
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officers and soldiers who, having watched 'executions' in
advertently , had taken pictures. This seems to have been a fairly 
com mon practice even among the special units. There was a 
~eydri~h order in November 1941 to stop this practice 
lm.m~dlat:ly - and a second order in early 1942 to collect all 
eXlstmg plctures. From now on all photographs were to be taken 
only by those authorized and this material was considered a 
state secret. 

Some of those who witnessed the 'executions' talked or wrote 
about it ~ith approval, others with horror, many just related the 
facts. ThlS refers not only to officers and soldiers, but also to 
civilians (journalists, railway workers, technicians and others) 
who related what they had seen; many of them were not even 
bound by oath. This was, broadly speaking, how the news first 
reached large sections of the German people. Internal Nazi 
reports specifically mention soldiers on leave as the most 
important single source about the 'very hard measures' taken 
a~ainst theJews. All this refers to the early ph ase, the stageofthe 
ElnsatZ/Jruppen. Once the 'final solution' became institutional
ized and more organized, with the installation of the death 
camps such as Chelmno, Sobibor, Treblinka and Auschwitz, 
army personnei were less likely to witness extermination. 

The 'special units' continued their actions albeit on a smaller 
basis - not that many Jews were left in the occupied territories. 
On the other hand the num ber of civilians involved grew by 
leaps and bounds. Even in the very early planning meetings, 
such as the Wannsee Conference, representatives of the 
ministries of Foreign Affairs, Justice, the Interior and the Four
Year Plan, and the Reich Chancellery had participated and as 
the deportations from Germany and Central Europe came 
under way, officials of eve ry rank from many other state offices 
had to be enlisted. For this was a major administrative operation 
which, given the intricacies of modern society, involved 
countless decisions, instructions, circular letters and correspon
dence. The mayor of a small or medium-sized town in Germany 

G~neral ~usch, the commander of the 16th Army heard the executions from his hotd 
wmdow m K?vno, he said that these things did not concem the officers and they must 
not do anythmg ahout it. (l'eter Hoffmann, Widtr.,land, Slaalssirtich, AI/mlal (Munich, 
1970 ), p. 317.) But another highly decorated officer, Axel von dem Bussche decided to 
join the conspiracy against Hitler precise\y because he had accidentally been'a witness to 
mass executlOns on Dubno airport in autumn 1942. 
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or Austria would get an order informing him thatJews were to 
be transported to the East and that he was to extend all possible 
help to those who would run the operation. TheJews had to be 
informed (fo~ which the services of the post office were needed), 
the old and mfirm had to be transported to the concentration 
point, physicians and nurses had to check whether all could be 
transported. The operation was frequently not even supervised 
by the 55, which was needed for more urgent commissions, but 
by the regular police. The offices of the railway services were 
needed; it was not at all easy to obtain special trains in wartime 
even if the deportations had the highest priority . The trains were 
accompanied by policemen from various branches, including 
the ordinary, regular police force. Reports had to be written 
about each transport and those in command would sometimes 
complain that station mas ters had shown lack of ce-operation . 
(of course they too had to be informed ). Some had even gone out 
of their way to be friendly towards the deportees. Perhaps they 
had an inkling of what was in store for them. 

But with the disappearance of the Jews the bureaucratic 
problems were by no means over. The neighbours of the Jews 
and the people in the factories where many of them had worked 
were, of course, aware that they had vanished. Many may have 
believed the official version of 'resettlement in the East'. But 
there is documentary evidence that 'at least some knew more; 
J ews working in Berlin factories were warned of impending 
razzias, and sometimes they were even told by weU wishers 
among factory managers and foremen that the fate in store for 
them was not just 'resettlement'. The bureaucratic machinery 
continued to work. The property of the Jews was taken over by 
the state. Banks and insurance companies had to be informed 
that theJews were legally dead, other offices had to be told that 
theJ ews no longer needed food and clothing stamps. All kinds of 
legal complications con cern ing property arose and the law 
courts had to deal with problems of this kind. 1 

Then, at a later stage, the administration had to cope with 
~ew problems. Certain belongings of those who had been killed 
m the camps were shipped back to Germany. Money and other 
valuables, including gold fillings, were sent to the banks; 
b!ankets, glasses, children's dolls, handbags, linen, watches, 
pIpes, umbrellas, fountain pens and sundry other belongings 
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were sent to various agencies specializing in social work such as 
the Winterhi{fe and to the families of wounded soldiers. The 
women were shaved before being subjected to 'special treat
ment' and their hair was sent to Alex Zink felt factory near 

. Nuremberg to be used in the war effort. It is unlikely, to put it 
cautiously, that the recipients of these shipments had no idea 
whatsoever where these commodities came from. 

As the transports from Germany and other countries were 
rolling towards the East - it has been said - theJ ews disappeared 
without a trace. For as the extermination camps were located far 
away from the borders of Germany, no one but the few directly 
involved in the 'final solution' could possibly know about the 
fate oftheJews. This version is widely believed but it isn't quite 
true: two of the extermination camps, Chelmno, the first to 
become operative, and Auschwitz, the largest, were actually 
within the borders ofGrossdeutschland. Though Auschwitz was in 
many ways a state within a state, this meant that various 
branches of the German civilian bureaucracy were involved in 
the establishment and running of the camps. It was not occupied 
territory where bureaucratic procedure could frequently be 
disregarded. A glance at the map shows that Auschwitz is 
located not in the midd le of a desert but at the border of the 
Upper Silesian industrial area, near such major cities as 
Beuthen, Gleiwitz, Hindenburg (Zabrze) and Katowice. 

Auschwitz, furthermore, was both a work and ext~rmination 
camp, unlike places such as Treblinka and Sobibor which were 
factories of death, tout court. Auschwitz was a veritable 
archipelago with some forty branches (Aussenstellen):The list of 
these branches reads like a gazetteer of Silesia: Kosel, 
Blechhammer, Gleiwitz, Beuthen, Laurahuette, Bunzlau, 
Langenbielau, Ottmuth, Gogolin, Annaberg, Neukirch. The 
Auschwitz branches extended as far as Riesa, in Saxony, and 
Warsaw. Not every worker in every branch knew, but some did. 
Auschwitz workers were employed by AEG, the German 
electricity trust, and by IG Farben; they worked for the German 
railway system and other enterprises connected with the war 
effort. It is known from various sources, Polish and German, that 
the Polish population living in the neighbourhood of far more 
isolated camps than Auschwitz were well aware of what went on 
inside these camps. It is impossible to believe that no resident of 
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Gleiwitz, Beuthen or Katowitz had any idea of what went on 
within a distance of a few miles from their homes. Moreover, 
those Auschwitz inmates who had been fortunate enough to be, 
selected for work rather than death were, in fact, dispersed all 
over Silesia, and since they met with thousands of people it is 
inconceivable that the news about Auschwitz did not reach 
many non-Jews. IfJews living in the nearby ghettos did know, 
others who had greater freedom of movement knew too.· 

Charles Joseph Coward, a British prisoner ofwar, said in his 
evidence in the post-war trial against IG Farben: 

The people in the city {Auschwitz], the S.s. men, the camp inmates, 
foreign workers, all the camp knew it. All the civilian population knew 
it, they complained about the stench of the burning bodies. Even the 
I.G. Farben employees to whom I spoke, a lot ofthem would admit it. It 
would be utterly impossible not to know. 

A physician serving with the Waffen ss said during the 
interrogation: Question: 'Did thesecivilianslivingin theshadow 
of the crematoria know about the gassings?' Answer: 'Y es, that is 
the way I meant it, because in Katowitz one was able to smell 
the stench of the crematoria just as well as in Auschwitz.'2 
According to Pery Broad, a member of the ss, civilians from all 
parts of Germany had heard of Auschwitz, at least as a rumour, 
'otherwise the great interest cannot be accounted for shown 
when the trains passed near the camp. The passengers usually 
rose from their seats and went to the windows .... '3 

Adolf Bartelmas, a railway employee in Auschwitz, said in his 
testimony at the Auschwitz tri al in Frankfurt many years later 
that the flames could be seen at a distance of fifteen-twenty 
kilometres and that it was known that human beings were 
burned there. Even more emphatic were Kaduk and Pery Broad 

·Two examples should suffice: a Palestinian citizen, a resident of Sosnowice' who was 
repatriated in November 1942, reported to the Jewish Agency about the chimneys of 
nearby Auschwitz - and what they were used for. Her evidence together with that of 
others - on which more below - was distributed by the Information Department of the 
Jewish Agency on 20 November 1942. She must have heard by August or September 
1942 at the latest. 

According to a Gestapo report dated 18 March 1942, Karl Golda, aged twenty-eight, 
a member of the Order of the Salesians, and resident of a monastery near Auschwitz, was 
arrested for having gathered material about the camp. He was sent to Auschwitz where 
he died on 14 May 1942. This happened even before the mass killings had started. To 
show excessive curiosity was dangerous, but as the mass transports began to roll those 
Iiving nearby could not help but notice. 
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who appeared in the same trial: when the chimneys' were 
operated there was a Barne of five metres. The railway station, 
full of civilians and soldiers on leave, was covered with smoke 
and there was an all-pervasive sweet smell. According to Broad 
the pitch-black eIouds of smoke could be seen and smelled for 
kilometres: 'The smell was simply intolerable ... .' 

Hundreds of civilian employees, Germans as weU as Poles, 
worked at Auschwitz, arrlving in the morning, leaving in the 
afternoon. The families of some of the high er officials lived there 
too. Many technicians and workers from various parts of 
Germany and the occupied countries came to Auschwitz for 
shorter and longer periods of time, and there is evidence that 
they diseussed in public places what they had seen in the camp.4 
Workers from Krupp, such as Erich Lutat and PaulOrtmann, 
said in evidence at the N uremberg trial that the workers used to 
discuss the events in the camp, and when they went home on 
leave to see their families in Essen they also told them, gam:. 
entsetzt ('quite horrified'). 

Ifthe workers knew, it stands to reason that at least some of 
the bosses knew too, which is not to say that every director of 
Krupp or IG Farben was aware of the systematic killing. But it 
seems to have been an open secret even in business dreIes not 
directly connected with either making deliveries to Auschwitz or 
having a branch in the camps. In 1961 Dr Guenther Prey, a 
German industrialist, made a deposition at the Dutch 
Government War Institute, according to which he had 
discovered, by chanee in late 1941 or in 1942 in Danzig, that 
Jews were killed by gassing. Perhaps this was a mere accident, 
perhaps others were unlikely to learn the secret the same way. 
But Dr Prey also sa id that the matter was openly talked about in 
the German cireIes in which he moved in Holland, where it was 
generally known that the Jews in Auschwitz and other camps 
were murdered en masse (Dr Prey used the German term 
Grossbetrieb).5 

Altogether 40,000 Auschwitz inmates were employed by 
various German industrial enterprises. IG Farben, which was 
the pioneer, alone had some 10,000 in mates - including British 
prisoners ofwar- working in the BUNA (synthetie rubber) and 
acetic acid plant. There was a fairly rapid turnover in this 
labour force: of the 35,000 who worked for BUNA at least 25,000 
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died.6 The details of the lG Farben activities in Auschwitz came 
to light in a famous post-war triaL They are ofrelevance in this 
context only to answer two questions: how many non-Jewish 
personn~l were needed to run the Auschwitz plant? And how 
many others in the IG Farben head offices from the directors of 
the production, planning, personneI and sales divisions down to 
the last construetion worker and book-keeping clerk were bound 
to know about Auschwitz? SeveraI hundred at the very least. 

This list is, of course, far from complete. Physicians were 
engaged in medical experiments in the camps, and while there 
were no published report.~, some of them, no doubt with the 
blessing of the authorities, made oral reports before various 
professional gatherings in the presenee of dozens of colleagues. 
Journalists travelled in the General Government and were 
bound to hear, so were the diplomats in Berlin frequently 
confronted with queries concerning the fate offoreign nationals 
who had disappeared in the maelstrom of destruetion. There 
was a special department in the Foreign Ministry (Referat 
DeutschlanrI) dealing with these affairs, but diplomats stationed 
abroad were also bound to hear. Ifno one had told them under 
the veil of secrecy they were bound to read it in the Allied or . 
neutral press. Such clippings were, in fact, found in the files of 
the Foreign Ministry and other offices. This was true also with 
regard to satellite capitaIs. Again one example should suffice. Dr 
Doertenbach who was councillor at the German Embassy in 
Rome in 1942 stated in a sworn affidavit after the war that in the 
summer of 1942 he had already read in the British and Swiss 
press that 55 units were raging in a terrible manner in Russia: 

I believed this news because I had my own experience in Poland. 
These incidents were discussed in a circle of German and Italian 
friends, German officials among them, and always an expression of 
indignation .... During my activity as councillor of the Embassy at 
'Rome in the fall of 1942 I also heard of the killing of Jews in 
concentration camps in the Eastern territories. The first intimation I 
received from an official of the Italian Foreign Office .... ' 

Doertenbach also said that in the course of time he had discussed~ 
these events with some thirty colleagues at the Foreign Ministry. 
Doertenbach was not a top echelon Foreign Ministry official nor 
was he initiated in the 'secret' because he had to deal with 
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'Jewish affairs', directly or indirectly. If, nevertheless, he knew, 
his superiors knew afortiori - and earlier at that. Beginning in 
October 1941 the reports of the Einsatzgruppen were drculated in 
the German Foreign Ministry, some in full, others in summary. 
Each report referred to many thousands ofJews who had been 
killed. Eventually it was next to impossible to know how many 
had been exterminated and how many were still alive. In 
December 1941 Fritz Gebhardt von Hahn, ajunior offidal, was 
asked to provide a statistical summary. He calculated that about 
7-80,000 Jews had been liquidated by each Sonderkommando. 
Since there were severai such units in each of the four 
Einsatzgruppen, Hahn's figures were actually in excess of the 
gruesome reality.' 

These reports were sent to various desks in the Political 
Division and were initialled by twenty-two different people. 
They were seen by more, and the num ber of those who were 
orally informed, fully or in part, could well have been in the 
hundreds. InJanuary 1942 Foreign Ministry senior staffread in 
the seventh report covering December 1941 that the Jewish 
question in Ostland was solved. This announcement was 
repeated in the tenth report. 

There are indications that even in remote embassies at least 
some people had known even earlier. Thus on 2 September 1941 
the German Embassy in Uruguay had objected to the 
emigration of a Jewish teaeher from Warsaw, because her 
experience of the 'newest developments' of the Jewish question 
in Eastern Europe would be grist to the mill of anti-German 
propaganda.9 The killing of many thousands of Serbian and 
RomanianJews featured in Foreign Ministry correspondence in 
October 1941, was widely circulated and did not even rate 'top 
secret'. . 

The question who knew what and when became a major bone 
of contention in the post-war trials against offidals of the 
German Foreign Ministry. The defendants could claim that in 
its second, post-Wannsee stage, the 'final solution' became a top 
secret (Geheime Reichssache) and on ly a small number of people 
were officially initiated. Those who had initialled the 
Einsatzgruppen reports argued that they had not read them. If 
Secretary ofWar Henry Stimson had said in a famous aside that 
gentlemen do not re ad other gentlemen's letters, these 
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gentlemen were arguing that they were not reading their own 
letters. 

A careful study of the evidence shows that indeed only a few 
were informed officially and that requests for information about 
the fate of the Jews were directed to the Main State Security 
~f?ce. But it also shows that information was passed on or~lly, 
lOsIde the office and apparently even more often outside, 
through friends or members of the family, usually soldiers 
returning for leave from the eastern front. lo But with all these 
precautions some items ofinformation still slipped through and 
are found in the files. An over-eageremployee (Paul Wurm) in a. 
letter dated October 1941 had mentioned 'spedal measures' to 
'exterminate the Jewish vermin'. The representative of the 
Ministry in the Netherlands cabled on 13 August 1942 that the 
Jews had found out the truth about the deportations and some 
were no longer reporting for the transports. German secret 
service reports in the Foreign Ministry files referred to 'spedal 
treatment' in contradistinction to work; another Foreign 
Ministry offidal (Bargen) reported rumours of'butchery' from 
Belgium in November 1942. Hahn, whom we have already 
quoted, wrote in a reply to the legal department that the 
International Red Cross must not be allowed to transmit letters 
to and from deported Jews. For if such permission was given 
'they would be able at any time to visuaIise approximately the 
number of deported Israelites as well as their fate at the place of 
deportation and on their way there' . Il Quite frequently 
information was provided by the Foreign Ministry liaison 
officers with the Wehrmacht. 11 

Offidals of the Ministry of Propaganda, and through them 
key journalists, were kept informed by Goebbels at conferences 
which took place almost daily. Goebbels' general policy was, as 
he said in his conferenee on 8 December 1942, that the 
treatment oftheJews was a 'delicate question' which had better 
not be touched at all. A few days later, on 12 December, he said 
that in view of British propaganda about alleged anti-Jewish 
atrocities in the East something had to be done after all; one 
should not, however, engage in polemics but instead give 
prominenee to British atrocities in India and elsewhere. He 
elaborated on the subject in his conferenee on 16 December: the 
general idea was to create a general hullabaloo about atrocities 
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'as our best chance of getting away from the embarrassing 
subject of theJ ews'. All this was c1ear enough and the journalists 
hardly had to wait for Goebbels' public speech in the Sportpalast 
on 18 February 1943 in which he talked about the 'exter .. .', 
correcting himself 'elimination of the Jews', in order to 
understand why the subject was embarrassing.13 

Listening to foreign broadcasting stations, whether enemy 
or neutral was, of course, strictly forbidden in wartime Nazi 
Germany and there ;was draconian punishment for transgressors 
who were caught. But still many people in Germany and the 
occupied countries did listen to foreign radio stations. Nazi top
secret, internal bulletins such as Meldungen aus dem Reich (but also 
the regional information sheets) repeated time and again 
throughout the war that this was the main source of unofficial 
and, ~f course, undesirable information as far as the population 
was concerned. It was also stressed that the enemy radio news 
spread very quickly and that it was very difficult to apprehend 
the transgressors who, transmitting 'hostile information', 
would, of course, not reveal their sources. If, in 1941, 720 
German citizens were sentenced to long prison terms or the 
death penalty for having listened to foreign stations (the figure 
for 1942 was 985), the total num ber oflisteners was, of course, 
infinitely greater.* According to a semi-official German post
war source, 'millions of Germans listened in all secrecy to the 
forbidden information not seldom observing the rules of 
conspiracy'. According to a BBC report of I 943 the number ofits 
German listeners was about one million at the time. According 
to an American survey of 1945, SI per cent of all Germans 
claimed that they had heard 'enemy stations' at least once.14 

These illegallisteners quite apart there were others who ha,d 
official permission to listen to foreign stations and to read enemy 
newspapers. More than five hundred experts were employed in 
the German monitoring service (Seehaus) which, according to its 
historian, was a 'breeding ground of defeatism' rather than a 
bulwark of the Nazi spirit. According to the same source most of 
those serving in this institution were not willing to accept the 
responsibility for the crimes of the regime ofwhich they learned 
from foreign radio stations. This referred specifically to 'the 
extermination of another race'.15 The Seehaus daily and weekly 

*Not all sentences were, however, reported in the daily press. 
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reports originally went to some four hundred recipients. In 
January 1942 Hitler decided to cut·this number drastically. But 
even after this the circle of recipients was much wider than 
Hitler and Goebbels intended and furthermore there were many 
other secret information services for leading Nazi dignitaries. At 
a ministerial meeting in February 1942 State Secretary Gutterer 
announced that there were some hundred such services all of 
them 'secret' or 'top secret' and some with a circulation ofup to 
four thousand. *16 

Little attention has been paid to the role of the railway in the 
'final solution'.17 The special deportation trains were com
missioned directly by the SS, more specifically by Eichmann's 
section IV B4, in the Chief State Security Office (RSHA). The 
organization of the special trains in the middle ofa war involved 
a major logistical effort. Not only the most senior officials knew 
about it but also regional directors. There were meetings and 
conferences in which railway stafF and railway and political 
police took part. It could, of ccurse, be argued that the special 
trains were needed for nothing worse than the transfer ofJ ews to 
the East. But most of the extermination camps were near main 
lines, the trains entering and leaving the camps could be seen 
(and were photographed) from passing or stationary passenger 
trains. Auschwitz railway station was little over a mile from the 
place where people were actually killed. The burning of the 
corpses was done, as a railway employee put it after the war, 
more or less in public. lB But even those in the railway central 
offices who had never been near the camps were bound to reach 
the conclusion that Auschwitz had to be one of the biggest cities 
of Europe, ifits inhabitants were still alive. Even the Allies, for 
reasons to be discussed later on, had to pay attention to this 
concentration of traffic in an unexpected direction. 

The num ber of people in Nazi Germany who had a full 
picture was probably quite small, even by autumn of 1942. But 
hundreds of thousands, if not millions, had heard something 
from officers and soldiers on leave about the 'very hard 
measures' which figure in Bormann's circular letter of 9 October 

*To provide but one illustration: DNB, the official German news agency, circulated a 
daily (restricted) bulletin which was read by hundreds of high officials. On 22 July 1942 

the bulletin announced that there had been a mass demonstration ofJews in Madison 
Square Gardens, New York, in protest against the murder of one million Jews. 
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1942 ('for confidential information') to Nazi Party senior staff 
members. 19 Even a year earlier, on 25 October 1941, in a 
conversation between Hitler, Himmler and Heydrich, rumours 
among the population about the destruetion of the Jews had 
al ready been mentioned. ('Public rumours attribute to us a plan 
to exterminate the Jews.')20 The fortnightly and monthly 
reports of the SD (the Nazi party intelligenee service), giving 
unvarnished public opinion surveys in the Third Reich, do not 
report any rumours at all about the ultimate fate of the Jews 
throughout the year 1942. In 1943, on the other hand, it 
published many such reports, mainly in connection with the 
Allied bombings and the murder of thousands of Polish officers 
by the Russians at Katyn. ('We should not complain, the ss has 
done the same to theJews' etc.,etc.)21 Onedoes know, however, 
from many sources that there were such rumours in great 
numbers even in 1942 and it is unlikely that the efficient SD 
could have missed them. 

It is not difficult to explain this apparent paradox. The editor 
of the SD review, Dr Otto Ohlendorf, certainly knew all there 
was to know about the fate oftheJews: he had been commander 
of one of the Einsatzgruppen. But he also knew that while his 
reports went only to a limited number ofkey people in the Nazi 
hierarchy, this list was by no means identical with the group 
which knew all the details about the 'final solution' . While 
Ohlendorf wanted to provide a cand id review of public opinion, 
he was aware of the faet that there had to be limits to his 
candour. Just as he could not report a 'rumour' (esRecially if 
true) about a forthcoming major military operation or a 
scientific breakthrough of military importance, he would not 
deal with a top secret of another kind. In 1943, on the other 
hand, when the great majority of the Jews had already been 
slaughtered, these restrictions apparently no longer applied. 

Knowledge about the fate of the Jews, in any case, was 
w~despread even in early summer of 1942. Again one example 
wlll have to suffice. Mr Haas, a teacher in Niedernhausen 
(Odenwald), had forwarded to the Sturmer a letter written by 
Private First Class Lothammer reporting in some detail the 
killing of Jews in Jassy and in the southern Ukraine. But th~ 
letter was not published. One of the editors informed Haas in 
May 1942 that 'out of certain considerations' it was not always 
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possible now to publicize Jewish abominations.22 The StuTmer 
had not been known for tact and delicacy of feeling prior to th~ 
outbreak ofwar. Why should it have shown such inhibitions in 
war time? Sapienti sat. 

Private Lothammer should not have written about the 
massacres in the first place, but army instructions were 
frequently ignored: the reports circulated by army censors 
almost regularly mention such transgressions. Furthermore, 
letters written by German and foreign civilians from the East 
were not subject to such restrictions. A few letters were 
interce.pted, most were not. 

Ofthose who had heard that the Jews were killed most were 
not aware that gas was used. It was widely believed that theJews 
were shot or burned or somehow killed by means of electrical 
shocks. Those who did know sometimes tried to mislead even the 
party elite and the high er state bureaucracy. Thus Dr Hans 
Frank, the head of the General Government, was not permitted 
to enter Belzec and Auschwitz. The language used even in the 
in~ernal communications (except the progress reports of the 
Emsatzgruppen) hardly ev er mentioned actual killings: hard 
measures were taken against the Jews, they were compelled to 
work hard, it was implied that many ofthem would probably 
die of disease and starvation. But the 'final solution' could mean 
after all a great many things other than violent death. In their 
conversations with neutral and satellite diplomatic representa
tives, leading Nazis never mentioned the murder of the Jews ifa 
record was likely to be made of the conversation: theJews were 
disappearing somehow, why discuss details which were neither 
particularly interesting nor important? 

Such ambiguities had a certain effect, but only on those who 
had no particular wish to know. Those who had witnessed the 
murder of a thousand people or heard about it from an 
unimpeachable source could still persuade themselves that this 
had been an exceptional case. They might even forget it; after 
all, a great many people were killed in the war, human life was 
cheap. But information continued to arrive from more than one 
Source. Each successive_piece of evidence (as a pioneer of the 
detective story once wrote) would not just be proof added to 
proof, but proofmultiplied by hundreds or thousands. Thus, by 
the end of 1942, millions in Germany knew that the Jewish 
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question had been radically solved, and that this radical 
solution did not involve resettlement, in short, that most, or all 
of those who had been deported were no longer alive. * Details 
a~out their deaths were known to a much smaUer number. 

What was known in 1942 among Hitler's satellites? Government 
officials, diplomats, journalists, officers and soldiers returning 
from the eastern front knew a great deal. Slovak and Hungarian 
officers were among the mai ri sources for the early phase of the 
'final solution'. The internal correspondence of the SD shows 
that Italians visiting the eastern front had also inadvertently 
witnessed some of the massacres and that, as aresult, there were 
'unwholesome rumours' making the rounds in Rome. 

The satellites had representativ es in the German capital and 
they could not help listening to the Berlin gossip. They read in 
the German press speeches by Robert Ley and others which 
were anything but cagey: 'We have to fight theJews to the very 
last consequence. It is not enough to isolate theJewish enemy of 
mankind; the Jew must be destroyed.'l3 Or Goebbels in his 
organ, the weekly Das Reich: 'The Jews will pay withthe 
extermination of their race in Europe and perhaps beyond.'l4 

These and other speeches were widely quoted in diplomatic 
circles in Berlin. The language was unmistakable: theJew had 
been isolated, now he had to be destroyed. The term 'destroy' in 
this context had only one possible meaning, and it was neither 
resettlement nor productive work. 

*This is not to dispute the evidence by Helmuth Count Moltke, one of the martyrs of 
the German resistance to Hitler, who wrote in a letter to a British friend that 

l be!ieve that at least nine-tenths of the population do not know that we have killed 
hundreds ofthousands ofJews. They go on believing they just have been segregated 
and !ead an existence pretty much as they led (before) only farther to the East, where 
they came from. Perhaps with a little more squalor but without air raids. lf you told 
these people what has really happened they will answer: You are just a victim of 
British propaganda, remember what ridiculous things they said about our behaviour 
in Belgium in 1914/18 .•.. 

(Moltke to Lione! Curtis, Stockholm, 25 March 1943, quoted in M. Balfour and 
J. Frisby, Helmuth von Moltke (London, 1972), p. 218.) Moltke, who was associated with 
the Abwehr as a cover, had known, albeit vague!y, about the mass murder even before the 
Wannsee Conference, as emerges from letters sent to his wife. It has already been noted 
that Allied propaganda about masses ofBe!gian babies allegedly bayonetted in 1914 was 
still widely remembered in Europe in 1942, not only among Germans, and dissuaded 
many from accepting the news about the mass murder oftheJews. But even ifmore than 
nine-tenths of the population did not know or did not believe, this leaves millions who 
had heard and did not doubt it. 

Germany: A Wall of Si/ente? 33 

The Finnish ambassador in Berlin was warned by Felix 
Kersten, Himmler's masseur, in June 1942.* Other am
bassadors knew no less. Doene Sztojay, the Hungarian 
ambassador in Berlin, was a radical'anti-semite who became 
Prime Minister after the German invasion in March 1944· He 
went to see the Germans from time to time with all kinds ofmild 
protests about the fate of Hungarian Jews in Germany, but 
never forgot to add how distasteful these missions were for him 
personally. But he was fully informed at an early date. In the 
case of Hungary it is now possible to state with some accuracy 
when and in what circumstances the first information about the 
'final solution' reached Budapest. The news was transmitted 
from Berlin by Andor Gellert who represented the (Hungarian) 
Revision League in the German capital. It was conveyed to the 
Political Department of the Hungarian Foreign Ministry which 
did not reject it outright but expressed doubts about its 
authenticity. ('Do not exaggerate,' Gellert was told by a leading 
official.) Gellert, a protege of Prime Minister Pal Teleki, had 
been told in March 1942 by Ernst Neugeboren, an ethnic 
German from Transylvania, about the implications for 
Hungary ofthe Wannsee Conference. Neugeboren, an account
ant by profession, had joined the ss and attained a position of 
some influence.t Gellert thought the news at first absurd and 
did not believe it, but similar information albeit more vague 
reached him from other people as weU and he was sufficiently 
alarmed to go to Budapest to report. He still was not sure 
whether Neugeboren had wanted to wam him or whether it was 
an attempt to intimidate the Hungarians.lS Thus Sztojay knew 
from Gellert, but he had also heard from other sources and on 
occasion he dropped broad hints to visitors from Budapest. One 
of them was Gyorgy Ottlik, the editor of the Pester Lloyd, who 
was in Berlin in August-September 1942. After his return to the 
Hungarian capital he wrote a memorandum which he handed 
to the Foreign Ministry in which he said that Sztojay was all in 
favour of at least a 'token deportation' ofJ ews and that while he 
did not define the 'final solution' expressis verb is, he did not 

·Seep·36 
t According to his personal file in the Nazi Central Archives (Berlin Document 

Centre) Neugeboren was bom in Brasov in 1905. In 1939 he joined the German Foreign 
Ministry. In 1942 he volunteered for the 55, but he spent the rest of the war doing staff 
work for the 5S and the Foreign Ministry in Berlin and south-east Europe. 
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conceal (titkolni in Hungarian) its meaning either.26 Sztojay's 
intention might weU have been to induce the Hungarian 
Government to burn its bridges with the Western Allies 'which 
Kallai, the Prime Minister of the day, had no intention of doing. 

The Ottlik report nevertheless leaves a number of questions 
open. It was not the habit ofSztojay to use precise language in 
such delicate matters as the extermination of Jews, nor was 
GelIert particularly dose to him politically. Sztojay was a 
devotee of GombOs, the protagonist of a pro-fascist orientation 
in Hungary in the 1 930s, whereas GelIert was basically a 
'Westerner' who resigned in 1935 as editor of the semi-offidal 
Budapesti Hirlap precisely because he resented the anti-Western 
line. True, Pester Lloyd too was a semi-official organ and Ottlik 
had compromised with the reluctant collaborationism of the 
Hungarian Government. But it stillappears doubtful that he 
would have written his report unless he had received similar 
information from at least one other source. Such a source existed 
and it was none other than the Berlin correspondent of the Pester 
Lloyd, Ernst Lemmer. * Quite irrespective of the source of 
Ottlik's memorandum the mass extermination ofJews in 1941 
had been witnessed by thousands of Hungarian officers and 
soldiers. In the words ofa Hungarian historian: 'It is ridiculous 
and contemptible for anybody who served on the Russian front 
and passed through Poland and the occupied USSR, an area 
inhabited by six million Jews and by then devoid of Jews, to 
maintain that he did not know what was going to happen to the 
J ews when they were deported. '27 

The Slovak and Italian ambassadors hardly knew any less 
and the same is true for the envoys of these countries in neutral 
capitaIs, for they were exposed to Allied newspapers and radio. 
The Slovaks insisted in their negotiations with the Germans that 
the Jews would never come back, but the equation 
'resettlement = mass murder' appears in Slovak documents only 
in 1943. The Slovaks had dose relations with the Vatican (and 
the Italians) and they had· received warnings from these 
quarters as earl y as March 1942. Some of the evidence came out 
in the post-war tri als of Dr Joseph Tiso, the President of the 
Republic, and Dr Anton Vasek. Even an ardent admirer of Dr 
Tiso admitted in later years that by July 1942 Tiso had been 

*For Lemmer's role as a source on the mass extermination oftheJews, see Appendix I. 
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i~tormed by the Vatican that the Jews deported from Slovakia 
were killed (or had been killed) in.the region of Lublin.lI 

Mussolini had been informed by Hitler about the true 
meaning of the 'final solution' in early 1942. Later that year 
Himmler had talk ed to him about it in some detail. How many 
other Fascist leaders knew cannot be established. Some did, this 
refers above all to the generals and diplomats dealing with East 
European affairs. The Italians in their occupied zone in Franee 
probably knew, they helped the Jews escape the deportation 
dragnet much to the annoyance of Eichmann a?d his a~d~s .. 
General Giuseppe Pieche, who represented the Itahan carabzmen 
in northern Croatia and Slovenia, wrote in a note to his 
government that the Jews from the German zone of occupation 
were deported to the eastern territories and 'sono stati eliminati 
mediante l'impiego di gas tossico neI treno in cui erano 
rinchiusi'.* This message was dated 4 November 1942. It was 
seen by Ciano, the Foreign Minister, and General Roatta and 
eventually it was submitted to Mussolini. Mussolini read it, 
wrote with a blue pencil 'Visto dal Dua', seen by the Duce - and 
there was no comment.l9 

But why should there have been reason for surprise? On 21 
August 1942, four mo nths earlier, there had been a mem
orandum from the Italian Foreign Ministry to Mussolini, 
according to which von Bismarck, the 'adviser of the German 
Embassy in Rome, had submitted a request by the German 
authorities that all Croatian Jews should be extradited so that 
they could be deported to the East. T?e me~o.ran?um m~de it 
dear that deportation meant 'in pratlca - elzmmaZlOne . .. The 
Duce commented in his handwriting: 'Nulla osta' - 'No· 
objection'.. 

Notes ofthis kind were read by dozens ofpeople and lfsuch 
state secrets were not kept even in Germany, one can imagine 
how widely such information would be shared among Italians 
not bound by any solemn oath. 

Mussolini was dose to Hitler, the Finns were not. Their 
alliance with the Nazis was purely pragmatic, their aim the 
return of Karelia. But even they knew what the 'final solution' 
meant and when Himmler arrived in 1942 to daim the few 
Finnish Jews, the Finnish Government had already been 

*' ... are eliminated by the use of toxic gas in the train in which they are locked.' 
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warned by its ambassador in Berlin. * They had a good excuse: 
the Jews could be surrendered only after a de bate and vote in 
parliament and Himmler, needless to say, was not at all eager to 
have publicity ofthis kind. But the Berlin embassy had not been 
the only source of information. Arno Anthoni, the head of the 
Finnish state police, was brought to trial in Abo in 1947 for 
having handed over to the Gestapo severai Jews who did not 
have Finnish citizenship. He admitted having met Eichmann in 
Berlin in 1942 but claimed that he did not know about the mass 
murder 'because he had no time to read the newspapers' . But 
among his .own files a report of a subordinate, Olavi Viherluoto, 
a state pohce ofIicer, was found. It concerned a visit to Estonia, 
dated late 1941, and contained details about the extermination 
of EstonianJewry, one of the very first authentic reports to get 
?~t. of the Baltic countries. Anthoni claimed that though he 
lmtlalled the report he had not read it. It is far more likely that 
he did read it, and that he reported to his superior, Toivo 
Horelli, the pro-German Minister of the Interior. Thus even in 
far away Finland there were people who knew the secret and 
there was no reason why they should have kept this knowledge 
to themselves. The consensus in Finland after the war was that 
Anthoni must have known, and that he did inform some 
members of the Government.30 

But it is more than doubtful whether members of the Finnish 
Government or indeed anyone else in Finland even needed to be 
told. As the German ambassador in Helsinki, Bluecher, reported 

• According to post-war Finnish literature 'nothing was known during the entire war 
a?ou.t the methods used in German eoncentration camps'. (Mannerheim, Mmwirs, 
Fmmsh ed.! p. 388). This is true only ifthe stress is put on 'methods', i.e. the question of 
whether pOIson gas was used or some other means. Kiwimaeki, the ambassador in Berlin, 
wrote that he learned through Kersten that Hitler intended to demand that Finland 
hand over heT 8,300 (sic) Jews (Suomolauen Politikon Muutelmat, 'Memoirs of a Finnish 
Politician' (Helsinki, 1965), p. 243). A few pages later the author says that he had 
learned that the Finnish authorities on theirown initiative had taken measures to deliver 
to Germany Jews who had reaehed Finland as refugees (p. 246). These Jews were 
handed over to the Germans on 6 November 1942 - one ofthem survived. A kibbutz in 
Israel is named in theiT memory. Lastly, Kiwimaeki mentions that though he had no 
certain knowledge of the details of the fate planned for the Jews he had enough 
info~ation to know tha: the dar o~many o~them were numbered. He also says that 
Swedish newspapers whlch camed mformatlon about the systematic extermination 
were widely read in Finland in 1942. For most Finns who h'ad no access to classified 
information this was the main source of information, a fact which has been noted by 
reeent authors (for instance Boris Gruenstein, writing in Helsingin Sanomat, 22 April 
1979)· 
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to Berlin in January 1943, Germany's Jewish policy was 50 

unpopular in Finland that rumours in October 1942 about the 
forcible expulsion of a handful,ofJ ews had seriously undermined 
the position of Horelli. * There was an even greater storm of 
indignation in December 1942 when it became known that 
Anthoni, the head of the political police (no doubt with the 
support of Horelli), had handed over to the Germans severai 
'J ewish criminals and Communists'. Their transport on the S8 

Hohenhorn was delayed because of an air raid; during this time 
the prisoners on board ship made their presence known to others 
in the harbour. The information reached the Swedish press and 
there was a confrontation within the Finnish Government with 
Vaino Tanner, the Sodal Democrat, at the head of those 
censuring Horelli and Anthoni. It is most unlikely that Tanner, 
Fagerholm, the ministers who supported them and Finnish 
public opinion would have protested so vehemently ifit hadjust 
been a question ofdeporting some statelessJewish Communists 
to German prisons or even an uncertain fate~t The point surely 
is that everyone knew that their fate was certain. As a result of 
the protests, the deportations were discontinued after this 
inddent. 

The Hungarians knew a great deal more than the Finns even 
though their leading statesmen later claimed that they heard 
about the mass murders only in 1943 - perhaps only in 1944, 
Eichmann's emissaries were· in· constant touch with their 
Hungarian opposite numbers and they explained to them the 
meaning of the 'final solution'. The Hungarian opposition, on 
the other hand, was kept informed by the J ewish rescue 

·Wipert von Bluecher to Auswårtiges Amt, 29January 1943. Witting, the Finnish 
F oreign Minister, was also generally blarned for having been only too willing to give in to 
the German demands. The Finnish press was quite outspoken in its criticism of the 
authorities. Suomen Sosialdemokraati (Il December) and Hufoudstadsblade/ (12 December) 
stressed that this was a politieal issue, not one for the police to decide, and that the right 
of asylum should not have been violated. There werc other such voices. Only relatively 
unimportant pro-Nazi newspapers sueh as Ajan Suunta and Uusi Eurooppa had editorials 
in the vein of Much Ado About No/hing. 

tThe Finnish Government had yet another important source ofinformation: having 
broken the American code, from early 1942 the Finnish secret service systematically 
intercepted the signaIs between Washington and various European capitals. A post-war 
Finnish author notes that the Finnish Government was particularly well informed as the 
result iof readingithe'icables' sent out daily by the Americanlegation in Bern.This was 
the place from whichll1iOSt of the information emerged abobt the 'final solution' in 1942. 
(Jukka Måkelå, 1m Riu:ktn des Feindes (Frauenfeld, 1967), p. 159·) 
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committees. Tl1ere cannot have been many people in positions 
of responsibility in Budapest in late 1942 who did not know. The 
Swiss ambassador in Budapest reported to his Government that 
the Germans wanted to transfer the HungarianJews to Eastern 
Europe. Those incapable ofwork 'would be made to disappear 
in away which was not specified in detail'. In the same report 
the Swiss ambassador also said that the Slovaks had 'confiden
tiaIly' told him that in their country the German demands had 
been fulfilled 'in conformance to Hitler's thesis that European 
Jewry has to be exterminated' (ausgerottet).31 In a laterreportthe 
Swiss am bass ad or referred to a long talk with Kallai, the 
Hungarian Prime Minister, who told him that Hungary could 
not possibly accept a solution of the Jewish question which was 
not in line with Hungary's Christian culture and its spiritual 
tradition, Seelenverfassung. 31 The German correspondents in 
Budapest kept repeating to anybody who cared to listen that 
although 'there might have been some place for the Jews in the 
"N ew Europe" there was none in "fortress Europe"'. 33 So much 
for latter-day c1aims that Slovak and Hungarian officials were 
kept in ignorance. Hitler's Croatian satellites did not pretend 
that they were not informed. They were in some ways the 
pioneers ofa 'final solution' affecting Serbs and Jews alike. The 
Romanians did, of course, know about the activities of the 
Einsatzgruppen almost immediately; they collaborated, after all, 
with them in southern Russia. But once Eichmann and his 
cohorts appeared in 1942 with the demand that Romanian 
Jewry should be handed over, Marshal Ion Antonescu, the 
Romanian leader, pretended to be hard of hearing. Bucharest 
was no longer certain that Germany would win the war and 
furthermore their national pride forbade them to let others 
interfere in internal Romanian affairs. 

Initially the Bulgarians knew less. They had not dec1ared war 
on the Soviet Union and their troops were not stationed in 
Russia. But in June 1942 the Bulgarians were informed by 
Beckerle, the German ambassador in Sofia, that all European 
Jewry was to be deported to Poland. Beckerle's contact was 
Belev, the newly appointed Commissar for Jewish Affairs. Belev 
tended to accept the demand to hand over the Jews, others 
opposed it. The story of the tug-of-war has been told in detail. It 
culminated in a comprornise: 11,000 Jews from Bulgarian 
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Thrace and Macedonia were deported in 1943 and killed, the 
rest permitted to stay in Bulgaria. German pressure continued 
as in Romania, but the Bulgarians, like the Romanians, 
pretended not to understand. The Fiihrer had told them that at 
the end of the war the Jews would have to leave Europe. Very 
well then, 'why not wait for the end of the war? Most of the 
BulgarianJews were workers and they were needed for the time 
being. Stalingrad and El Alamein did not strengthen the 
Bulgarian belief in a German victory and they had no wish to 
comprornise themselves unnecessarily. 

Did the Bulgarian Government know anything more tangible 
about the 'final solution'? Not officially, but there were many 
channels of communications. The Russians had diplomatic 
representatives in the Bulgarian capital during the war. Th~ 
Bulgarian ambassador in Switzerland was no other than Georgl 
Koseiwanow, the friend of the King, former prime minister and 
personal friend of many high officials. Like most ambassadors, 
Mr Koseiwanow was in the habit of reading newspapers. 
Istanbul was still nearer than Bern; Bulgarian officials and 
parliamentarians visited there and met fairly regularly neutral 
and Allied representatives. Members of a Bulgarian trade 
mission in Istanbul went out of their way in late 1942 to meet 
BulgarianJews who had temporarilY settled in Turkey.34 There 
was alm ost constant contact between Bulgaria and the outside 
world. In short, there were no secrets even in Sofia. 

Lastly France, the occupied zone and Vichy. The arrests 
bcgan in July 1942 with the great razzia in Paris (Vel d'Hiv) 
when some 13,000 statelessJews were rounded up. Many more 
arrests followed and within a month the trains were beginning to 
roll to Auschwitz. According to the explanations provided by 
Vichy they were to be transported to southern Poland where 
they would be employed in various public work projects.3S The 
use of this terminology (Sprachregelung) had been agreed upon 
from the beginning and was confirmed in a meeting bet~een 
Pierre Laval, the Vichy vice-premier, and Knochen, the chlefs.s 
and police commander in France. Generally speaking, the Naz~s 
tried harder in Francethan in any other country to draw a vell 
over the real meaning of the deportations; the term used by the 
authorities was in fact resettlement (Umsiedlung) rather than 
deportation. 
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There were protests from many quarters, the US, Catholic 
bishops and Protestant c1ergymen, and even Hungary. But 
Lava} declared that he would not be deflected from his course of. 
action. If the official explanations had been believed there 
would have been no protests, for at the time a great many 
Frenchmen went to work in Germany and this had not 
provoked any major outcry. But the fact that the transports 
included many small children (who were furthermore separated 
from their parents ) as well as elderly and sick people showed that 
the Nazis had different intentions. As Donald Lowry, a Quaker 
representative reported to Tracy Strong, general secretary of 
theworldcommitteeofthe YMCAon 10 August 1942: 'They[the 
deportees] have few illusions as to the fate awaiting them in 
Poland. ' Valeri, the papal nuncio, told the Vatican the same on 
7 August: people in France did not believe the official version 
since the deportees inc1uded sick and aged people. 

The news abolJt the mass murders was broadcast from 
London in French (Lesfran,ais parlent auxfran,ais) beginning in 
early July 1942. Some of the resistance newspapers and 
pamphiets mentioned the use of gas in October-November; one 
notable exception was L' Humanite which did not comment on 
the extermination of the Jews up to the end of the war.· But 
Laval stuck to his story about the J ews building an agricultural 
colon y when Pastor Boegner came to see him in early September 
1942 to protest. As Boegner later wrote: 'Je lui parlais de 
massacres, il me repondait jardinage.'36 ('I spoke to him of 
massacres, he replied with gardening.') But Laval and his 
collaborators, needless to say, did not be1ieve injardinage. Ifthey 
did not know the details of the 'final solution' , they certainly did 
know that the Jews would not return. 

-Ignorance cannot have been the reason for another Communist underground 
newspaper with a more restricted circulation (for students and teachers in the 
universities) did mention Auschwitz and the fact that the Jews were singled out for 
destruetion. . 

z 
THE NEUTRALS: 'UNANIMOUS AND 

RELIABLE REPOR TS' 

-FOUR neutral countries played an important role as far as the 
news about the fate ofEuropeanJewry was concerned: above all 
Switzerland, where most of the Jewish emissaries were con
centrated, Turkey, Sweden and to a lesser degree Spain. This is 
true for rescue work but even more so with regard to the 
gathering of information. It has been shown in the previous 
chapter that citizens from neutral countries had many 
opportunities to travel in Germany and the occupied countries 
and some of them were very well informed. The neutral 
countries were also of vital importance for the Polish intellige:tce 
network which brought most of the news out of the country to 
London. Bern and Stockholm were central 'bases' (so were 
Budapest and Istanbul). While the emissaries would ifpossible 
proceed directly to London, couriers would frequently deliver 
their messages in Stockholm and Bern for transmission to 
London.· British and US intelligence, needless to say,also 
had their representatives in these capitals. 

The position of Switzerland was pre-eminent both as a 
listening post and for staging aid operations. Ten years after the 
war, after much heart-searching and public debate, the Swiss 
Government asked a leading academic, Professor Ludwig, to 
prepare a report about Swiss policy towards refugees during the 
war. A copy of the report was shown before publication to Dr 
Rothmund who had been chief of the aliens department of the 
Swiss police during that critical period. The main question 
posed by Ludwig was: at what stage was the Nazi campaign of 
destruction known? It obviously made a great difference 
whether Swiss officials did know about the 'final solution' in 
1942, when they sent refugees back. But in Rothmund's view the 
question was not really of decisive importance: 'Enough was 

*Emissaries were always members of the Polish underground; couriers could aIso be 
nationaIs of another country who acted as mai! carrlers_ 
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known by that summer,' he wrote in a letter of comment. The 
records bear him out. On 30 July 1942 a twenty-three-page 
memorandum was sent out by Dr Rothmund to the local chiefs 
ofpolice which mentioned expressis verb is the horrible (gråsslich) 
conditions in the Jewish ghettos in the East, referring to 
'unanimous and reliable reports'.\ It should be mentioned in 
parenthesis that this knowledge did not prevent Rothmund two 
weeks later from circulating instructions to turn back Jewish 
refugees. A term such as gråsslich is not easily used in wartime. It 
refers quite ob"iously to something worse than starvation and 
disease. 

These 'unanimous and reliable reports' came from accidental 
sources as well as through the ordinary channels ofinformation. 
The case of the Swiss citizen, who by chanee watched the 
Einsatzgruppen killing Jews at Kamenets-Kasirski in late 1941 
and reported to the Swiss consul in Hamburg, will be 
mentioned. Professor Ludwig's report frequently quotes the 
reports from Jewish sources received by the World Jewish 
Congress and the Jewish Agency. But it is not certain whether 
the Swiss authorities believed these reports; it had, in any case, 
access to the same sources and also additional ones. 

There was the case of a Ziirich physician, Dr Rudolf Bucher, a 
specialist in blood transfusion, who visited Warsaw, Smolensk 
and other East European cities between November 1941 and 
January 1942. He was a member of the first Swiss medical 
delegation to the eastern front, head ed by Dr Bircher, a high
ranking Swiss oUicer (and also a medical doctor) ofpronounced 
pro-German sympathies. l In a book published after the war 
Bucher maintained that he was told in December 1941 or 
January 1942 about Auschwitz and mass gassings in special 
chambers.3 This seems most unlikely because the gas chambers 
in Auschwitz began to opera te on ly severai months later except 
for the trial run in September 1941 when some 800 Soviet 
prisoners of war had been killed. But even if Dr Bucher's 
memory failed him as far as Auschwitz is concerned, he certainly 
did witness some massacres and did hear of others. Almost 
immediately after his return to Switzerland, Dr Bucher 
appeared at public meetings in which he spoke about the 
inhuman condition in which the Jews were kept, and that he 
had se en with his own eyes the murder of many of them in 
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Warsaw and Smolensk. Hundreds of people attended these 
lectures. The German authorities protested and Bucher was 
threatened with dire consequences by his superiors in the Swiss 
army.4 Bucher later became a p'ublic figure; he was a member of 
the Swiss parliament in the post-war period for a number of 
years. Those who knew him describe him as a somewhat 
unreliable witness, a man given to excitement and exaggeration. 
But, and it is all that matters, on this occasion he certainly did 
not exaggerate and his excitement was not misplaced. 

His evidence was furthermore corroborated by the account of 
Franz Blaettler, (apparently a nom de plume) a sergeant-driver 
who had accompanied the same mission. He also wrote a book in 
which he described the 'scene of mass dying' in a Warsaw ghetto 
which he called 'one great cemetery': 'I was ashamed to leave as 
a free man this si te of horror.'5 His diary was submitted to the 
Swiss authorities. It included entries such as 23 October: 
'Yesterday 3,000 J ews killed because of sabotage.' Or 7 
November: 'Women and children liquidated [umgelegt] because 
of shooting at German soldiers.' 

There were three more Swiss medical missions to the eastern 
front, the last in 1943, but meanwhile censorship had imposed a 
blackout on what its members had seen in the East. Examining 
both their offiCial (unpublished) reports and some of' the 
personal diaries preserved in the archives I found many medical 
case histories on one hand and descriptions of the Polish and 
Ukrainian landscape and the inhabitants on the other.\But there 
is no word about the Jews. Perhaps the members of these 
missions saw no evil, perhaps they had taken to heart the order 
not to reveal any sensitive information on which they may have 
sturnbied: all ofthem had to sign an understanding to this effect 
as they entered German territory. Or perhaps most of the Jews 
were already dead and there was nothing to be seen and 
reported. 

Information also came, of course, from official sources. Stucki, 
the Swiss ambassador in Vichy, reported ameeting with Laval 
from which it appears that Laval was in a truculent mood, that 
the protests against the deportations of French Jews were 
unlikely to deftect him - and that he also knew what fate the 
deported expected. There were reports on the subject from Swiss 
consuls from places such as Marseilles.' Swiss citizens from Nazi-
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.occupied Europe returned home for short or long periods of 
leave and related their impressions. Swiss citizens listened to the 
radio speeches by Adolf Hitler on one hand and to Tho~as 
Mann on the other. In his New Year message for 1942 HItler 
had stated: 'TheJew will not exterminate the people of Europe, 
he will be the victim of his own evil design.; And on 30 
September 1942 in the Sportpalast: 

I have said in my Reiehstag speeeh on 1 September 1939 that i!" the 
Jews unleash an international world war, n~t the Aryan p~ople wIlI be 
exterminated by Jewry .... Onee upon a tIme the Jews ID Germa~y 
were laughing about my prophecies, I don't know whether they stIll 
laugh or whether they no longer feellike laughing. I ea~ only ass~re 
them they will stop laughing everywhere and I shall be nght also wlth 
these prophecies. 

A Swiss newspaper, the Thurgauer Zeitung, commented after this 
speech: 

There is no room for doubt any more: Hitler's word can be interpreted 
only in the sense that the extermination oftheJews remains one of the 
points whieh will be earri~d O?t irres~ectiv~ of t?e outcome of the war. 
Hitler had destroyed allllluslOns whlch still eXlsted on the fate of the 
Jews .... ' 

Thomas Mann, broadcasting over the BBC in London, 
mentioned in November 1941 the 'unspeakable' done to Jews 
and Poles. 8 In the preface to the collection of these radio 
addresses Thomas Mann wrote that: 'More people listened to 
me than eould have been expected, not only in Switzerland and 
Sweden.' In his later broadeasts he was more specific: in 
September 1942 he spoke about the total extermination of 
EuropeanJewry, about the gassing ofthousands near Warsaw, 
about the stories of the German engine drivers who had taken 
the trains to the death centres. 

The Swiss press was kept well informed. ~ha:les Sehu~rch, 
the secretary of the Swiss trade-unio~ orgamzatlOn, pubh~hed 
an eyewitness account datelined Pans,: 2 I J_~l}' _~42, en~ltl~d 
'We cannot keep silent' ,9 in which he described the big razzl~ m 
France which were the prelude to the first large deportatlOn. 
Many Swiss newspapers wrote at the time that it was ridiculous 
to argue that refugees turned back at the Swiss border were in no 
real danger; in faet they faced eertain death. lo 
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The reports about the scenes in Fran~e on the eve ~f the 

deportation were bad enough. But there sull was the questlOn of 
what happened to the Jews from France, Belgium and the 
Netherlands after they had been deported. The Swiss press had 
few illusions: Volksrecht (Zurich) wroteon 15 August thatmostof 
them would die on the transport. The Valk (Olten) commented 
on 18 August that all these thousands would die a horrible death 
in a Polish or Ukrainian ghetto. The Schweizerische Kirchenzeitung 
wrote on 27 August 1942 that the scenes witnessed were 
reminiscent of the killing of the children of Bethlehem as 
reported in the Bible: there was only one aim behind all this- the 
extermination of the Jews. 

From time to time Swiss censorship would intervene and 
punish those who had been 'too one-sided' in their reports. Thus 
the organ of the Swiss Jewish community was told that 'the 
cleverly selected quotations about the persecution of Jews was 
propagandistic in character and therefor~ inadmissi?le'. Wh~t 
[the censor asked] if someone were.to pubhsh a .coll~cu0D: of aD:tl
semitic quotations with the intentlon of engag!ng m antl-JewIsh 
propaganda? Surely the discussion. about. the anti-~ew!sh 
persecution would have to proceed In a qUlet a~d Objectlve 
(sachlich) manner. 1I The measures taken by the Nazls, alas, we:e 
not quiet and objective. On the whole, however~ SWISS 
censorship did not suppress the news about systematIc mass 

,murder in 1942; given the political situation and the constant 
German pressure this involved a. certain courage. ~n the 
following year, 1943, Swiss censorshlp became more strmgent. 
The Swiss newspapers were given a public warning because they 
had reprinted reports from the British press about the Babi Y~r 
massacre two years earlier. 11 Some newspapers such as Natzon 
were given constant warnings for ~avin~ featured ~etailed 
descriptions about ,the death camps In WhlCh on certam days 
some 7-lo,000Jews were killed. Such reports were, in the words 
of the censor 'atrocity stories of the worst kind' (krasseste 
Greuelmeldunge:z) which had come from the British press and 
which were scheduled to serve the propaganda of one of the 
belligerent sides. \3 

For the military censor it was quite immaterial whether the 
news was true or false. All that mattered was that the position of 
Switzerland in the second half of 1943 after the German seizure 
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ofnorthern Italy was even more tenuous than the year before. In 
the circumstances Germany was not to be provoked. But in 
1942, the period under review in this study, even moderate 
papers, never given to hyperbole, were outspoken. Thus the 
Neue ZUrcher Zeitung on 13 September 1942: 

... these reports on measures whose incredible cruelty has no paralleI 
even in this global war induce afeeling ofhorror. The present accounts 
do not yet give a final picture. But we do have moving testimonies of 
undeniable character, which leave no room for any embellishment. 

Most of these comments concerned the circumstances of 
deportation, of uprooting people and dividing families. These 
were tragic events but few had as yet openly stated the equation 
deportation=murder. On the other hand would so much 
horror have been express ed about the deportations ifthere had 
not been suspicions (and more than suspicions) about the fate of 
those deported? Thus the Tribune de Geneve wrote on 16 
September 1942: 'Ou vont-ils, tous ces malheureux? Ils ne le 
savent pas, mais ils le devinent .. .'* The SchaJJhauser Zeitung on 
the same day wrote about the 'most hair-raising rumours' in 
connection with the transports. A small town news pa per, the 
Volkifreund of Flawil (10 October 1942), went even further and 
asked bluntly: 'Are the deportedJews killed?' The paper added: 

The question may appear incautious. Some will say that whether the 
Jews deported to the East are actually kiIIed, whether they are shot, 
whether they starve to death or die in some other way does not really 
concern us. But as Christian people in Christian Europe we have to be 
concerried whether mass murder of innocent people of another race 
does indeed take place. 

Flawil is a liule town in the canton of St Gallen. It had at the 
time some six thousand inhabitants. What was known in Flawil, 
was surely known in Bern, Ziirich, Basel and Geneva. The Swiss 
press widely published a United Press report from Stockholm 
( I I October 1942) which said that it was an 'open secret in 
Berlin' that no preparations were made to resettle the Jews. 
Some of the 'death transports' were carrying the Jews to the 
overpopulated ghettos, others directly to the place of execution. 

·Where are these unfortunate people going? They don't know, but they can 
guess ... .' 

The Neutrals: tUnanimous and Reliable Reports' 47 
The Evangelische FlUchtlingshilft published a leaflet in October 
1942 which said, 'The Jews, the people of God, are dying. All 
over Europe reverberate the shouts of those who are shot or 
killed by poison gas.' The question posed by the Volkifreund was 
answerea by the Basler Nationalz:.eitung, one of the leading 
newspapers in the land: 

The German authorities are not content with depriving the Jews of 
elementary human rights. They now carry out their frequently 
announced threat to destroy theJewish race in Europe. Jews from all 
occupied territories are deported in horrible conditions . .In Poland 
they are systematically exterminated. One has not heard a word from 
any of those who have been deported. 14 

Similar information appeared in other organs of the press. 
Thus,seeninretrospect,DrRothmundwasrightwhenhesaid 

that 'enough' was known in 1942. Rothmund's superior, on the 
other hand, von Steiger, head of the Department of the Interior, 
wrote to Professor Ludwig in 1955 that he and his colleagues in 
the Swiss Government had come to believe only in 1944-5 that 
the rumours of the horrors were indeed true. u Rothmund, who 
with von Steiger's full support had given the order to turn the 
J ews back, was widely criticized and demoted after the war. Von 
Steiger, an accomplished timeserver, emerged with hardlya 
stain on his charaeter. There is little justice in politics. 

Von Steiger could have pleaded that since the Allied leaders 
were in no particular hurry to confirm that the news about the 
mass murder in the East was authentic, there was no reason why 
he, a minister in a neutral country, should have given more 
credence to these rumours. There was the official Allied 
declaration of Decem ber 1942 but it had not been a particularly 
strong one in the first place and it was further watered down by 
the American Government. All this may be quite true, but 
hardly constitutes a moral excuse. For the Swiss minister did, of 
course, know, just as the British and American ministers knew, 
unless he never read newspapers, did not listen to the radio and, 
generally speaking, refused to discuss politics. For anyone 
reading the Swiss press in late summer and autumn of I 942 there 
eouldbe no reasonable doubt that mass murder was perpetrated 
in Eastem Europe, not isolated pogroms, but systema tie 
extermination. Considering Switzerland's exposed position, 
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Swiss newspapers were as outspoken, ifnot more so, as those in 
England and America and even Palestine. 

The 'rumours' came not only from Swiss newspapermen in 
occupied Europe but also from many other sources. They came 
through Swiss diplomatic channels and from Swiss citizens 
living in Germany or Eastern Europe or returning from visits to 
Germany or German-occupied territory. They originated with 
the refugees who succeeded in illegally crossing the Swiss border 
in 1942; some of the stories are mentioned elsewhere in this book. 
They came from the governments-in-exile such as the Polish 
and the Dutch, who had their representatives in Switzerland, 
from foreign intelligence agents, and from the International 
Red Cross and the Oecumenical Committee for Assistance 
to Refugees (Dr Visser't Hooft and the Reverend Dr 
Freudenberg). They even emanated from visiting German 
diplomats who dropped occasional hints. In short the news 
came from every possible direction. Von Steiger, and through 
him the Swiss Government, were kept informed by Dr Alphons 
Koechlin, president of the Swiss Protestant Association. 

Sweden was in a less central position as a listen ing post, but the 
Swedish Government was still kept informed from a variety of 
sources. There was the presence of Swedish diplomats, 
journalists and businessmen in Germany and the occupied 
territories. Kurt Gerstein, the chief 'disinfection' officer ofthe ss 
back from his inspection tour ofBelzec, had made his revelations 
to a Swedish diplomat, Baron von Otter, in a famous encounter 
on the Warsaw-Berlin express. 

The question ofwhat became ofthis report has been a matter 
of much speculation and it can now be answered with some 
assurance. Von Otter at first composed a written account of 
his dramatic meeting, but then decided not to send it with the 
diplomatic mail since he was to return to Stockholm within a 
week of the event. Interviewed many years after the war von 
Otter said that it was a 'totally unique situation'. He was the first 
diplomat to find out. What if his superiors had passed on the 
information to the Allies and if they had made the facts known? 
Von Otter thinks that the German people would not have 
believed them as they were in an 'iron grip' .16 

Soederblom, the head of the political department in the 
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Swedish Foreign Ministry to wh<:>m 'von Otter reported, said 
'Wejudged it too risky to pass information from one belligerent 
country to another'; he also said that there were a great many 
rumours at the time. Gasta Engzell, the Foreign Ministry 
spokesman at the time, had only hazy recollections: von Otter 
received some sort of information which was talked about 
in the Foreign Ministry . Eric Boheman, spokesman of the 
Government, also believed that there were some documents 
referring to this incident in the archives. 

Following a request made by the present writer access was 
first given to the von Otter file in February 1980. But the 
only document found was a letter by von Otter to Viscount 
Lagerfelt at the Swedish legation in London}'· It relates the 
story of the meeting with Kurt Gerstein in late August 1942 and 
the report about the 'corpse factory' of Belzec (a literai 
translation from the Swedish). There are details about transport 
conditions, technical procedure, the reactions of the ss guards 
and the Jewish victims, the collection of jewellery, gold teeth 
and other valuables. Gerstein also showed von Otter various 
documents referring to the purchase of cyanide gas. Gerstein's 
objective was, as he himself said, to draw the attention of a 
neutral state to the events. He express ed his belief that the 
German people would not support the Nazi regime for a single 
moment if knowledge of the extermination was disseminated 
and confirmed by impartial foreign sources. 

Gerstein visited von Otter again half a year after their first 
meeting in order to enquire what use the Swedes had made ofhis 
information. His looks, according to von Otter, indicated that 
he was indeep despair, ready to commit suicide at any moment, 
in view of the horrors that were taking place in Germany. 
Meanwhile von Otter had received independent confirmation 
from Bishop Dibelius about Gerstein's reliability as a witness. 
According to Dibelius he had volunteered for the ss in order to 
find out whether it was true that a large number of mental 
patients were killed upon Hitler's orders. Gerstein felt that as a 
sanitation expert he had a good chance to get at the truth. 

*Another Swedish diplomat who heard about the mass murders in ~94~ was P.er 
Anger, stationed at the time in Budapest. His informant was the Hunganan]oumahst 
Kaiman Konkoly. (Communications from Ambassador Anger, 28 January IgBo.) 
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According to von Otter, Dibelius had received exactly the same 
report about the fate of the Jews from Gerstein.* What emerg~s 
from all this is that there was only an oral report by von Otter ID 

1942 which did not result in a written memorandum or note. 
The argument that the Swedish Government 'found it too risky' 
(Soederblom) to pass the information to the Allies can hardly be 
taken seriously for there were, of course, ways and means to 
transmit it without directly implicating the Swedish 
Government. Ifso, why was the report not leaked at least to the 
press? Because, to put it in the shortest possible way, it was 
August 1942. 

The Swedish Embassy in Berlin was besieged by unfortunate 
Jews and 'Christian Jews' fearing deportation and death for 
whom a Swedish visa was the last lifeline. Those in the embassy 
dealing with these requests were, of course, familiar with the 
mortal dangers facing applieants. t Theembassy parson had 
dose contact with oppositionist cirdes in the German Protestant 
Church and was kept informed through them. According to. a 
cable from Uxkuell, an Associated Press correspondent in 
Stockholm, on I1 October 1942 the 'death transports' con
tinued despite the lack of rolling stock in wartime Germany and 
theJews had become totally apathetie as the last hope to evade 
deportation, and thus execution, had disappeared, the only 
exceptions being a few highly qualified workers and doctors. 
Such information could have come from Swedish channels, but 
equally some of the refugees could have been the source. Not 
many refugees arrived in Sweden except from Norway and 
Denmark, but a few did throughout the war, and almost 
everyone had an extraordinary story to tell. Among the 
most outspoken newspape~ was the Gåteborgs Handelsoch 
SjåJartstidning, edited by a courageous journalist, Torgny 

*Gerstein had also tried to alert the papal nuncio in Berlin, not aware of the fact that 
of all the envoys of the Vatican, Orsenigo was the most reJuctant to off end Hitler and the 
Nazis. Not surprisingly, Gerstein was shown the door. He then got in touch with Dr 
Winter, the coadjutor of the Archbishop of Berlin. Ifhis message reached the Vatican 'it 
did no more than confirm facts of which the Vatican was amply apprised'. (S. 
Friediaender, CounttTfeit Nazi (London, 1969), p. 158.) 

tThe Swedish authorities were also kept informed by the Swedish Israeli Mission in 
Warsaw headed at the time by Birger Pernow. Some oftheir reports that three million 
Jews had been kiJIed in Poland found their way into the press. (Ajtomidningm, 7 October 
1943·) But such publications only came later on. 
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Segerstedt. This paper, as weU as the weeklies NU, Trots Allt and 
some others contained inforrilation on the. fate of the Jews. 
Sweden fur:hermore represented the Dutch Government in 
Berlin and the Dutch mobilized the Swedes even in 1941 when 
the fi;st news about the execution of young Dutch Jews in 
Mauthausen was reported. The Swedes approa~hed the 
German authorities in Berlin and were told that thiS was an 
interference in inner German affairs and the subject could not be 
discussed. But the Swedes again approached Berlin later in 1942 
whe~ the mass deportations got under way; they also acted on 
behalfofthe NorwegianJews who were deported. The result ~f 
their efforts is ofno relevance in this context. All that matters IS 
that through these interventions Ambassador .Riehert an~ his 
assistants came to know about the mechamcs of the final 
solution'. 

The Swedish press was more reticent about t?e 'final solutio?' 
than the Swiss although there was no censorshlp. It was only ID 

December 1942, after the tide in the fortune of the war had 
changed, that outspoken and detailed reports and co~~ents 
were occasionally published in Swedish newspapers. ThiS IS true 
even with regard to a liberal, pro-Western newspaper such as 
Dagens Nyheter. During the critieal summer months of 1942 there 
were reports about anti-semitic deO'ees in Viehy (4June) and 
Norway (19June), about the deportation ofJewish 'criminal' 
elements from the Netherlands to the East and about even more 
stringent anti-Jewish laws in Germany (24July!. But massacres 
were mentioned only indirectly, as with ChurchIll's message to a 
Jewish meeting of protest and mourning in Madison Square 
Garden, New York (23 July 1942). 

There were some exceptions but these were few and far 
between. Thus Dagens Nyheter reported on 13 September 1942 
that the technique of persecution (of the Jews) had become 
harder and more ruthless. But this could mean a great many 
things short of murder. Perhaps the first outsp~ken edito.rial 
comment appeared on 2 I October 1942 in the Eskzlstuna KUTlTeTf. 
It spoke about indescribable ~arbarity. and ~ 'war of ex~e~I
nation' against theJ ews and sald that thiS was the responsIbIh~y 
of all of us' and asked whether Swedish Christians were not their 
brothers' keepers. Eskilstuna is a provincial town wc:st of 
Stockholm. What was known the re, was known, of course, ID the 
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capital. If the Stockholm newspapers refrained from such 
comment, the reason was not lack of information. --

Exact information was difficult to obtain but this was true a 
fortiori with regard to partisan warfare in Yugoslavia about 
which the papers had a great deal to report during this period. 
Since the Swedish Government had first-hand, detailed 
information about events in Poland from leading members of 
the Swedish colony in Warsaw up to their arrest inJuly 1942, as 
weU as from other sources, and as British and American 
newspapers were available in Sweden, the question has to be 
asked why the information was suppressed at least in part. The 
answer is, very briefly , that although there was no c~nsorship the 
Government had the right to confiscate a newspaper without 
taking the matter to a court of law if the paper had published 
information or comment 'likely to cause misunderstanding with 
a foreign country'. The Swedish Board ofInformation sent 'grey 
slips' to the editorial offices drawing attention to subjects 
unsuitable for publication. Among these topics wcre 'atrocities 
committed by the belligerents'. Swedish cabinet ministers, in 
partkular Foreign Minister Guenther, were apprehensive 
during this critical period about newspapers showing a 
deplorable lack of national responsibility: a New Order had 
come into being in Europe, the balance of power had changed 
and it was exceedingly dangerous to provoke the Germans, the 
strongest power in Europe. 

The turning point came when the Quisling Government in 
neighbouring Norway had all Jews arrested and deported in 
November 1942, except those who succeeded in making their 
way to Sweden in time. In November 1942, it should also be 
recalled, the German Sixth Army was encircled at Stalingrad, 
Rommel was decisively defeated and the Allied landing took 
place in North Africa. 

There was great commotion in Sweden: special services were 
held in Swedish churches, the bishops published appeals against 
the anti-Jewish measures and there were sermons on subjects 
such as 'the voice ofthy brothers' blood crieth unto me from the 
ground' .11 Speakers in public meetings said that the treatment 
oftheJews in Norway defied description. Atcording to a Gallup 
poll 25 per cent of all Swedes said that they would remember 
longer (and with greater horror) the deportation ofJews from 
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Norway than any other event which had occurred in 1942 
(Dagens Nyheter, 31 December 1'942). 

The Swedish press, including newspapers which had not 
previously taken a particularly sympathetic line towards ~e 
Jews, expressed indignation. Svenska Dagbladet said that platomc 
declarations were no longer sufficient, action was needed, all 
Jews from Norway should be given asyluin in Sweden. Quite_ 
frequently reference was made to 'death ships' and the 
extermination of the Jews. 11l Some papers stressed both the 
'sadistic character' and the 'mechanic precision' of the 'final 
solution' which was regarded as a terrible stain on European 
civilization. While some editorial ",'liters decried.the fate of the 
Jews without specifically mentioning that they were killed, 
others - and again surprisingly many provincial newspapers 
among them - said expressis verbis that this was a case of 'mass 
murder' , that a whole people was killed with. inhuman 
brutality.lo But the focus was on Norway most of the time. Only 
rarely mention was made of the fact that the two thousandJews 
of Norway were not Hitler's only victims and that the Allies had 
published a common declaration against the mass murder.l1 On 
20 December 1942, Dagens Nyheter wrote that the silence of the 
Swedish newspapers regarding the persecution of the Jews in 
Norway was due to the desire to help the unh~ppy victims, ~t a 
time when the Swedish Government was beheved to be domg 
everything it could in this direction: 'It is impossible at this 
moment to rev~al details of the negotiations but when they have 
been concluded the public must be informed, and silence will no 
longer be necessary.' But once the gates of Auschwitz had closed 
behind theJews from Norway, the issue disappeared for a long 
time from the columns of the Swedish press. 

Among the neutrals, Spain was the country least interested in 
the Jews: Spanish newspapermen and intelligence agents 
certainly did not go out oftheir way to establish what happened 
to theJews.* But even the Spanish could not help hearing the 

*The same is true, of course, with regard to Turkey. Istanbul was of great !mportance 
in '943 and the years after as a centre from which rescue operations were dlrected: B~t 
the various rescue committees were represented there only after January '943, WhlCh IS 

to say that during the most critical period, 194'-2, relative1y litde information about 
the fate of the Jews reached the West through Turkey. (About individual attempts. to 
gather information, by Meleh Neustadt and othen in 1942, lee chapter 6.) The Turkish 
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'rumours'; they had ambassadors and journalists in the Axis 
countries and also in the neutral and Allied capitais. They had a 
.volunteer division fighting on the eastern front; Jewish refugees 
succeeded in reaching Spain, which given the European 
situation was a secure haven. Spanish consuls in German
occupied territories were implored to give citizenship papers or 
visas to individuals about to be deported, however tenuous their 
relationship to Spain.. The Spanish Government did extend 
such protection to some Jews of Spanish origin in Greece and 
other countries. It was, in fact, more helpful than other more 
democratie but also more fearful countries, and it even risked 
some German ill will in the process. Officially Spa in knew 
nothing about the 'final solution' but from both Nazi and Allied 
sources it emerged that at least some people in Madrid were 
certainly in the know. Thus von Thadden, the German Foreign 
Ministry specialist for 'final solution' international compli
cations, reported to Eichmann that a member of the Spanish 
Embassy in Berlin had informed a representative of the German 
Foreign Ministry orally that they would not mind handing over 
the Spanish J ews from Greece to Germany 'if only they could be 
certain that they would not be liquidated'.22 One month ~ater 
the British Embassy in Madrid reported that the Spanish 
Government would welcome the idea of permitting J ews with 
Spanish passports to come to Spain as an alternative to being 
sent to Poland where they would presurnably die in concent
ration camps and be made into soap.23 The Spanish archives 
have not yet been explored; but it is obvious quite irrespective of 
whether a search would result in startling new discoverles that 
Madrid, like everyone else in Europe, had heard about the fate 
of the Jews. 

The role of the Vatican has been endlessly debated - whether 
Pope Pius had to keep silent, and whether by doing so he 
violated his elementary Christian duties. The Vatican did 
intervene in Slovakia and Romania, and, albeit not very 
forcefully, in Franee and Croatia. Would Hitler have arrested 
the Pope and exe~uted the cardinals, if they had spoken out 
Government and the press were not interested in the topie. There were few foreign 
eorrespondents in Istanbul in 19.42. Neither they nor the more strongly represented 
intelligenee services reported on Jewish affairs except on rare occasions. One such 
exeeption was the report made by Franeis Orner to Basil Davidson, representing British 
intelligence, inJune 1942. The subsequent fate of the report is unknown. 
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loudly and clearly? Hardly; he was only too anxious to prevent 
an open conflict in wartime. Probably it was a case of 
pusillanimity rather than anti-semitism. Ifthe Vatican did not 
dare to come to the help ofhundreds of Polish priests who also 
died in Auschwitz, it was unrealistic to expect that it would show 
more courage and initiative on behalf of the Jews. 

But the central question in this study is not what the Vatican 
did, but what it knew. While there can be legitimate differences 
ofopinion on its activities (orlackofthem) there is no shadow of 
doubt with regard to its knowledge.1t has been argQed (by M. 
Wladimird'Ormesson) that the Pope and those around him had 
no idea what went on in the outside world in view of the 'total 
isolation' imposed by Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy, the fact 
that the telegraph was in the hands of the Italians, that there was 
interference with foreign broadcasts etc.l4 But M. d'Ormesson, 
who represented France in the Vatican up to October 1940, was 
not a disinterested party and his apologia is hardly convincing. 
There was a great deal of coming and going throughout the war 
between the Vatican and the outside world. It was kept 
informed by the Jewish representatives in Geneva who handed 
long memoranda to the nuncio in Switzerland, Bernardini (17 
March 1942), as well as to Angelo Roncalli, the future Pope 
John XXIII, at the time papal nuncio in Turkey; it was 
bombarded with notes by M yron Taylor and Harold Tittmann, 
us envoys at the Vatican, Sir Ronald Campbell, the British 
ambassador, the Brazilian envoy and countless others. All these 
notes contained information about the mass murder committed 
by the Nazis. But for the tragic character of the subject, it would 
have been a subject for a comedy, for the Vatican did not, of 
course,' need Myron Taylor, Sir Ronald Campbell and the 
Brazilians for information about events in Germany and 
Eastern Europe. It was better informed than anyone else in 
Europe. There were tens ofthousands ofCatholic priests all over 
Poland, Slovakia and the other countries. They were part of the 
community, ifanyone knew what happened there, it was these 
men. There were many millions of practising Catholics in 
Germany, and again tens ofthousands ofpriests - not a few?f 
them serving with the German army in the East. Jf a Cathohc 
priest learned about the conspiracy against Hitler's life, it is 
difficult to believe that they did not hear about the activities of 
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the Einsatz.gruppen and the death camps. A Catholic official of the 
Foreign Ministry talked to his bishop about the 'final solution' 
looking for spiritual guidance which he apparently did not get. 
But this became known by mere accident; there may have been 
many more such cases. The Vatican, furthermore, had direct or 
indirect channels of communication with every European 
country but Russia. • lf some Catholic priests in Germany 
sympathized with the Nazis, many did not, and there were no 
Na.zi sympathizers -among the clergy in Poland and few in 
France. 

From the little evidence that has become accessible it emerges 
that the Vatican was either the first, or among the first, to learn 
about the fate of the deportedJews. According to Hans Gmelin, 
counsellor at the German embassy in Bratislava, Burzio, the 
local nuncio, wrote in a letter to Prime Minister Tuka in 
February 1942 that it was an error to think that theJews would 
be sent to work in Poland, they would be exterminated there. 
This is confirmed in a dispatch by Burzio to the Vatican dated 9 
March 1942 which deserves to be quoted again in view of its 
importance: 'The deportation of80,000 persons to Poland at the 
mercy of the Germans means to condemn a great part of them to 
certain death.'23 Vet the officialline of the Vatican throughout 
1942 remained that it could not confirm the news about the 
'final solution' and that, in any case, the information about 
massacres seerned to be exaggerated. True, Orsenigo, the 
representative of the Vatican in Berlin, had report ed on 28July, 
' ... piu macabre supposizioni sulle sorte dei non-ariani. '26t But 

·The Polish bishops had to report to Rome through N uncio Orsenigo in lkrlin, whom 
with some justification they distrusted. For Orsenigo's behaviour in his dealings with the 
Nazis certainly went weU beyond the necessary caution. It is difficult tojudge whether he 
thought he acted in the best interests of the Church or whether his own career was 
foremost in his mind; Orsenigo very much wanted to be a cardinal. His performance in 
lkrlin did not make him very popular in Rome after the'war and he did not altain his 
am~ition. What has just been said about the Polish bishops refers, of course, only to 
?fficlal channeIs. There were yarious otherways to communicatewith the Holy See-for 
mstance through couriers to Bernadini the nuncio in Switzerland, or via Budapest. 
Above all, the Polish clergy was in contact with the Holy See through the London 
Government-in-exile which had throughout the war an ambassador at the Vatican, 
Casimir Papee. From the documents published by Papee as well as the reports of the 
Polish Home Army it appears that the Vatican was kept fully informed about events in 
Poland. (C. Papee, Papi(~ Pius Xlla PoJska-PT~nnowienia i Jisry papitskit /93!r4fi. 2nd ed., 
1946. See also Carlo Falconi, Tlu SiJenct of Pius X Il (Boston, 1970), pp. 1 og-244.) 

t' ... the most gruesome speculation on the fate ofthe non-Aryans.' 
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supposizioni were not facts on which a government (or the head of 
the Catholic Church) could base its policy. Both Catholic and 
Protestant church leaders (such as the German BishopDibelius) 
have claimed after the war that until the very end they were not 
aware ofthe full implications of the final solution. This may weU 
be true if the stress is put on the 'full implications'. There was no 
evidence which would have stood up in a court of law; no 
cardinal or bishop was ever permitted to visit Auschwitz, 
Sobibor or Treblinka. Their knowledge was based on hearsay, 
but it is unlikely that they had any doubts as to the authoritative 
character of this information. 

The Vatican was in a better position to know than the 
Protestants, simply in view ofits superior organization and more 
extensive international connections. The Vatican archivt"s are 
not accessible at the present time. l have been assured by 
Cardinal Casaroli, Prefect ofthe Council for the Public Affairs of 
the Church (and Secretary of State), that while the Holy See 
cannot depart from its principle ofno access to the archives, the 
eleven volurnes of 'The Holy See During the Second World 
War' have not omitted anything relative to the object of the 
present book.27 lfso, it must be assumed that the great majority 
of the notes, reports, letters, memoranda etc. exchanged 
between the Holy See and its own representatives on one hand 
and foreign governments on the other have been lost; one can 
only p.ope and pray that the loss is not permanent.· 

Much of the information reached the Vatican, furthermore, 
not through diplomatic channels but through personal contacts 
between priests, high and low, and this will not be found in the 
archives at all. It can be argued that even the most energetic 
actions on behalf of the Vatican would not have saved a single 
Jew. But it cannot possibly be maintained that the Vatican had 
no information. As Carlo Falconi says: no one was better 

.Such attempts to keep Vatican knowledge of events secret are politically and 
psychologically understandable, but not very far-sighted, for sooner or later at least 
some of the facts will become known. Even if the Vatican archives remain closed 
indefinitely, there are other sources. The Vatican representatives in the various capita13 
used an antiquated code for their communications which was undoubtedly int~rcepte? 
and, in all probability, also broken by most (if not all) European secret selVlCes. It IS 

quite likdy that the Vatican emissaries did not trust their own code and that very secret 
or sensitive material was passed on only by word of mouth. But even so there are likdy to 
be at least some revelations in the not-too-distant future. 
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informed than the Pope about the situation in Poland, with the l Union had not signed the Conventions and that the Germans 
exception, perhaps, of the Polish Government-in-exile. 'put many obstacles into the way. of the IRC. The national 

Ofall the unofficial international bodies no one was in a better committee of German Red Cross, with which the IRC had to 
position to know about the fate of the Jews in Europe than the deal, was headed by severai major war criminals such as Dr 
International Red Cross. As the report of the IRC ofits activities Grawitz and Professor Gebhardt, leading members of the ss, 
during the Second Wodd War states: inventors of the gas chambers and initiators of 'experimental 

medicine' in the death camps. (The poison gas Zyklon B was 
transported in vans with the Red Cross insignia.) Lastly, Swiss 
neutrality imposed strict limits on IRC activities; all the leading 
members of the IRC were Swiss citizens. Swiss neutrality up to 
1943 prevented any action that could have been construed as 
unfriendly by Germany and the Axis powers. But again the 
problem in this study is not whether the Red Cross did as much 
as it could have done, but at what stage it knew about the mass 

Since the year 1863, when a committee offive citizens ofGeneva, with 
Henry Dunant as their leading spirit and General Dufour at their 
head, gave the first impulse to the world-wide movement of the Red 
Cross, based on the formation of National Societies, and to the first 
Geneva Convention of 1864, the Red Cross, both as a humanitarian 
and a social institution, has attained far wider scope than its founder 
ever contemplated.lI 

The IRC stood for a particular idea, namely the protection of 
wounded and sick members of armed forces and succour for the 
defenceless victims of hostilities, respect for the human being, 
and the provision of effective aid on the basis of the principle of 
absolute impartiality. 

During the First and Second World Wars, as on many 
occasions before and after, the I R C has done an enormous deal of 
good and its selfless work deserves the highest praise. During the 
Second World War it paid thousands ofvisits to prisoner-of-war 
camps and provided humanitarian help such as food and 
medical supplies and parcels to the civilian population: 36 
million parcels were shipped and 120 million messages 
transmitted.1t arranged the exchange ofperrnanently wounded 
or sick prisoners of war and certain categories of civilians· it . ' orgamzed the exchange of short messages between civilians of 
belligerent nations. 

N evertheless much cri ticism has been levelled against the I R C 
for not having extended help toJews, both to prisoners ofwar 
and the civilian population, except during the last phase of the 
war in Slovakia and H ungary. The line taken by the I R C was (as 
expressed by Professor Max Huber, its then president) that the 
civilian population in territory occupied by the enemy had little 
protection, merely the 'obsolete and incomplete provisions' of 
the Hague Regulations of 1870, and that furthermore for 
practical reasons stirring up a scandal would have endangered 
everyone without saving a single Jew. It is true that the IRC 

could not operate in former Russian territory since the Soviet 

murder and what use it made ofthis information. 
The structure of the IRC at the time was briefiy as follows: the 

leading body was the Central (Co-ordination) Commission 
which had been established in November 1940. Its members 
were Professors Huber and Burckhardt and Messrs Cheneviere 
and Barbey. Huber was a distinguished expert in the field of 
international law. Burckhardt was equally weU known as a 
diplomat, historian and student of literature. They supervised 
committees dealing with prisoners ofwar, relief, legal questions 
etc. The IRC staff in Switzerland in 1942 was almost 3,000 and 
there were some 70 permanent employees abroad. By the end of 
the war the IRC had some 76 delegations with 179 members 
paying visits to pow camps and civilian internee centres; there 
were about one thousand such visits in 1942 alone. The 
emissaries and delegates covered enormous distances, they 
visited the German Foreign Ministry, they talked to countless 
civilians and army person nei on both sides and while they could 
not, of course, move about freely in German territory, they 
certainly could reach places which other foreigners (and many 
Germans) could not. Severai pow camps were located in 
Poland. The IRC was bound to learn early on that Jewish 
soldiers and officers of the Polish army had been taken from 
the pow camps for 'an unknown destination'. The IRC had 
delegates not only in Germany but also in Croatia and 
Romania, the countries in which the first ~ajor massacres of 
J ews took place. Furthermore the, I R C in Geneva was constantly 
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approached by the Iocal Jewish representatives with various 
requests for information about the fate ofvarious individuals in 

. Nazi-occupied countries. The IRe did try to find out until it was 
told by the German Red Cross that no information would be 
forwarded about 'non-Aryan prisoners'. What could the IRe 
have done in these circumstances? To protest was pointless, 
Professor Huber argued; the Red Cross was not an international 
tribunal. Had the c9mmittee adopted the method of public 
protest, it would inevitably have been forced more and more 
into taking a definite stand with regard to all kinds of acts of war, 
~nd even of political matters and this, of course, was quite 
Impossible. It was the considered view of the IRe, on the 
~rounds of past experience, that 'public protests are not only 
meffectual but are apt to produce a stiffening of the indicted 
country's attitude with regard to Committee, even the rupture 
of relations with it.'29 

'Germany had put the Jews in to a new category, that of 
second-class human beings,' the IRe post-war report said. Just 
as the .generalla~s did not pertain to dogs, cats and sheep, so 
they dld not pertam toJews. But what use would it have been to 
bang on the table and to protest - 'what protests and threats 
have ever changed criminal methods?'30 

These and many other post-war writings ('Did we not fail in 
the fulfilment of certain duties?') shows that the IRe was aware 
that it had faced a grave dilemma, and that it might not have 
?one all it could even within the difficult conditions facing it. For 
It was also true that keeping silent in these circumstances was 
tantamount to abetting the 'final solution'. 

But what did the IRe know and through what channels did it 
get its information? It was not permitted to open a permanent 
delegation in Poland and only in late 1942 was it allowed to 
establish delegations in Slovakia, Hungary and Romania. But 
its emissaries did travel in Eastern Europe and from these 
missions and through other means the news about the fate of the 
Jews filtered through. On at least one occasion in late August 
1~42. Dr. von Wyss, an IRe delegate, inspected the food 
dlstnbutlOn centre for the Polish ghettos. Some further 
examples will suffice.31 There were frequent exchanges between 
Miss Warner and Miss Campion of the British Red Cross and 
Madame Ferriere in Geneva: what had become of the German 
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and CzechJews who were deported? Was it true that they were 
sent to Poland and Russia? There was no reliable information, 
Madame Ferriere replied, but it actually happened all over 
Europe. It was a tragic situation and 'we cannot do anything 
about it'. On another occasion she mentioned the 'tragic 
consequences of the situation'. Later, in August 1942, Miss 
CampIOn reported to Geneva 'enormous numbers of inquiries' 
about deportations. Meanwhile individual IRe officials had 
talked toJewish doctors about the deportations from Berlin (Dr 
Exchaquet, 20 November 1941). 

Rene de Weck, the Swiss minister in Bucharest, wrote in a 
private letter to Jacques Cheneviere of the IRe about the 
systematic persecutions to which the Romanian Jews were 
exposed and said that 'the Armenian massacres which had 
shaken the European conscience at the beginning of the century 
were a mere child's play in comparison' (29 November 1941). 
In a postscript he stated that the basic tendency was the 
'physical destruction oftheJews'. Following de Weck's initiative 
and urgings from other quarters W. Rohner visited Hungary 
and Romania in March 1942. In a long memorandum to 
Burckhardt he mentioned 'les massacres les plus atroces'* of 
Kamenets Podolsk as well as the fact that in the Ukraine some 
100,000 Jews had be en killed (report dated 10 April 1942). He 
also wrote that the Slovak Jews had been deported. According 
to one report he received the younger Jewish women thought 
they would be working in factories in Pol and but this was 
probably mere self-delusion, they would be put 'ei la disposition 
des soldats allemands'.t In Hungary he heard a report on the 
deportation to Auschwitz of eight thousand Jews and in 
Romania about the murder of twenty thousand in Odessa. 
Rohner was president of the Commission mixte de secours; his word 
carried weight. 

Auschwitz, among other places, was also mentioned in a 
report by the head of the Slovak Red Cross, Skotnicky, (9June 
1942) and by the representative of the French Red Cross, 
Colonel Garteiser, who misspelled it 'Hauswitz'. He noted that 
those deported were never heard of; they were not permitted to 
write orreceive letters (2 J une 1942). Dr Marti, who represented 

·'the most atrocious massacres'. 
t'at the disposal of German soldiers'. 
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the IRC in Berlin, was another important source. He went to see 
Dr Sethe of the German Red Cross and intervened with him but 
was told that those deported from Franee were considered 
criminals; no help could be rendered (20 May 1942). He tried 
again in September: was it possible at least to correspond with 
those who had been sent to the East? Again there was a 
negative answer, exceptfor some thirty individual replies to 
many thousand queries. 

Dr Marti was permitted to travel to the General Government 
in August 1942 but seems not to have seen much. True, he 
reported horrible scenes at Rawa Russka where French 
prisoners ofwar from Stalag 325 had seen the execution of 150 
Jews by Ukrainians. Severai months before, Marti had reported 
that special S5 units were exterminating civilians in the occupied 
Russian territories. When he told Sethe that people outside 
Germany were saying that conditions in the camps were worse 
than anything the lnquisition had invented, Sethe simply 
replied 'Let them talk' (28January 1942). Later Marti reported 
that FrenchJ ews had been seen in Riga and that sixty thousand 
Jews were believed to have been killed there (14 November 
1942). 

So far the information had be en sporadic but in late autumn 
the news came in from all quarters. Even the IRC delegate in 
Washington reported that the State Department had been 
informed thatJews were killed in great numbers in Poland (13 
October 1942). Thus the question arose whether the IRC should 
make public what it knew. Discussions among members of the 
IRC executive went on throughout August 1942. By mid
September Professor Huber and his assistants had prepared a 
draft which, while mentioning no names and condemning no 
one in particular, simply said that civilians should be humanely 
treated. This was not sufficiently outspoken for Madame Odier 
(head of the subcommittee for civilian affairs) and Madame 
Bordier, a member of the relief commission. They thought that 
stronger language was needed in the face of an unprecedented 
catastrophe. However, the majority in the executive did not 
believe in appeals which it thought emotional and futile, but 
the y were willing to support the Huber draft. 

The decisive meeting took place on 14 October 1942. Huber 
was ill and the chair was taken on this occasion by Cheneviere. 
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Philip Etter made one of his rare appearances on this occasion. 
He had been Swiss Foreign Minister in the 1930S and 
represented the Swiss Government. His orientation was if 
anything rather pro-Axis and he opposed even the anodyne 
Huber draft, arguing that it could be interpreted as a violation 
of neutrality. His opinion prevailed and as a result no IRC 

statement at an was issued concerning the murder oftheJews. lf 
leading members of the I R c did not believe in the value of public 
appeals they were willing to pass on what they knew in their 
capacity as private citizens. 

In October 1942, Carl Burckhardt began to talk.· He 
informed first an old J ewish friend and colleague from the 
Geneva Centre of Advanced Studies, Professor Paul 
Guggenheim, and then on 7 November he saw Paul C. Squire, 
American consul in Geneva. He told Squire that while he had 
not actually seen the order, he could confirm privately and not 
for publication that Hitler had signed an order in 1941 that 
before the end of 1942 Germany must be freed of all J ews. He 
had received this information independently from two very well 
informed Germans, one a German Foreign Ministry official 
(probably Albrecht von Kessel), the other a War Ministry 
official. Squire ask ed him whether the word extermination was 
used, whereupon Burckhardt said that the actual text was 
judenrein - empty ofJews. But since there was no place to send the 
Jews, and since the territory must be cleared, it was obvious 
what the result would be. Burckhardt also said that the I RC had 
considered directing a public appeal throughout the world on 
the question of the Jews but it had been voted down; it was 
thought that such an appeal would render the situation even 
more difficult and jeopardize the work undertaken for the 

·He was not the only one to transmit information privately. Dr Riegner, writing in 
June 1942, mentions the faet that he was told by a leading personality of the IRe that the 
Jewish representatives in Geneva actually underestimated the number ofJews killed in 
the German-occupied temtories ofRussia. According to the same source the only way to 
stop the slaughter was to threaten the Germans with retaliation in kind. (Riegner to 
Goldmann, 17June 1942.) 

The official in question was, in all probability, Andre de Pilar, a Baltic baron who also 
had Swiss nationality. He was a member of the Commission mixte de secours of the IRe, a 
special agency for relief dispatches. De Pilar was in constant touch with the German Red 
Cross. Riegner recalls that he was very open in conversation 'and gave me from time to 
time extremely valuable information' (Riegner to author, 13 December 1979)· 
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prisoners of war and civil internees whieh was the real task of the 
Red Cross.· 
. In a eovering note to Leland Harrison, us minister in Bern 

Squire wrote that he had always observed that the Nazis sough~ 
to cloak their doeuments in legality - the use of the term 
'extermination' was too bloody for historieal reeord, but it was 
clear that 'for the unfortunates only one solution remained, 
namely death'.31 

Later in November Riegner went to see Burekhardt and was 
told that the Red Cross did not want to lodge a protest for the 
time being.1t was feared that the information whieh the IRC still 
reeeived about the deportations would eease altogether in ease 
of a protest. Furthermore, it seerned advisable to protest only 
when there was no hope whatsoever of helping any other way. 
Meanwhile the IRC would eontinue to press the Germans 
eonstantly for information, to ask for permission to send 
delegates to the General Government, to Theresienstadt and 
Transniestria. A German Red Cross official named Kundt had , 
in faet, told him that sueh pressure was desirable (!), even 
though he eould not prornise that it would lead to any result. 33 

The Burckhardt revelations were not sensational. By Oetober 
1942 about two million Jews had been killed and the 
information had been received from many sources. But the very 
faet that he ~as willing to speak about a Fiihrer order, even 
though unofficlally and off the record was, of eourse, a breaeh of 
neutrality as his eolleagues, sueh as Professor Huber, understood 
it. Burekhardt's eonversation with Squire eertainly influeneed 
the American diplomats who had been reluetant to believe 
Polish and Jewish sourees. The information was still eonsidered 
inconvenient in Washington, but it could no longer be ignored. 

·Burckhardt was a cautious man. There is an American record ofthis conversation, 
written by Consul Squire. l have been assured by a director of the IRC that a search 
made in ,I RC offices in Geneva showed that Burckhardt did not leave a repon of this talk. 

3 
THE ALLlES: 'WILD RUMOURS 
INSPIRED BY JEWISH FEARS' 

SHORTL y after the end of the war Abbe Glasberg, a eourageous 
ehurehman of Russian-Jewish origin who had done mueh to 
save FrenchJews, wrote that he found it diffieult to explain how 
during all these years the Allied intelligenee services should have 
not known (or ignored) the truth about the Hitlerite extermi
nation camps which extended over many square kilometres and 
in which millions of people had been incareerated.1 

It is a legitimate question. True, no intelligenee serviee is 
omniscient, but in this specifie instanee there was no need for 
brilliant analytical skills and great penetration: letters and 
postcards told the story and sometimes it was even reported in 
the press. The critical period for thisstudy isJuly 1941 to the end 
of 1942. American intelligence was then only starting its 
operations while the British services were already in top gear. 
While everything that happened in Nazi-occupied Europe was 
ofinterest to these services, there were, of course, priorities, and 
the fate of an ethnic or religious minority did not figure high on 
their agenda. But on the other hand no intelligence service in 
Europe eould possibly not help hearing about the 'final solution' 
in 1942 for the simple reason that it was common knowledge on 
the continent. Details were perhaps shrouded in mystery, but 
the picture in general was not: as Hitler had predicted, theJews 
were disappearing. 

The Allied governments heard about this from a variety of 
sources. In Britain there was the SIS, Special Intelligenee 
Service (military intelligence) which was, in principle, in charge 
of all news gathering operations. But the Special Operations 
Executive (SOE), which had been founded to engage abroad 
under the control of the Ministry of Economic Warfare (MEW), 
did in faet also eollect news in Franee, in Denmark and in other 
eountries. All intelligenee from Poland was passed to the SIS 
automatieally from the Polish Seeond Bureau exeept that 
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concerning purely domestic affairs. Similar agreements existed 
between Britain and Dutch, french, Czech and Norwegian 
intelligence. But the SOE was also active in Poland. MI5, the 
security service, obtained interesting information from the 
interrogation centres it ran, so did MI9 (CSDIC) and M1I9, 
dealing with British soldiers and civilians escaping from the 
continent respectively. Decoding and deciphering came from 
GC &CS (the government code and cypher school), whereas 
aerial reconnaissance was in the hands of the Air Ministry . The 
bureaucratic complications were manifold but whatever the 
source, important news should always have reached the Prime 
Minister, the War Cabinet and the chiefs of staff.2 

But what is important news? Intelligenee quhe of ten consists 
of small and perhaps insignificant items, which taken in 
isolation appear to be of no consequence. A certain pattern 
emerges only ifthey are interpreted in a broader context. There 
is, furthermore, an unlimited num ber of ways of getting things 
wrong and only one right answer. Intelligence, like writing 
his tory, is a matter ofseleetion and the fact that a certain event 
was duly observed does not per se mean that it was correctly 
understood. It certainly does not mean that sucJi information 
always reached the higher ranks of the intelligenee services, such 
as the Joint Intelligenee Committee which acted as a liaison 
between the various ageneies, and certainly not the War 
Cabinet whose capacity for absorbing information was, of 
necessity, limited. 

Thus for the purpose of this study, it is not sufficient to 
establish that members of one branch of the Polish or British 
intelligenee knew. It is important to know how widely the 
information was distributed and whether it was read and 
accepted, and this, of course, is usually more difficult to 
document.* 

·But sometimes it can be documented. Emissaries from Poland arriving in Britain 
were interrogated and debriefed by the British services before they could contact the 
Poles. One of the wartime emissaries describes his arrival in Britain as follows: 'After my 
arrlval on a Scottish airport I was first interrogated by Major Malcolm Scott, probably 
on behalf of counter-intelligence; his family owned a factory in Lwow and he spoke 
Polish as weU as I did. I was then debriefed in the "Patriotic School" in south London by 
representatives of various other intelligence services; in greatest detail by M 19 who were 
interested in the fate ofthe British prisoners ofwar. I was also interviewed by McLaren 
and Osborn of the Foreign Office (Polish Intelligence). Depositions were made; I saw 
some of them recently among the papers in the Public Record Office. There was no 

The Allies: 'Wild Rumours lnspired by Jewish Fears' 

During the critical period London was the focal point for 
news from occupied Europe. Not all information received in the 
West came from intelligenee 'sources. Ameriea, it will be 
recalled, had an embassy in Berlin until December 1941, in 
Budapest and Bucharest untilJanuary 1942, in Vichy up to late 
1942. Jewish organizations received most of their information 
from their representatives in Geneva, and news was, further
more, received through dozens of different channeis, such as 
visitors to or from neutral countries, the press, soldiers who had 
escaped, civilians who had been exchanged and others. 

Much information could be found in the daily press. Thus a 
report in a London, German-Ianguage newspaper in October 
1941 entitled The Apocalypse said that the Jews deported from 
Germany were to be killed in one way or another. It was based 
on a report originally published in the Swedish Sodal Demoeraten 
on 22 October and stated expressis verb is that 'there was no doubt 
that this was a case ofpremeditated mass murder'. The account 
also mentioned Adolf Eichmann as the head of the operation.3 

We must first turn to Russia, because it was in the areas 
occupied by the Nazis after their rapid advance betweenJune 
and October 1941 that the systematie murder of European 
J ewry began. This was the task of the Einsatzgruppen; by 
November 1941 they had killed about half a million Jews. At 
first, little was known about this to the general public, for these 
areas were virtually cut off from the outside world. American 
Jewish newspapers carried reports about the killing of Jews in 
certain border towns but this was probably no more than 
guesswork based on the behaviour of the Nazis in Poland and 
elsewhere. A little later Swedish papers reported that ghettos 
had been installed in Vilna, Kaunas and Bialystok. According 
to a broadcast from Moscow radio in August some fort y-five 
Jews had be en machine-gunned near Minsk.4 On 5 September 
the London Polish Government-in-exile knew about Riga 
ghetto, and on the 18th ofthat month the news reached Ziirich 
from Pol and that Bialystok ghetto had been destroyed - which 

interest in what I had to report on the fate ofthejews; there was one exception, and this 
wason a personal ratherthan official basis.' To thesethree who wereinformed about the 
sytematic extermination ofjews, Majors (subsequently ColoneIs) Colin Gubbins and 
Perkins should be added, who were dealing with Poland on behalf of the sot. Gubbins 
later became operational head of the whole sot. Neither of them was apparently 
expected to, or did take an interest in the subject. 
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was quite untrue for it was one of the last to be liquidated, in 
1943. On 22 October 1941 the Jewish Telegraphic Agency 
(JTA) correspondent in Ziirich quoted a Ukrainian newspaper 
(Krakovskie Vesti) that the German forces had expelled theJews 
to an unknown destination and that in Zhitomir out of 50,000 
Jews only 6,000 remained. On 29 October a report, aga in from 
Polish drcles in London, said that 6,000Jews had been killed in ~ 
Lomza, anØ in early November the Swedish press announced 
that RigaJ ews were on halfrations. More and more information 
was received, but perhaps not enough as yet to realize the 
magnitude of the disaster. 

Then on 25 November 1941 JTA carried a sensational and 
remarkably accurate report which it said had originated 'on the 
German frontier' but had been delayed. According to an 
unimpeachable source, 52,000 men, women and children had 
been put to death in Kiev. The victims (it was said) did not lose 
their lives as a result of a mob pogrom but by ·'merciless, 
systema tie extermination'. It was one of the most 'shocking 
massacres in Jewish his tory' and similar such events had taken 
place elsewhere in other Soviet towns. We do not know where 
this report originated; it certainly did not come from a Soviet 
source. Most likely it emanated from Polish drcles. 
Confirmation from Soviet sources came, however, in early 
January 1942 when it was made known that 52,000 people had 
been killed in Kiev. The us Embassy in Moscow tried to 
establish whether all (or most) ofthese had beenJews and on 16 
March 1942 it received an affirmative answer. But on the next 
day the Jewish press announced on the authority of the Soviet 
War Bulletin in London that there had been amisunderstanding 
and that only one thousand Jews had been killed. This 
'correction' was, of course, quite misleading, but it is impossible 
now to establish whose fault it was. 

Meanwhile there was more alarming news. On 2 January 
1942 the London Jewish Chronicle reported, on the authority of 
Soviet partisans operating behind the German lines, that the 
Germans had killed hundreds ofJews in Rostov-on-Don. Polish 
sources reported in March the destruetion ofLithuanianJewry. 
By 15 May 1942 this news was quite detaiIed: 7,000 had been 
killed in Shavli, 30,000 were left out of 70,000 in Vilna. The 
Stockholm newspaper Social Demoeraten reported that theJews in 
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Riga ghetto were seIling their last belongings; this was based on 
a report in the Nazi DeutscheZeitung in Ostland. From Soviet 
sources there was very little information. A detalIed report from 
Borisov was an exception: 15,000Jews had been killed there (25 
March 1942). There was a shorter and less specific account of 
the mass murder of Jews in Mariupol. 

Meanwhile on 6 January 1942 the Soviet Union in a note 
signed by Molotovand addressed to all governments with whkh 
it maintained diplomatic relations dealt with the 'monstrous 
villainies, atrocities and outrages committed by German 
authorities in the invaded Soviet territories'.$ This note 
extended over many pages and there were three references to 
Jews. Once they were mentioned together with Russians 
Ukrainians, Letts, Armenians, Uzbeks and others who had als~ 
suffered; the second time there was a short reference that on 30 
June when the Germans had entered Lwow they had staged an 
orgy ofmurder under the slogan 'kilI theJews and the Poles'. 
And lastly there was the reference to the murder of the 52,000 in 
Kiev. It stated that many mass murders were also committed by 
the German occupiers in other Ukrainian towns and then 
continued: 

These bloody exeeutions were especially direeted against unarmed 
and defeneeless Jewish working people. Aeeording to ineomplete 
figures, no less than 6,000 persons were shdt in Lwow, over 8,000 in 
Odessa, nearly 8,500 were shot or hanged in Kamenets PodoIsk, more 
then 10,500 shot down with maehine guns in Dnepropetrovsk and over 
3,000 Ioeal inhabitants shot in Mariupol.... Aeeording to pre
Iiminary figures about 7,000 persons were killed by the German Fascist 
butchers in Kerch. 

Altogether Molotov accounted for some 90,000 victims - less 
than one-fifth the figure ofthose who had actuaUy been killed.* 

On 27 April 1942 asecond Soviet note was published, also 
signed by Molotov. It extended over twenty-seven pages, dealt 
with looting, the institution of a regime of slave ry, the 
destruction of the national culture of various peoples, the 

*The faet that Soviet reports about eategories ofvietims were seleetive was noticed in· 
Washington. The oss Department of Researeh and Analysis published a nine·page 
memorandum in 1943 entided 'Gaps in the Moscow Statement of Atrocities' which 
stressed that 'non-Aryans' were not mentioned. (oss - Washington De RA-A - 1626, 
12 December 1943) 
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desecration of churches, the torturing and killing ofworkers and 
peasants, the raping of women and the extermination of 
prisoners ofwar. But it did not mention that while indeed a great 
many people ofvarious nationalities had been robbed, injured 
and even killed, theJews, unlike the others, were singled out for 
wholesale destruetion. In this document the Jews were 
mentioned just once - together with Russians, Moldavians, 
Ukrainians and other victims. There was a third Molotov note 
(140ctober 1942) on the responsibility of the Hitlerite invaders 
and their accomplices for atrocities perpetrated in which the 
Jews were not mentioned at all. But as an addendum (or 
postscript) an unsigned statement was distributed on 19 
December 1942 by the Soviet Foreign Ministry Information 
Bureau dealing specifically with the 'execution by Hitlerite 
authorities of the plan to exterminate theJewish population in 
the occupied territory of Europe'. This was a relatively short 
document but it presented more facts and figures than published 
in the pre<zeding year-and-a-half taken together. It also 
mentioned the plan to concentrate millions of Jews from all 
parts of Europe 'for the purpose of murdering them'. 6 

Why did it take the Soviet Government eighteen months to 
publish these facts and what were the reasons inducing it to play 
down the num ber ofjews arriong the vie tims or even pass over it 
in silence? The first six months of the war were the most difficult 
from the Soviet point of view: millions of soldiers were taken 
prisoner, a large part of the country lost. The population 
frequently gave a warm welcome to the invaders. There were 
few if any partisans during these early months of the war. But, 
on the other hand, not everyone in the occupied areas became 
a collaborator with the Germans, and many Soviet intelligenee 
agents were left behind. In addition early in the war 
parachutists were dropped behind German lines, some to 
commit acts of sabotage, others to collect information. There 
was radio contact between the occupied territories and 
'Bolshaia Zemlia' from the very beginning, and although there 
is no reason to assurne that the secret police, the NK VD as it was 
then called, and the Red Army staff received daily bulletins from 
every occupied village, there is every reason to assurne that the 
Soviet authorities were from the beginning well informed about 
all important events in the occupied territories. Although 
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Russian archives have not been opened to curious Western (or 
Soviet) researchers, Soviet authors proudly mention how well 
their authorities were informed about all that happened on the 
other side. 

One of the most famous cases was that ofN. I. Kusnetsov who, 
in the guise of a German officer (under the name of Paul 
Siebert), became part of the establishment ofErich Koch, one of 
Hitler's three satraps in Eastern Europe. Koch had established 
his headquarters in Rovno. Up to 1941 every second inhabitant 
ofthat city had been aJew, so their disappearance (they had all 
been executed in the town or its vicinity) could not possibly have 
escaped the attention ofthis Soviet master agent. The fate of the 
Jews, and how much was known about it at the time, occurs 
infrequently in Soviet post-war writings. Thus a discussion 
between two KGB (NKVD) agents in Kiev in late 1941: 'You 
know, of course, what happened in Babi Var?' 'Yes, and the 
same happened in Vinnitsa .. .'7 There is always the reluctance 
to mention the fact that these victims wereJews. For the Soviet 
authorities, the agents left behind in Kiev, Od essa, Minsk and 
many other places, were by no means the only source of 
information; in the winter offensive of 1941-2 as Soviet troops 
retook some of the regions previously seized by the Germans 
they saw what had happened under German occupation. 

Thus with a few exceptions, such as the note of 13 December 
1942, the Soviet line was that the Hitlerite invaders behaved 
generally speaking like barbarians. But there was no mention of 
the fact that the Jews were singled out for 'special treatment' . 
What was the reason for this silence? The Soviet authorities 
could argue that even though the Nazis singled out theJews in 
their campaign of murder, little would be gained if the Soviet 
Union publicized this facto For the murder of the Jews may weU 
have been quite popular in some sections of the population: 
Ukrainians, Lithuanians and Latvians had played a prominent 
part in the massacres. If the German invaders, nevertheless, 
rapidly became unpopular in the occupied areas, it was not 
because of their behaviour towards the Jews. For this reason, 
and perhaps also for some other considerations, the Soviet 
authorities played down the 'final solution'. Like the Vatican 
the Russians certainly knew much more than they decided to 
publish. The news about the Einsat(;gruppen came mainly from 
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neutraljournalists, Polish intelligence, and from Hungarian and 
Italian soldiers fighting on the eastern front. It did not come 
from those who knew most about it.· 

By I July 1942 more than one millionJews had been killed in 
Eastern Europe. What was known about this in the West? 

The German offensive in Russia was in full swing; the German 
armies were advancing in the direction of Stalingrad, Rostov 
and the Caucasus. The Einsatzgruppen had finished their second 
sweep in Russia. In Pol~nd the destruetion of the ghettos had 
begun in March with the removal of the Jews from Lublin 
distriet, the very region inwhich, according to the Nazi 
propaganda, a Jewish autonomous region should have come 
into existence. The gas chambers of Chelmno, Belzec and 
Auschwitz were working. The Wannsee Conferenee had taken 
place six months earlier, the deportations from Slovakia had 
begun in March and trainloads ofJews were beginning to arrive 
in Poland from Central and Western Europe. 

From Russia there was little information. Correspondents in 
Switzerland picked up random items from Nazi newspapers in 
the occupied areas. Thus, the Grenzbote of Bratislava announced 
in April that the 'deportations' from Slovakia had taken place, 
and the Belgrade Donauzeitung wrote inJune that noJews were 
left in Kishinev. Also in April 1942 the correspondent in Turkey 
of the London Sunday Times reported that 120,000 Romanian 
Jews had been killed, a figure which was remarkably accurate. 
All these were minor items as far as the world press was 
concerned, overshadowed by the news of the great battles on the 
war fronts, and they did not attract much attention. In May and 
June 1942 with great delay some more information became 
available about events in the Baltic countries. On 15 May, 
Polish sources in London provided figures on Vilna - the 
murder of 40,000.8 

The following day a correspondent of the London Evening 

*Towards the end of 1942 some more material became known from Soviet,sources, 
but more of ten than not it was scheduJed for publication outside the Soviet Union. Thus 
aquotation from a diary written by Private 'Christian' in February 1942: 'Since we have 
been in this town we have already shot more than 13,000 Jews. We are south of Kiev.' Or 
the interrogation of pow Karl Brenner, Crimean front 20 J une 1942: 'None of theJews 
were ever seen again. It is said that they were shot 15 miles from Simferopol along the 
Feodosia road.' New Somt Docummls 1lii N~ Atrocities, Soviet Embassy, London 1942, 

passim. 
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Standard in Stockholm reported that the num ber was even 
. higher: 60,oooJews had been killed in, this city alone. The news 
was published on the authority ofa man who had escaped from 
Vilna and just arrived after a dramatie escape via Warsaw and 
the port of Gdynia. The report was quite specific, it mentioned 
Ponary, the railway station outside Vilna where most of the 
killing had taken place. The item was picked up by some 
American andJewish newspapers. Two months later on 21 July 
the US ambassador reported it to Washington. Then there was 
silence for another two weeks but towards the end ofMay 1942 
information, which had reached London through Polish 
couriers and radio messages, found its way into the press. On 2 
June the BBC broadcast excerpts from various reports received 
from Eastern Europe: 700,000 Jews had been killed so far. This 
figure was based on a report sent out by theJewish Labour Bund 
from Warsaw, and, in fact, considerably understated the 
number ofvictims. But the PolishJews had no full picture of the 
situation in the Soviet Union and the Baltic countries. Unlike 
Himmler they had no professional statisticians at their disposal 
reviewing the progress of the 'final solution' . 

The reports from Warsaw which are diseussed elsewhere in 
this study caused a flurry of activity in Polish circles: General 
Sikorski notified the Allied governments in a dispatch 
('Extermination of the Jewish population.is taking place to an 
unbelievable extent'), on 10June. The Polish National Council, 
the parliament-in-exile, addressed an appeal to the free 
parliaments. On 9June Sikorski said in a broadcast on the BBC: 

The Jewisp population in Pol and is doomed to annihilation in 
accordance with the maxim 'Slaughter all theJews regardless ofhow 
the warwill end.' This year veritable massacres oftens ofthousands of 
Jews have been carried out in Lublin, Wilno, Lwow, Stanislawow, 
Rzeszowand Miechow. 

At first the newspapers did not take much notice. Mter all, news 
about Nazi persecutions came from many parts of Europe and 
they were probably exaggerated. The fact that Jews were not 
persecuted but exterminated had not yet registered. The first to 
stress the difference was the London Daily Telegraph in two 
reports on 25 and 30June 1942. These publications were a first 
turning point because the authors and editors had realized that 
from the various news items from Eastern Europe a sinister new 
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pattern emerged: these were no longer pogroms in the 
traditional sense. The first dispatch began as follows: 'More 
than 700,000 PolishJ ews have been slaughtered by the Germans 
in the greatest massacres in the world's history.' It then 
announced that 'the most gruesome details of mass killings even 
to the use of poison gas' were revealed in a report sent secretly to 
Shmuel Zygielbojm, Jewish representative on the Polish 
National Council, py an active group in Poland (the Bund, 
which was not, however, mentioned by name). The Daily 
Telegraph report reviewed the mass exterminations in East 
Galicia and Lithuania, the use of gas vans and the Chelmno 
camp, as well as other facts and figures. The correspondent 
ended: 'I understand that the Polish Government intends to 
make the facts in the report known to the British and Allied 
governments' (which had already happened). 

The second report five days later said in its headline 'More 
than I ,000,000 Jews killed in Europe'. It was based"on further 
investigations, not just the Bund report, and made one important 
point which had not been clearly spelled out previously: that it 
was the aim of the Nazis 'To wipe the race from the European 
continent'. The extermination of the Jews was also to cover the 
West. In France, Holland and Belgium there had been many 
executions, and mass deportations to Eastern Europe were now 
taking place. In Romania 120,000 Jews had been killed; two 
trainloads ofJews were leaving Prague every week for Poland: 
'It is estimated that the casualties suffered by theJewish people 
in Axis-controlled countries already far exceed those of any 
other race in the war.' 

The Daily Telegraph stories attracted much attention. They 
were followed by radio broadcasts in J une by Arthur 
Greenwood, leader of the Parliamentary Labour Party, by 
Cardinal Hinsley, by the Dutch Prime Minister, by Zygielbojm 
(speaking in Yiddish!) and a few others. The New York Times 
picked up-the Daily Telegraph reports on 30June and 2July and 
publisllf!d them somewhere in the midd le of the paper. The 
edi tors ql1ite obviously did not know what to make of them. Ifit 
was true that a million people had be en killed this clearly should 
have been front page news; it did not, after all, happen every 
day. lfit was not true, the story should not have been published 
at all. Since they were not certain they opted for a comprornise: 
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to publish it, but not in a conspicuous place. Thus it was implied 
that the pa per had reservations about the report: quite likely the 
stories contained some truth, but probably it was exaggerated. 

Such attitudes were by no means limited to the American 
press. From the moment Hitler had come to power in Germany, 
the Manchester Guardian had shown much sympathy for the 
persecutedJews. Yeton 31 August 1942, more than twomonths 
after the news about mass extermination ofjews in Europe and 
after additional information had been received, an editorial in 
the Guardian stated 'that the deportation of Jews to Poland 
means that jewish muscles are needed for the German war 
effort'. It was, in brief, a matter of slave labour rather than 
murder. But why single out the Guardian? President Roosevelt 
was saying exactly the same thing. The failure to understand 
was by no means limited to newspapers in Britain and the 
United States. Hebrew papers in Palestine were equally 
unhappy about the 'unproven and exaggerated rumours', the 
fact that news agencies and correspondents were competing in 
transmitting atrocity stories in gruesome detail.9 

Zygielbojm, the Bund representative on the Polish National 
Council, had provided the material for the Daily Telegraph 
stories. His colleague on the Council, Dr I. Schwarz bart, was 
also active. He appeared on 29 June at a press conference 
sponsored by the World jewish Congress in London together 
with S. S. Silverman, the Labour Member of Parliament, and 
E. Frischer, a member of the Czechoslovak State Council. 
Ignacy Schwarzbart (1888-1961) had been a member of the 
pre-war Polish parliament; unlike Zygielbojm he was not a 
socialist. His statement dealt with the murder ofJews in Wilno, 
Pinsk, Bialystok, Slonim, Rov!no, Lwow, Stanislawow, Lomza 
and two dozen other places. He announced that in Lublin part 
of the Jewish population had been slaughtered and the rest 
disappeared and he also gave figures about the Chelmno 
gassings.* This press conferenee was reported the next day in 

·But Schwarz bart took a more cautious line than Zygielbojm. In a letter to the editor 
of the London ]ewish Chronicle (dated 29J une '942, unpublished, Schwarzbart archives) 
he wrote that 'every exaggeration in rounding up figures is not only needless but also 
harmful and irresponsible'. He regretted that 'my colleague in the National Council' 
had taken it upon himself to ref er to 700,oooJews who had been murdered, whereas one 
should have said 'exterminated'. Schwarzbart followed the lead given by the Polish 
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most British newspapers under headlines such as 'Over 
1,000,000 Dead since the War began' (The Times), '1,000,000 

J ews Die' (Even ing Standard). 'MillionJ ews Die' (News Chronicle), 
'Bondage in Eastern Europe. A vast slaughterhouse of Jews' 
(Scotsman). But most of these reports were rather short, they were 
not conspicuously displayed and they contained few details. 
Few Western newspaper readers had ever heard about Lomza 
and Stanislawow, and while by now it seerned fairly certain that 
something sinister was happening in Eastern Europe, there were 
still doubts about the extent and the real meaning of these 
unhappyevents. 

The general attitude in July and August amongJews was a 
mixture of concern and confusion. On one hand there were mass 
meetings in New York (Madison Square Garden, 21 July), 
protest demonstrations in various other eities, and on 23July the 
chaplain of the House of Representatives read a special prayer 
for the Jewish victims as the session of the house opened. In 
London there were resolutions by the National Executive 
Committee of the Labour Party (22July) and the trade unions; 
a Labour delegation went to see Anthony Eden, the Foreign 
Secretary (24 August) and John Winant, the US ambassador. 
On 2 September there was a big protest rally in Caxton Hall in 
which Herbert Morrison and Jan Masaryk were among the 
speakers. Zygielbojm in a passionate speech reiterated that 
crimes had been committed that had no precedent in human 
history, crimes so monstrous, in the face of which the most 
barbaric acts of the past ages appeared as mere trivialities: 'In 
Poland a whole people is being exterminated in cold blood ... it 
is estimated that the total number of Jews murdered by the 
Germans in Poland up to May this year was 700,000.' 

Zygielbojm seerned overexeited and overwrought to many of 
those present, yet, by the time he made his speech the number of 

Minister ofInformation, Professor Stronski, who had said in a press conferenee on 9 july, 
sponsored by the British Ministry ofInformation, that the figure of 700,000 whieh had 
appeared in the press 'included both those murdered direcdy and those who died as a 
result of the German extermination policy'. It is not readily obvious why Schwarzbart 
should have attributed 50 mueh importanee to the differenee between being murdered 
and being exterminated, unless hedoubted the veracity of the reports from Poland. The 
Bund report, in any case, was quite unambiguous: 700,000 jews bad been murdered 
(NtmIlJ UiJmOTdowali ••• ). 
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Jews killed was at Ieast a million and a halfand Warsaw ghetto 
had been all but emptied. * 

The question of the number of victims quite -apart, a clear 
general pattern had emerged. Obviously, thete had been a 
decision at the highest leve! to kilI all Jews. When had it been 
taken? This information could not possibly come from Warsaw 
or Riga and we have now to turn to an episode which has been 
told before but which is still far from clear: the first news that 
Hitler had actually ordered the extermination of European 
J ewry by gassing was received by Dr Riegner, the representative 
of the World Jewish Congress in Switzerland, from a German 
industrialist in July 1942. Riegner sent the following cable to 
London and Washington: 

Received alarming report that in Fiihrer's headquarters plan 
discussed and under consideration according to which all Jews in 
countries occupied or controlled Germany numbering 3t-4 millions 
should after deportation and concentration in East be exterminated at 
one blow to resolve once for all theJewish Question in Europe stop the 
action reported planned for autumn methods under discussion 
including prussic acid stop we transmit information with all 
reservation as exactitude cannot be confirmed stop informant stated to 
have elose connections with highest ,German authorities and his 
reports generally speaking reliable. 

Some of this was already known and some was incorrect: the 
plan was not 'under consideration' but had been adopted many 
months earlier. Nor was it intended to kilI all theJews at one 
blow, which would have presented insurmountable technical 
difficulties. But with all this it was, of course, true that Hitler had 
made a decision and now a German source had made it clear 
that this did not refer to widespread pogroms but to a 'final 
solution' . Riegner transmitted the information 'with all 
necessary reservation' . One could hardly blame him for such 
caution. 

Gerhard Riegner was just thirty years of age at the time. He 
was a native of Berlin and a doctor in law. He and Richard 
Lichtheim, his senior by thirty years who represented theJewish 

·Zygielbojm committed luicide in March 1943' in protest against the general 
indifferenee shown with regard to the fate ofthejews in Poland. On the circurnstanees, 
lee chapter 4. 
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Agency in Geneva, were the two chiefJewish representatives in 
continental Europe. But who was the mysterious industrialist? 
Various speculations have be en published about his identity.* 
He arrived in Switzerland inJ uly 1942. It was not his first visit in 
wartime. He had been in contact through a common friend with 
Dr Benjamin Sagalowitz (1901-70), the press officer of the Swiss 
Jewish community. The industrialist was in charge of a factory 
employing some 30,oot> workers; he was a passionate enemy of 
the Nazi system. Driven by his conscience, he wanted to wam 
the world so that something could be done in time to counteract 
Hitler's designs. The rndustrialist asked the common friend to 
convey the news to Sagalowitz, who was not, however, in Ziirich 
at the time. After his retum he transmitted the information to 
Riegner assuming that Riegner could reach Rabbi Wise in New 
York and through Wise, President Roosevelt. Leland Harrison, 
the us ~mbassador, insisted on knowing the name of the 
informant and since there was no other quick and certain 
channel to transmit to Ameriea, Sagalowitz gave the name (and 
indicated the position) of the industrialist to Harrison, in a 
closed envelope. Sagalowitz concludes his account as follows: 
'Dr Riegner did not get the name from me, I brought the two 
gentlemen together only in February 1945. To relieve my 
conscience I told the industrialist after the war that I had given 
his name to the American minister and he understood ... .'10 

Neither the archives of the late Dr Sagalowitz nor the files of 
the National Archives in Washington nor the personal files of 
Ambassador Harrison provide a due. The files of the Berlin 
Swiss legation, in which applications for entry visas in wartime 
were preserved, have be en destroyed and I have been assured 
that the records of the Swiss border police no longer exist. 

Why should the industrialist who, as these lines are written, is 
no longer alive have insisted on anonymity even after the end of 
the war? There are two possible explanations. Could he have 
been a Swiss diplomat or an official of the International Red 
Cross or the World Council ofChurches? This, for a variety of 
reasons, is unlikely. The second possibility is more probable and 

• According to the introduction to the Hebrew edition of Arthur Morse's While Six 
Mil/ions Died it was Artur Sommer. About Sommer see Appendix I 'The Ahwehr 
connection', and my article in Commenlary, March 1980. The first letter of the name of 
the mysterious messenger was 's' - but it was not Artur Sommer. 
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more intri~ui?g. When Riegner, tried to establish in 1942 
whether hiS mformant could be trusted he was given to 
understand by Sagalowitz that the industrialist had on previous 
occasions given information on impending changes in the 
German army high command (thedeposition of von Bock 
in winter (941), and, even more important, the date of 
'Barbarossa', the invasion of the Soviet Union. The official 
history of British intelligence in the Second World War 
mentions among other wamings that the SIS representative in 
Geneva had heard in late March or early April 1941 from a weH
placed source in German official sources that Hitler would 
attack Russia in May.1I The British authorities wilI not disdose 
the identity for another twenty-five years (if ever) and, in any 
case, it is not certain that the industrialist was indeed the source. 
But is it at alllikely that Riegner, 'trying to find out inJ uly 1942 
whether his informant could be trusted, would have been told 
about this ultra-secret information provided by a most valuable 
source? There may be an answer to this question; a great deal 
of circumstantial evidence exists, but no absolute proof.12 

The reaction to the Riegner cable in London and Washington 
can be summarized briefty. On 10 August 1942 the Foreign 
Office received the cable; four days later Frank Roberts of the 
Central Department wrote that the message could not be held . 
up much longer although he feared that it could have 
embarrassing consequences: 'Naturally we have no information 
bearing on this story.' This was certainly true in the sense that 
there had been no report about a decision taken by Hitler. But 
then Roberts had heard from a colleague many months earlier 
about the disappearance of one-and-a-half million J ews; there 
had been other such stories from Polish sources as Allen (also 
from the Central Department) noted. But Allen still thought it 
was a rather 'wild story'. 

The cable was hand ed by the Foreign Office to a Labour 
Member of Parliament, Sidney Silverman, who was sub
sequently seen at the Foreign Office by Sir Brograve Beauchamp 
~nd Colonel Ponsonby. He wanted to telephone Stephen Wise 
m New York but was told that this was out of the question; the 
Germans always listened in to such conversations. Furthermore, 
he should consider whether any action taken by the Jewish 
institutions might not 'annoy the Germans and make any action 
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they were proposing to take even more unpleasant than it might 
otherwise have been'. Lastly he was told that HM Government 
h~d no information confirming Riegner's story. 

The general view in the Foreign Office was that the Germans 
were indeed treating the Jews very cruelly, starving them and 
even massacring considerable numbers of those who were of no 
use to them in their growing labour difficulties. The Polish 
reports that the Germans had more far-reaching designs were 
apparently not believed. Jf the Jewish Congress wanted to 
publish Riegner's story there was no objection, even though 
there was the possibility that theJews would be victimized as a 
result and that Dr Riegner's source would be compromised. The 
British Government on its part had no intention of giving 
publicity to the report or using it in propaganda to Germany 
without further confirmation.,13 In short, the Foreign Office was 
not very helpful but with all its reservations it did deliver the 
message. 

The State Department did not. Howard Elting, the us vice
consul in Geneva, requested that the message be delivered to 
Rabbi Stephen Wise, but the State Department's Division in 
European Affairs opposed this. Paul Culbertson, the assistant 
chief, did not like the idea of sending the dispatch on to Wise. 
Elbridge Durbrow regarded the nature of the allegations as 
'fantastic' . On 17 August Harrison in Bern was informed that 
the ca ble had not been delivered in view of the apparently 
unsubstantiated nature of the information. * But on 28 August a 
copy of the Riegner cable reached Wise via the British Foreign 
Office, which despite grave doubts (on which more below) had 
not suppressed it. Wise got in touch with Undersecretary of 
State Sumner Welles who advised him to refrain from any 
public announcement of Hitler's extermination order until 
confirmation could be obtained. 

During August and September 1942 additional evidence 
reached Washington. Some came from Geneva; this refers to the 
confirmation of Hitlcr's decision by Carl Burckhardt, the 
'foreign minister' of the Red Cross, which is mentioned elsewhere 

·Hamson asked Elting to send the cable directly to the State Department. But his 
own comment in a cable to Washington on the same date was more than sceptical; he 
regarded it as a 'wild rumour inspired by Jewish fears'. A summary or his cable was 
passed on to the oss. (RG 226, Bern, Folder 2, Box 2, Entry 4.) 

,,~ 
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in this study. On 3 October Riegner forwarded the evidence of 
two youngJews who had cross ed the Swiss border. One ofthem 
was Gabriel Zivian who had been a witness to the massacre of 
theJews in Riga and had arrived on 22 September. 14 The other 
new arrival had been from Franee to Stalingrad and back, and 
knew many details about the murder in Poland and Russia. 
N either could possibly shed any new light on the Fiihrer's order, 
nor could the posteards from Warsaw which had been received 
by Sternbuch, the representative of orthodox Jewry, which 
announced the liquidation of the Warsaw ghetto. But all these 
items fitted only too weU into the general picture. So did a report 
from the US Embassy in Stockholm, and another very long and 
detailed one from Anthony J. Drexel BiddleJr, USambassador 
to the Allied governments-in-exile in London. This was based 
on a memorandum by Ernst Frischer, a Czech parliamentarian, 
who had appeared at the press conferenee in London in late 
June together with Schwarzbart and Silverman. His report 
stated that there was no precedent for such organized wholesale 
killing in all Jewish history, nor indeed in the whole history of 
mankind. A copy of Biddle's report was sent directly to the 
White House. 

US diplomats abroad were asked by the State Department to 
find out whether they had heard anything which could shed 
light on the Riegner report. Finally on 22 October Harrison met 
Riegner and Lichtheim (the Jewish Agency representative), 
collected various sworn affidavits from them and forwarded the 
whole evidence to Washington. Eleven weeks had now passed 
since the original Riegner cable, eleven months since the news 
about mass murder in Russia had first been received in the West. 
Further reports fromJewish and non-J ewish circles continued to 
arrive: an account from a Vatican source said that the mass 
execution ofJews in Poland went on. The number ofJews killed 
in each of the major centres was counted in tens of thousands. 
The victims were said to have been killed by poison gas in 
chambers especially prepared for the purpose.15 

The British Foreign Office forwarded the Riegner cable to the 
United States despite the fact that it feared 'embarrassing 
repercussions'. Even by late November officials in London still 
thought that there was no actual proof ofthese atrocities. But the 
probability was sufficiently great to justify some Allied 'action', 
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which in practical terms meant the publication of a 
declaration. * 

Not all the additional information emanating from Geneva 
~as helpful and some was quite wrong. Thus, according to 
another cable sent by the Jewish representatives the order for 
extermination had been proposed by Herbert Backe, the Nazi 
commissar for food supply, who wanted in this drastic way to 
alleviate the existing shortages, whereas Frank and Himmler 
(sic) had been opposing the 'final solution' because Jewish 
labour and (particularly) Jewish specialists were needed for the 
war effort. This, needless to say, was pure speculation; Hitler's 
decision had nothing to do with Germany's food situation.t 

There were certain discrepancies between the reports: some 
alleged that the Jews were killed by poison gas, others 
mentioned some form of electrocution. There was one account 
·Glaiming that the corpses of the victims were used for the 
manufacture of soap and artificial fertilizers. This apparently 
came from Sternbuch in Montreux, the representative of 
orthodoxJewry, who had heard it from a Polish source. Riegner 
reported a similar story on the authority of an 'anti-Nazi officer 
attached to German army headquarters': there were two 
factories processingJewish corpses for the manufacture of soap, 
glue and lubricants. These unlikely stories reinforced the 
scepticism in London and Washington. As Frank Roberts 
wrote: 'The facts are quite bad enough without the addition of 
such an old story as the use of bodies for the manufacture of 
soap.'16 It emerged after the war that the story was in fact 
untrue. But the hair offemale victims was used for the war effort, 
and the rumours about the produetion of soap from Jewish 
corpses had gained wide currency, in any case, among non-Jews 
in Poland, Slovakia and Germany. It appeared in various 
confidential German reports and even in exchanges between 
Nazi leaders:' But the repetition ofrumours ofthis kind made 
all information about the 'final solution' su speet in the eyes of 
highly placed Americans and Englishmen, who had found it 

·See appendix, 'The British Foreign Office and the News from Poland'. 
tTypical of the careless way in which Riegner's information was handled in the 

United States was the faet that everything that had been sent from Geneva inc!uding 
information whieh was clearly not ~eduled for publication was published in the 
Congress Weekry of 4 Deeember 1942. 
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inconvenient in the first place.' One of them was Cavendish
Bentinck, the chairman of the British Intelligenee Committee, 
who wrote as late asJuly 1943 thatthe Poles and to a far greater 
extent the Jews, tended to exaggerate German atrocities 'in 
order to stoke us up' .1' 

It was said that the news about the systematie mass murder 
could have 'embarrassing repercussions'. Whom could it 
embarrass? It was believed in London and Washington that 
stories like these would at best sidetrack the Allies from the war 
effort, at worst, as it was argued by the head of the Southern 
Department of the Foreign Office in September 1944, it would 
compel various heads of offices 'to waste a disproportionate 
amount of their time in dealing with wailing Jews'. 

As the Riegner report reached London, a senior British official 
noted that 'we have, of course, received numerous reports of 
large-scale massacres of J ews, particularly in Poland '.19 Where 
did these numerous reports originate? Some came from the 
usual intelligenee sources, others from prisoners of war who had 
succeeded in escaping from the continent and had accidentally 
witnessed such scenes. One of the escapees who later became 
famous was Airey Neave, a prominent Tory parliamentarian 
who was killed by Irish terrorists on the premises of the House of 
Commons in 1979. He had witnessed the early stage of the 'final 
solution' in Poland. A British officer who had been hiding in 
Warsawand escaped in early June of 1942 was said to be the 
source of the oss report from Lisbon quoted below. 

Some reports came through ordinary diplomatic channels. 
Thus David Kelly, head of the British legation in Switzerland, in 
a letter dated 19 November 1941 to Frank Roberts of the 
Central Department of the Foreign Office: 

Here are a few miscellaneous items I havejust heard from colleagues. 
The Pole told me ... that It million Jews were Iiving in Eastem 
(recently Russian) Poland have simply disappeared aItogether; 
nobody knows how and where.20 

The report is of considerable interest: it is one of the first, if not 
the very first, indication that the activities of the Einsatzgruppen 
had reached the West and also the fact that hundreds of 
thousands of Jews had been killed. The source was Alexander 
Lados, the Polish diplomatie representative in Bern. He was 
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neither a naive man nor a sensationalist; he had been Minister of 
the Interior in the exiled Government before moving to 
Switzerland. He had no radio contact with Poland; the 
information could have reached him only through a Polish 
courier on his way to the West. The news was substantially 
correct: one and a half million Jews had lived in the territories 
occupied by the Germans since the invasion; those who had not 
escaped had been killed. There were other such reports from 
various sources. 

But there were, in addition, two other major sources of 
information, one highly secret, the other quite open. The story . 
of the enigma decrypts ('Ultra', 'Triangle') became grad~a!ly 
known during the 1970s. Through~)Ut much o~th~ war ~nt~sh 
intelligence was able to intercept mternal radIo sIgnals mSId.e 
Nazi Germany and to read them. In the headquarters of thIS 
operation in Bletchley, which employed thousands of people, 
the LuJtwaJfe code was first deciphered and subsequently other 
codes. The ss code was broken in late 1941 and also the Abwehr 
code. Many studies of the Second World War which did not take 
this into account will have to be rewritten, for it does make a 
difference whether army, navy ·or air force commanders were 
reliably informed about the strength of the other side and its 
intentions. True, much vital information was not transmitted by 
wireless telegraph but by telephone, teleprinter or courier, 
which was always preferred over shorter distances. Thus 
communication between Berlin and Madrid was by wireless and 
could be read, whereas the letters exchanged between Berlin 
and Paris could not be intercepted. British intelligence could 
have known about the 'final solution' through the enigma 
decrypts. But did it? It will not be possible to provide a 
conclusive answer to this question for a long time. Many Ultra 
signals have been released in recent years but these almost 
exclusively concern naval and air operations and. thes~ too a~e 
incomplete. Material pertaining to army and ss mtelhgence 18 

not accessible so far, and some ofit may never be released. The 
same refers to US decrypts; Britain was not the only country to 
intercept German radio communications in Eastern Europe 
during the war. Thus the evidence available is incomplete and 
indirect, and it has to be analyzed in terms ofprobability rather 
than certainty. 
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The ss code, it will be recalled, was broken by British 
intelligenee. But most of the signals read in Bletchley apparently 
dealt with foreign intelligence, not the 'final solution' . I have 
been assured that those reading the cables to and from the Main 
State Security Office (RSHA) in fact learned about the mass 
murder ofJews from MI6 sources.* It is also argued that up to 
1943 when a computer was installed only a relatively small part 
of the material intercepted was, in faet, decoded.1t was a matter 
of hit and miss and signals dealing neither with the military 
build up nor with high grade political intelligence were given 
low priority. Information aboutJews was hardly considered top 
priori ty. I t has been said furthermore that, for technical reasons, 
reception from Eastern Europe was uncertain. But this did not 
prevent Ultra in spring of 1941 from collecting important 
evidence about the build up of the German army and air force 
against the Soviet Union in Poland. 

Did the ss Einsatzgruppen actually use wireless for their 
progress reports? Yes. The Einsatzgruppen reports state that they 
used not only teleprinter but also radio stations. Operation 
Report 131, dated 10 April 1942, announces, for instance, that 
Einsatzgruppen A and B used Radio Smolensk; Group 6, Stalino; 
7A Klinzy and Orel; 9 Witebsk; 10 Feodosia; 12 Federowka. 
Radio stations at Kiev, Charkov, Nikolaev and Simferopol 
were also used. 

There was in any case yet another source of information 
which had a direct bearing on the 'final solution'. British 
intelligence was closely analyzing on a daily basis the move
ments of German trains. There was a special 'Railway Research 

·But the relevant documentation is not accessible. It is not known and probably will 
not be known for a long time by whom and in what circumstances the ss code was 
broken. We do know, however, that the Polish Second Bureau had deciphered the SD 
code and was regularly reading it we\l before the outbreak of the Second World Wat. 
This has been described in some detail in the memoin of the head of tbis !ask force, 
Marian Rejewski, a gifted mathematician. (M. Rejewski, Wsp0mnitni4 o mej pracy w 
BiUT<.t Swow Odtkialu IJ w latach lf)3{r45, unpublished, Warsaw, Military HistoricaI 
Institute. Sec Richard S. Woytak, On Iht Bortkr of War l11Ul PtlJCe; Polish InJelligenct l11Ul 
Diplomll&.J in 1!}37-1939111Ul the Origins of the lIltra Stml (New York, 1979), p. 101.) It is 
quite likcly that the SD code was changed after August 1939, but we do not know 
whether it was changed radica\ly and for !his reason it cannot be said with any certainty 
whether the British services simply continued where the Poles had stopped in 1939 or 
whether a major new drort was needed to break it. All that matten in !his context is 
that the SS-SD code could be read in Britain by late 1941. 
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Service' with the MinistryofEconomic Warfarewhich, with the 
heIp of Enigrna, broke the German railway code in February 
194 I. At the same time, quite independently, SI S also discovered 
the code and this made it possible to follow the movement of 
German trains all over Europe.2

\ Railway intelligence was, of 
course, especially interested in irregular patterns, and the trains 
carrying the Jews to Poland and inside Poland to the camps, 
cannot have escaped their attention. If German railway staff. 
reached the conclusion that Auschwitz had become one of 
Europe's most important and populous centres in view of the 
many trains directed there, the same thought must have 
occurred to Allied intelligence too. Was it perhaps a place of 
great importance for the German war effort? Thus, quite 
probably, an attempt was made to find out more about what, if 
anything, was produced in Auschwitz and the other camps. 
Such studies were probably undertaken, but they have not been 
declassified. 

Was information concerning the extermination of European 
Jewry suppressed by the intelligenee services? The answer seems 
to be 'yes', but in view of the fact that many of the files ofthese 
services have been destroyed it may not be possible to prove 
conclusively whether this was indeed the case, and if so, for what 
reason. This is not to question the integrity of those intelligence < 

officers who in later years have denied all knowledge. As 
Churchill once observed: memories of war should never be 
trusted without verification. But verification has been made 
impossible in this case. 

But there were other equally important sources of inform
ation on which one can report with greater certainty. U nlike the 
Soviet Union, Germany was not a hermetically closed country 
even in wartime. Tens ofthousands offoreign citizens continued 
to live and to travel in Germany and some ofthem also went to 
the occupied territories in the East. North and South American 
diplomats and journalists (with the exception of Argentina and 
Chile) Ieft Germany in January 1942. But there were still the 
neutrals such as Spain and Portugal, Sweden and Switzerland, 
Ireland and Turkey and, of course, Germany's allies and 
satellites. They had embassies in Berlin and there were many 
Iocal consular offices - Sweden had fifty-three such offices, 
Finland thirty-two, Denmark thirty, even Portugal had twenty. 

The Allies: 'Wild Rumours Inspired by Jewish Fears' 

Many of these consuls were German citizens, but those in key 
posts (such as Hamburg, Prague or Vienna) were usually 
foreign nation als; Swiss consuls were always Swiss citizens. It 
was not the main assignment of consular officers to provide 
political intelligence, but nor would they be reprimanded for 
picking up and passing on gossip and news hems. Thus, to 
provide an example, a Swiss citizen who had by accident 
witnessed a massacre in Ukraine did inform his consul in 
Hamburg. Consuls would extend help to citizens of the 
countries they represented. Among these citizens there would 
invariably be someJews who foolishly had stayed in Germany. 
There were others, whose claims were shaky, widows or 
descendants of Turkish or Spanish citizens. But investigations 
had to be made in each case and thus diplomatie and consular 
personnel were bound to learn that Jews were deported, that 
their property was seized, that they were disappearing without 
trace. When two of the secretaries at the Turkish embassy in 
Berlin who happened to be Jewish suddenly vanished or 
when a similar lot befell the German-Ianguage teaeher of the 
ambassador of Siam in Berlin, questions would be asked. 

It has been mentioned before that foreign nationals living in 
the Reich would learn about the fate of theJ ews. Thus Goebbels 
in one of his staff conferences (on Il March 1941) mentioned 
with evident indignation that he had just learned that half the 
foreign students in Berlin were staying in Jewish apartments. 
The Finnish ambassador, Professor Kiwimaeki, was a personal 
friend ofFelix Kersten, Himmler's masseur, who was one of the 
best-informed people in the Reich. Kersten warned Kiwimaeki 
inJuly 1942 that Himmler wanted the Finns to surrender their 
Jews. The Swedes received information from a variety of 
sources. It was a Swedish diplomat, Baron von Otter, who was 
approached by Kurt Gerstein in the Warsaw-Berlin express. 
Gerstein, Chief Disinfection Officer of the Waffen SS, was in 
charge of supplying the poison to the camps. He had just 
returned from an inspection tour attending to technical details 
such as the relative advantages ofZyklon B (hydrogen cyanide) 
and carbon monoxide in killing people and he told Baron von 
Otter who informed Stockholm. This was an accidental 
meeting, but others were routine. The Swedish Embassy parson 
was in constant touch with oppositionist elements in the 
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German Protestant Church and tried, unsuccessfully, to rescue 
some of the converted Christians, such as, for instance, the 
adopted daughter of Jochen Klepper, the well-known author. 
Coimsellor Almquist of the embassy also participated in these 
reseue attempts. Swedish businessmen in Warsaw were in touch 
with the Polish underground and some were arrested. Swedish 
diplomats were bound to learn about the mortal danger facing 
the Jews. It is unlikely, to put it mildly, that they and other 
neutral representatives in Berlin, which sometimes included 
even Germany's allies (such as Italy and Hungary), would have 
gone out of their way trying to prevent the enforced journey 
of a Jew from Germany, Holland or France to some East 
European destination, unless they also knew that deportation 
was a sentenee of death. Only very few, such as Baron von Otter, 
had received a briefing on the technology of mass murder. But 
these were technical details. Of the net result there was no 
doubt. 

The diplomats constituted only a small part of the foreign 
community in wartime Germany. Even after the exodus of the 
American journalists in December 1941 there were still some 
hundred foreign journalists stationed in Germany. Their 
number slightly increased in 1942-3 and it was only during the 
last year of the war when the lines of communication broke 
down that many ofthem left. The majority came from satellite 
countries, which is not to say that they were always enthusiastic 
about Nazi politics. There were also quite a few correspondents 
from neutral countries. The main Swedish newspapers were 
represented: Svenska Dagbladet, Dagens Nyheter, Stockholm 
Tidningen, Nya Daglight Allehande and even Sodal Democraten had 
permanent Berlin correspondents. Their reports were, of course, 
strietly censored but this does not mean that they did not know 
about the fate of the Jews. 

Nazi officials did not always keep even top secrets. Thus 
Professor Karl Boehme, head of the foreign press department of 
the Ministry of Propaganda, announced at a reception at the 
Bulgarian embassy in May 1941 that he would soon be Gauleiter 
of the Crimea. Following this incident he was indeed sent to the 
eastern front, but as a soldier and it was only owing to 
Goebbels' personal intervention that he was not shot. If 
military secrets of this importance were accidentally revealed, 
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the 'final solution' was more widely discussed and commented 
upon. True, foreign correspondents were not permitted to travel 
freely in Eastern Europe during the war, but there were still 
guided tours for both resident journalists and those specially 
invited. Thus a group was taken to Kiev in October 1941 to see 
the destruetion wrought by the Bolsheviks, Captain Koch, who 
was in charge of them, was asked about the murder of many 
thousands of J ews in the Ukrainian capital- this was merely a 
few days after Babi Var. He denied all knowledge whereupon 
the journalists (according to an Abwehr report) told him that 
they knew about it anyway - 'dass sie darilber doch genau Bescheid 
wUssten'. 2l Journalists could not print such stories, but they could 
still talk about them. Most of them went on home leave quite 
frequently and would inform their editorial offices, their families 
and friends. Albert Miiller, foreign editor of the Neue Zurcher 
Zeitung from 1934 to 1965, wrote in retrospect that there was no 
'direct news', but that the deportations and the concentration in 
ghettos were impossible without announcements in the German 
press in occupied Poland, which were read by the foreign 
correspondents in Berlin. 'We received no picture of photo
graphic exactitude, only silhouettes.'l3 But the silhouettes were 
quite revealing, and Miiller also remembers the information he 
received early on in the war from an unimpeachable source, a 
lawyer and reserve officer stationed now in the Warthegau (the 
Polish region annexed by Germany in late 1939) about the mass 
graves for Jewish victims. The officer added in his message that 
the incident was less uncommon than the fact that it had 
reached the court at all. On another occasion the Dutch 
Government-in-exile informed Miiller and his colleagues that 
the central register office in Amsterdam had been destroyed by 
the resistance because there were certain indications that there 
were in Poland installations for the mass murder of the Jewish 
deportees or that these were about to be finished. 

The presence and the movements of the neutrals in wartime 
Germany will still preoccupy us later on. It has been mentioned 
here simply because this was another important channel 
through which the Allied governments would learn about 
conditions in the Nazi-occupied countries and also about the 
fate oftheJ ews. Some of the neutrals would report to British and 
American connections,just as, for instance, some of the Spanish 
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diplomats stationed in London would pass on information to 
Berlin. But even those who had no direct Allied connections 
would report to their superiors in Stockholm, Bern and other 
capitaIs, and they would talk to their friends, colleagues and 
business associates. 'Gossip' ofthis kind would be picked up by 
Allied diplomats and agents in the neutral capitais. 

Letters sent out of Germany and neutral countries were read 
with attention in various Allied censorship offices; the head
quarters were in Bermuda. Read in conjunction with press and 
news agency reports they were an important source of 
information. A report on 'Conditions in Germany and occupied 
countries', dated 18 February 1942 and bas ed entirely on 
material of this sort, noted 'a ruthless new drive to clear the 
Reich of the Jews'. A large proportion of the Red Cross postal 
messages out of Germany during January 1942 'were from 
unfortunates on the eve of their departure to Poland or 
unknown destinations'. There were exact data about many 
cities. As regards the conditions awaiting the deportees it was 
said that direct information was not easy to come by - an 
obvious understatement. But it was also stated the 'rumours 
leaking through into Germany are reported to have caused a 
number of Jews to prefer suicide to deportation' (letter from 
Lugano, dated 9 January 1942). From America there came a 
'horror story of thousands of the in mates of a ghetto' somewhere 
near the Russian front put to death 'in an attempt by the 
authorities to stamp out typhoid'.24 Suchreports were periodi
cally put together; they show that much of interest could be 
culled from seemingly unpromising sOlJrces. 

By late summer of 1942 the information about the mass 
murder was available in London but no great publicity was 
given to it. Various reasons can be adduced for the decision to 
play down the news; other Allied governments, it has been 
noted, reacted in a similar way. The issue is of importance, 
for if the information about the 'final solution' had be en 
publicized more widely, more people in occupied Europe 
would have heard about it, and earlier at that. The role of the 
British Ministry ofInformation, headed at the time by Brendan 
Bracken, remains to be explored in this connection. I have been 
assured by some who worked with him and knew him well that 
he believed that the news was so horrific that it would be 
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discounted as a propaganda lie of Goebbels-like dimensions. He 
did chair a press conference inJuly 1942 arranged by the Polish 
Government in London and spoke with horror and indignation 
about the atrocities committed against the Jews. He also 
declared that retribution would be administered when victory 
was won. But there was also the consideration that politically it 
w?uld be unwise to give too much publicity to this specific Nazi 
cnme. 

The planning committee of the Ministry of Information 
(MOI) had reached the conclusion in July 1941 that while a 
certain amount of horror was needed in British home propa
ganda, this was only to be used sparingly 'and must always deal 
with the treatment of indisputably innocent people. Not with 
violent political opponents. And not with Jews.'25 

Why not with Jews? Were they perhaps not 'indisputably 
innocent'? No, the reason was more complicated. According to 
the experts of M O I the public thought that people singled out as 
victims were probably a bad lot. Thus paradoxically MOI 

referred in 1942 to the 'holocaust ofCatholics' in Europe, but to 
theJews it referred only rarely and not in terms ofa holocaust 
even after the facts about the 'final solution' had become known. 

There was a further reason. As a senior official of the MOI 
wrote at the time: for twenty years between the two World Wars 
there had been a weIl-conducted campaign against atrocity 
stories and some people had become 'contra-suggestible'. He 
personally did not know whether there was a 'corpse factory' but 
most people believed there was not.26 The same argument was 
quite frequently used in the United States. WhenJohn Pehle, 
director of the War Refugee Board, wanted to publish the 
Auschwitz report of the two escaped prisoners in 1944, EImer 
Davis, head of the Office of War Information, protested: 
publishing these reports would be counter-productive; the 
American public would not believe them, considering them 
First World War st yle atrocity stories. But the OWI pundits also 
used theoppositeargument: inoccupied Europe the truth about 
the final solution would be believed and this would strike such 
mort al fear into the heart ofthe non-Jews that all resistance to 
the Nazis would collapse. 

But there was a third argument and it was probably the 
decisive one. There is, in the words of the historian of MOI, a 
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complete absence of minutes and mem.o~anda reia ting to .this 
issue but he is in no doubt that 'the mmIstry almost certamly 
hesitated because of the widely reported prejudice in the British 
Community against theJews'.17 Anti-s~mitis.m figured th~ough
out 1940 and 1941 in almost eve ry smgle lSsue of the Home 
Intelligence Weekly Report'. For unknown reasons there were 
much fewer such reports during the second half of 1 942 but then, 
towards the end of the year, 'anti-semitism appears actually to 
have been revived by the authoritative diselosures of the Nazis' 
systematic massacres of the European Jews'.*28 The weekly 
reports of8 and 15 December 1942 announced extreme horror, 
indignation, anger and disgust. But in the weekly report of 29 
December the conelusion was reached that as the result of the 
publicity'people became more conscious oftheJe~s theydo not 
like here'. This then was undoubtedly the mam reason for 
playing down the murder of the Jews, a?d if MOI us ed this 
argument with regard to the h?me servIces of. th.e BBC, the 
intelligence services and the Forelgn Office used sImdar re~s.ons 
with regard to its European services. The PWE (PohtIcal 
Warfare Executive) was certainly well informed a~out the 'fin~l 
solution' . In its headquarters at Electra House In Londo.n. It 
received not only relevant items from all other BrItISh 
intelligence services, it had a gro up of thirty analysts at th.e 
British Embassy in Stockholm to read all newspapers from AxIS 
and neutral countries; once a week a special RAF plane would fly 
the material to London. But the PWE was as uneasy about the 
use of the 'Jewish theme' in leaflets dropped over the continent 
or in broadcasts. Even towards the end of the war Sir Robert 
Bruce Lockhart director of the PWE, explained to a fellow 
British diploma~ that it was quite pointless to intensify the 
appeals to save the doomedJews: such deelarations would only 
res ult in increased maItreatment. Furthermore paper, planes 
and broadcasting hours were limited and the PWE had many 
other commitments. Whatever the reasons, and there were at 
least half-a-dozen arguments, the conclusion was always the 
same. No one in the West suggested suppressing the information 
about the mass murder altogether, and, in any case, the control 

-The editorial writers of the leading British newspapers were certainly less self
conscious than the bureauerats at the time. There were strong, detailed and frequent 
editorial comments in Tlu Times, the Manclusler GlI4rdian, the Daily Telegraph and other 
daily newspapers throughout December '942. 
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ofinstitutions such as the MOI-and PWE over the media Was far 
from absolute. But the official consensus Was to refer to it only 
sparingly. 

In October 1942 theJewish Telegraphic Agency leamed of the 
Riegner cable and published its gist without attribution. In 
November Rabbi Stephen Wise was asked to come to 
Washington and was told by Undersecretary Sumner Welles 
that the additional information received by the State 
Department confirmed the deepest fears, releasirig him from 
silence. He told a press conference in Washington that he had 
learned through sources confirmed by the State Department 
that half the estimated four million Jews in Nazi-occupied 
Europe had been slain in an 'extermination campaign' .19 On 17 
December 1942 the eleven Allied governments and d~ Gaul~e's 
Free France Committee published a common declaratlOn WhICh 
announced that the German authorities were now carrying into 
effect Hitler's oft-repeated intention ofexterminating theJewish 
people in Europe. This was followed by editorials, broadcasts 
and public meetings. There seemed to be no more doubt about 
the authenticity of the terrible news. 

But on 10 February 1943, after the us minister to 
Switzerland had forwarded yet an6ther message from Riegner 
on the 'final solution' , he was asked by Breckinridge Long, 
Assistant Secretary in charge of the Special War Problems 
Division, not to accept and transmit any more such .reports .to 
private persons in the United States.30 There wer~ In~uentIal 
cireles in Washington who did not want reports OfthIS kmd to be 
circulated. They felt even more strongly than their colleagues in 
the British Foreign Office that these reports could have 
embarrassing repercussions. 

Or were attitudes perhaps motivated by genuine doub~ 
about the veracity of the 'horror stories'? News about Nal/a 
atrocities had been widely published in the American press from 
1939 onwards. Commenting on some ofthese reports, the New 
rork Herald Tribune wrote editorially on 5 December 1941 that 
'the sum of it all indicates that the fate reserved for theJews by 
the N azis is worse than a status of serfdom - it is nothing less than 
systematic extermination.' During the first six months of 1942 
there were reports of mass executions and all the important 

j 
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messages coming out from Poland were also published. us 
embassies in Budapest and Bucharest reported the Kamenets 
.Podolsk massacre and the deportation to Transniestria. The 
cables on these events of Mr Franklin M. Gunther, us 
~mbassador to Bucharest, apparently created some displeasure 
In the department but all that matters in this context is that 
the relevant information was available in Washington. us 
diplomatie personnel \Vere still stationed in the Axis countries up 
to the end of 1941, and in Vichy for a year after. Jewish 
institutions furthermore provided a steady stream of infor
mation. The files of the State Department are full of such 
material: information, queries, appeals for hel p, suggestions for 
action, protests. As early as 7 October 1941 Atherton of the 
European Division of the State Department sent a sixty-page 
memorandum 'Poland under German Occupation' to CoIoneI 
Donovan, at that time still 'Co-ordinator of Information'. A 
member of the us Embassy in Berlin who had formerly served 
in Warsaw had received this document from a Pole. It described 
conditions in Poland before the German invasion of the Soviet 
Union and said that it was the endeavour of the German 
authorities in Poland to 'ruthlessly and entirely exterminate the 
Jewish element from the life of Aryan communities'. Terms 
such as 'extermination', 'elimination' and 'liquidation' were 
repeatedly used, and it was stressed that Nazi policy was to 
make theJews disappear from Europe. * Although reports such 
as these did not specifically refer to physical extermination, they 
left Httle to the imagination. A long signal datelined Lisbon, 20 

July 1942, begins asfollows: 'Germany no longer persecutes the 
Jews, it is systematically exterminating them .... These facts 
moreover have been corroborated by many returning citizens of 
European origin now here.'31 But were these reports read in 
Washington? When three months later Professor Feli~ 
Frankfurter voiced his apprehension about the fate of the Jews 
to President Roosevelt he was told not to worry, the deported 
J ews were simply being employed on the Soviet frontier to build 
fortifications.3l 

·NND 750140. The document is ofconsiderable interest because it is the first detailed 
statemenlon the siluation in occupied Poland prepared by the Polish underground. 
There is reason to believe that it was actuaIly laken 10 Berlin by one of the Swedish 
business men living in Warsaw on whom more below. 
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It is certain that Roosevelt kne\,\' more than he admitted to 
Frankfurter. One month before, on 22 August he had said in a 
White House press conferenee that ' 

the communication which I have just received ... gives rise to the fear 
that as t~e defeat of the enemy countries approaches, the barbaric and 
unrelentmg character of the occupational regime wiII become more 
marked and may even lead to the extermination of certain 
populations. 

Who were the 'certain populations'? Certainly not the people of 
the Netherlands and Luxembourg from whose governments-in
exile he had received information. Roosevelt's general attitude 
was perhaps most succinctly stated in a reply to a letter from 
General Sikorski early in July 1942 in which the Polish head of 
state had suggested drastie action as a deterrent against German 
terrorism. Roosevelt said that he was fully aware of these actions 
but there was no answer except the crushing of the military 
might of the Axis powers. America was deeply incensed about 
the barbaric behaviour of the Nazis but it would not stand for 
acts of retaliation such as the indiscriminate bombing of the 
civilian population of enemy countries.33 Roosevelt was kept 
fully informed by, among others, long cables from A. Drexel 
Biddle, ambassador with the exiled gove.rnments in London and 
a personal ~riend. But given his belief that the only politically 
and strategtcally sound course was 'the most effective prose
cution of the war' he did not pay attention to the news about the 
'final solution' and he may have even considered it inopportune. 

To continue with the information which reached Washington 
in spring and summer of 1942, another report, probably from 
the same source, begins with a discussion of the chronology of 
the 'final solution' : 

The exact date when Hitler decided to wipe theJews from the surface 
?fEurope in the most literai sense of the word, namely by killing them, 
IS ~nknown. Evacuations and deportations accompanied by exe
Cutlons date as far back as the Polish campaign, but the organized 
wholesale slaughter of whole communities and trainloads of Jews 
appears to have been practised not before the German attack on 
Russia.34 

It ends with the description of the working of gassing vans 
outside Minsk. 
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The oss report just quoted was by no means the only one. 
One of the first on the 'systematic liquidation of the jews' is 
dated 14 March 1942, but some leading oss officials had 
known, and written about it, even before. One ofthem was Fred 
Oechsner, formerly head of the United Press Bureau in Berlin, 
who went on to cover the war in the East with the German and 
Romanian army and had been to Odessa and other places. He 
knew to report in October 1941, from German sources, about 
the special treatment df the jews in Kiev, Zhitomir, Kherson 
and other places {'the Ukrainians took care of matters').3S 
Major Arthur Goldberg, whoworked for the oss in London, 
was given details about the 'final solution' by Shmuel 
Zygielbojm and passed the information on to Washington.· 
Perhaps the best informed American on things German in 
1941-2 was the legendary Sam Woods (1892-1953), commer
cial attache, first in Berlin and later in Ziirich, from early 1943. 
A Texan who knew no German and pretended not to have the 
slightest interest in politics, Woods engaged with great success in 
freebooting intelligenee activities outside any organizational 
framework. In Berlin, in February 1941, he received a copy of 
the German battle order for 'Barbarossa'; later, in Ziirich, he 
received information that the Germans were debating whether 
to work on the atomic bomb - to mention only two ofhis major 
scoops. There is much reason to assurne that Woods knew from 
his German contacts about the fate ofthejews. But, more of ten 
than not, he conveyed his information to his superiors by word 

• Arthur J. Goldberg, subsequently us representative to the United Nations, was 
asked in late August of 1942 by General Donovan, whose special assistant he was, to 
organize a London office of the Labour Division of the oss which Goldberg directed. 
Adolph Held, president ofthejewish Labour Committte, suggested Shmucl Zygielbojm 
as one of several useful contacts. The two became friends in autumn 1942. They met both 
officially and socially: 'In the course of these meetings Mr Zygielbojm informed me 
about Hitler's programme for the "final solution". He also provided me with evidence 
supporting the information he furnished. I forwarded this information to General 
Donovan through oss channels. At this point my memory becomes faulty. I believe that 
he not only advised me about the death camps but also about the uprising in the Warsaw 
ghetto and requested either a bombing of Auschwitz and/or the Warsaw ghetto .... I 
recall that upon receiving an answer to my urging that his request be honoured and that 
it was negative, I asked him to have dinner with me at Claridges where I was staying. 
With understandable pain and anguish I told him that our government was not 
prepared to do what he requested because in the view of our high command, aircraft 
were not available for this purpose. The next day he committed suicide - this I recall 
vividly .... ' (letter to author, 15 November 1979). 
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of mouth, and it is doubtful whether this win ever be proven. 
The Germans apparently never suspected Woods during his 
Berlin period (1937-4 I ); they became interested in him only 
after his appointment in Ziirich. . 

In another account, a soldier of the Italian expeditionary 
force to Russia is quoted: 'God will chastise us terribly for the 
assistance we render to all these crimes.' A report dated August 
1942 was a copy of a message sent to Rabbi Wise and intercepted 
by the us authorities: 'There is hardly aJew to be found in the 
whole of Eastern Poland, including occupied Russia . . . the 
jews deported from Germany, Belgium, Holland, Franee and 
Slovakia are to be slaughtered .... Since this slaughter would 
attraet greater attention in the West, the jews must first be 
deported to the East, where other countries are less likely to 
learn ofit.' Reports, from French officers who escaped or were 
repatriated from prisoner-of-war camps in Poland as well as 
M. Charles Mercier (a Red Cross representative?), mention not 
only 'choses incroyables sur les massacres des juifs' ('un
believable things about the massacres of the Jews') but also 
concrete details such as the extermination of the wholejewish 
population of the town ofRawa Russka.36 Vet another message 
says that jews in the East not excIuding Eastern Galicia and 
Lwow are being systematically murdered. There are none left in 
the larger Soviet Ukrainian towns, ili Lithuania they wiIl be 
soon compietely exterminated.'37 A signal datelined 'German 
frontier-November 15,1942', probably based on the reportofa 
journalist, deals with the murder ofjews in the Baltic countries 
and says that the procedure will serve as an example 
elsewhere.38 Lastly, the oss received, through liaison officers, 
much information from Polish sources in London. Reports 
dated August and September 1942 included details about 
camps such as Treblinka as well as Polish and German 
eyewitness accounts. 

In the light ofthese and other reports, published and secret, 
one would have assumed that as 1942 drew to its dose not only 
the us intelligenee community and officials of the State 
Department but average newspaper readers were aware that 
theJews ofEurope were being systematically exterminated. But 
this was by no means the case and while one can think of various 
explanations the reasons still remain something of a ridd le. 
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President Roosevelt was too busy to study the newspapers in 
great detail, and he was certainly a less avid reader of 

. inteIligence reports than Winston Churchill. But what about the 
diplomats and the inteIligence agents in the field? Two examples 
should suffice. On 5 April 1943, Hershel Johnson, us 
ambassador to Sweden, sent a cable to Washington in which he 

. reported that of the 450,000 Jews in Warsaw only 50,000 
remained. There wefe also some incorrect details in his ca ble: 
the stories about the lethal methods used (gas) were said to be a 
distortion of the facts, theJews had all been killed by German 
army firing squads and some of the German soldiers had 
revolted. This report is remarkable, however, for a very different 
reason. By April 1943 the great majority of Polish (and 
European) Jewry was dead. Ambassador Johnson surely must 
have been aware of the fact. An experienced diplomat, he was 
serving at the time in one of the most exposed and most 
interesting listening posts as far as Nazi-occupied Europe was 
concerned. He had no doubt read in the American press about 
the fate of the Jews; he had seen translations from the Swedish 
press. The year before he had sent a cable to Washington about 

, the destruetion ofBaltic and UkrainianJewry. Vet he ended his 
. ca ble of April 1943 with the following words: 'So fantastie is the 
story told by this German eyewitness to his friend, my 
informant, that I hesitate to make it the subject of an official 
report.'39 

It is possible, though not very likely, that the news from 
Poland ha,d somehow bypassed the us ambassador fo Sweden. 
But no one was better informed during these years about events 
inside Nazi-occupied Europe than Allen Dulles representing the 
oss in Bern - which makes the following incident which took 
place inJ une 1944 all the more difficult to explain. Two inmates 
of Auschwitz, Vrba and Wetzler, had succeeded in escaping to 
Slovakia and wrote a long and detailed report about their 
experiences which later became famous and was widely 
circulated by the War Refugee Board. The report contained 
many new details but all the essential facts had, of course, been 
known for a long time. The report was taken by a courier t{) 
Budapest and from there to Switzerland. Garrett, the rep
resentative of the British news agency Exchange Telegraph, 
received a copy which he took to Allen Dulles on 22June 1944. 
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Dulles read it in his presence: 'He was profoundly shocked. He 
was as disconcerted as I was and said: "One has to do something 
immediately ... .'''40 Dulles sent a cable to the Secretary of State 
the following day. Eighteen months earlier the New rork Times 
and other American newspapers had repeatedly featured news 
items such as 'Two-thirds of Jews held in Poland slain - only 
1,250,000 said to survive of 3,500,000 once there' .41 Even ifit is 
assumed that not a single additional Jew had been slain since 
December 1942 it is impossible to understand Allen Dulles's 
surprise and shock. 

What follows from these and similar incidents is that the 
proeess of perception and learning is more complex than 
commonly assumed: the fact that some information has been 
mentioned once or even a hundred times in secret reports or in 
mass circulation newspapers does not necessarily mean that it 
had been accepted and understo<;>d. Big figures become 
statistics, and statisties have no psychological impact. Some 
thought that the news about the Jewish tragedy was exag
gerated, others did not doubt the information but had different 
priori ties and preoccupations. 

A moving interpretation based on personal experience has 
been given by W. A. Visser't Hooft, a Protestant theologian and 
the first secretary of the World Council ofChurches, who spent 
the war years in Switzerland. In October 1941 he received 
alarming reports about the deportation ofJews from Germany 
and other occupied countries to Poland, but, writing thirty 
years later, he noted that it took severai months before the 
information received entered his consciousness. 

That moment occurred when I heard a young Swiss businessman tell 
what he had seen with his own eyes during a business trip to Russia. He 
had been invited by German officers to be present at one of the mass 
killings of Jews. He told us in the most straightforward and realistic 
way how group after gro up ofJewish men, women and children were 
forced to lie down in the mass graves and were then machinegunned to 
death. The picture he drew has remained in my mind ever since. From 
that moment onward I had no longer any excuse for shutting my mind 
to information which could tind no place in my view of the world and 
humanity. 

Why, in the view ofthis prominent churchman, did the outside 
world remain indifferent? Was it because the vie tims wereJews? 
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Visser't Hooft replies: 

I do not underestimate the reality of such anti-semitism but I have 
l found little evidence that it has played the main role in this situation. It 

I was rather that p~ple could find no place in their. consciousntss for 
, such an unimagmable horror and that they dld not have the 

imagination, together with the courage, to face it. It is possible to live 
in a twilight between knowing and not knowing.*·z 

But there is more than one explanation for the indifference. 
Everyone went through a period of doubt with re gard to the 
terrible news from Eastern Europe. Some decided to aet, onee 
there was no reasonable doubt that the information was eorrect. 
Others preferred to prolong the twilight period, and some who 
knew kept their knowledge to themselves. 

* In the course of my search for the German industrialist who first conveyed the news about 
Hitler's decision to destroy European]ewry to Sagalowitz (see p. 78), I was greatly intrigued by 
the personality of Roben" Boehringer, an industrialist and poet of German origin who bad 
settled in Basel before the First World War. During the Second World War Boehringer played 
a cenain role in the International Red Cross. But though this most secretive man probably was 
active in transmitting information from Germany, he was not the mysterious messenger. 
Elizabeth Wiskemann, British press attache in Switzerland during the war, mentions in her 
autobiography, The Europt I SIJUI (London, 1968), that she bad two inforntants in Basel: one a 
]ewish Iawyer married to a German wife, the other a Gennan, workingfor Ipfmann LaRoche, 
who had a]ewish wife. Wiskemann refers to the "industrialist" as "Mr. Y." There is reæon to 
assurne that it was Georg Ernst Veiel,director of Hofmann LaRoche in Berlin until 1938. Veiel 
was a friend of Goering; they bad been to the same flying school in the First World War and 
Veie! bad kept contact with him and other fellow veterans. Veie! also received imponant 
infonnation from Roben Bosch, the leading South German industriaIist, apparently via 
Bosch's private seeretary, Willy Schlosstein. Theseconnections are ofinterest, for Wiskemann 
writes that the 'final solution' was reponed to her by the end of 1941. In the meantime, 
however, I bad established that the name of the "industriaIist" began with S, which made me 
doubt whether it was Veiel after all. But Elizabeth Wiskemann mentions yet another Basel 
source. Investigations have shown that this was probably Seligmann-Schuerch, the Basel 
banker. Swiss friends also drew my attention to the role of Dr. Eduard &hulte, general 
manager of the Georg von Giesche mining company in Breslau. Schulte frequently visited 
Switzerland during the war and evenrually became a defector. He, too, seems to have brought 
imponant information out of Germany. Though so far inconc1usive, the search has not been in 
vain, for it shows that the information about the mass murder reached Switzerland simuI
taneously through various channels. 

4 
THE NEWS FROM POLAND 

TH E first authentic and detailed news about the 'final solution' 
came from inside Poland. Hitler had decided to make that 
country the slaughterhouse ofEurope and the Polish sources of 
information were, therefore, more important than all others. 
Poland had been defeated and occupied by the Germans in the 
autumn of 1939 and then divided between Germany and the 
Soviet Union. Then, within a few days after the German 
invasion ofRussia inJune 1941, eastern Poland was reoccupied 
and so were the Baltic countries and parts of White Russia and 
the Ukraine. 

Soon after the defeat a Polish Government-in-exile came into 
being and was recognized by the other Allied governments. This 
Government had a representative, the Delegat, inside Poland 
who was in constant touch with London where the Government 
was located after the fall of France. Independeritly, a country
wide armed organization had come into being, the zwz 
(Zwiazek Walki Zbrojne.;) which in 1942 became the AK - Armia 
Krajowa - the army in (or of) the country or Home Anny. The 
commander-in-chief of zwzj AK, General Stefan Rowecki, was 
responsible for all military affairs, whereas the Delegat was the 
supreme authority on political issues. But the dividing line 
between political and military questions was by no means clear 
eut and the division of labour between the two institutions less 
than perfect. Furthermore, Polish domestic politics were not 
only complicated but had lost little of their pre-war 
acrimony. The Polish Socialist Party (pps) and the Peasants 
Party (SL - Stronnictwo Ludowe), were the strongest forees inside 
the resistanee, whereas some of the leading figures in and around 
the Government-in-exile - Sikorski, Sosnkowski, Haller and 
Kukiel-as wellas among the AKcommand, were the men of the 
centre or the right. The Delegat during the early period was 
Ratajski, later Professor Jan Piekalkiewicz took his place. Both 
depended on the zwzl AK for practical help, for in the beginning 
they did not have their own radio contact with London nor did 
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the money arrive regularly. Piekalkiewicz was seized by the 
Germans in 1943 and killed. 

A detailed description of the various forces which made up the 
. Polish resistance cannot be given in this framework. Suffice it to 
say that the on ly important group which had refused to join the 
general camp were the Communists. But they became import
ant only later on. In 1941-2 they barely existed: the party had 
been subjected to a massive purge by the Comintern in the late 
1930S and eventually"it was dissolved. Individual Communists 
established radio contact with Moscow in 1942. A post-war 
Polish publication quotes a cable sent to the secretary of the 
Communist International reporting the deportations from the 
Warsaw ghetto. It could weU be that this is the on ly such 
communication in existence, which is not to say that Soviet 
intelligence was ignorant of the facts. 

Ifthe Communist underground was not a significant force in 
1942, how strong was the AK? As a military organization it was 
far from impressive, and the schemes for armed insurrection 
against the Germans prepared by some ofits leaders were quite 
fantastic. But it did have a wide net of sympathizers and 
informants all over Pol and , and this in the context of the present 
study is of great importance.l In Poland, unlike in France and 
most West European countries, there were no political 
collaborators. The Germans would find an informant among 
the criminal classes, but not among the elements of which the 
underground was constituted. For the Germans had no wish to 
give the Poles even limited political autonomy. The Poles were 
an inferior subject race; on this basis there was )10 room for 
collaboration. Furthermore, German rule in Poland was far 
more blood y and repressive than in Western, N orthern and even 
Southern Europe: about a million Poles were killed during the 
war. Thus therewasagreat reservoirofgood willforthe AK, and 
none at all for the Germans. 

The Polish Government-in-exile maintained contact with 
Poland mainly through the Polish section of the SOE (Special 
Operations Executive), which, together with the Sixth Bureau 
of the Polish General Staff, developed communications with 
Poland, delivered supplies to Poland and carried personnel to 
and from Poland. SOE contact with Poland was established in 
various ways., From 15 February 1941 onwards parachutists 
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we~e dropped in ~ola~d; from s,um~er 1942 such dr-ops became 
qUlte routme. It IS mlstakenly belIeved that Poland remained 
?utside the reach of Allied aircraft untillate in the war, but this 
IS not so. It was admittedly a long flight from London and 
special planes had to be used such as a modified Whitley later 
twin-engined Dakotas and Hudsons with special tanb, and 
later yet.four-engined Lib~rators. !wo-way 'bridge operations' 
as practlsed by the SOE In BelglUm and France with small 
Lysan~er aircraft we~e imp.ossible in Poland; the first landing 
operatlOn took place In AprIl 1944 near Lublin. l Couriers from 
Poland to London haå to make their way to London in long, 
cumbersome ways. Some went via Sweden, others through 
Western Europe. The reports they were carrying would take 
weeks and sometimes more than a month or even two. But short 
messages could be radioed daily to London, longer ones had to 
be taken ou t ofWarsaw where the danger of detection was not as 
great. In this case there would be inevitable delays in 
transmission. 

During 1941 and up to lateJuly 1942, however, there was yet 
another link between Warsaw and the outside world more . , 
Important than the SOE, which the Poles had established with 
the help ofsympathizers among the Swedish colony in Warsaw. 
These 'Warsaw Swedes' were instrumental in getting long 
messages out of Poland on behalf of both the Home Army and 
the Delegatura. They als o carried their return money and foreign 
passports. The Swedish connection was of particular import
ance with regard to information about the fate of Polish Jews. 
Carl Wilhelm Herslow and Sven Norrman, the two leading 
figures among the Swedes - there was a third, Carl Gasta 
Gustafsson, but very little is known about him - had many 
Jewish acquaintances with whom they kept in touch and whom 
they tried to help. On one occasion in 1942 Norrman went into 
the Warsaw ghetto and shot severai films until the ghetto police 
stopped him. These films as weU as much other material was 
passed on to Mieczyslaw Thugutt who at the time was in charge 
?f th e Stockholm base of Polish in telligence (No. 3, 'Anna'); l a ter 
In 1942 Thugutt was moved to London and became chief 
co-ordinator of communication with the ho meland on behalf of 
the Government-in-exile. 

Herslow, who had been a career army officer and military 
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attache in both Moscow and Berlin, was director in Warsaw of 
. the Polish safety-match state monopol y, which was part of the 
old Ivar Kreuger business concern. Norrman was head of ASEA, 
an electro-techriical corporation connected with the 
Wallenberg interests. Both men had lived in Poland for many 
years and identified with the Polish cause for which they worked 
with energy and at great risk.3 On their frequent visits to 
Sweden they would report on the situation in Poland to the 
Foreign Minister, to Eric Boheman, the State Secretary of 
F oreign Affairs (who seems to have been in on many, though not 
all, oftheir activities), and the chiefofstaffofthe army. Herslow 
would also report from time to time to King Gustav vand the 
Crown Prince. 

The Swedes knew a great deal about the secret reports they 
were carrying because they had been involved with the 
resistance since the early days. Some of them had even met 
General Rowecki ('Kalina'), the commander of the Home 
Army, which was, of course, strictly against the rules of 
conspiracy. The reports on the situation inside the coun~ry 
(Sprawozdanie sytuacyjne z kraju) published by the Pohsh 
Government-in-exile were based mai,nly on material carried by 
the Swedes. Together with letters fromJews in ~land (such as 
the Bund letter ofMay 1942 and the Chelmno account sent by 
Ringelblum) these were the chief sources on the fate of Polish 
and East European Jewry during the first half of 1942 . The 
Swedes would collect the material, usually on 35mm film, in 
Warsaw, and would either carry it on their person or ship it 
through the Swedish chamber of commerce to Stockholm. 
Thugutt or some other representative of the 'base' would hand it 
to British intelligence and it would be sent on to London by the 
weekly RAF plane, * 

Thus the progress of certain reports from Poland can be 
followed almost on a daily basis. The famous (second) letter of 

·The same plane would take the daily and weekly reports (The Dig,est') of the p~ss
reading bureau at the British Embassy in Stockholm, headed by Cectl Parrott, whlch 
were prepared on the basis of the perusal of newspapers from many occupied countries 
(as weU as Germany) for the Political Intelligence Department, These sUlVeys also 
occasionaUy contained material concerning the fate of European Jewry, See, for 
instance, F0371/26515 3410, The department was made up by about thirty people, 
most of themJews; it produced a 'wonderful daily record of all indications of anything 
we were looking for', (Sir Cecil Parrott to author, 10 December 1979,) 
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the Bund which will again feature in this story was written during 
the first halfofMay 1942. It was'collected by Sven Norrman in 
Warsaw on 21 May and reached London a mere ten days later, 
admittedlya case of exceptionally quick delivery. The Chelmno 
account reached London apparently with the same messenger 
but it had been on the way much longer. 

This was Norrman's last visit to Poland. He was warned not to 
return. His colleagues were seized by the Gestapo in a series of 
arrests beginning late July 1942. Four of the Swedes were 
sentenced to death, others to lengthy prison terms. But the death 
sentences were not carried out whereas most of the imprisoned 
Poles were executed. Himmler in a special report regretted that 
Norrman, the most important figure in the network, had not 
been caught.

4 
It was also said during the interrogation that the 

films smuggled out by Herslow had been shown in British and 
American cinemas stirring up anti-German sentiment, clearly 
a reference to pictures taken in the ghetto. 

Thus the most important direct connection for carrying bulk 
mail to the West was cut precisely at the time the liquidation of 
the Warsaw ghetto began. The Polish underground continued 
to maintain radio contact with London and tri ed to send out 
longer reports by way of its bases in Switzerland and Istanbul 
('Bey'). But it was only whenJan Karski, on whom more below, 
arrived in London in November 1942 that detailed information 
was again available abroad. 

PolishJews had no connections with the Allies, nor could they 
send couriers as the Polish underground did. They did send 
letters and postcards to Switzerland, Hungary and Turkey, 
whith did not always arrive, and in which the writers could only 
intimate in aesopian language what happened. From time to 
time mysterious couriers would arrive from neutral countries 
but it was never certain whether these could be trusted. The 
Polish underground was in an infinitely better position not only 
to transmit news abroad but also to collect information. Jews 
were confined to ghettos whereas Poles could, within limits, 
move freely in their country. Polish SOE operators even went to 
White Russia and Ukraine, visiting Kiev, Minsk, Zhitomir, 
Pinsk and other places. The AK got information on a fairly 
regular basis from its agents among the Polish police and the 
railway workers. 
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The records, to repeat, show that the first authentie news 
about the 'final solution' was transmitted to the West by the 
couriers and the radio station of the Home Army. The overall 
issue ofPolish-Jewish relations during the Second World War is 
complicated and painful; it cannot, for instance seriously be 
disputed that few weapons were passed on to theJews by the AK. 

But the question which preoccupies us in this study is a more 
narrow one: did the Polish underground transmit the news 
about the massacres as quickly and fully as it could? And was 
this news suppressed or given full publicity by the Polish 
authorities in London? 

The Polish case is very briefly that they did what they could, 
usually at great risk and in difficult conditions. If the news about 
the mass murders was not believed abroad this was not the fault 
of the Poles. It was, at least in part, the fault of the Polish Jews 
who, in the beginning, refused to believe it; it was also the 
responsibility of the Jewish leaders abroad who were initially 
quite sceptical.$ Some Polish-Jewish historians on the other 
hand argue that while the Home Army did transmit some 
information to London, it could have done more ~ informJews 

- inside Poland. Furthermore, the Polish Government is accused 
of having delayed publication during the 'evacuation' of the 
Warsaw ghetto between J uly and September 1942. According 
to this version the Poles did not mind publicising the slaughter in 
the eastern provinces which had been under Soviet control. But 
they became more reluctant to transmit the news as the proeess 
of extermination came under way inside Poland. If they had 
made it known that 400,000 Jews were deported from Warsaw 
to a nearby death camp the world would surely have expected 
the Polish underground to do something about it. For this 
reason the Warsaw events were a major embarrassment which 
had to be played down or at least delayed. 

How much truth is there in these allegations? That there has 
been a great deal of anti-semitism in modern Polish his tory is not 
a matter of dispute, but it is also true that help was extended to 
the Jews after 1939 precisely by some who had been their 
bitterest enemies before. Those who represented Pol and after 
1940 were by and largepeople who had been in opposition in the 
1930S to the rabidly anti-semitic Government and they tri ed to 
eliminate the forces who had caused Poland's ruin. All this is not 
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to say that the Government-in-exUe and its representatives at. 
home were liberal internationalists who saw their first duty in 
helping the persecutedJews. Ifthe Poles showed less sympathy 
and solidarity with Jews than many Danes and Dutch, they 
beha ved far more humanely than Romanians or Ukrainians, 
than Lithuanians and Latvians. A comparison with Franee 
would be by no means unfavourable for Poland. In view of the 
Polish pre-war attitudes towardsJews, it is not surprising that 
there was so little help, but that there was so much. 

But again, as far as this study is concerned, the issue is not help 
but transmission of information. The Poles did not realize 
immediately the scale of the Nazi plot to exterminate all Jews. 
But most Polish Jews were even slower in understanding that 
they were not facing isolated pogroms but something infinitely 
worse. In the writings ofRingelblum (about whom more below) 
and others one finds on ly too of ten complaints that the 
seriousness of the situation was not understood in the ghetto. 

It would have been far better if the Jews had not depended 
entirely on the transmitters of the AK or the Delegat for their 
contact with the outside world. This dependenee is one of the 
?Iany ridd les ofthat period. It was difficult to produee weapons 
In the ghettos, but the construetion ofwireless transmitters was a 
less formidable task. There were dozens, if not hundreds, who 
had the expertise. Thousands of Jews were employed in 
workshops or litde factories. The necessary materials could have 
been stolen or bought, a code could have been agreed upon with 
Jewish organizations abroad. By 1942 no second Edison or 
Marconi was needed to build a transmitter of twenty or thirty
watts which would have been received abroad. The Polish 
resistance had eventually about a hundred such transmitters. 
They were re1atively small and the Germans, hard as they tried, 
succeeded in locating only a few of these. In Palestine, the know
how, needless to say, also existed. Paradoxically, in early 1942 
British Intelligenee (ISLD) asked the Jewish Agency to provide 
short-wave instruetors for parachutists trained in Egypt, and 
the Hagana sent four of its experts to these camps. In the absenee 
of any such initiative, Jewish dependenee on the Poles for 
transmitting their messages was almost total. 

In the beginning theJews in the ghetto had great difficulties 
even to reach the Polish underground. There were sporadic 
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contacts between Hashomer Hatzair, the Zionist -socialist 
youth movement, and the leadership of the Polish Boy Scouts. 
One of them, 'Hubert' (Kaminski), was now editor of the AK 

Biuletyn InformacyjT!JI and Ringelblum's report about Chelmno, 
the first account of mass murder by gassing, was probably 
conveyed to the West through this channel. But far more 
important were the ties between the socialist anti-Zionist Bund, 
represented by I:eon Feiner, and the Polish Socialists of the 
PPS. Feiner ('Mikolaj' , 'Berezowski') was transmitting news for 
'Artur' through the AK radio and through couriers, first inter
mittently, and later fairly regularly. 'Artur' was Zygielbojm, 
the Bund representative in London, who, hav~ng .escapc:d from 
Poland in 1940, had arrived there from Amenca 10 Apnl 1942, 
and who became the most vocal Polish-Jewish spokesman 
abroad. Leon Feiner was a lawyer by profession who had 
shown great courage in a number of political trials. He had 
been arrested for a while under the rule of the colonels. Another 
illegal, a young Jewish woman who met him during the war, 
described him as follows: 
... my attention was called to a guest who hadjust e~ter.ed. ~e too ha.d 
an air of self confidence. A tall, elegant, elderly Il!an wah slivery halr 
and an upturned moustache, bright eyes and rosy cheeks. He was the 
image of a Polish country gentleman .... 6 

Jan Karski (Kozidewski), the courier whose mission to the West 
in late 1942 had a considerable impact, also met Feiner and 
wrote about him: 
[He] lived outside the ghetto but was able by secret means to enter and 
leave it as he pleased and carry on his work there. Inside the ghetto h.e 
looked talk ed and acted like the other inhabitants. To carry on hIS 
tasks o~tside he succeeded in changing his appearance so completely as 
to go absolutely undetected by the keenest scrutiny .,. with his 
distinguished grey hair and whiskers, ruddy complexion, erect 
carriage and general air of good health and refinement, he passed 
easily as a Polish 'nobleman' . He appeared before t.he. German 
authorities as the owner of a large store, prosperous, dlgmfied and 
unrufHed. How great an effort ofwill this pose must have necessitated I 
realized later when he accompanied me to the ghetto .... 7 

Feiner lived to see the German retreat from Poland but died 
shortly afterwards in a hospital in Lublin. 

Some time between November 1941 and February 1942 a 
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Information and Propaganda of the AK which was head ed by 
two intellectuals - the historian Stanislaw Herbst (Chrobot) 
and the lawyer Henryk Wolinski (Zakrzewski). But contact 
between them and the Jews was still sporadic and regular 
communications between theJews and London was established 
only the following winter, after most of the Warsaw Jews had 
already perished. During 1941 the AK transmitted onlya few 
situation reports concemingJewisli affairs; this began to change 
towards the end of the year when information was received in 
the Polish capital about the massacres in the East. According to 
a Polish source communication was slow and the alarming news 
from Lwow, Vilna, Bialystok and Volhyn province did not 
reach Warsaw until the beginning of 1 942.8 But a perus al of the 
records shows that the Lithuanian and Ukrainian massacres 
were known already in November 1941. An artic1e in the illegal 
organ of a small socialist group (Barykada Wolnosci) dated 
November 1941 stated, inter alia, that in Vilna only 3,000 Jews 
stayed alive and that there had been large-scale massacres 
elsewhere.' 

Similar information was contained in the AK bulletins. 
According to one such report only 12-15,000Jews had survived 
in Vilna out of 70,000; the Kovno ghetto no longer existed; in 
Minsk and Motd (Chaim Weizmann's birthplace) all Jews had 
been killed, and the same was true broadly speaking for the 
J ewish population of Polesia, Volhynia and Pinsk. lo An even 
earlier Home Army report dated October 194 l reports 'horrible 
and repulsive news' from Lithuania and Vilna district, where 
the Lithuanian police with the active hdp of students from 
universities and high schools had murdered 170,000 Jews. In 
short, the news about the actions of the Einsatzgruppen had been 
received in Warsaw well before the end of 1941. Early in the 
New Year these items became quite specific. A report covering 
the period from 16-28 February 1942 mentions not only 
individual kiIIings in Warsaw, Miedzyrzec,jaslo, Poznam and 
Os tryna, but massacres on an unprecedented scale in eastem 
Poland, Lithuania and Ukraine. 

A few examples from this survey: Molodeczno: in November 
the Lithuanian police shot all Jews with the exception of one 
physician. Nova-WiIejka: all jews killed in November. Vilna: 
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according to recent arrivals of 70,000 Jews only 11,000 

remained in late December. Stanislawow: on 16 November 1941 

killing of the Jews by Germans with the help of Ukrainians. 
Kosow: severai thousand Jews killed by Gestapo and a 
Ukrainian battalion. Mass executions of Jews in Staro
Konstantinow, and Zhitomir (17,000 victims) and Kiev 
(70 ,000). This obviously referred to the Babi Yar massacre. 
There were more names, more figures, more gruesome details. 

So far the worst news had all come from the territories in the 
East which had been occupied by the Germans after June 1941. 
But inJanuary 1942 the first information about the gassing vans 
in Chelmno was received in Warsaw; this is the six-page account 
which has al ready been mentioned. A small group of grave
diggers succeeded in escaping; their evidence was taken down 
by Ringelblum's friends in Warsaw. The report was trans
mitted, apparently by courier, to London and the United States 
where it was widely publicized. 11 

Then in late March and April news was receiv;d about the 
'deportations' from Lublin, the killing of 2,000 Jews on the spot 
and the dispatch in closed railway carriages of 26,000 to Belzec 
to be killed there by means ofpoison gas. But the Home Army 
had apparently no accurate news about how exactly the inmates 
of Belzec were killed: on subsequent occasions mass electro
cution and various other techniques of murder were 
mentioned.12 

Even before (on 16 March) a long letter from the Bund had 
described the Warsaw ghetto as 'one big concentration camp' in 
which the Jews were cut off from the world and the rest of the 
country. They were dying in many horrible ways, thousands 
were systematically sent away and their traces were lost. Some 
were killed by gas. The letter ended with the incongruous 
request for information about the balance of power in the 
'Jewish street' in the United States - shades of the ideological 
debates of previous decades. J3 

There had apparently been a request from London for 
confirmation of the rumours about mass murder in the eastem 
territories. On 8 April 1942 there was the answer of the Delegat
the previous news seems to have come mostly from the Home 
Army. He confirmed that the information about the murder of 
thousands of Jews in Eastem Galicia, in the Vilna region, in 
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White Russia and in Lublin was cbrrect. In Vilna alone, 60,000 
Jews had been killed. 14 

The reports were transmitted either in the form of short 
radiograms which reached London within a few hours, or a few 
days at most, or more of ten in the form oflonger reports - Pro 
memoria o V'tuacji w kraju - 'Notes about the situation in the 
country'. Some detail ed accounts appeared in the Biuleryn 
Informacyjny edited by the Bureau of Information and 
Propaganda of the Warsaw district of the Home Army. It was 
already mentioned that the longer reports sent by courier would 
take considerably longer to reach London since the breakdown 
of the Swedish network; thus, the review ofevents during August 
1942 was published in London only in late December. 

The Polish-underground did not consider Jewish affairs its 
main con cern and in its exchanges with London news regarding 
the fate of the Jews was not given high priori ty. But neither was 
such information suppressed: of the eighty-five pages of the 
Sprawozdanie 6, 1942, more than one-third deals with Jewish 
affairs. The general feeling seems to have been that there Was 
nothing the Poles could possibly do to save the millions ofJews. 
They could, after all, not extend help to their own. There was 
furthermore the tendency to stress the part of Ukrainians, 
Lithuanians and Latvians in the killings and the implication 
that Polish police would not be involved in actions of this kind.15 

But this, on the whole, was in accordance with facts. 
On occasions the Polish underground did not get its 

information right, but this was probably inevitable in wartime. 
Thus, the AK got the truth about Auschwitz with some delay. 
During 1942 three illegal brochures were published by the 
Home Army, all were written by women - but the authors were 
not yet aware that this had become the largest of all the 
extermination camps.16 They were apparently confused by the 
fact that Auschwitz consisted of severai camps and that some 
prisoners were actually released from Auschwitz. According to 
their experience no one was ever freed from a death camp. The 
first more or less accurate report on the true character of 
Auschwitz seerns to have been published only in September 
1942. It reported the presence of 7o,oooJews from all over 
Europe and the installation of gas chambers and three 
crematoria working around the clock.17 
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The Polish underground regularly used severai lines of 
communications: Delegat would address his communications to 
'Stem', Stanislaw Mikolajczyk, the Minister oflnterior, and his 
reports would usually cover 'civilian' affairs. Military affairs on 
the other hand would be radioed or dispatched to the Prime 
Minister (Sikorski) by the commander of the Home Army, 
General Rowecki, or his deputy, Bor Komorowski. They would 
be read by Sikorski, his chef de cabinet, Sosnkowski, the 
commander-in-chief, and·a few others. It stands to reason that 
'military' news, i.e. Home Army affairs, was not widely 
circulated, but the information concerningJews did not belong 
to this category. On Zygielbojm's part there were no complaints 
that information had ever been withheld from him, and he was 
not by nature the most trusting ofmen. Even ifthe Government 
had tried to keep such news from him he would have heard from 
friends: the Polish socialists were after all represented in the 
Government, and secrets could not be kept for long in these 
conditions. When it appeared in June 1942 that Polish Je~ 
faced not mere pogroms but extinction, the London Polish 
National Council commented in its resolutions of 10 June and 8 
July about the 'plan ned slaughter of practically the whole 
Jewish population'. General Sikorski's broadcast on 9June 1942 
has al ready been mentioned. Few Jewish organizations were 
willing at the time to use such extreme terms. Western disbelief 
puzzled the London Poles and their 'Bulletin for Home Affairs' 
wrote: 'If the Polish reports from the homeland do not find 
credence with the Anglo-Saxon nation and are considered to be 
unreliable, they surely must believe the reports from Jewish 
sources.' (Sprawozdanie, 5 August 1942.) But they still did not 
believe the reports, or in any case thought them grossly 
exaggerated, and this seems to have infiuenced the Polish 
coverage from the homeland. Perhaps they should understate 
the enormity of the events in order to gain greater credence? 

On 22 July 1942 the deportations from Warsaw began which 
was, of course, an event of the first magnitude. But neither the 
Poles in London nor the British Government paid much 
attention. General Bor Komorowski later wrote in his auto
biography that 'as early as 29July we had learned from reports 
of railroad workers that the transports were being sent to the 
concentration camp at Treblinka and that there the Jews 
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disappeared without trace. There could be no further doubt 
that this time the deportations were but aprelude to 
extermination. '18 According to General Bor Komorowski, the 
Home Army was transmitting daily reports to London on the 
situation, but the BBC maintained complete silence: 'There 
seemed to be only one possible explanation for this silence on the 
part of London. The news was so incredible that it had failed to 
convince. We ourselves had, after all, been loath to believe the 
first reports we received of the exterminations. I was to learn 
later that this was, in fact, what happened.'l!I 

Stefan Korbonski was chief of Kierownictwo Walki Cywilne - the 
~ivilian Struggle Directorate - and later became the last Delegat 
In Poland. He teUs essentially the same story. Offidal Polish 
bodies in London and the BBC took no notice of the reports 
about the deportations from Warsaw to the death camps which 
he had sent independently: 

This game lasted for a couple of days and evidently due to the daily 
alarm of t~e London station, the government finally replied. The 
telegram dld not explain much. It said literally: 'Not all your 
telegrams are fit for publication.' I racked my brains trying to 
understand the meaning. Here they were deporting and murdering 
7,000 people a day and London believed that this was not -fit for 
publication. Had they lost their heads - or whai? It was onIy a month 
later that the BBC gave the news based on our information and only 
many months later the matter was explained to me by a government 
courieryarachuted into Poland: They didn't believe your telegrams, 
th~ PolIsh government did not believe them nor did the British. They 
sald you were exaggerating a bit in your anti-German propaganda. 
Only when the British received confirmation from their own sources 
the panic set in and the BBC broadcast your news.20 

The signals sent from Warsaw during the first four weeks after 
the deportations started have not been published. A radiogram 
transmitted by the Wanda radio station on 25 August 
announced that on some days 5-6,000 Jews were taken out of 
Warsaw, on others 15,000 - altogether some 150,000 had been 
deported.ll But this was an AK radiogram from Rowecki to 
Sosnkowski, the Polish C-in-c in London. Since it has been the 
policy of the Polish archives in London (like, unfortunately, 
most other archives) to grant only selective access, it cannot be 
checked whether frequent cables were sent by the non-military 
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Polish underground from Warsaw during lateJuly, August and 
early September 1942. The Biuleryn ltiformacyjny in its issue of 30 

July commented at length on the complete destruction of the 
Warsaw ghetto, about the manner in which the deportations 
were organized, about the suicide of Adam Czerniakow, the 
head of the Judenrat Oewish Council), and it correctly predicted 
that the deportations would last severaI weeks.* But the Biuleryn 
was unlikely to reach Lo.ndon for many weeks. The copies of the 
many signals mentioned by Bor Komorowski and Korbonski 
have not been located, but this does not mean that they did not 
exist.t There is no reason to assurne that there was a decision in 
Warsaw suddenly to stop the flow of information after wide 
coverage had been given to the killing of the Jews during the 
previous months, not only in eastern Poland but also in the 
General Government proper. It seems far more likely that the 
arrest of the Swedes accounts in part for the interruption in the 
flow of information and that, on the other hand, the exa la
nations given by Bor Komorowski and Korbonski were basically 
correct: to the ex tent that the information from Warsaw was 
played down, the reason was in London. Who were the culprits? 

Dr I. Schwarzbart, who was the other Jewish representative 
on the Polish National Council, wrote in his diary on 24 October 
1944: 'I shall never forgive Mikolajczyk for having remained 
silent about the reports concerning the extermination of the 

.On 30 july 19{2 there was no accurate information as yet with regard t.o the 
destination of the Jews. It \Vas announced that they were brought 'to the East, ID the 
direction ofMalkinia and Brest on Bug'. There was no precise news 'but there is room for 
the most pessimistic assumptions'. Even in the next issue of the Biule!Jn the information 
given was not eorreet: the Jews, it was said, were brought to 'two death camps, Belzec 
and Sobibor' (6 August 1942). In Biule!Jn of 13 August it was said that the number of 
those deported was 120-150,000. Biule!Jn of 20 August gave a figure of 200,000 and the 
editorial commented on the 'bestial murder ofmillions ofjews Iiving among us before 
the eyes of our people'. 

The Ministry of the Interior of the Polish Government-in-exile distribu~ed the 
Sprawozdanie reports in English translation to public figures, Members of Parliament, 
journalists etc. Thus report 6, 19{2, covers the period from 1 JulY-1 December 1942 

with special attention to the period 16 julY-16 August. 'The Polish .a~thorities. in 
London receive reports on the situation in Poland .•.. We feel that this Informatton 
should be given to the British public.' 

tPolish materials covering the Second World War are dispersed over many archives. I 
have looked in vain for copies of the signaIs from Korbonski's station in the two London 
Polish archives and I have been assured by General Tadeusz Pelczynski that they are not 
there. They could be in American archives or in private hands. 
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Jews betweenJuly 1942 and September 1942 .. .':12 Perhaps the 
Minister of the Interior did not reveal the whole truth; the 
reasons which may have induced him not to have already been 
mentioned. But it is also possible that Schwarz bart felt uneasy. 
Rad he himseIfnot warned against 'exaggerations' at the time? 
The figures about survivors which Schwarz bart conveyed to 
Jewish institutions were more optimistie than those of the Polish 
Government-in-exile. Thus in November 1942 he mentioned a 
figure of 140,000 survivors in the Warsaw ghetto.* 

The Warsaw deportations began on 22 July 1942. Five days 
later, on 27 July, the Jewish Telegraphic Agency reported on 
the authority ofZygielbojm and the Polish Government-in-exile 
that the Germans had started mass expulsions from Warsaw 
aiming at mass extermination. On the following day there was 
another JT A report to the same effect and the news item was also 
carried by the Manchester Guardian. The information could have 
reaehed the Polish Government only through one of the 
underground wireless stations. 

In speeches on 22 August and 1 September, ZygieIbojm made 
it clear that he was aware ofwhat was happening in Warsaw: a 
whole people was being exterminated in poison gas chambers. 
The Germans had chosen Pol and for the place of execution of 
theJews of all occupied countries as weU as Germany herself. It 
was not a pogrom according to Zygielbojm; the executioners 
harboured no hatred towards their vie tims, they were simply 
doing their job. It was a case of studied and cold-blooded 
extermination.23 Thus the beginning of the deportations from 
Warsaw was certainly reported and after four weeks inform
ation came through that 150,oooJews had disappeared. It was 
after the initial announcement that the Polish Government-in
exile, for whatever reasons, seems to have decided to play down 
the news of the deportations. 

There were some seeptics in its ranks and it is eertainly true 

·Schwarzbart to World Jewish Congress, 16 November 19{2, Institute of jewish 
AH'airs Archives London, Schwarzbart did, in fact, know about the beginning of the 
deportations from Warsaw. On 27 July he sent a cable to the executive of the World 
Jewish Congress which begins with the words: 'The Germans have begun mass murder 
in the ghetto ofWarsaw .. .' There is a handwritten note: 'This information I received 
today from Minister of Interior, Mr. Mikolajczyk.' wJc, Institute of jewish AH'airs 
Archives, London. 
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thatthe British Foreign Office, by and large, thought the 
information either unreliable or exaggerated. There might weU 
have been an inter-departmental wrangle whether to believe 
the reports or not. Baroness Hornsby-Smith was in. 1~42 the 
principal private secretary of Lord. Selborne, Mmister .of 
Economic Warfare, who was responsible for the SOE and Its 
activities in Poland. In 1979 she said that the news from Poland 
was initially not credited in London: 'The SOE, hever very 
popular with the regular Setvices, as we had our.own so~rces of 
intelligence and communication, gathered eVIden~e I~, ~ot 
through diplomatic channeis, but .thr.o~~h m~n daIly. ns.IUng 
their lives in the Underground. Agam, mitIally, It was dIsmI~ed 
as unreliable or exaggerated propaganda from a suffenng 
people.'l4 

Thus, those mainly responsible. seem to have been some 
officials in the Foreign Office Intelhgence Department. But we 
know from Polish sources that Lord Selborne did not at this date " 
quite believe the news either. If the Polish ra~io .station in 
London (Swit) which pretended to broadcast from mSlde Poland 
did not carry the news about thedeportations from Warsaw, ~e 
ultimate decision was British, because though the statIOn 
employed Poles it was a British station. Such disbeliefwas by no 
means limited to the British Foreign Office. One example chosen 
at random should suffice. Hillel Storch, who represented the 
World Jewish Congress and the Jewish Agency in Stockholm 
during the war went to the us Embassy one day in 1942 and 
told the first se~retary that aJew named Sebba had arrived by 
way of Finland and had provided information about the 
extermination in Latvia. 'Dear Mr Storch" he was told, 'On 
propaganda we know more than yo~ do.'l5 Vet the u~ Embassy 
had received the same informatIon from a Polish source 
(Wieslaw Patek, head of the consul~r ~ect~on o~the lo~al Polish 
legation) including figures about vlctImS m VIlna, R~ga, other 
parts of Latvia and Estonia. The source was an Estoman officer 
who had watched mass executions; he had passed it on to 
Helsinki whence it had reached Stockholm.l6 The information 
existed all along only it was not believed. 

As a result the Polish Government-in-exile, whose estimates of 
the num ber of victims had been on the whole accurate up to J uly 
1942, began to provide figures that were too low after that 
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date.· Until all files from British and Polish archives are 
released, which may not happen for'a long time, there will be no 
certainty with regard to the responsibility for this change in 
'information policy'. It was not a systematic cover-up. The news 
was simply played down, and it was made the easier because it 
was always possible to claim that there was no confirmation 
from independent sources. 

Meanwhile the news about Warsaw had also reached the 
Jewish institutions in London and New York. Richard 
Lichtheim in Geneva reported on 15 August that: 

On August 14 another person (an Aryan) straight from Poland, a very 
trustworthy and weU known person, reported the following: The 
ghetto in Warsaw is being liquidated.Jews, irrespective ofage and sex, 
are being taken in gro ups from the ghetto and shot .... 

We owe the survival of this report to the watchfulness of a 
certain Mr Yates in the State Department: 'The German text 
had been inserted between the leaves of the letter to Rabbi Wise. 
... I was accordingly suspicious and had copies made for our 
records.!l7 His superiors took the report seriously. When on 23 
September Sumner Welles, the Undersecretary, asked Myron 
Taylor, us ambassador at the Vatican, to find out what was 
known in the Vatican about the 'final solution' he quoted the 
text of this cable in full.lI . 

On 21 August 1942 the London Jewish Chronicle and other 
newspapers reported the suicide of Adam Czerniakow, the head 

·In November 1942 the Polish Government still talked in it! communiques about 
'more than a million Jewish victims'. On one occasion it was said that Himmler had 
ordered the execution of half oftheJewish population by the end of the year (New ror! 
Herald T ribum, 25 November 1942). No one, to be sure, not even Himmler himself, knew 
exactly at the time how many Jews had been killed. But it should have been known in 
London that the figure was closer to three than to one million. In late 1943 a Polish 
refugee, a clerk from Warsaw, arrived in Britain. He had ldt Gdynia on I November and 
arrived in London via Stockholm on 10 December. He was interrogated by lIflI9 in 
great detail and reported, among other things, that 3.3 million Polish Jews had been 
killed, that some 200,000 were in hiding and another 130,000 were passing as non-Jews. 
These figures were remarkably accurate. Cavendish-Bentinck, chainnan of the joint 
intelligence committee, passet! this report on to Cadogan of the Foreign Office because 
he thought it of exceptional interest. But he added that the Poles 'find some difficulty in 
believing the figures given for the extermination of the Jews' (FO 37139449 xk 66gg). 
This seems to have been the general consensus among Allied intelligenee services at the 
time. According to an Allied official announcement published in AUgtIllt '943, 1,7°2,500 
Jews had been killed up to that date (New ror! Times, 27 AugtIllt 1943). The actual 
number ofvictims was more than twice this figure. 
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of the Judenrat Oewish Council). This was said to have been his 
response to the Nazi demand for the deportation of 100,000Jews 
from Warsaw 'which was tantamount to death'. On 10 

. September the Jewish Telegraphic Agency report ed the 
deportation of 300,000 Jews from Warsaw. On 20 September 
from the same source: 'Pogroms on unprecedented scale in 
Poland. The Nazis have begun the extermination of Polish 
Jewry. Save us.' On 2 October 1942, again in the Jewish 
Chronicle, 'Nazi's Master Plan for Jews' (the Riegner report 
without attribution). The news item was published in the 
middle of the paper. As so often information of this kind was not 
considered front-p age news and there was no editorial 
comment. One could not, after all, be certain and so one 
preferred to wait. 

During the remaining months of 1942, Zygielbojm continu~d 
to receive signals and letters from the remnants of the Bund In 

Warsaw. One dated 2 October said that 300,000 Jew.from 
Warsaw had been killed and that haIfa million remainingin the 
whole ofPoland faced the same 10t.l9 On 15 December: 'About 
40,000 Jews remain in the ghetto.'30 A long report datelined 
Warsaw, August 1942, dealt with the Jewish death camps, 
mainly Treblinka I and Il, the process of selection and many 
other details. There was also a ten-page, single-space letter from 
Feiner which had be en written on the last day of August and 
which reviewed once again the whole process of extermination 
from the beginning. Feiner described how the Germans had 
succeeded in deluding the doomed, paralyzing their will to 
resist: those temporarily staying behind firmly bdieved that 
they had been saved. The ghetto police had participated in the 
organizational preparations of the deportations. After review
ing the process of extermination in other parts ofPoland such as 
Lwow, Feiner concluded with a number of suggestions. Those 
dead could not be resurrected, but there still was a chance to 
save the remnant of Polish Jewry. He proposed an appeal to the 
whole world by the United Nations, and a stern warning that 
Nazi crimihals would be punished. Furthermore, the Polish 
Government-in-exile should appeal to the nation so that every 
Pole would gi ve all possible help to the Jews. A special appeal 
should be made to the working dass and the intelligentsia. But 
above all, it should be clear that in this unequal war the 
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Hitlerites understood only one language: Germans living on 
Allied territory should be taken as hostages for theJ ews about to 
be killed.31 

The same suggestion had been made in a previous message by 
the Bund. Feiner was a Iawyer, but he also knew the limits oflaw 
- de maximis non cural lex. The appeal was, of course, quite 
fruitless. The Allies published a statement in December 1942 but 
its terms did not inspire Hitler with great fear - he took no 
notice. The proposal to take hostages was not practical either 
and as for threatening the war crimihals with punishing them 
for their crimes, there were differences of opinion among 
Western statesmen. While Churchill thought that a declaration 
would 'strike a chill to the evil heart', Anthony Eden, on the 
contrary, feared that such pronouncements would simply cause 
Hitler and his companions to 'harden their hearts'. 

In November 1942 another Polish courier, Jan Kozielewski 
('Witold', 'Jan Karski'), arrived in London. A young man who 
hadjoined the Polish Foreign Ministry before the war, this was 
his third and last mission. Once before he had fallen into the 
hands of the Germans. In contrast to previous couriers he had 
actually talked to Jewish leaders, to Leon Feiner and a young 
Zionist whose identity is not altogether clear to this day. As he 
sat with them 'in a huge, empty, and halfruined house in the 
suburbs', Karski realized that the prospects facing them were 
horrible beyond description. The Zionist leader said: 'You other 
Poles are fortunate, you are suffering too, many ofyou will die, 
but at Ieast your nation goes on living. ' After the war Poland will 
be resurrected.3l 

They told him that the Jews were helpless, that the entire 
Jewish people wouid be destroyed. The Polish underground 
could save a few but three millions were doomed: 'Place this 
responsibility on the shoulders of the Allies. Let not a single 
leader of the United Nations be able to say that they did not 
know that we were being murdered in Poland and could not be 
helped except from the outside.' They then suggested all kinds of \ 
schernes including a massive bombing campaign of German 
cities, and public executions of Germans in Allied countries. But \/ 
that was utterly fantastic, Karski said, such demands would only 
confuse and horrify all those in sympathy with the Jews. 'Of 
course,' the Zionist answered, 'do you think I don't know it? We I 
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ask it because it is the only rebuttal to what is being done to us. 
We do not dream ofits being fulfilled.' TheJewish leaders then 
said that if American and British citizens could be saved, why 

, could not Jewish women and children be exchanged? Why 
couldn't the lives ofa few thousand PolishJews be bought by the 
AIlies? But this was opposed to all war strategy, Karski said. 
'That's just it. That's what we're up against,' the Bund leader 
said. 'Tell the Jewish leaders that this is no case for polities or 
tactics. Tell them HIat the earth must be shaken to its 
foundations, the world must be aroused. Perhaps then it will 
wake up .... '33 

He then suggested thatthe Jewish leaders should go to all 
important English and American government offices, that they 
should not lea ve, not eat and drink, until away had been 
decided to save theJews. 'Let them die a slow death while the 
world is Iooking on, let them die. This may shake the cons<knce 
of the world.' 

Having visited the ghetto twice and smuggled hiInself into 
Belzec death camp, Karski made his way to London.34 He met 
Zygielbojm and conveyed the message from Warsaw, including 
their call for a hunger strike. 'It is impossible,' Zygielbojm said, 
'utterly impossible. You know what would happen. They would 
simply bring in two policemen and have me dragged away to an 
institution. Do you think they williet me die a slow lingering 
death? Never ... they would never let me die.'3' But he 
promised he would do everything they demanded, ifhe was only 
given a chance. Karski writes that at bottom he thought that 
Zygielbojm was boasting or at least thoughtlessly prornising 
more than he could perform. 

Karski went on to see public figures; he even met Eden and 
later, in Ameriea, Roosevelt. He made a profound impression on 
all those he met as COunt Edward Raczynski, Polish Foreign 
Minister, noted in his diary. In May 1943 the news reached 
Karski that Zygielbojm had committed suicide. In a last letter to 

. the Polish President and Prime Minister in exile he wrote that 
while the crime of murdering the whole J ewish population of 
Poland rested in the first place Upon the murderers themselves, 
indirectly it rested on all humanity, the governments and 
peoples of the Allied stateS which had not undertaken concrete 
action to stop the crime: 'By passively watching the extermi-
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nation of millions of defenceless, tortured to death children 
Women an? men, those co~ntries became accomplices of th~ 
murderers. Though the PolIsh Government had contributed to 
a lar?,e extent towards influencing world opinion, it had done 
~othmg commensurate with the scale of the drama taking place 
m Poland: 

I ca~not remain silent, I cannot go on living when the remnants of the . 
JewIsh people ofPoland of whom I am a representative are eliminated. 
... By ,my ,death I want to express ~Y strongest protest against the 
extermmatlOn of the Jewish people. 

The world was not shaken to its foundations and Zygielbojm's 
death was forgotten, except by his comrades. 

As the w~r ended and the full enormity of the catastrophe 
began to regIster there was bitter recrimination. On one side the 
help ext~nd.ed to theJews d.uring the war was magnified, in an 
apologetIe lIterature, som?tImes out ofall proportion; instances 
of help rendered were smgled out, cases of indifferenee or 
hostility were disregarded. On the other side there has been the 
urge to thr~w .out indis~riminately accusations of neglect and 
sabotage, wIthm theJewIsh camp, and afortiori outside with the 
Poles as an obvious target. Such charges and generally'speaking 
the search for scap:goats are psychologically intelligible, but 
they do not contnbute to a better understanding of what 
happened. The record of the Polish underground and the Polish 
Government-in-exile was not perfect, as far as the publication of 
news ~bout the 'final solution' is concerned. But the long report 
submIt~ed by Edward Raczynski, the Polish representative to 
the Alhed governments, of 9 December 1942 contained the 
fullest survey of the 'final solu tion'. No other Allied government 
was remotely as outspoken at the time and for a long time after. * 
Jf one finds fault with them what is one to say about the Russians 
who deliberately pl~y:d it do~n from the beginning to this day? 
What about the BntIsh Foreign Office which decided in late 
1943 to delete any reference to the use of gas chambers because 
the evidence was untrustworthy?t What about the American 
officials who tried to suppress the 'unauthorized news' from 
Eastern Europe? What about theJewish leaders who continued 

·Th~ note was forward~ by Biddle to Co"!ell Hull on 18 December 1942, 
fThJS refers to the Stalin-Roosevelt-Churchill decJaration of I November 1943, 
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to doubt the authenticity of the news weU after it should have 
been obvious that there was no more room for .doubt? In a 
search for scapegoats few are likely to emerge unscathed. 

THE JEWS IN NAZI-OCCUPIED 
EUROPE: DENIAL AND 

ACCEPTANCE 

IN a speech on the sixth anniversary ofhis rise to power, Hitler 
said: 

Today I want to be a prophet once more: if international-finance 
jewry inside and outside of Europe should succeed once more in 
plunging nations into another world war, the consequence will not be 
the Bolshevization of the earth and thereby the victory ofjewry, but 
the annihilation of the jewish race in Europe. 

Among Jewish leaders in continental Europe, England and 
America, not too much attention was paid to this and similar 
declarations. Politicians were known always to use exaggerated 
language and Hitler was thought to be no exception. Jewish 
leaders were not blind and it was, of course, no secret that Nazi 
Germany persecuted the Jews more relentlessly and harshly 
than any state in modem times. But the Jews in their long 
his tory had frequently been the victims ofpersecution; they had 
outIasted all haters of the house of Israel, they would survive 
Hitler as weU. There was in any case a long way from 
persecution to annihilation. No one in his right mind thought 
that Hitler actually intended to kilI all Jews. About half of 
German and Austrian Jews left before the outbreak of the. 
war; more would have done so if emigration had not been 
almost impossible. No country wanted them. Even Palestine 
was virtually closed to all but a few after 1936. Jewish leaders 
expressed fear, they protested against the Nazi policy, some of 
them were greatly concemed that emigration from Germany 
and Austria was not proceeding quickly enough, especially as 
persecutions became more violent in 1938. The Jewish 
communities in the countries near Germany had, of course, 
heard and read about the plight of their co-religionists in 
Germany and many were apprehensive that this kind of anti-
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semitism would spread. But by and large they did not see the 
mortal danger. 

Mter Poland had been defeated in 1939 and divided between 
.Germany and the Soviet Union, many thousand Polish Jews 
who had fled to the Soviet Union returned to German-occupied 
territory. The older generation remembered the German army 
from the First World War when it had occupied much ofPoland 
and the Ukraine. Even if their rule was harsh, even if they did 
not like the Jews, the Germans were after aU a Kulturvolle, a 
civilized nation, there was no arbitrary killing. The same 
pattern recurred in the regions occupied by the Germans after 
their invasion of the Soviet Union inJune 1941. East European 
Jewry was not aware of the fact that in 1940 it was confroIl1ing a 
different kind of German authority. TheJews like the Slavs were 
Untermenschen, 'subhuman', only much more so; there was quite 
literally no future for them in the German New Order in 
. Europe. They were expelled from the parts of Poland which 
were incorporated in the Reich, they were concentrated in 
ghettos, they lost all rights, they were mistreated and starved. 
Mortality in ghettos was very high. There were some voices even 
in 1940 elaiming that East European Jewry was doomed, but 
this referred to a long-term perspective. No one was prepared as 
yet for the mass killings which began with the invasion ofRussia. 

TheJews in the western regions of the Soviet Union were even 
less prepared than those in Poland. Relations between Russia 
and Nazi Germany had been fairly elose since the agreement of 
August 1939. The Soviet press had certainly not reported that 
anything untoward had happened to theJews under Hitler. As 
the leaders of the Einsatzgruppen realized with evident surprise 
when they were gathering the victims for the slaughter, theJews 
seemed to have no idea at all of their fate. It was only months 
later, after hundreds of thousands had been killed, that they 
noted that the news about 55 practices had spread and that they 
no longer met the whole Jewish population whenever they 
arrived in a new place. But the Jews in the Soviet Union were 

/ not organized, there were no links between communities, and by 
the time the nature of the danger had been understood it was 
usually too late. 

This was true even with regard to the areas which had been 
annexed by the Soviet Union as recently as 1940 such as the 
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Baltic republics, Bessarabia and Bukovina in which there were 
substantialJewish concentrations. The 'sp~cial units', helped by 
local cut-throats, went to theirwork systematically from the day 
they enterec,l a new town or village. But the stories of the 
survivors of the massa~res - and there were almost always a few 
o~those - were not bebeved. Dr M. Dvorzhetski, a physician in 
VIlna, related many yearslater his own first reactions as follows: 
One day I sa~ in th~ streets a woman barefoot, her hair dishevelled. 
She gave the ImpresslOn ofbeing out ofher mind. I took her into my 
room and she said: 'I come from Ponary.' 'From the labour camp at 
PonaI;r?' I as~ed. 'There is no labour camp at Ponary, they killJews 
there, she saldo 
The woman told Dr Dvorzhetski about the executions and 
described her escape from the pit into which the corpses had 
been thrown. She had been hit only in her arm. The doctor still 
did not believe her but when he dressed her wounds he found 
creeping ants from the woods . 

Dvorzhetski then went out and told others what he had heard 
about Ponary .. '1?octor,' theysaid, 'are you too a panic monger? 
Instead of gIvmg us a word of consolation you tell us 
nightmares.' 'After aU, this is Europe, not the jungle ' people 
argued, 'they can't kill us all.' News about mass murde; was met 
with incredulity or at most ascribed to the savagery of a local 
commander.' . 
. But the killings in Ponary did not stop and news was filtering 
10 from Kovno and from the smaller communities in the 
~eighbourhood ofVilna. Leaders of the Jewish youth organiza
tIOns met and on I January 1942 published a manifesto which 
said that 'all ways of the Gestapo lead to Ponary', that Ponary 
meant death, that it was not a concentration or labour camp 
and that everyone there was killed by shooting. Above all the 
manifesto stated that Hitler intended to kill all Jews of Eu~ope 
and LithuanianJewry was to be the first. l 

This was the first time that such a warning was issued. The 
leaders o~ ~e. Vilna underground decided to alarm the Jewish 
~ommumtles 10 Poland with whom they had traditionally elose 
lInks. B~t even before their emissaries went out, a first messenger 
had arr~v~d from Warsaw in late October or early November 
194.1• Smlster rumours had reached Warsaw and it had been 
decIded to check whether they were true. The courier was a 
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young Pole named Henik, a member of the Boy Scouts who was 
on friendly terms with the members of Hashomer Hatzair, the 
Zionist-socialist youth organization. He contacted the leaders of 
the Vilna underground and apparently even witnessed a 
massacre (at Troki). According to another source his mission 
took place even earlier, in September 1941, but there is general 
agreement that his report was not believed in Warsaw: it seerned 
altogether incredible.3 But in the following weeks and months 
severai emissaries from· Vilna began to arrive in Grodno, 
Biaiystok and Warsaw, mainly 'Aryan-Iooking' Jewish women. 
In early 1942 a whole delegation representing. the Vilna 
underground came to Warsaw and met representatives of the 
main Jewish groups. Their reports appeared without ~ri
bution in the illegal newspapers. Jutr:::;nia (of Hashomer Hat:::;air) 
reported on 2 I March 1942 that the period of slow killing was 
ending and the Jews now faced total physicalliquidation. Slowo 
Mlodych (of Gordonia) in its issue of February/March 1942 
reported that of 400,000 Lithuanian Jews only 100,000 

remained and that they had been led like sheep to the 
slaughterhouse: Hitler's threat to destroy European Jewry was 
carried out. Meanwhile Frumka Plotnicka, a youth movement 
emissary, had been to Volhynia, the region in eastern 
Poland-north-west Ukraine and reported that all Jews had 
been killed except a few thousand in Kowel. 

The illegal press which carried these reports played an 
important role in keeping the ghettos informed. There were 
many such newspapers, in Polish, Hebrew and Yiddish, 
including a Daily Bulletin ofthree pages which mainly featured 
news from foreign broadcasts. Another daily sheet (Morgen Frai) 
was published by the Communists. The most important of the 
periodicals in addition to those aiready mentioned was Biuletyn 
and Der Vecker (of the Bund), Plomienie and El Al (of Hashomer 
Hat:::;air) , redies and Unser Weg (Dror) , Yugentshtimme and 
Proletarisker Stimme. The Daily Bulletin appeared in 200 copies; 
the average circulation of the others was about 300-500. They 
were also distributed outside Warsaw. Each copy was read by 
many people who pass ed the news on by word ofmouth. Thus 
the illegal press reached tens, perhaps hundreds of thousands. 

But how great was its political and psychoIogical impact? 
When the emissaries from Vilna met with the leading 
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the maJonty no longer doubted the authenticity of the news 
from Lithuania. They even feared that it was possible that 
simil~r e~ents migh.t occur elsewhere. But on the whole they 
were Illchned to see III these outrages manifestations of German 
rev~ng~ against 'Jewish Communists' in the formerly Soviet 
terntones. As one ofthose present put it: this is Warsaw, in the 
~ent.re ~f Europe; there are 400,000 Jews in the ghetto, a 
bqUldatlOn on this scale is surely impossible." The news from 
Eastern Galicia received in Warsaw at about the same time was 
no better, but the same reasoning applied to these territories 
which had also been part of the Soviet Union after September 
1939: it couldn't happen here. 

Then in late March there was alarming news of the removal of 
the Jews from Lublin district. No one seemed to know their 
destination. Lublin was Poland proper; furthermore, this was 
precisely the area which at one time had been set aside by the 
Nazis as the place where most (or all) East EuropeanJews were 
to be 'resettled'. Even before, in February, there had been 
reports about Chelmno, the first extermination camp .• 

Chelmno on the Ner (Kulmhof) is in western Poland some 
fort y miles west ofLodz and had been incorporated in Germany 
after the campaign in 1939. In October 1941 a special unit took 
quarters in the vill age - this was the Sonderkommando Lange, 
called after its commander, Herbert Lange, a police officer. This 
unit had received its training in mass murder in eastern Prussia, 
Iiquidating some 500 patients suffering from various mental 
disorders. In early December 1941 - weU before the Wannsee 
Conferenee - it began operating in Chelmno. 

The reports which reached Warsaw and subsequently also the 
Westt said that Jews from the neighbourhood, places such as 
Kolo and Sompolno but also from Lodz ghetto, had been taken 
to Chelmno where they had simply disappeared. First theJews 
had been told that a new community would be created 
somewhere in the vicinity. Then they were taken to a castle, a 
one-storey ruin from the First World War. At first they were 
treated kindly and reassured about the continuation of their 

-It was published in Der Verker, Slowo Mlodych and other underground papers. 
tThe report was given publicity by Zygielbojm in London, appeared in New York 

( The Gheuo,_5 August (942) and the Yiddish press, and was widely reprinted. 
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voyage. Then they were taken in groups to a large, well-heated 
closet which led to an underground corridor at the end ofwhich 
was a ramp-like structure. There an elderly German addressed 
them: the entire transport would be sent to a new ghetto, the 
men would be employed in factories, the women in housekeep
ing, the children would be sent to school. Prior to continuing 
their trip they would have to subject themselves and their 
clothes to disinfection. They were told to disrobe and to hand 
over personal documents and valuable articles. Then they were 
led in to large grey trucks, which were hermetically sealed. The 
trucks would then be driven into the Lubrodz woods, a distance 
of some seven kilometres. There, having satisfied themselves 
that the victims were dead, the drivers would IImpty their lo ad 
into a pit five metres deep and almost two metres wide, which 
had been prepared by a group ofJewish gravediggerswho, in 
turn, were watched by some thirty gendarmes. The emptying of 
the truck was described in considerable detail. It was men
tioned, for instance, that each layer of corpses was covered with 
chloride powder so as to remove the nauseating odour. The 
gravediggers tried to inform the outside world about what was 
happening at Chelmno; they threw letters out of the vans taking 
them to their work. Eventually three of them succeeded in 
fleeing and made their way to Warsaw where they arrived in 
February. 

Rumkowski, the head of the Lodz ghetto, the second largest in 
Poland, seems to have learned about the purpose of Chelmno 
independently. This appears from a letter he had written to the 
rabbi of a nearby community (Grabow) who had turned to him 
with the request for information.5 But on the whole Rumkowski 
kept silent and ifthe story ofChelmno reached theJewish public 
in Poland and abroad this was to the credit of a small group in 
the Warsaw ghetto which was running a cland~stirie documen
tary centre and intelligence service under the name of Oneg 
Shabbat. The gravediggers were interviewed by members ofthis 
circle who passed it on to theJewish illegal press and also to the 
Polish underground.* The driving force behind this group was 

*It has been established that the three gravediggers arrived in the Warsaw ghetto 
about four weeks after their escape. They had been apparently advised to direct their 
steps to the capital by the rabbi ofGrabow (not far from Chelmno) whom they had seen 
earlier on. OnLg SluJbbal passed the news on to the Polish underground press, to the left
wing pa per Barykada Wolnosci (see 'Satanskie Zbrodnie Hitlera', March 1942) and, 
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Emanuel Ringelblum, aleiider of the Ieft-wing Marxist-Zionist 
party Poale <ion. Born in 1900 in Eastern Galicia, he had studied 
at Warsa~ ~niversity and ta~ght history in Warsaw high 
schools unttl m 1938 he became mvolved in the organization of 
help to refugees from Nazi Germany. From this time on he was 
one of the leaders in the movement for self-help and mutuaI 
assistance. Together with A. Gutkovski and Hersh Wasser as 
well as a group of younger people, he established an archiv: on 
the condition of the Jews in Warsaw and the process of 
liquidation. Information was also collected from refugees from 
sm~ller comI?unitie~ ~ll over Poland. The weekly news sheets 
WhlCh contal~ed thlS mformation were distributed 'to public 
me~ and editors of underground papers, both Jewish and 
Pol~sh~. It alerte? pu~lic opinion to the extent of the killings and 
thelr hkely contmuatlOn and 'also served as a source of news for 
outside the country on the appalling things that were being done 
to the J~wish population'.6 Ringelblum was caught by the 
Gestapo m March 194-4, tortured and shot. Wasser, one ofhis 
dose collaborators, survived the war. The materials collected by 
the group were hidden in three containers after the destruction 
of the ghetto. Two were found after the end of the war, the third 
has been lost. They constitute the most important single source 
for our knowledge about Warsaw during these tragic years. 

.But the news about Chelmno had reached not only 
Rmgelblum through the gravediggers; it had been transmitted 
to Warsaw inJ anuary in a less dramatic way - through the mai!. 
In the archives of the Jewish Historical Institute in Warsaw 
t~e.re. are five letters and postcards in whichJews living in the 
vlcmlty ofChelmno neighbourhood informed their friends and 
relations in Warsaw about what had happened and ask ed them 
to informJewish leaders at once about the impending danger.7 
They are dated g, 21,22 and 27 January. Iffive such letters have 
been found after the total destruction of Warsaw it is not 
unreasonable to assurne that there were many more such 

lastly, thro~gh the lawy~r Henryk Wolinski, head of the jewish department at the 
D~ltgaluTa, It was transmmed to London and the United States. Wolinski a1s0 helped 
RI~gelblum to get the reports about the extermination ofthejews in Lublin and other 
regions to the ~ est (March-April 1942). They were sent by courier, not telegraph, since 
t?ese were longlsh reports; they reached London onJy with a delay ranging from four to 
elght weeks. See Ruta Sakowska, 'Archiwum RingeIbIurna' ,BiuktynQdowskugo Insrylulll 
HISloryc;:,rugo w Polsct,july-December /978 and chapter 4 above ('News From Poland'). 
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messages. The letters about Chelmno quite apart, there were 
many others about massacres, deportations and gassings all over 
Poland. Post offices in Poland continued to function, warnings 
continued to arrive from all over the country; perhaps the Nazis 
thought that since the Jews were doomed anyway it did not 
greatly matter whether calls for help were transmitted from one 
place to another. The existence of these letters shows, in any 
case that many PolishJews did know at an early date about the 
'fin;l solution' . If so, why were they so reluctant lO believe it? 
Perhaps they thought like the woman from Krushniewiza who 
wrote to her husband on 24January 1942, one week before her 
deportation to Chelmno: 'We face a great disaster, we know 
beforehand what will happen to us. It is better if one does not 
know, if it happens suddenly ... .'8 Or to provide another 
example on a higher level of sophistication: the underground 
newspaper Der Vecker had been one ofthe first to carry the nev:s 
about Chelmno. But in its next issue (15 February 1942) It 
attacked the 'alarmists and panicmongers' who were spreading 
the news that deportations would soon start from the Warsaw 
ghetto. Such rumours, the paper said, were 'criminally 
irresponsible' . 

The first document that has survived about the existence of 
the first death camp dates back even further. This is a posteard 
written by an unknownJew to a resident ofPosbebice and was 
later forwarded to Lodz. It reads as follows: 

Dear Cousin Mote Altszul, 31 Decetnber 1941 

As you know from Kolo, Dabie and other placesJews have been sent 
to Chelmno to a castle. Two weeks have already passed and it is not 
known how severai thousands have perished. Theyare gone and you 
should know, there will be no addresses for them. They were sent to the 
forest and the y were buried. So, address allJews that they should pray 
for the Jewish people, and may God declare: so far and not further. 
With regard to theJews ofZagzewo, their address is the same. Do not 
look upon this as a small matter, they have decided to wipe out, to kili, 
to destroy. Pass this letter on to learned people to read .... ' 

It is notknown whether this posteard was read by anyone but 
the recipients. But there was another letter which in all 
probability reached a wider circle. Having been seen by the 
gravediggers from Chelmno, the rabbi of Grabow wrote to his 
brother-in-Iaw in Lodz: 

The Jews in Na;:.i-occupied EUTope 

My dearest, 19January 1942 
Un til now I have not replied to your letters because I did not know 
exactly about all the things people have been talking about. 
Unfortunately, for our great tragedy, now we know it all. I have been 
visited by an eyewitness who survived only by accident, he managed to 
escape from hell .... I found out about everything from him. The place 
where all perish is called Chelmno, not far from Dabie, and all are 
hidden in the neighbouring forest ofLochow. People are killed in two 
different ways: by firing squad or by poison gas. This is what happened 
to the cities Dabie, Isbica, Kujawska, Klodawa and others. Lately 
there have been brought to that place thousands of gypsies from the so
called gypsy camp of Lodz, and for the past severai days Jews have 
been brought there from Lodz and the same is done to them. Do not 
think that I am mad. Alas, this is the tragic, cruel truth. Tear offyour 
garments, put ashes on your heads, run through the streets and dance 
in madness .... 

I am so tired by the suffering of Israel and I can no longer write. I 
feel that my heart is bursting. And maybe the Most High will after all 
have mercy and will save the remnants of our nation. O creator of the 
world, help us! Uakob Schulman]IO 

It appears from this letter that there were rumours in Lodz 
about CheImno even before and that the rabbi was writing in 
reply to a request for more information. 

One of those who had few illusions was Ringelblum, whose 
diary became one of the most important documents on the last 
days of Polish Jewry. He wrote in his diary about CheImno; in 
April he knew about BeIzec and in May about Sobibor, the two 
other camps which had just started operating}t But his diary 
also reflects his terrible frustration. As April passed and May 
and there was no sign that the information he had passed on to 
the Polish Government-in-exile and through it to the Western 
world about the first death factory and also about the Lublin 
killings in March-April had indeed reached its destination. 

Then on Friday 26June he was at last sure that his messages 
had reached London. He noted in his diary that there had been 
a transmission of the BBC in the morning in which there was sa id 
'all that we knew so well - Slonim and Vilna, Lemberg and 
Chelmno'. For how many mo nths had he waited, thinking that 
the world was deafand dumb? For a long time he had suspected 
the Polish resistance: perhaps they wanted to keep silent about 
theJewish tragedy so as not to detraet from their own tragedy. 
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Ringelblum noted with satisfaction that the broadcast had not 
merely mentioned individual acts of cruelty, as on previous 
occasions. For the first time the number of vic~s had been 
mentioned - 7°0,000. Thus the Oneg Shabbat group had fulfilled 
a great historical mission and perhaps saved hundreds of 
thousands ofJews. Even their death would not be in vain as the 
death of so many other Jews for they had made known the 
devilish plan whieh the Germans wanted to keep secret to 
destroy Polish Jewry. lf on ly England would take suitable 
eounter-measures the Polish Jews eould perhaps still be saved. 

Ringelblum's words about the 'great historical mission' and 
his implied optimism were, of course, tragically wrong in 
retrospect. But it is now generaUy accepted that he and his 
group were indeed the first to alert the West to the fact that East 
European J ewry was no longer faeing just pogroms but that a 
new stage had been reached - extinction. 12 It was not the fault of 
Oneg Shabbat that suitable counter-measures were not taken -
perhaps could not be taken by the British or anyone else. 

A few days later, on 30 June, Ringelblum returned to the 
same topic in his diary: 
These last days the Jewish population has been living in the sign of 
London. For long months we tormented ourselves with the question: 
does the world know about our suffering? And ifso, why does it keep 
silent? Only now have we understood the real reason: London did not 
know. Now, following these revelations there is great excitement,joy 
mixed with fear. 
Aceording to Ringelblum even most Germans in Poland had 
not known until reeently about the mass killings. Some of the 
Germans who had heard about Chelmno were greatly per
turbed and were reported to have said that they and their 
families would pay dearly for these crimes. Henee Ringelblum's 
eonclusion: quite possibly the Nazis were afraid of German 
public opinion. But a sober appraisal show ed that the Jews 
eould not expect any merey from the Germans. It aU depended 
how mueh time Hitler had to pursue his designs. If he had 
sufficient time, then the Jews were lost. 

Even before the news from London had reached him 
Ringelblum had pondered in his diary the meaning of another 
death camp, Sobibor. On 17 June he wrote that a friend from 
another town who had assisted with the 'population transfer' to 
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Sobibor whereJews were ehoked with gas had asked him, 'How 
mueh longer will we go as sheep to slaughter?' Ringelblum 
eommented that the deportations were carried out in sueh away 
that it was not always dear to everyone that a massacre was 
taking place. As a result the urge to defend the whole 
community and the feeling of solidarity were lost, there was a 
spiritual breakdown, a disintegration caused by three years of 
terror. He continued: 

Nonetheless it will remain completely incomprehensible why Jews 
from villages around Hrubieszow were evacuated under a guard of 
Jewish policemen. Not one ofthem escaped, although all ofthem knew 
where and towards what they were going. No expert will be able to 
explain why 40 pioneers (ha/utdm) from an agricultura! kibbutz 
consented to be led to the slaughter though they knew what had 
happened in Vilna, Slonim, Chelmno and other places. One 
gendarme is sufficient to slaughter a whole town .... In Lublin four 
Gestapo men set up and performed the entire operation .... They 
went passively to death and they did it so that the remnants of the 
peoplewould beleft to live, becauseeveryJew knew thatlifting a hand 
against a German would end anger his brothers from a different town 
or maybe from a different country. That is the reason why 300 

prisoners of war let themselves be killed by the Germans on the way 
from Lublin to Biala, brave soldiers who had dis!inguished themselves 
in the fight for Poland's freedom .... 

But was this explanation entirely eonvincing? Ringelblum 
had said himself that the phenomenon was inexplicable in the 
final analysis. On some occasions he noted that it was not always 
dear to the victims what fate was in store for them, and on other 
oceasions he wrote that they knew perfectly weU. There was an 
inconsistency in his comments but this inconsistency was 
inherent in the situation. It was an essential part of it. 

Yizhak Zukerman, one of the leaders of the Zionist-socialist 
underground, wrote in 1944 that theJewish underground press 
had carried extensive reports about the mass murders, 

but Warsaw did not believe .... Simple commonsense refused to 
accept the possibility of the mass destruction of tens and hundreds of 
thousands of] ews .... The press was decried for panicmongering even 
though the descriptions of deportation action were strictly true. The 
news about the German crimes was received with incredulity and 
mistrust - not on ly abroad. Even here in the immediate neighbour-
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hood of Ponary and Chelmno, Belzec and Treblinka these reports 
found no credence. Unfounded optimism went hand in hand with 
ignorance. u 

Jf some did not believe the reports, others did. Haim Aron 
Kaplan, unlike Ringelblum, was not in the centre of the Warsaw 
stage, nor did he have a private information service at his 
disposal. He was an elderly educator, the head of an elementa ry 
Hebrew day school: His diary was discovered after the war -
Kaplan and his family died in December 1942 or January 1943 
in Treblinka - and it clearly shows that there were no secrets in 
the ghetto. Thus on 16 May 1942: 

Alfred Rosenberg has stated explicitly: 'TheJews are awaiting the end 
of the war; but the Jews will not live to see it. They will pass from the 
earth before it comes.' Vilna, Kovno, Lublin, Slonim and Novogrudok 
have proved that the Nazi may be relied upon to keep his word. 14 

On 3June Kaplan wrote in his diary that 40,oooJews ofLublin 
had disappeared, but no one knew their burial place. Aryan 
messengers had searched for them but found no trace: 'But there 
is no doubt that they are no longer alive.' On 7 June: 'The 
English radio, whose listeners endanger their lives, strengthens 
our hope. We listen to Reuters with gre at respect.' 

On 10 July 1942 Haim Kaplan, the teaeher in the isolated 
ghetto, knew about the 'final solution' . One refugee had esc ap ed 
from Lublin and he had brought dreadful news: 

It has been decreed and deeided in Nazi ruling eircles to bring 
systematic physical destruction upon the Jews of the General 
Government. There is even a special military unit for this purpose 
which makes the rounds of all the Polish eities according to the needs 
and the requirements of the moment. But a total slaughter such as this 
can't be put into practice in one day .... Therefore the Nazis have 
established a gigantic exile centre for three hundred thousand people, 
a concentration camp located between Chelm and Wlodawa .... 
Jewish exiles from all the conquered countries are brought to this exile 
camp .... 

One day later: 

As long as there is no knowledge hope still flows in the heart, but from 
now on everything is clear, and all doubt for our future is removed .... 
In every generation they have risen up against us to destroy us. The 
experiences from our his tory are not, however, like the current 
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experience. There is no similarity between physical destruction which 
comes about as a result of a momentary outburst of fanatical mobs 
ineited to murder, and this calculated governmental program for the 
realization ofwhich an organized murder apparat us has been set up. 

On 22 July the deportations from Warsaw began. One month 
earlier, on 22 June, Ringelblum had asked himself: why should 
the Warsaw Jews be so privileged as to avoid the curse of 
deportation? Brutal deportations were carried out in Cracow 
the capital of the General Government under the eyes of th~ 
highest (German) authorities. Why should the waves of 
eviction, which had come so dose, spare the Warsaw Jews? The 
chairman of the Judenrat had said that he had been given firm 
prornises that there would be no deportations from Warsaw.t' 
But then the deportations did come under way, and before the 
second consignment left Czerniakow committed suicide· if he 
did not know what the deportations meant, he ce:tainly 
guessed. The destination was Treblinka, north-east ofWarsaw. 
TheJews in the ghetto had heard ofChelmno, about BeIzec and 
Sobibor. But all they knew ofTreblinka was that it was a prison 
camp. Nor did the Home Army know any more at the time. It 
was decided to send ascout, Zalman Friedrich, another 'Aryan
looking' Jew, to collect information about this new camp. He 
went to Sokolov, the main railway station nearest Treblinka, 
where he met an acquaintance, bloody and in rags, who hadjust 
escaped from the camp. This man told him that Treblinka was 
another death factory which had become operative the very day 
the first transports from Warsaw had arrived. Friedrich 
returned to Warsaw the sixth day after the deportations had 
started (28 July) and reported to the Bund, of which he was a 
member. The illegal press immediately published his report. But 
as usual there was more than one source: another Warsaw Jew, 
Eli Linder, had escaped in a heap of disused clothing from the 
camp. Later yet more details were revealed by Abraham 
Krzepicki who had fled after eighteen days in Treblinka and 
returned to Warsaw. Railway workers who had accompanied 
the trains confirmed these stories. And lastly the smell of the 
burned corpses hung over the whole neighbourhood like a 
'doud of pestilence' as the German commander at Ostrow 
put it in his report. All the residents of the nearby villages 
knew it. 
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Those left behind in Warsaw knew that they were under a 
sentenee of death. But they still hoped that he1p would come 
from outside and they realized that it was of paramount 
importance to inform the world. The Zionists, while very active 
in the ghettos, were not in a good position to do so. Many oftheir 
leaders and their most active members had left Poland before 
the war or just after its outbreak by way ofVilna. They were in 
contact with Slovakia, Hungary and Switzerland but their 
letters and postcards)ncluded only hints which were not always 
understood and believed. A few ofthem succeeded in escaping to 
Slovakia and from there to Hungary where, for the time being, 
they were in relative safety. 

TheJewish Communists were not in a much better position. 
They had com rad es outside the ghettos but for them like for the 
Home Army assistance to theJews was not a top priority. The 
Polish Communists, in any case, had been 'purged' over and 
over again in the 1930s. The party had in fact been dissolved by 
the Comintern; it was re-established in Warsaw only in 1942 
and a Communist fighting organizationcame into being only in 
1943. By the time a rudimentary Communist network had come 
into existence and news could be transmitted to Moscow, most 
Polish J ews were no longer alive. There still was the Bund, the 
big, well-organized working-class party; it had alway~ oppo~ed 
emigration; some ofits leaders had escaped to the SOVl et Umon 
where they found a tragic end (the execution of Alter and 
Ehrlich). Those who remained had fairly close relations with the 
Socialists (pps) and since the PPS was part of the Polish 
underground they were in a position to trans mit full acco~nu: to 
their comrades in London and New York. In the begmnmg 
these reports took a fairly long time to reach the West, but from 
late 1942 the Bund also had access to the underground radio 
stations through which messages could be relayed to London 
very quickly. 

About the main actors in these exchanges, and the messages 
sent, more will be said elsewhere in this study. But among all 
these reports there is one which should be singled out because it 
provides a unique insight into the many fears and few hopes of 
Polish Jewry in mid-I942. This is the report of the Bund written 
in early May 1942 which reached London later the same month, 
and was broadcast (in part) over the BBC on 2 June. It was 
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published in Ameriea in August and begins with the following 
words: . 
From the day the Russo-German war broke out, the Germans 
embarked on the physical extermination ofthejewish population on 
Polish soil, using the Ukrainian and the Lithuanian Fascists for this 
job. 

It mentions a great many facts and figures about the number of 
Jews killed in various places (including Chelmno) and the 
beginning of the extermination in the General Government. It 
gives a figure of7oo,ooo victims and says that this indicates that 
the German Government has begun to carry out Hitler's 
prophecy that in the last five minutes of the war, whatever its 
outcome, all the Jews in Europe would be killed. The Bund 
therefore suggested that the Polish Government should ask the 
U nited Nations immediately to apply the policy of retaliation 
against the fifth column living in their midst: 'We are aware that 
we are requesting the Polish Government to apply unusual 
measures. But this is the only possibility of saving millions of 
Jews from inevitable destruction.'16 . 

Dr Feiner, the representative of the Bund, made the same 
suggestions even more forcefully in a subsequent dispatch to 
the West which will be discussed later on. 17 The Polish 
Government-in-exile also made similar suggestions on various 
occasions. The idea of Allied retaliation had, in fact, crossed the 
minds of some German officials, and one of them, the 
Undersecretary in· the Foreign Ministry, had written earlier in 
the war that Germany was in this respect in an unfavourable 
position (wir sitzen am kurzeren Hebel). But he was referring to a 
specific problem - the arrest of us citizens of Jewish origin in 
Franee in 1941. The situation of Polish and other European 
J ews was, of course, quite different. The threats that could have 
been made by the Allies to save Polish, German or Austrian 
Jewry would not have been credible. And even ifthere had been 
such ways and means to threaten the Germans with retaliation 
by 'unusual measures', most Allied leaders would have argued 
that such measures, or even the threat of such measures, were 
indefensible even ifit was a matter ofsaving human lives. Others 
would have said, openly or in private, that there were always a 
great many victims in time ofwar and that it was hardly worth 
while to take such risks on behalf oftheJ ews. But all this does not 
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excuse the unwillingness to believe and t6 publicize the reports 
from Poland in 1942. And it seems certain in retrospect that 
at least some Jews could have been saved if greater pressure 
had been exerted at the time on Germany's sateIIites. In June 
1942 the underground newspaper of one of the Jewish youth 
movements in Warsaw published a last desperate cry: 'The 
num ber of the victims of total murder is daily growing. 
European Jewry goes up to the gallows - German, Czech, 
SlovakJ ews. SOS. SOS. SOS. '18 Like so many calls for help this 
one went unanswered. 

This then was the situation in Poland. But well before the death 
camps began to operate two events had taken place elsewhere in 
Eastern Europe which became known almost immediately in 
the West. Normally they would have caused a major outcry but 
in the event there were hardly any repercussions at all: I refer to 
the Kamenets Podolsk massacre and the killing of more than 
100,000 Romanian J ews in Transniestrira. 

The Hungarian Government had entered the war against the 
Soviet Union on 27June 1941. InJuly some leading civilian and 
army officials in Budapest decided to get rid of as many alien 
Jews as possible. This referred above all to people of dubious 
citizenship in Carpatho-Ruthenia who were to be hand ed over 
to the Germans. The Hungarian Government, which had to 
give its blessing to this initiative, was told that the aliens would 
be resettled in Galicia. Some 18,000 J ews were rounded up in 
Budapest and Carpatho-Ruthenia and transferred t? Kamenets 
Podolsk across the Dniestr, an area from which the Russians had 
just retreated. The local German military commanders were 
anything but enthusiastic about this unexpected influx and 
wanted at first to return theJews to Hungary. But then the ss 
was called in, and with the help ofsome Ukrainian units and a 
Hungarian platoon killed 15,000 Hungarian and 8,000 local 
Jews on 27-8 August 1941. It was, to quote Randolph Braham, 
'The first five figure massacre in the Nazis' final solution 
program'. 19 

Of those who had been deported, 2,000 surviveci, mainly 
perhaps because the Germans were not yet quite ready to 
deal with them. One of the survivors returned to Budapest 
and went with a Jewish delegation to see the Hungarian 
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Minister of the Interior, who claimed that he was surprised and 
shocked. He put an end to the expulsions. 

The news about Kamenets Podolsk was widely known in 
Budapest at the time. The us Embassy was informed by 
Bertrandjacobson, the representative oftheJoint Distribution 
Committe~, and perhaps other sources as well. In amessage 
dated 26 September 1941, Paul Culbertson, Assistant Chief, 
Division of European Affairs in the State Department, informed 
theJoint head office in New York that according to 'eye witness 
accounts of returning Hungarian officers between 7,500 and 
15,000 Jews had been kiIled, and, that their corpses were 
floating down the Dniestr river'. Four weeks later this news 
found its way into the press; it was published by the Jewish 
Telegraphic Agency on 13 October, the New rork Post on 23 
October, and the New rork Times on 26 October 1941. 

Budapest was to remain an important source of information 
in the months to follow: Hungarian officers returning from the 
eastern front reported at home about the mass killings 
perpetrated by the Einsat;::;gruppen. They witnessed mass 
executions near Dnepropetrovsk and elsewhere in early 
October. SimiIar reports, incidentally, also came from officers 
and soldiers serving with the Italian expeditionary corps on the 
southern sector of the eastern front.2o There is no certainty, on 
the other hand, that the Finnish army and the foreign 
components of the Waffin ss witnessed the Einsat<.gruppen at 
work; these were front-line units and they saw action mainly on 
the Karelian sector of the Russian front where there were few, if 
any, Jewish communities. But the news about Kamenets 
Podolsk passed almost unnoticed. It was apparently assumed 
that this was an isolated incident and since the deportations 
from Hungary ceased thereafter it was perhaps thought that 
such events would not recur. True, Hungarian units were also 
responsible for the killing in 1941 of some 700 Jews in the 
Hungarian-occupied zone ofYugoslavia. But the commanders 
responsible for the murder were actuaUy brought to trial in 
Budapest in December 1943. The Hungarian Government of 
the day was not exactly philosemitic in outlook but it cIearly 
thought actions of this kind incompatible with the nation's 
values and traditions. 

If Kamenets Podolsk was ignored it is more difficult to 
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understand that little atten ti on was paid at first to the decision of 
the Romanian Government to deport almost 200,000 Jews to 
Transniestria, meaning the Romanian-occupied seetions of the 
Ukraine adjaeent to Bessarabia. At first the Germans refused to 
ateept theJews. But within the next six months some 120,000 of 
them were killed; the rest survived and eventually returned to 
Romania where in the meantime second thoughts had prevailed 
about the wisdom and the political effects of the Transniestrian 
slaughter. 

The deportations from Romania were not kept secret; they 
were reported in German as well as Allied newspapers almost 
immediately after the event. True, conditions in Transniestria 
were not fuBy known until a eourageousJewish lawyer fted from 
Kishinev to Bucharest in a Romanian officer's uniform and 
informed the leaders of the loe al community. The deportation of 
the Kishinev Jews to Transniestria began on 8 October 1941. 
Three days later W. Filderman, president of the Jewish 
communities in Romania, was already fully informed and wrote 
to Marshal Antonescu, the Romanian supreme leader: 'This is 
death, death, death .. .'ll Antoneseu sent a totally negative 
answer to Filderman: the Jews had misbehaved and they only 
got what they deserved. But the very fact that he thought it 
neeessary to reply is ofsome interest and, largely no doubt as the 
result of the wide publicity abroad, Antonescu halted the 
deportations in mid-November 1941.* 

Publicity had mueh less effect in the case of Slovakia, the first 
foreign country to dispatch its own citizens to the Polish death 
camps. The first train for Auschwitz left on 26 March 1942. By 
the end of the year some 57,000Jews had been deported, about 
three-q uarters ofSlovakJ ewry. Again it did not take long for the 
news to filter through. By late April some ofthose deported had 
succeeded in returning to Slovakia. According to the evidence of 
the late Aron Gruenhut, a leader of the orthodox community, 
Petschuk, assistant director of the Jewish Department in the 
Slovak Ministry of the Interior, informed him and Ludwig 
Kastner (not to be confused with the Budapest Kastner, about 

·There were two further waves of deportations in 1942 but these affected much 
smaller numbers ofJews. A full report on the massacres was published by the World 
Jewish Congress in New York on 27 January 1942. 
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whom more below) in late January I942that all SlovakJews 
would soon be deported and killed, and that the offieial version _ 
that.they would be used as labourbattalions-wasjust a lie. Is it 
posslble that a Slovak official should have known about the final 
solutionjust a few days after the Wansee Conference? It is more 
likely that Gruenhut's memo ry was at fault. But there were some 
ot?er curious coincidences which make it appear that there 
mlg~t have ~een a leak, or severalleaks, in Slovakia. A group of 
leadmg rabblS wrote a letter to Monsignor Tiso, the Presiden.t of 
the Republic, in March 1942 in which they said that the 
meaning of the deportations was the physical destruction of the 
Jews of Slovakia. Perhaps it was just hyperbole, but how to 
explain that N u.neio Burzio, the pa pal envoy in Slovakia, in a 
cable to the Vaucan dated 9 March 1942 used exactly the same 
language: 'Deporta:cione 80,000 persone in Palania alle merce dei 
tedeschi equivale condammare gran paTte maTte sicura' ('Deportation 
80,000 persons to Pol and at the merey of the Germans means to 
condemn a large part to certain death').:12 

Rabbi Michael Ber Weismandl, one of the best informed and 
most reliable witnesses from Slovakia, wrote in his recollections 
published after the war that in early 1942 he did not yet know 
about the 'final solution' . But he also mentions that one of his 
friends had been told even a year or two before by Wisliceny, 
one of Eichmann's closest assistants, that iftheJews would not 
leave ~n Viehw.agen they would be taken out on Schlachtwagen 
(meanmg that ifthey would not escape leaving behind all their 
belongings, they would be carried to the slaughterhouse).l3 In 
the mo nths and year~ to come the indefatigable Weismandl was 
to pl.ay a central role in trying to stave offfurther deportations: 
bnbmg Gestapo and Slovak officials, sending emissaries to 
Poland and couriers to Switzerland and Hungary, trying to 
alarm the world. He was one of the few to survive the war. 

During May andjune 1942 more and more evidence came to 
!ight ab~ut the fate of those who had been deported. This 
mformatlOn was sent on by the uz (Ustredna Zidov, the Slovak 
CentralJewish Office) toJewish leaders in Switzerland Britain 
P~lestine and, of course, also to Hungary. An und~rground 
raIlway to Hungary began to function~ R. Kastner, the 
Hun~arianJewish leader, later wrote that he and his colleagues 
were mformed by late summer 1941 about the mass executions 
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in the Ukraine, the Baltic states, Bessarabia and Bukovina, and 
that they had also heard from Hungarian contacts about the use 
of gas vans. Kastner reports that at a conference on the second 
,day ofChristmas 1941 in the bu ilding of the Budapest Jewish 
community he informed those present about the mass killings 
and about the gas vans. He said in his speech that perhaps more 
than a million Jews had already been killed. But he also wrote 
that 'the participants voiced scepticism having listened to my 
report'.14 The fact that most Hungarian Jews rejected the 
information about the mass murder in Poland has been attested 
by many witnesses. The refugees from Poland and Slovakia who 
reached Budapest in 1942 were accused of lying and spreading 
panic. Wamers such as Otto Komoly, the head of the Budapest 
rescue committee, and a few others were the exception. 

• Joel Brand, who was to play the leading role in the tragic 
mission to Istanbul of 1944, on which much has been written, 
was even more specific: 

The Waada (The Hungarian Reseue Committee) set up aregular 
intelligenee centre in Budapest. Immediately on their amval the 
refugees were closely questioned so that we could ascertain and record 
the situation in the ghettos from which they had come. We were as 
much interested in the personalities of the officials who ran the German 
extermination apparatus as we were in the behaviour of the various 
Jewish councils .... We sent hundreds of these records by way of 
Istanbul and Switzerland to our head offices abroad. It has of ten been 
said in the press and in books on the subjects that the Allies were 
informed too late ofwhat was going on in the Polish cities in 1942 and 
1943. We cannot agree with this. The official representatives of the 
Jewish people were, by means ofhundreds of individual memoranda, 
fully and immediately informed of the situation. We also know that our 
warnings were passed on at once by theJewish Agency to the Allies.25 

Joel Brand perhaps exaggerated somewhat. However, the flow 
of information certainly became fuller in 1943 when dozens of 
young Jews arrived from Pol and carrying the news about the 
destruction of the ghettos. But some had arrived already in 1942, 
and a few even earlier. The first to make the dangerousjoumey 
was Shlomo Zygielnik in 1941, who immediately sent messages 
to his comrades who had remained behind: escape was a 
practical possibility. He was followed by Zvi Goldfarb (who 
went from the Warsaw ghetto to Budapest), Josef Komianski 
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and others.l6 Sometimes these joumeys would take weeks and 
even months. But the borders were not really well guarded; 
many hundreds went from Poland to Slovakia and some six to 
ten thousand Slovak Jews passed into Hungary in 1942 and 
early 1943. Those who had escaped from Pol and went on to 
Palestine by way of Romania and Turkey. This too was to 
become an important channel of information. But professionals 
were needed to convey information quickly and reliably to 
places abroad and a leading role was played in this connection 
by Samuel Springman, a diamond merchant whose links and 
experience were far superior to those of Joel Brand and his 
friends from the Waada. 

The report of a young Slovak Jew about his experiences in 
Majdanek in early summer of 1942 serves as an illustration.17 

The anonymous writer described in great detail over dozens of 
pages the abysmal conditions in which the Slovak Jews were 
kept in Poland: the constant hunger, the work in inhuman 
conditions. The writer reported that some 400-500 people were 
daily dying in the camp, 'half of natural causes', and that 
families had be en divided in disregard of the prornises which 
had been made prior to the deportation. He wrote that he could 
not sleep at night as uncertainty was tormenting him: what 
had become ofhis fiand~e and his parents? And he said in con
clusion that his main task was now to reach Slovakia and to 
wam those remaining behind. He fled from the camp and 
within a few days in late June or early July 1942 he was back in 
Slovakia. 

From accounts like these the leaders ofSlovakJewry drew the 
conclusion that while the situation was desperately bad, most of 
their relations and friends were still alive. They set out to 
establish contact. With the help ofJews and non-Jews living in 
border towns such as Presov, Kezmarok, Cedca and Stara
Lubovna, couriers were sent to the deportees with money, 
valuables and food. Distances were not great - Auschwitz was 
only some fort y miles from the Slovak border. Border controls 
were not too rigorous and within a few days messages would 
sometimes arrive from the deportees in their own handwriting 
that they had received the vital help.lI At the same time, the 
Slovak Jewish leaders bribed some key figures in the Slovak 
administration and even the Gestapo. They established contact 
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with the Jewish rescue organizations in Switzerland, and 
repeatedly visited Hungary. In 1943 they even succeeded in 
smuggling whole groups of young people and children from 
Poland into Slovakia. Outstanding among these leaders were 
Rabbi Weismandl and Gisi Fleischmann, a remarkable woman 
of Bratislava who had sent her children to Palestine at the 
outbreak of the war but stayed behind to direct the rescue 
operations. But despite their excellent private intelligence they 
were apparently no~aware for a long time of the totality of the 
extermination. 

One day in November 1942 Rabbi Weismandl arrived in Gisi 
Fleischmann's office and in a state of great agitation told her 
that news hadjust come in from returning couriers: hundreds of 
those deported had again been deported 'further to the east'. 
But most ofthem would probably not survive thejourney, they 
were in mortal danger. But even then the full extent of the 
tragedy did not register, nor do the SlovakJewish leaders seem 
to have known for another year about the gas chambers in 
Auschwitz, the main camp. Vet a first transport from Slovakia 
numbering some 1,500 people had been killed in these gas 
chambers already on 12 May 1942. 

The leaders ofSlovakJ ewry and, to a lesser extent, the leaders 
of the Polish Jewish youth movements were in constant touch 
during the war with two of the Zionist emissaries in Geneva, Dr 
Silbershein and Nathan Schwalb, the representative of the 
Hehalutz (the Zionist pioneer group). Some of these communi
cations are in the Vad Veshem archives (for instance Gisi 
Fleischmann's letters - M-20/93), others are in the possession of 
Mr Schwalb. But they have not been made accessible so far to 
historians. I have found copies of some of these reports in the 
archives of the International Red Cross in Geneva. From these it 
emerges that it was al ready known - but not accepted - in 
Slovakia in late summer of 1942 that those who had been 
deported would not return. According to a long account, 
written probably by Gisi Fleischmann in Bratislava (27 July 
1942), the SlovakJewish leaders had tried to trace those oftheir 
com patriots who had been deported to Poland but had 
addresses for on ly two thousand out of sixty thousand who had 
disappeared. They also reported that there was a high rate of 
mortality, that the situation was tragic and that there was cause 

I 
! 

, 
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for the gravest concern .. But they had obviously not yet heard 
of the extermination camps: .Auschwitz is mentioned, but 
apparently in the beliefthat this was a labour camp. Subsequent 
le.tters dated 27 August and 1 September 1942 convey a similar 
plcture. But at the same time it is quite dear that the writers of 
these letters knew that no one would ever return from Poland. 
Thus the letter of 27 August says: 

The news which we just got from our emissaries [to Poland] is unique in 
history .... We have lost 60,000 and I on ly request that the remnant 
should be saved .... The thought that the mass dying continues 
without interruption drives us mad .... I think there is not much 
chanee that we shall ever see again any of our comrades. 

How can these obvious contradictions be explained? The 
Slovak Jewish leaders had warned even before the deportations 
had started that deportation meant certain death. By July 1942 
rumours were rife all over Eastern Europe thatJews were killed 
in great numbers and 'boiled into soap'.29 But even Weismandl 
and Gisi Fleischmann refused to accept this. In a letter to the 
Palestinian rescue committee in Istanbul, Gisi Fleischmann 
wrote in April 1943 that they had heard inJuly 1942 that in the 
course of another major 'purge' those deported to Poland had 
been sent further to the East. But despite 'passionate efforts', 
despite the fact that emissaries were on the way all the time, they 
had not found any traces. Only in February 1943 had it become 
known that hundreds of thousands had disappeared in the 
Rawa Ruska-Przemysl region. A few survivors had been found 
hiding in the forests. In her earlier letters Gisi Fleischmann had 
actually used the term physical destruction (Vernichtungsaktion). 
Yet even this wise and courageous woman refused to accept the 
finality of death. 

There were always some rays of hope. Some transports had 
been dispatched to work camps; many inmates were indeed still 
alive by late 1942 and even in 1943. Ifsome had survived, others 
were perhaps also alive somewhere and thus the search for the 
traces of the deportees went on. There were, so far, no 
eyewitnesses; no one had returned from a death camp to 
Slovakia. Thus it was on ly in 1944, when Rudolf Vrba and 
Alfred Wetzler arrived with most detailed news about the 
greatest of all death camps, that the 'rumours' became a 
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certainty.* By that time most of the death camps had already 
ceased to function. It was not that the information did not exist 
but, as Oscar Neumann, another Slovak Jewish leader, later 
wrote: 'There was total resistance in our hearts to believe the 
news .... Of course, there had been certaln rumours, about the 
horrible events in Auschwitz. But they were flying about like 
bats at night, they were not tangible ... .' But there could be no 
more tangible information in the circumstances. The letters 
acknowledging receipt of money and food had stopped arriving 
long ago; there were no other signs of life. But this was purely 
negative evidence and therefore unconvincing: perhaps some
where, cut off, unable to write, most of the relations and friends 
were still alive. 

Slovaki~ had been the first satellite to participate in the 'final 
solution'. Deportations from France, Holland and Belgium, 
Germany, Austria and the Czech Protectorate came under way 
betweenJune and August 1942. What was known amongJews 
in these countries about the ultimate destination of the 
transports? They were living far from Treblinka, Belzec and 
Auschwitz; these names did not mean anything. But there was 
still deep concem from the very beginning. In Germany there 
were 'rumours' based on letters and posteards from the East that 
those who had been sent to Riga and other ghettos had 
disappeared and that they h~d apparen~ly been ~il1ed. 
According to the official explanatlOns deportatlOn meant slmply 
resettlement in Eastem Europe. Instructions were given not to 
use the term deportation but 'mobilization of labour' -
Arbeitseinsat<.. It was implied that those transported to the East 
would work in agriculture and industry and perhaps eventually 
get some autonomy. For a while this version seems to have been 
widely believed. German eyewitnesses who were present wh~n 
the trains withJ ews from the Reich arrived in November 1941 In 

Minsk, Riga and Lodz 'prepared for their new life' .were amaze~ 
that they 'laboured under complete I?isapprehenSlO?as t~ thelr 
future, looking upon themselves as plOneers to be utlhzed In the 
colonization of the East'.30 Russian and PolishJews had reacted 
in the same way at first: according to a situation report of 

·But in March 1943 Gisi Fleischmann had already informed Ge~eva about 
Auschwitz-Birkenau and Lublin and that 00 Jews remained in the enure General 
Government. rad Vashem Archives M-20/93. 
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the Einsat<.gruppen (dated 3 November 1941), '30 ,000 Jews 
gathered (following an appeal) who owing to an exceedingly 
elever organization believed in their impending resettlement 
right up to their execution'. 

Norbert Wollheim, who had been a prominent youth leader 
and V('ho was in elose touch with variousJewish public figures in 
Berlin, relates that he had not heard of Auschwitz (and the 
death camps) until the day, in March 1943, when he arrived 
there with his family. He had been in contact withJews living in 
mixed marriages who had been permitted to keep their radio 
sets and who were listening to foreign stations, which was, of 
course, strietly forbidden. But the BBC, the main source of the 
information at the time, mentioned the camps only on fairly rare 
occasions. If the'news had been heard at all, it had not been 
believed.31 

Some Jews received information directly from German 
friends or acquaintances; the separation between Germans and 
Jews was by no means complete even in wartime. The case of Dr 
Herman Pineas, a Berlin Jewish physician, was not unique. He 
received a letter, written by a former Social Democratic official 
serving on the eastem front, according to which aUJews in the 
occupied Russian territories were shot after having been 
compelled to dig their own graves. The letter had been sent to 
Paul Loebe, the former head of the Social Democratie faction in 
the Reichstag (and for severai years speaker of the Reichstag), 
who had passed it on to Dr Julius Moses who had also been a 
member of the German Parliament. Moses and Pineas were 
friends and lived in the same building. Pineas translated the 
letter and pass ed it on to the American Embassy in Berlin, where 
it arrived two days before Pearl Harbor. During the last week of 
1941 Pineas was visited by Dr Erwin Rehwald, a young doctor 
who had been his assistant and who was serving then as a 
German air force physician in Russia. He confirmed the 
information contained in the letter which had be en sent to 
Loebe.* 

There was deep fear and not only because no one likes to be 
uprooted and to lose his (or her) belongings. Letters mailed in 
this period (summer and autumn 1942) repeat the same refrain: 

·Dr H. O. Pineas, New York, to author Il February 1980. Pineas decided to go 
underground following the news which he had received and survived the war io Berlin. 
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we have not heard from those who were deported, no one has 
heard, the same is true with regard to other cities in the Reich. u 

Hundreds in Berlin committed suicide., thousands went 
underground. In part these fears concerned general eonditions 
in Eastern Europe: lack ofhousing, diseases, starvation. It was 
!\uspected that the majority of those who had to leave would not 
survive for long. 

Nor did the selection carried out by the Gestapo make sense. 
For if the purpose was to employ t~e Jews in ~griculture and 
industry out in the East, how to explam that preClSely thos~J e~s 
who were working in factories and farms were left behmd In 

Germany at least in the beginning? These doubts grew stronger 
after August and September 1942, partly as the result offoreign 
radio broadcasts, partly because of the stories told by soldiers on 
home leave from the eastern front. . 

Did the leaders of the Reichsvereinigung, the supreme JewIsh 
body, know any more? According to one account Leo Baeck, the 
central figure of German Jewry, was told by a Mr Gruenberg, a 
fellow inmate at Theresienstadt (which was not a death camp) 
in August 1943, seven months after his deportation from Berlin, 
that in Auschwitz the Jews were gassed to death except those 
who were used as slave labøurers. 'So it was not just a rumour,' 
Baeck is said to have responded. 33 Baeck, again following. the 
same source, went through a hard struggle wheth<;r it was his 
duty to inform the Council ofElders, but finally declded that no 
one should know about it. For if the Council of Elders was 
informed the whole camp would know about it within a few 
hours. 'Living in the expectation of gassing would only be ~e 
harder and this death was not certain at all; there was select~on 
for slave labour; perhaps not all transports went to AuschWItz. 
So I came to the grave decision to tell no one ... .' 

This account has been disputed by some who knew Baeck 
well. If the news about Auschwitz had reached Theresie~ta~t 
in 1943 and even ifBaeck had decide~ to.keep.sile~t (whlch hIS 
friends maintain would not have been mime WIth hiS eharacter) 
nothing would have prevented Gruenberg talking to .oth~rs: As 
the result everyone would indeed have k~own abo~t It wlthm a 
short time· but it seems certain that most mmates dld not know. 
It is unlik~ly that the full truth about this will ever be known. 
Most ofthose in leading positions must have heard rumours, but 
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rumours, good and bad during the war. 

Georges Wellers wrote that among FrenchJews in Draney, 
the chief transit camp to Auschwitz, strange as it may appear, 
one did not know up to the very end about the fate of the 
deported. True, one knew that London radio had broadcast 
horror stories about gas chambers, but one eould not believe it. 
One thought that these were exaggerations of British propa
ganda and did not pay much attention.* EvenJaeob Kaplan, 
the chief rabbi, wrote after the war that only in early 1944 were 
there no more doubts that Hitler intended to exterminate all 
Jews. Sueh ignorance seems to justify the ease made by those 
who claim that there was total secreey and that no one could 
have possibly known and that those who now profess to have 
been informed speak with the benefit of hindsight. . 

But the historical record does not bear this out. In late August 
1942 the Consistoire, the supremeJewish body in France, sent an 
appeal to Laval in which it was said that aecording to precise 
reports hundreds of thousands of Jews had been massacred in 
Eastern Europe and that the aim of the deportation was not to 
make theJews work but to exterminate them impitoyablement et 
methodiquement.34 It can perhaps be argued that the writers ofthis 
memorand um did not believe their own words; if so, why should 
they have bothered to compose it in the first plaee? To repeat 
once again, the information existed, but the psychological 
mechanism of suppression was also at work. 

In Holland there was apprehension, but again there were no 
certainties. As Professor Cohen, head of the Amsterdam Jewish 
council, put it after the war: 

The fact that the Germans had perpetrated atrocities against Polish 
Jews was no reason for thinking that they would behave in the same 
way towards DutchJews, firstly because the Germans had always held 

*G. Wellel'll, De Drancy li Auschwitz (Paris, 194-6). There are countless such reporu 
from all over Europe. Michel Mazor tells the story of a conversation which he had with a 
history professor in the middle of the great deportation wave from Wanaw in August 
1!)4-2. They were waiting to be taken away in a small carpentry shop in Gesia Street. 
They knew with absolute certainty what 'deportation' meant, they had been told about 
Treblinka by Polish railway workers, by peasants and even aJew who had escaped. But 
the professor refused to accept undeniable facts and talked instead about the numerous 
examples in world history of collective anxiety psychoses affiicting groups of people 
facing non-existen t dangers. Michel Mazor, LD ciU englordit (Paris, 1955), p. 127. 
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Polish Jews in disrepute, and secondly because in the Netherlands, 
unlike Poland, they had to sit up and take notice of public opinion.3

! 

By September 1942 some 15,000 Dutch Jews had been 
deported to Eastern Europe. True, a few dozen letters had been 
received but this was hardly enough to still the fears. Radio 
Oranje, the Dutch station in London to which many Dutchmen 
listened, had announced on 27 June that 700,oooJews had been 
killed. Even before the Communist underground newspaper De 
Waarheid O une 1942) hatl written that in some territories such as 
the Ukraine not a single Jew had survived, men, women, 
children and old people had been exterminated one and all. 

In his massive study, a model of writing con tempora ry 
his tory, deJong has analysed the evidence available at the time 
in Holland. The speeches by Nazi leaders, German and Dutch, 
left little room for doubt. According to internal Gestapo reports, 
Dutch volunteers returning from Russia were freely talking 
about the bestial murder ofJews.36 Some Dutchmen and women 
who had be en prisoners in Auschwitz returned in 1942; SSmen 
and prisoners (!) from the same camp were brought over to help 
with the establishment of camps in Holland; a Dutchman who 
had been to the Ukraine complained in a letter to Mussert, the 
leader of the Dutch Nazi Party, about the atrocities which he 
had witnessed. In retrospect, a great many people, non-Jews 
and Jews, had heard about the massacres in Eastern Europe. 
For every instance that can be documented, there were 
probably many more for which there is no record. Some people 
may have disrnissed the 'rumours' out ofhand, but many were at 
the very least deeply troubled. The deportations continued and 
while there was a growing number ofJews who did not turn up 
at the meeting places but went into hiding, the majority still 
appeared at the railway station after the receipt of a mailed 
instruction. 

This leads to the inescapable conclusion that with all the 
misgivings about the deportations, most Dutch Jews either had 
not heard, or did not want to hear, about the death camps. A 
year later it was the turn of Danish and Greek Jews and two 
years later ofHungarianJewry. Vet the re action was the same. 
The Danish J ews had the good fortune to get an emphatic 
warning about the impending 'action'. But they disrnissed this 
at first as an act ofprovocation despite the fact that the warning 
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came from leaders of the resistance whose competence and 
integrity was beyond all doubt. David Sompolinsky, a leading 
member of the Danish community, later tried to provide an 
answer: 

We did not understand the situation. Despite all the indications ofan 
imminent action against the Jews we continued to be sceptical. This 
was the country I had grown up in, where I had no quarrel with 
anyone; I had no form of contact with German soldiers, and it was 
unreasonable to suppose that they would without reason, without a 
trace of moral justification, seize, arrest and deport citizens of the 
country. But theoretically we knew that it was possible and that it 
happened in other countries, but we could not get used to the idea that 
it c~uld h,appen to us. Inhumanity, brutality, the absence of any 
~onsld~rauon for human feelings and of any sense of justice - it was 
mcredlble that people could be capable of all this. J7 

~ 

Sompolinsky describes how towards the end of the Jewish New 
Year's service 1943, which took place in private homes, a young 
Dane appeared and began to explain quietly that the Jews 
should disappear at once, since the Germans might arrest them 
within the next few hours. But all those present had heard such 
stories before and they were not greatly impressed. Then a 
sudden change took place in the young man's behaviour: 'With 
ch~king ~oice he asked us to leave the house .... He begged us to 
beheve hlm and left the house with tears in'his eyes.' It was only 
then th~t mostJews were willing to consider that there might be 
some.thmg to the rumours after all. They still were not fully 
convmced but they went to hide in the country and lateron they 
escaped to Sweden. 

These were the lucky ones. The great majority ofGreekJews 
was not saved, and hundreds of thousands of Hungarian Jews 
also perished in 1944. Most European Jews had been dead for a 
long time; the fact had been mentioned in broadcasts and in the 
underground press all over Europe. But the hope still prevailed 
~hat v.;hat had happ,ened elsewhere would not necessarily occur 
m one s own country. PolishJ ews believed for many months that 
the massacres would be confined to the Nazi-occupied areas in 
the So."iet Union. When the 'actions' began inside Poland, it 
was w~dely thought that these were individual, unauthorized 
?~e:atlOns undertaken by local commanders on their own 
InltJative. After whole ghettos had al ready been liquidated it 
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was still assumed in Warsa w that the N azis would not dare to kilI 
hundreds ofthousands in the capital. When deportations started 
in Warsaw it was thought that only those not employed in 
workshops and factories connected with the war effort would be 
affected. Among German and AustrianJews it was believed that 
while Nazis were quite capable of committing any conceivable 
crueltyvis-a-vis Russian and PolishJews whom they regarded as 
inferior species, they would treatJews from their own Kulturkreis 
('region of cultural.influence') differently. French, Italian and 
DutchJews, on the other hand, were convinced that the Nazis 
had always hated and despised their own (German) Jews but 
that the)' would not necessarily transfer these feelings to Western 
European Jews whom they hardly knew. And so forth. 

The strategy of deception did, of course, also play a certain 
role. Hitler, Goebbels and other Nazi leadershad threatened the 
Jews with extinction but this could have meant a great many 
things other than mass murder: forced emigration to 
Madagascar or Patagonia or some other place. To this day no 
written order by Hitler has been found to kill European Jewry; 
in all probability there was no written order. Later in the war 
Himmler explained that the whole matter had to be kept in 
strict secrecy and that for this reason the ss and not the state 
bureaucracy had to be given this assignment. Terms such as 
killing were not us ed even at the Wannsee Conference in which 
the organizational preparation of the mass murder was 
diseussed. It was always the 'final solution', 'resettlement', 
'special treatment', 'mobilization of the labour force'. Nazi 
officials outside Germany stressed in their contacts with non
Jews and Jews that life in the East would be hard at first but 
healthy, productive and ultimately rewarding. When the news 
about the mass murder first circulated outside Germany in 1942 
Fritz Fiala, the editor of Gren;::,bote, the organ of the Volksdeutsche 
in Slovakia, was sent by Eichmann to visit some oftheJews who 
had been 'resettled' in the East. His article, featured all over 
Europe, showed pictures ofaJewish coffee house with aJewish 
policeman in front, a group ofsmilingJewish nm'ses and ofwell
nourished young men.38 According to Fiala all the Jews with 
whom he had talk ed were satisfied with their lot: 'All their fears 
had been dispersed, not a single one of the arguments [against 
deportation] had been justified.' One of them went as far as 

1 
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saying to him: 'I wish the whole world knew with how much 
humanity Germany has treated us here.' Though Fiala did not 
mention the name of the camp, it was in fact Auschwitz, as 
appeared from post-war evidence.J9 

There were other means of disinformation. When later in the 
war the Slovak leaders, slightly perturbed, mentioned to the 
Germans the 'fantastic rumours' about the fate of the evacuated 
Jews, pretending they had no idea about what was happening to 
them in Poland, Eichmann referred to more than one thousand 
letters and postcards which had been received in" Slovakia from 
evacuatedJews within the previous two months. This technique 
had been used from the very beginning. Arriving in the death 
camps the deported Jews were advised (and sometimes 
compelled) to write letters, usually undated, to their families 
an~ friends: they had ample food, the housing was satisfactory, 
thelr state of health excellent. The dispatch of these postcards 
and letters was staggered over severai months by the camp 
authorities; severai dozen would arrive eve ry month in Holland 
or other foreign countries long after the senders had been killed. 
But some of the deportees did survive three or even six more 
months in Auschwitz; they had been selected for work in a 
factory or the services or perhaps in the orchestra. They, too, 
continued to write, and as aresult there was a steady trickle of 
correspondence. Each such message had a great echo: if some 
friends and relations were still ali ve , perhaps others were too. 
Perhaps they were just toa busy to write. 

AsJacob Presser, the leading Dutch-Jewish historian, wrote: 
'For those who wanted to believe the best, and believe it at all 
costs, the letters, more than anything else, it was said, weighed 
far heavier in the balanee than any amount of rumours about 
German threats of "extermination".' 

Between July 1942, when the deportations started, and 
October 1943 a total of 1,700 letters and postcards had been 
received in Holland from the camps in the East. This means that 
only one family in ten had written - just once. At this stage the 
forebodings should have become certainties. But they did not; 
the psychological defenee mechanisms were toa powerful. De 
Jong mentions the case ofLeo Laptos, a Polish prisoner who had 
worked as a pharmacist in Auschwitz-Birkenau, was transferred 
to Holland and told Dr Van der Hal, an inmate of the Jewish 
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camp in Vught, that when the Jewish transports reached 
Auschwitz, most were immediately gassed and cremated. He 
provided details of the procedure followed. When Van der Hal 
was transferred to another camp he informed severai Jewish 
doctors, but the impression he gained was 'that they simply 
refused to believe me, although they were visibly shaken by the 
news'.40 When this case came up in a post-war trial, two of the 
three doctors had no recollections of ever having discussed the 
matter with Van der HaL Physicians more than other people 
come in frequent contact with death and have to be aware of the 
transience of human existence. But if even physicians fell victim 
to self-deception it is easy to understand the reaction of others. 

The inclination not to accept unpleasant realities can be 
found to a greater or lesser extent among most of mankind. The 
denial syndrome occurs frequently at the time of dying. To 
quote a leading medical expert: 'An adequate realization of the 
true state of affairs is no bar to the use of denial.' 

Few wish to hold constantly in mind the thought that death is coming 
very dose. After all, it is not absoluteJy certain that they are dying, 
there is no reason why grim foreboding should not be softened by some 
comforting inconsistency.41 

Denial ofreality manifested itselfin the willingness to believe in 
rumours, however fantastie, as well as the unwillingness to talk 
about death, assuming that such talk would somehow bring the 
evil nearer. There were constant rumours that somehow the war 
would soon end, that Hitler had died, that the Allies had used 
some miracle weapon, that all Jews would be permitted to 
emigrate to Palestine. * The belief in these rumours can be 
compared with the faith in miracle cures of dying men and 
women. 

But the comparison between the attitude oftheJews and the 
·This is whatJuri Becker's novel Jacob tht Liar (New York, 1969) is about.Jacob has 

intimated that he has a radioset in the ghetto and eversince he has to invent news, forthe 
curiosity ofhis neighbours is insatiable: 'We want to know ifit's true that they intend to 
seil us for a ransom. lfso, where is the money? We want to know ifit's true thataJewish 
state is to be established. lf so, when? If not, who is hindering it? Above all, we want to 
know where the Russians are .... Tell us how they are breaking through the battle lines, 
what tactics they're using, whetherthey're treating prisoners as prisoners or as eriminals, 
ifthey're having a great dea! of trouble with thejapanese in the East, whether or not the 
Amerieans can at least relieve them of that, if they are not invading Europe? And 
we also want to know about Kiepura's fate and how he is getting a!ong in America' (pp. 
go--I) .Jan Kiepura was one ofthe leading European lyrie tenors of the inter-war period. 
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denial syndrome in dying people is also misleading: the refusal to 
surrender, the vain hope among dying people may be preferable 
to utter hopelessness. The situation of the Jews who remained 
behind after the first waves of deportation had taken place was 
different. Some ofthem survived; more would have stayed alive 
ifthey had rejected the false hope and accepted reality, however 
terrible. 

Could it be that Danish or Dutch or FrenchJewry lived in 
genuine ignorance and that it was not, therefore, a case of 
rejecting reality? This seems to be true with regard to most of 
them. But the nearer people lived to the location of the death 
camps, the more and the sooner they were bound to know. 
RussianJews, cut offfrom the outside world and isolated, were 
unaware of the purpose of the Einsat;::gruppen. But after a few 
months the news had spread and enough was known in Poland 
by spring of 1942 to make genocide at the least a likely 
pro~osition. True, these were only rumours, but they were 
perslstent and they came from many sources. True again, the 
rumours had not reached everyone, but among the leaders of the 
community and among educated people there cannot have been 
many who had not heard them. In the case of the dying 
individual greater determination does not prevent death. In the 
case ~f East European Jewry the acceptance of reality might 
have mduced more people to flee or to resist. Most would still 
have died but less than actually perished. 

Much blame has been put on the leaders of the communities 
who knew more than others about the 'final solution' . But for all 
one knows some of them were als o victims of the denial of reality 
syndrome, while others had accepted reality but pursued what 
see~ed to them the only possible strategy, that ofwinning time, 
WhlCh proved ultimately futile. In apassage which contains all 
that can be said on the subject, Louis deJong admits that all this 
is very difficult to explain to a younger generation which learns 
his tory in a shortened form that cannot but dis tort the reality of 
a thousand dreadful days and nights: 

Hitler had said it plainly: let war come and the whole of European 
Jewry will be exterminated. And the war had come. Why then did no 
one draw the correct inference? It is easy for us to wonder, looking back 
as we do at the German extermination camps and gas chambers 
through the years, and free as we are of the tremendous psychological 
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tensions of the war, above all offear, of mortal fear in its most naked 
form. Le soldl ni la mort ne peuvent se regarder fixement- man cannot stare at 
the sun or at death, wrote La Rochefoucauld, but then he was only 
thinking ofmen as lone individuals. The gas chambers, however, spdt 
death - and what a death! - not only to individuals but to all those they 
held dear: their parents and grandparents, their children and 
grandchildren, their relatives and friends. Small, indeed, must have 
been the num ber of those among the millions driven to death, who 
could face that awesome truth. And we should commit an immense 
historical errar were we to dismiss the main .defence mechanisms 
employed by the victims - not constantly mind you, but by way of 
intermittent distress signals - as mere symptoms of blindness or 
foolishness; rather did these defence mechanisms spring from deep and 
inherent quaIities shared by all mankind - a love oflife, a fear of death, 
and an understandable inability to grasp the reality of the greatest 
crime in the his tory of mankind.42 

lf the Jews of Nazi-occupied Europe needed a defenee in the 
court ofhistory, the case could not be put more succinctly and 
fairly. But who is there to judge them? Not surely those who 
survived because they were safely out ofHitler's reach, or those 
born after the Second World War: they will not even begin to 
understand. But even those whose life experience has not been so 
distant in place or time can provide satisfactory explanations 
only for some of the questions arising out of the catastrophe. 
Others may forever remain inexplicable. 

6 
WORLD JEWRY: FROM GENEVA 

TO ATHLIT 

'WORLD JEWRY' is a term that has frequently been used by 
Jews, and their friends and enemies. As a political reality it has 
of course, never existed. When the Second World War broke ou~ 
the Jewish communities were no more united than they had 
been in the past. They co-ordinated theirinternational activities 
during the war but there was never a central leadership or 
organizational unity. The Zionists had their emissaries in non
occupied Europe, so had the various unpolitical aid and reseue 
organizations sueh as the Joint Distribution Committee; the· 
orthodox religious grou ps had their Own small network keeping 
their ~istance f~o~ the rest. There was no cent:al body 
collectmg and slftmg the news from Nazi-oceupied Europe. 
Most Zi~nist ~eaders were in Palestine and almost wholly 
preoccupled wlth the dangers facing the Jewish community in 
that country. Some were in Ameriea, far away physically and 
psychologically from events in Europe; even Chaim Weizmann, 
who normally resided in London, was in the United States for 
most of 1942. 

The Zionist leaders were als o preoeeupied with the future. 
They realized, quite correctly, thatjust as the First World War 
had given Zionism its chanee, there would be another 
opportunity after the end of the Second World War, and they 
wanted to be prepared. 1942 was the year of Biltrnore, the 
programme in which David Ben Gurion outlined his plans for a 
Jewish state. This blueprint involved the immediate transfer of. 
two million Jews to Palestine. Weizmann was not enthusiastie 
about invoking such astronomical figures. He feared that one
quarter of the Jewish people in Europe might not survive the 
war. But whatever their differences, both 'maximalists' and 
'minimalists' in the Zionist camp were planning for the post-war 
wo.rld. 'A hory,te for whom?' Chaim Greenberg, the notedJewish 
Wnter, asked m February 1943, 'for the millions of dead in their 
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temporary eemeteries in Europe?' But this was an isolated voiee 
at the time. 

The only body in existence uniting severai organizations was 
the WoFld Jewish Congress, a voluntary association of repre-

. sentative J ewish eommunities and organizations founded (to 
quote its eonstitution) 'to assure the survival and to foster the 
unit y oftheJewish people'. It had come into being in 1936 at a 
meeting in Geneva attended by delegates from thirty-two 
eountries. Its presid~t was Rabbi Stephen Wise, the elder 
statesman of American Jewry; Nahum Goldmann was the 
ehairman of its executive board. Wise was an influential figure 
in American domestic polities: he had been on elose terms with 
President Wilson and was the one Jewish leader who could 
reach Roosevelt. He had attended the Versailles peace 
conferenee and spoken there on behalfofthe rights of the Jews 
(and the Armenians). But while he was a man of great charm 
and moral force, a staunch fighter for many a good eause, his 
experience was basically in American domestie affairs and there 
was in him a streak ofna·ivete. Goldmann was different; he had 
met all the famous leaders ofhis time (and never made a secret of 
the faet). He was a man of the world par excellence, equally at 
home in Berlin and London, in Paris and New York. But with all 
his travels and talents as a diplomat of the old school, there was 
something suspeet with regard to his politicaljudgment. In 1931 
he had been instrumental in overthrowing Weizmann as leader 
of the world Zionist movement because Weizmann was too soft 
vis-a-vis the Arabs; in earl y 1933 he had assured the German 
Jewish leaders that it was quite unthinkable that Britain and 
Franee would permit a takeover on Hitler's part. There had 
been more such misjudgments both before and after. 

It was not at all elear why the two leading figures of the 
WJC should be in New York far away from the scene of the 
tragedy. Since Wise obviously had to stay there in view of his 
many eommitments and also because of his eonnections, 
Goldmann's place should have been in London. It eould be 

. argued that politically Washington was infinitely more import
ant than London: Anglo Jewry had never been an important 
political factor, nor had it produced in recent times community 
leaders comparable in stature to a Brandeis or a Wise. But with 
all this London was an important listening post and also the 
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obvious place to launch political initiatives. But Goldmann did 
not apparently believe in the possibility ofpolitical action. In a 
speech in November 1941 he said that the problem of European 
Jewry was more a reliefproblem than a political one. Political 
intervention was ofno value since most of the governments were 
practically puppet dependencies of Germany.· This was a 
strange pronouncement on the part of the man to whom others 
looked for taking political action. It was also inconsistent with 
deelarations he had made earlier in the war when he had 
solemnly announced that un less immediate political interven
tion was attempted to save European Jewry, 'our generation 
will be burdened with the terrible responsibility before Jewish 
his tory' .1 It was not, of course, that Goldmann did not care 
about European Jewry. The problem was that despite all the 
meetings with the mighty and famous his politieal understand
ing and foresight were not really very deep, less so in any case 
than that of Richard Lichtheim who realized early on (and was 
repeating in almost every letter from Geneva, on which more 
below) that the one conceivable way to reseue at least part of 
European Jewry was precisely to exert maximum pressure on 
the satellites. 

Thus, when the first news about the mass killings reached 
London in late 194 l and 1942, all the leading figures of 'world 
Jewry' were far away, and none was weU informed. The British 
section of the World J ewish Congress, where some of the earl y 
news was received, was head ed by Eva Marchioness Reading, 
the daughter of Alfred Mond. A great lady ofmuch public spirit 
and some political connections, a specialist in child care, she 

. acted needless to say as a figurehead. The secretaries of the 
London branch were Noah Barou and Alex Easterman, the 
former a specialist on co-operative finance. The head of the 
International Affairs Department of the WJC in New York was 
Maurice Perlzweig, whose training had been in the rabbinate; 
he was, furthermore, quite new to the job, having been 

·Congress Week{y, 28 November 1941; speech at the Inter-American Jewish 
Conference: 'It is no use trying to improve the unbelievably tragic position oftheJews in 
the Nazi dominated countries by political intervention. Ofwhat use is it to intervene 
with the Romanian, Bulgarian and Hungarian governments, practically puppet 
dependencies of Germany?' The Romanian, Bulgarian and Hungarian Governments 
were not puppet dependencies as their attitudes towards the German demands for the 
surrender of the Jews were to show. 
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transferred from London to New York in 1942. All these were 
competent and hard-working men but they themselves would 
have been the first to admit that they were not equipped to cope 
with events of such enormity which, of course, no one could have 
foreseen. Sidney Silverman was chairman of the B~tish sec~on 
of the wJc a left-wing Labour Member of ParlIament, lIke 
Stephen Wise a na'ive man but a born fighter who intuitively 
seems to have understood that European Jewry was facing a 
dis as ter unparalleled in their history and that one had to react 
quickly. . .. . 

Much has been written about the suppressIOn of the Rlegner 
cable by the State Department. But out of ineptitude the news 
was suppressed by Jewish leaders in New York and London and 
even in Jerusalem for a considerably longer time. As Stephen 
Wise wrote to President Roosevelt in December 194;2: 'I 
succeeded, together with the heads of other Jewish or~aniza
tions in keeping them [the ca bles about the systematlc mass 
murder] out of the press.'2 There had been reliable ~ccounts well 
before the Riegner cable but they had all been Ignored. The 
Jewish Agency and the World.Jewish Congress .leaders were 
ftooded with information by their own representatIves. But they 
did not understand what they were reading and did not believe 
their own informants. . 

The fate of Richard Lichtheim's reports from Geneva will be 
discussed later on. They were read in Jerusalem, London and 
New York but they did not result in either publicity or po~itical 
action. Riegner's message fared no be~ter at first.. SIdney 
Silverman in a cable from London mformed Wise and 
Goldmann ofthe contents ofRiegner's cable on 24 August 1942. 
On 1 September, in another telegram sign ed Baro~-Easte~an, 
the London branch of the WJC suggested immediate actIOn: 

Suggest following urgent act!~n: .first public dec~ar~tion leading 
political religious other authontles l~ all free countnes, second p~ess 
conference; third you approa~h Vancan; four, we approa;h Umted 
Nations make formal categoncal pronouncement etc. etc. 

In New York there was the inclination at first to go public but 
then second and less prudent counseIs prevailed. It was deci~ed 
that Rabbi Wise shouId turn to the State Department for advIce: 

·This cable was read by us censorship and forwarded to the State Department. A 
note to A. A. Berle is affixed: 'We will suppress ifyou approve.' NA 862.4°16/2238. 
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had Washington heard anything about the subject and what 
kind of action did it suggest? Wise and Goldmann had, in fact, 
no real doubts about the authenticity of the reports. As 
Perlzweig wrote to Easterman on 3 September: 

The [Riegner] telegram '" had what I can only describe as a 
shattering effect. Nobody here is disposed to doubt that the 
information is at least substantially correct. It is desperately difficult to 
know what to do. We thought at first of publication, but then it 
occurred to us that when this news seeps through to Europe it will have 
a demoralizing effect on those who are marked as hopeless victims. 
We decided to seek the best possible advice.*3 

But would they get the best possible ad vice from the 
State Department which had tried to keep the information 
from them in the first place? Clearly they did not know how to 
react and wanted to gain a little time. Perhaps they als o thought 
that there was a faint hope that the news was after all wrong, or 
at Ieast exaggerated. It is not easy to think ofan answer to these 
questions. 

In later years this became the subject of much heart-searching 
and recrimination. In a letter to a non-Jewish friend Stephen 
Wise wrote in September 1942: 'I am almost demented over my 
people's grief.' But he did not shake heaven and earth as the 
Polish had demanded and for apparent want of another course 
of action, put his trust in Roosevelt whom he so much admired. 
If cri ticism has been heaped on Wise, this was mainly, no doubt, 
because he was the Jewish leader best known at home and 
abroad. Other leaders did not act differently, disrnissing the 
information emanating from Poland as the macabre fantasy of a 
Iunatic sadist, for, as one ofthem put it, such things did after all 
not happen in the twentieth century.4 Chaim Greenberg 
charged the AmericanJewish Congress with criminal sIowness. 
But he aIso said that this was the only organization which had at 
Ieast not removed the extermination from its agenda. The fault 
was not of a few men or gro ups but of American Jewry which 
had put a horny shell over its soul 'to protect it against pain and 

-In a speech in November 1944 Goldmann argued that he and Wise had to comply 
with the State Department's request not to publish the 'atrocity stories' for the time 
being, for otherwise this would have been the last cable they had received from Geneva. 
But they had not received the information via the State Department in any case, 
Washington did try to stop the transmission of news later on (February 1943), and there 
Were other channels to convey information from Swiuerland to the us. 
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pity. We have beeome so dulled that we have even lost the 
eapacity for madness ... .'5 

The State Department, to do itjustiee, did in faet make some 
enquiries, and it received some information quite independently 
in early August. This refers above all to a cable from the us 
ambassador in Stockholm who had been to Id by the Poles that 
60,000 J ews had been killed in Vilna, and many more in Eastern 
Galicia and the Ukraine.6 The Department now asked the 
Vaticari for information; in ancient times kings and rulers used 
to consult the Delphic orade with similar results. Meanwhile, 
Jews were killed in Auschwitz and Treblinka, Sobibor, Belzec 
and Chelmno at the rate of 5-10,000 a day. 'Desperately 
awaiting your answer,' Barou and Easterman cabled on 9 
September. Wise and Goldmann had some reassurance for their 
colleagues in London: they had been told that the deportations 
from Warsaw were meant to supply labour bu ilding fortifi
cations at the Polish-Soviet border (this was apparently what 
Roosevelt had told Felix Frankfurter); one had to wait for the 
return of Myron Taylor, the us envoy to the Vatican; and the 
timing for publication had to be suitable. 'We urge postpone
ment publicity until right effect producable [in] entire American 
press,' was the eontent of another message by Goldmann, Wise 
and Perlzweig to London, and in another cable on 9 October 
they announced 'problem receiving consideration highest 
authorities whose guidance imperative stop Department deeply 
sympathetic and cooperative stop.'7 This information about the 
'highest authorities' was quite simply false: neither the ~resident 
nor the Secretary of State was giving consideration to the 
problem. Nor was it clear what waiting 'until the right effect was 
producable' meant. True, it would have been most desirable if 
the us Government had officially confirmed the news from 
Geneva and if it had joined the J ewish leaders in their protest 
and suggested effective counter-measures. But how could they 
have expected even for a single moment that this was likely to 
happen? Did they really believe that the State Department was 
deeply sympathetic? 

Meanwhile the London members of the wJC, impatiently 
waiting, had decided to engage in an investigation oftheir own: 
and this resulted in another tragi-comedy, the consultation of 
Edward Benes. Benes, the exiled President of Czechoslovakia, 

- j 
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had acquired the reputation ofknowing more than anyone else 
about events in Nazi-occupied Europe. There was a grain of 
truth: the Czechoslovak secret service received fairly regular 
reports from a middle-echelon Abwehr offieer, Paul Thiimmel 
(A-54.), who on severai occasions had provided information of 
some importance.8 When consulted by Easterman in 
September, Benes said that the Riegner report was not just false 
but probably a German provoeation scheduled to justify 
German vengeance in case it was published in the West. He 
strongly advised against any publicity; he would try to find out 
with the help of the finest intelligence service in Europe. But this 
took a fairly long time and on 6 November 1942 Easterman 
again wrote to Benes with the request for information. Yes, 
Benes, said in his answer, he did have news and from two 
independent sources at that: the Germans were not preparing a 
plan for the wholesale extermination oftheJews. SomeJews had 
been left in their places of residence and were moving about 
almost unhindered. It was quite likely that Nazi behaviour 
would become more repressive as they were nearing defeat. But 
this would be directed against all the subjugated people. The 
Jews would not be singled out for special treatment.9 

This letter was written, to repeat once again, in November 
1942, one year after the deportations from the Protectorate had 
started. By November hardly any Jews were left in 
Czechoslovakia. Most, indeed, were no longer alive. The 
question arises whether this wasjust another intelligence failure 
or whether the intelligence on which Benes based hisjudgment 
was deliberately misleading. No condusive answer can be given 
on the basis of the evidenee available. During 1941 the Czech 
resistance was in radio contact with London through severaI 
stations but they were all discovered by the Gestapo, the last of 
them in October 1941. Parachutists from London delivered 
another station which operated from January to June 1942. 
During the second half of 1942 the only contact between Prague 
and London seems to have been by courier. A new station 
('Barbora') was in action from mid-November 1942 to early 
January 1943, that is on ly after Benes had sent off his letter to 
Easterman. 1o Furthermore, the Gestapo had received proof in 
early 1942 that Thiimmel was a 'traitor' and he had been 
released from arrest only in order to lead the German security 
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forces to keymembers of the Czech underground. lI But reports 
on the situation in the Protectorate still reached Benes through 
refugees and couriers. Thus a detailed account had been 
received in June 1942 from a teaeher who had escaped the 
month before. This report did mention Auschwitz and poison 
gas, but there was not a single word about the fate of the Jews. 
The same month Bruce Lockhart, head of the Political Warfare 
Executive (PWE), received from Czech intelligence sources a 
detailed review of conditions inside Czechoslovakia which did 
indeed mention Jews. But there were on ly complaints against 
them: they were the agents of Germanization and it was the 
general opinion that 'after the war theJews will not dare to go in 
for politics or take part in public life, or be doetors or lawye.r~. If 
this fact is overlooked it may have very unpleasant pohucal 
consequences.' On the other hand the Czech Government was 
perfectly aware of the deportation of the Jews from Slovakia. u 

What emerges from all this is that Czech intelligenee was less 
weU informed during this particular period about events in the 
homeland than either before or after. It is also true that, 
generally speaking, Benes' judgment was more of ten wrong 
than right. But there was no need to maintain an intelligence 
network in order to know that CzechJewry had been deported: 
the Prague newspapers reported it and even the German news 
agency Dienst aus Deutschland.1l But Benes' utterly misleading 
account was overtaken by events. A few days after it was 
received Undersecretary Sumner Welles summoned Stephen 
Wise and t01d him that the news from Europe was essentially 
true. The question of whether the us Government would do 
anything about it was left open. Thus, on 24 November, Stephen 
Wise called a press conferenee in which he announced that 
he had learned 'through sources confirmed by the State 
Department' that half of the four millionJews in Nazi-occupied 
Europe had been slain in an extermination campaign. 14 The 
publication in any case could not have been delayed any lon.ger. 
Two days earlier the Jewish Agency in Jerusalem had officlally 
announced that the horrible news from Eastern Europe was 
indeed correct. 

How had the information reached the Jewish organizations in 
the first place? There had been many dozens of news items, some 

• 
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seemingly reliable, others of doubtful provenance, and they had 
come through many channeis. The emissaries of the Jewish 
organizations in Geneva, Stockholm and Istanbul read about 
the disappearance of European Jewry in newspapers from the 
occupied countries, both German and vernaeular. True, the 
newspapers in the Reich hard ly ever dealt with the subject and 
the papers from Belgrade and Bratislava, from Cracow and 
Riga not very of ten. But from a careful reading of the press a 
certain pattern emerged which, at the very least, inspired grave 
fears: for if it was true that, as these papers announced, town 
after town had become empty ofJews (judenrein) including some 
with a pre-war Jewish population of 100,000 or more (such as 
Kishinev), ifwhole countries were 'purged', what had become of 
theJews?l$ Taken singly these items did not amount to much, 
taken together they pointed to a frightening pattern. 

There was another even more obvious source of information 
about which more will be said later on. Posteards and letters sent 
from Nazi-occupif'd countries to neutral places did reach their 
destination. Such messages could even be sent from most 
ghettos. They, took between one and two weeks to reach 
Switzerland or Sweden, and not much longer to Spain and 
Turkey. Thus the first, or one of the first reports of the 
deportation from the Warsaw ghetto came through a letter sent 
from Warsaw to the Sternbuchs, the representatives of orthodox 
Jewry in Switzerland. It reported that Mea Alafim (hundred 
thousand) had been invited by Mr Hunter to his country house 
'Kever', meaning grave. There was fairly regular correspon
dence between most occupied countries and Geneva where the 
representatives of the Jewish organizations such as Lichtheim, 
Riegner, Schwalb, Silbershein and Ullmann had their offices. 
After 1943 Istanbul became more important. 

Much important information emanated from those who had 
escaped from the ghettos and death camps. There is an 
enormous literature on every level ofsophistication about Allied 
soIdiers,; sailors and airmen who Bed from the pow camps. 
These books belong to genre that always attracts many readers; 
there is much to admire about the courage and ingenuity of 
those who Bed from very closely guarded camps. ButJews also 
escaped. There were, however, fundamental differences be
tween daring Allied office~ who tried to reach Switzerland and 
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aJew who attempted the same. The worst that could happen to 
the officer, if apprehended, was a few weeks' solitary confine
ment;· the Jew, on the other hand, faced certain death. Once 
the Allied officer reached Switzerland he was safe, whereas the 
Jew, more likely than not, would be turned back, at least during 
the most critical part of the war, up to September 1943. But it is 
also true thatJews had nothing to lose and they continued to fIee 
in considerable numbers, in every direction in which there was 
even the faintest semblance of safety. Thousands went under
ground, hiding in eities or villages or forests or leading a 'normal 
life' having assumed another, non-Jewish identity. There were 
escapes from Holland and France into Spain and Switzerland; 
this refers to the underground railway established by JooP 
Westerweel and Joachim Simon (Shushu) in Holland and by 
'Croustillon' and 'Pierre Lacaze' in southern France. There 
were more or less fixed points at which the crossing of the border 
took place - at Pau and Perpignan, near Oloron and through 
Andorra. Many hundreds escaped this way from Nazi-occupied 
countries. Jews from the Polish ghettos fIed both to the East 
(into the Soviet Union) and to the South, through Slovakia to 
Hungary. There were Jewish smugglers and taxi and truck 
owners at the Slovak-Polish border and their help was 
invaluable; the border guards on the Hungarian frontier could 
frequently be bought. From Hungary some continued via 
Romania to Turkey and onwards to Palestine. As from 1942 the 
Romanian Government no longer opposed emigration in 
principle; the main difficulty facing theJ ews was that no country 
wanted to have them. The tragedy of the Struma;the refugee ship 
which was torptdoed, is the best known but not the only ane of 
its kind.Jews from Croatia and southern France went into !taly 
where they felt much safer for the time being. A group ofJewish 
agricultural pioneers rowed from the Danish island of Bornholm 
to Sweden; some tried to do the same from Holland to the 
United Kingdom. Jews even joined the 'Organization Todt', 
the Nazi labour service, with false papers. They were sent to 
various parts of Europe and eventually escaped. A Polish Jew 
who had joined one of these labour battalions walked into 
Sweden from Norway. A few reached Sweqen as stowaways 

*Towards the end of the war there were some executions ofescaped pows but these 
were rare exceptions. 
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from Baltic parts. GermanJews walked over the Swiss border in 
the middle of the war, west of Lake Constance. 'It is a miracle 
how these people escape,' Riegner wrote to Goldmann in June 
1942, 'more than fifty Jews from Germany have arrived here 
during the last 2-3 months.' A few dozen GreekJews were taken 
out from Greece in old caiques by the Cairo branch of MI9, 
headed by Lieutenant-Colonel Tony Simmonds who had been 
with Wi'ngate in Palestine in the 1 930s. Some Jews were 
permitted to leave Nazi-occupied Europe legally even after 
America had entered the war; the information they provided 
was of considerable importance. 

Many thousands escaped and everyone brought some infor
mation. True, sometimes they had seen very Httle such as the 
two elderly German Jewish ladies who had the good fortune 
somehow to have acquired us citizenship and who arrived with 
the Drotningsholm in New York in late June 1942. They had 
hardly left their house in N uremberg and were not aware of 
events in far-away Poland. But even they had seen or heard 
something (that those deported to Riga were not heard of 
again); the stories of a few dozen, let alone a few hundred 
witnesses, added up to a great deal of information about what 
had happened to the Jews in Nazi-occupied Europe. Even in 
1942, in the middle of the war, 3,733 new immigrants arrived in 
Palestine (1,4°7 'legal' and 1,539 'illegal' immigrants). Most of 
them came from Europe, mainly from the Balkans but also from 
Hungary, Slovakia and other countries. 8,500 came in 1943 and 
14,460 in 1944. Almost everyone had a story to tell.· 

The idea to collect and analyze this evidence occurred both to 
theJewish Agency and to British military intelligence and in late 
1942 an institution with the innocent and rather vague name 
'Inter Service Liaison Department' (ISLD) was established 
under Colonel Teague in Haifa. The Jewish liaison officers 

*How much was known to a single, isolated individual emerges from the story of 
Leonidas Sebba, a refugee from Riga who arrived in Sweden in January_I943. His 
written report (in German) extends over ten foolscap pages, it was typed in single space 
for Hillel Storch, the representative of the World Jewish Congress in Stockholm. 
Sebba described not only the death of members of his famiiy and acquaintances but 
reported details about all major Jewish communities in the Baltic countries and reached 
the conclusion that almost all Jews had been killed. Sebba, who was twenty-one at the 
time, escaped from the Gestapo for which he had worked as an clectrician, found 
employment on a German ship hiding his identity, 'defected' in Helsinki on 8 January 
1943 and continued to Stockholm. 
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were R. Zaslani (Shiloah) and Gideon Ruffer (Rafael). 
Interrogating recent arrivals from Europe, I SLD gathered much 
information ofvalue but the enterprise would have been of even 
greater value had it started earIier. Nor should it have be en 
Iimited to those who reached Palestine: debriefing by the Allies 
in Spain and Switzerland was no more than sporadie. 16 A 
similar organization, FNIB (Foreign Nationalities Intelligenee 
Branch), was established in the United States later in the war, 
but it did not apparently produee items of major interest in the 
con text of the present study as it was limited to the analysis of 
personalletters from Nazi-occupied Europe. 

Given the isolation of the remnants of European Jewry, how 
much could those have known who got away? A great deaI, as 
the example of the exchange transport of November 1942 shows; 
it played, as will be demonstrated, a crucial role in persuading 
the Zionist leadership in Palestine that the ex tent of the 'final 
solution' had not been exaggerated. Furthermore, someone 
would always get away at the time of a massacre. The 
Einsatzgruppen and their local assistants were in a hurry, there 
was so much more work to be done. SomeJews pretended to be 
dead, and then, during the night, crawled away; othersjumped 
from the cars or trains Ieading to the place of execution; some 
succeeded in hiding in the most unlikely circumstances. Those 
who had miraculously been saved would try to reach the nearest 
remainingJewish community and they would, of course, report 
what they håd witnessed. 

Nor were the death camps escape-proof. The first escapes 
from Chelmno and Treblinka took place within a few days of 
these camps beginning to opera te. The most difficult place for 
escapers was Belzec, but there was one escape even from ther.e, 
and in any case, the place had been visited by Kurt Gerstem 
who talk ed about it to severaI German friends and foreign 
diplomats.· 

Auschwitz was the largest of the camps, and there were 667 
escapes. 270 of the escapers were subsequently caught, but 
almost 400 got away. In 1942 there were 120 escapes, the year 
after 310. Among those who Bed there were at least 76 Jews; 

*There were about ten escapes from Sobibor before the revolt and sixty during the _ 
fighting; a few dozen inmates fled from Treblinka before the revolt and perhaps twenty 
during it. I am grateful to Dr Y. Arad, director ofYad Vashem, for these estimates. 
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altogether there were probably more,. In many cases the camp 
authorities did not fully identify in their records those who Bed. 
In his autobiographical notes Rudolf Hoess, commander of 
Auschwitz, wrote that it was virtually impossible to stop news 
from the outside world reaching Auschwitz and vice versa. When 
Himmler visited Auschwitz he complained about the 'high, 
unprecedented numbers of successful escapes from Auschwitz' 
and asked the commander to use every possible means to put an 
end to them. But the escapes continued. 

Some Auschwitz inmates were actually released by the 
German authorities. There were 952 releases during the first 
half of 1942 and 26 during the subsequent six months. There 
were releases from Auschwitz even in 1943. In early 1944 a 
considerable number of Jewish women were freed from the 
camp owing to the intervention of Oskar Schindler. A German 
who ran a factory in Cracow, Schindler saved the lives ofmany 
Jews; he is remembered in Israel as one of the 'Righteous among 
the Nations'. 

Those who had escaped from the camps had no reason to keep 
silent, and those legally released were also not unduly worried 
by the undertaking they had signed - never to reveal anything. 
But if they were believed as in the case of those who came to 
Warsaw from CheImno or Treblinka, there was much more 
scepticism in Western Europe and also in Hungary. The story of 
the two young Roman Catholics from Holland who were 
released from Auschwitz on 12 May 1942 is not untypical. One 
of them told Louis de Jong: 'The worst thing was that you 
simply could not get through to those eIosest to you. That gave 
you a terrible sense ofisolation, as if a steam-roller was about to 
run you over. You felt like screaming it from the housetops but 
knew it was just a waste of your breath - no one would believe a 
word you told them.'17 The year after, 1943, four Dutch women, 
Jehovah's Witnesses, returned from Auschwitz to Holland and 
faced the same reaction: 'Most people refused to believe us.' In 
many cireIes it was only in late 1943 and perhaps even in 1944, 
with the evidence piling up from many sources, that news about 
the camps was finally accepted. One cannot stress too often that 
the evidence had been available for a long time but it was not 
believed. 

Nathan Eck, one of the future historians of the holocaust, 
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escaped from the Warsaw ghetto to Czestochova in 1942. In 
letters which he sent to Abraham Silbershein in SwitzerIand, 
one of the Jewish Agency's emissaries whom he knew from the 
.pre-war period, he reponed more than once about the 
deportations and the mass murder. One day, in September 
1942, he received a postcard in which Silbershein asked 
whether the news was really true; surely there had been at least 
some exaggeration? Eck replied that if, after all the information 
that had been forward ed , Silbershein still did not accept it, 
there was hardly much point in any further correspondence. 18 It 
is a revealing story because Silbershein was a 'professional' in 
almost daily correspondence with Jews in the occupied 
countries. If even he had his doubts, it can well be understood 
that others did not believe. 

Warsaw-London, the Polish underground network, was the 
most important channel of communications for news about the 
early stages of the 'final solution'. But there was another of 
equal, or alm ost equal, importance which led from groups of 
Zionists or individuals in occupied Europe to Geneva and from 
there to Jerusalem, to the head offices of the J ewish Agency for 
Palestine. Switzerland was a vitallistening post on the 
continent, more so than in the First World War when 
Copenhagen and Amsterdam had served a similar purpose. T.he 
importance ofSwitzerland had not been foreseen by theJeWIsh 
institutions and no special preparations had been made; the 
presence ofJewish emissaries in Geneva and Ziirich was more or 
less accidental. Once the war had broken out, and especially 
after the fall ofFranee and Italy's entry in the war, Switzerland 
was almost entirely cut off. After the occupation ofVichy France 
by the Germans the isolation became total. Communications 
with Switzerland were also affected. Airmail from Switzerland 
to Palestine hardly ever took less than four weeks and frequently 
longer. Sometimes important news would be transmitted by 
telegraph by way ofIstanbul but these relatively short messages 
would always raise further questions. There would be many 
queries and requests for details from Jerusalem and so the 
emissaries in Geneva got accustomed to writing long letters. 
They could have phon ed Istanbul but this was expensive and 
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their budget permitted this only rarely. • Hence the delays and 
the misunderstandings which frequently arose. Among the 
representatives in Switzerland, Gerhard Riegner of the World 
Jewish Congress has already been mentioned. There were a few 
others - Nathan Schwalb, representing the Behalut;:;, the 
pioneer organization, Ullmann, editor of a local Jewish 
newspaper, Pazner (Posner) an employee oftheJewish Agency, 
the Sternbuchs representing orthodoxJewry, and Dr Abraham 
Silbershein. Each of them had his connections in the occupied 
countries: the letters they wrote and received throughout the 
war were one of the most important channels of communi
cations with Jewish leaders and communities all over Europe. 

The most senior of them was Richard Lichtheim, one of the 
early leaders and spokesmen ofZionism in Germany. Born into 
a wealthy family in Berlin in 1885, at the early age of twenty
eight he became editor of Die Welt, the central organ of the 
world Zionist movement. During the First World War he 
represented the Zionists in Turkey, engaging in various 
diplomatic missions. He interceded on behalf of Palestinian 
J ewry suffering at that time from the mistreatment of malevo
lent Turkish governors. After the war he was for a number of 
years a member of the World Zionist Executive in London (head 
of the Organization Department). He opposed Weizmann's 
hesitant and 'weak' line and in 1925 he joined the revisionist 
movement which promised a more forceful and dynamic 
politicalline. But the extremism of Vladimir Jabotinski (and a 
Jortiori ofsome ofhis youngerfollowers) eventually repelIed him, 
and ten years later he rejoined the main Zionist camp. Np one 
doubted his talents and the Zionist leadership was wiIling to 
employ him again, but not in a leading position. Lichtheim had 
always been a little toa independent in his judgment for the 

-Even in October 1942 when information about the 'final solution' was received in 
Jerusalem from many different sources there was reluctance to spend money on too 
frequent and too long telegrams. When Gruenbaum, in ameeting oftheJewish Agency 
executive, asked for a special a1location of 100 Palestinian pounds for cables, both to get 
more news and to mobilize Jewish organizations abroad, E1ieser Kaplan, the Jewish 
Agency treasurer, argued that fifty pounds would be sufficient. Some of those present 
claimed that protests by Jewish organizations would be ineffective; Shertok said that 
the same information was received in London and New York and it was pointless to urge 
the A11ied governments to turn against the Nazis, since they were in a state ofwar with 
Germany in any case. ProtOcol ofJewish Agency Executive, 25 October 1942, quoted in 
Y. Gelber, TDltJol Ha/zitwlJId (Jerusalem, 1979), l, p. 682. 
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bureaucratic apparatus. He had never lived in Palestine for any 
length of time and his command of Hebrew was uncertain, to 
say the least. He was a GermanJew, which is to say that he never 
quite fitted into the elosely knit group of the East EuropeanJews 
who dominated Zionist politics and who belonged to a different 
cultural and social milieu. When he was sent to Geneva in 1939 
no one realized how vitally important Geneva would be in the 
years to come, as a so.urce of information. 

In some ways Lichtheim was eminently suited for this 
assignment: of all the Zionist leaders ofhis generation he had the 
surest grasp of world politics. He was widely read in recent 
Europe~n affairs and he had, of course, followed international 
politics for three decades from a elose angle. His analytical skill 
was impressive. He never had any illusions about Hitler's 
immoderate aims and mad ambitions, nor did he have any false 
hopes with regard to the firmness the Western Allies would show 
vis-å-vis the Fascist dictators. His predictions with regard to the 
course of the war and developments in the post-war period were 
remarkably accurate. True, his reports did not have a great 
impact back home in Jerusalem, but it is more than doubtful 
whether someone more in tune with the Zionist leadership 
would have been more successful in explaining the grim realities 
of Nazi Europe. 

Lichtheim was less ideally suited in some other respects. He 
had not much experience in conspirational work. His training 
had been in a different world. But such activities were impossible 
in any case in Geneva; the Swiss authorities were elosely 
wat$ing the Jewish emissaries and would have taken a very 
dim view if these had engaged in any suspect activities. 

Thus, as the war broke out, Lichtheim set up shop in 52 rue 
des Paquis, Palais Wilson - and began his correspondence with 
Jerusalem which concerned the fate of individuals and that of 
whole communities. He became more and more pessimistic as 
Hitler occupied country after country. But it was not a 
pessimism that led to passivity. He did have suggestions how to 
save at least some oftheJews ofEurope and he was repeating his 
proposals relentlessly and without much success.* In a letter 

*The following is based on the Lichtheim correspondence kept in the Central Zionist 
~chives in'e~e~ (CZA1. I knew Richard Lichtheim through his son, George, and I 
dlscussed wtth hlm his work ID Geneva on various occasions accompanying him on waJks 
through Rehavia, the Jerusalem suburb where he made his home in the late 19401-
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written after the fall of France he rilentioned the existence of a 
'specific office dealing wi th the soiu tion of the J ewish Question' -
Elchmann's dep~rtment i? the Main State Security Office. 
Others were to discover thlS more than two years later. But at 
that tim~ the 'final solution' had not yet been put on the agenda· 
the NaziS were planning 'radical emigration' and settlement i~ 
Madagascar. As Berlin saw it, there was sufficient room in 
Madagascar. ~alestine o~ the other hand, to quote Lichtheim, 
~?uld b;lo?g In the NazI New Order to a power which would 
elthe.r hqUldat~ the Jews there entirely or, in any event, not 

permlt further Immigration.'I!I 
But to repeat once again, at that time the issue was emigration 

and economic assistance, not yet physical survival. 'What will 
?ecomeoftheJewsofEurope?' Lichtheimasked as 1940drew to 
Its elose: 

I feel.tha.t a word of wa~ng to the happier Jews of England and 
Amenc~ IS necessary. It .Is.Impossible to believe that any power on 
earth wIll be able (and wIllmg?) to'restore to theJews of Continental 
Europe what they have lost or are losing today. It is one of the 
superficial be~ie~ ?f a. certain type ~f American and British Jew that 
after Great Bn tam s VIctory - for which, of course, the J ews all over the 
world are praying-everything will be all right again with theJews of 
Europe. But even if their civil rights can be restored - what about the 
property confiscated, the shops looted, the practices of doctors and 
lawyers go~e,.the schools destroyed, the commercial undertakings of 
every descnpnon closed or sold or stolen? Who will restore all that and 
how? .... And what will be left of the Jews of Europe? I am not 
speakin~ of the hundreds of thousands who during these years of 
perse~uu~n have D?ana~ed to escape and are now trying to build up a 
new life m Palesnne, m USA, in South America Australia San 
D?mingo or elsewhere. Then there are the refugee; in Europ~ who 
tned to escape but did not go fast and far enough .... What will 
become ofthem after the war?lO 

It was elearly a problem that could not be solved by simple 
formulae such as the slogan 'Restore their rights'. As Lichtheim 
saw it there would be a mass of severai hundreds of thousands 
after .the war in a 'permanent no-man's land drifting from one 
frontler to another, from concentration camps to labour camps, 
from there to some unknown country and destiny'. It was a 
remarkably accurate forecast. True, when Lichtheim wrote 
even in 1940 about 'an ocean of blood and misery' he did not 
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assurne that millions would be killed. His predictions may now 
appear unduly optimistic; among his contemporaries these were 
considered examples of unwarranted dcspondency. 

The situation was rapidly changing for the worse. After the 
Nazi invasion ofYugoslavia and the establishment of the Fascist 
U stasha state in Croatia the turn came of Croatian J ewry. 'The 
situation of the Jews in Croatia is desperate,' Lichthei~ wrot~. 
The Italians were behaving much more humanely In thelr 
occupied zones than Qermany's other allies, but 'the ~roats are 
certainly among the worst'. There was no reactlOn from 
Jerusalem.21 Later that year, Lichtheim reviewed the depor
tations from Germany, Austria and the Protectorate:Jews from 
German ,cities were concentrated in Berlin, others were 
deported to Poland or other East European countries. Similar 
expulsion orders had been given in Vienn~ and Prague. . 

So far no information had been recelved that anythmg 
untoward had happened to those deported to Eastern Europe. 
Those remaining behind were employed in German war 
industries. On the whole, everything considered, the picture 
seerned to be not too bad: someJews had been arrested but few 
people had been actually killed in Germany. Vet Lichtheim had 
dark forebodings for he coneIuded his report as follows: 

With all these degradations added to actual starvation and brutal 
treatment, the remnants of the Jewish communities of Germany, 
Austria and Czechoslovakia will probably be destroyed before the war 
ends and not too many will survive.22 

In November 1941 the mass deportations had not yet started 
and the death camps did not yet exist. But Lichtheim again 
ended a dispatch on a solemn note: 

With regard to Germany, Austria and the Protectorate it mus~ be sai? 
that the fate of the Jews i& now sealed .... Generally speakmg, thlS 
whole chapter bears the title: 'Too late'. There was a time w~en ~he 
us and the other American states could have helped by granung 
visas. But this was obstructed by the usual inertia of the bureaucratic 
machine and by red tape.23 

There was, of course, more to it than the 'usual inertia ~f the 
bureaucratic machine'. Was there anything that could stIll be 
done to help? Lichtheim noted that America still had some 
influence with Vichy and could make use ofthis. At least some of 
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the persecutedJews in France could be rescued in this way. He 
returned to this point in another letter sent to Weizmaim 
throughj. Linton in London. Again he stressed that the fate of 
the majority ofEuropeanJewry was sealed: ofthose deported to 
the East only a minority of the younger and stronger would 
survive. The whole policy of deportation to the devastated 
towns ofwestern Russia in the middle of the winter was 'murder 
combined with torture'.24 The Red Cross had been informed 
but what could it do against the will of the Gestapo? He 
transmitted the most recent information received in Geneva and 
then noted that: 

I t is a curious thing that President Roosevelt never mentioned theJews 
whenever he spoke of the oppressed nations. The Governments of the 
democracies may have been led to believe that there would be still 
more terrible persecutions ifthey mentioned theJews in their speeches. 
I think this to be amistake. Events have shown that theJews could not 
have sujfered more than they have sujfered if thestatesmen of the 
democracies would have said the word.25 

But perhaps there was yet another motive, perhaps they wanted 
to avoid the impression that the war had anything to do with the 
Jews. Such hush-hush tactics would hardly silenee the anti
semites: 'Great Britain and America sl;lould say: we are neither 
Jews nor do we wage war for the Jews we are battling for 
mankind against the enemy of mankind. '26 

Where were the voices condemning the atrocities and 
warning the perpetrators of such deeds that they will be held 
responsible (underlined in the original)? Lichtheim thought that 
in some cases such as Romania, Hungary, Slovakia, Croatia and 
Vichya warning might have had and mqy still have (underlined 
in the original) 'a deterrent effect'. It was, of course, much more 
difficult in the case of Germany but even there some persons or 
cireIes might be influenced by such warnings. 

Why were such warnings not uttered, why were there no 
words of sympathy and consolation? Was it not true that the 
world witnessed the most terrible persecution oftheJews which 
ever happened in Europe, overshadowing by its cruelty and 
extent even the massacres of the Armenians which at that time 
provoked a storm of protest in England and America? There 
was no answer to the questions asked by Lichtheim. 
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In the winter of 1941 the Nazi war machine suffered its first situation of the Jews and that he had already reported on 
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major setback in the Soviet Union. Lichtheim noted the previous occasions to Rome but would do so again, and 
enormous losses suffered, perhaps the wounded beast would recommend certain steps in favour of the persecutedJews. But 
soon feel that the end was near. But he had only scorn for the soon afterwards Lichtheim sadly noted that the efforts of the 
ru'mours according to which the generals would take over, Vatican in Slovakia had been of no avail.lO While Lichtheim 
forcing Hitler into the background: watched the slow destruction of European Jewry he was told of 

plans made by notables in Jerusalem to re-establish their 
To those who really know Nazi Germany such talk sounds fantastic: organizations in Europe after the war. For this kind of'post-war 

Hitler and his party, the G~stapo, one million officia~ and ss ~ards, planning' he had nothing but sarcasm. A renewal of the idyllic 
will always be stronger than a handful of generals Wlth nothmg but pre-war Zionism seerned to him totally unrealistic. their Prussian lineage behind them.17 

No improvement in the situation oftheJews could be expected, 
the picture was getting gloomier and gloomier. From a letter in 
February 1942 to Arthur Lourie, the head of the emergency 
committee in New York: 

The num ber of our dead after this war will have to be counted not in 
thousands or hundreds of thousands but in severai millions and it is 
difficult to imagine how the surviving will ever be able to retum t~ a 
normal way oflife.z8 

If anything, Lichtheim understated the magnitude of the 
catastrophe.29 But such gloomy predictions were rare exceptions 
at the time: no one wanted to hear of millions of victims in 
Febuary 1942. These seerned fantastic exaggerations which 
were not believed among theJewish leadership nor among the 
Jewish public. Even some of those who had recently escaped 
from Eastern Europe rejected such views as unduly pessimistic, 
indeed as dangerous, because they could weU lead to 
despondency. 

Lichtheim frequently returned to his suggestions as to the 
measures that should be taken to slow down, at the very least, 
the tide ofpersecutions. He repeatedly emphasized the necessity 
of giving public expression over the radio to formal protests and 
warnings by Allied leaders and urged approaches to the 
Catholic Church in view of its great influence in some of the 
countries concerned. Together with Riegne~ and SaUy Mayer, 
the president of the SwissJewish community, in March 1942 he 
met Monsignor Bernardini, the papal nuncio in Switzerland, 
and handed him a detailed report about the situation of the 
Jews. The nuncio stated that he was aware of the unfortunate 

My personal prognosis is quite sombre. ThoseJews still alive after the 
war will be engulfed by Russia and the neighbouring countries. I do 
not share the optimism of those who expect the toleration - let alone 
the support - of Zionism by Bolshevism. The remnants of European 
J ewry will have to look somehow for an existence overseas. li 

The mass killings in Pol and were first made public in the world 
press in late June 1942. At this time Lichtheim reported that 
Central Europe was to be madejudenrein (to be emptied ofJews) 
by means of deportation and direct or indirect killing 'through 
starvation or even shorter methods': 

TheJews in almost all countries ofthis tormented continent live only in 
the fear of deportation which aims at their physical destruction quickly 
or over a longer period, or fear ofslave labour in intolerable conditions. 
Their only thought is towards rescue and escape but this will be 
possible only in a very few cases. 3Z 

In August 1942 an English friend sent him a copy of Hansard 
reporting a debate in the House ofCommons earlier that month 
about post-war problems of resettlement. One speaker had 
men tioned sev en, another even nine and a half millionJ ews who 
would need homes after the war. Lichtheim wrote bitterly in his 
reply: 'People in England do not know what is now going on in 
Europe.' How could even theJewish leaders believe that there 
would be five or six millionJ ews after the war who would have to 
be resettled? After analyzing the figures Lichtheim stated 
categoricaUy: 'We now know that deportation means death
SOoner or later.' 

Of the former Polish, German, Austrian, Czechoslovak, Jugoslavian 
Jews - altogether 31m. - and of the others who have been or will be 
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deported, very few will survive .... This process of annihilation is 
going on relentlessly and thereis no hope left to save any considerable 
number .... Therefore it is no exaggeration to say that Hitler has 
killed or is killing 4Jl1. Jews in Continental Europe and that no more 
thim 2m. have a chanceofsurviving. With every month that passes this 
chance becomes smaller and one year hence even these figures might 
appear too optimistic.33 

Meanwhile (on 15 August) Lichtheim had dictated a report 
based on the account oftwo eyewitnesses who had come directly 
from Poland, one ofthem was a non-Jew, 'a very reliable and 
weU known personality' . Both related stories that were, as 
Lichtheim wrote in an accompanying letter, 'so terrible that I 
had some doubts if I should forward it or not'. (He kept the 
report for two weeks before mailing it and sent it out only on 30 
August.) It was the report which was also sent to Stephen Wise 
and was intercepted by the State Departnient which has already 
been mentioned in another context (see p. 117). It dealt 
with the mass killings of the Jews in Warsaw, Lithuania and 
elsewhere, mentioned Belzec as weU as the fact that Theresien
stadt, the showplace (Musterghetto) in the Protectorate, was 
merely an interim station for most of the deportees. The 
report dwelt upon the death trains and the role of the 
Lithuanian helpers of the ss; it also said that noJews were left 
in the regions east ofWarsaw. Among the practical suggestions 
contained in the report was the request by the author{s) to 
bring these facts to the knowl'edge of AmericanJewry without 
reference .to its source. He complained that cables giving the 
very same information had been sent from Warsaw to London 
before but had been publicized in the (British) radio only with 
delay. AmericanJewry should not be kept in ignorance for so 
long. The report contained some incorrect statements such as 
the aUegation that the corpses of victims were used for fat and 
fertilizers or that the whole non-Jewish population of 
Sebastopol had been kiUed. But by and large it gave an 
unvarnished picture of the situation as Lichtheim pointed out 
in his comments. Certain facts, he said, had been confirmed 
quite independently by other sources: 

All this gives a most sinister meaning to the other information 
eontained in this report - incredible as it may seem to readers in 

l'-~ 
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England and America. In faet, I believe the report to be true and quite 
in line with Hitler's announeement that at the end ofthis war there will 
be no Jews in· Continental Europe.* 

The report met with disbeliefnot on ly in England and America 
but also·!n Jerusalem. Yizhak Gruenbaum, one of the leading 
figures of Polish Jewry and member of the Jewish Agency 
Executive, sent Lichtheim a cable in reply which read: 

Shocked your latest reports regarding Poland which despite all 
difficult [to] believe stop haven't yet published do everything possible 
verify eable. 

Gruenbaum did try to ascertain whether the report was true: he 
sent a cable to Rabbi Marcus Ehrenpreis in Stockholm, as he 
had done once before in July after Zygielbojm's revelations in 
London. Had the venerable rabbi heard anything about it? 
Marcus Ehrenpreis was in his middle seventies at the time. He 
had been born in Lemberg and had served as a rabbi in Croatia 
and Bulgaria. He was a prolific author and one of the pioneers of 
modern Hebrew literature. He was also one of the most unlikely 
authorities about current events in Eastern Europe, nor was he 
willing to make a great effort to find out. Lauterbach, head of 
the Organization Department, was somewhat more cautious in 
his reply to Lichtheim: 

Frankly, I am not inclined to accept all the statements at their face 
value and, without having, of course, any evidence to the contrary 
have great doubts as to the accuracy of all the facts eontained therein. 
... One must also learn from experience to distinguish between reality, 
grim as it is, and figments of an imagination strained by justified fear 

• 30 August J 942 (letter 802) CZA. The source of the report was the Polish legation in 
Bern which served as a base for couriers from Poland. The legation was headed by 
Alexander Lados among whose assistants wasJulius Kuehl who had come to Bern from 
Poland as a student in 1929 (his dissertation was on Polish-Swiss trade relations). From 
J 938 on Kuehl was employed in the Polish consular service. He was on friendly terms 
with the Sternbuchs, an orthodox Jewish family resident in St Gallen. He pass:rl 
information on to them and to Silbershein in Geneva. In a letter to Dr Schwarzbart 10 

London (80ctober 1942 - Schwarz bart Archives) Silbershein says that the above
mentioned report reached him through the Polish legation. But the Sternbuchs also 
received letters directly from Poland. The most famous, and the most harrowing, were 
two letters from I. Domb in Warsaw, dated 4 and 12 September in which, in hardly 
veiled language, the writer announced that virtually everyone around him had been 
killed. He was now all aJone: 'Please pray for me.' 
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and grows to believe what is whispered without being able, in the 
circumstances to check its veracity. 

But then he added that 'without going into gruesome details' 
one could not help but accept the main facts and interpretation 
as contained in Lichtheim's letter.3

" What emerged from 
Lauterbach's confused letter was that while Jerusalem was by 
now persuaded that the situation was very bad it was not quite 
as bad as Lichtheim had described. ' 

During the following days and weeks more evidence came to 
light in quick succession. On 26 September Lichtheim cabled 
London that the ghettos of Warsaw and Lodz were nearly 
empty. Some artisans were left, the majority had been deported 
to some unknown destination. On 29 September, in a letter to 
Arthur Lourie in New York: 'The total destruetion oftheJewish 
communities in Belgium and Holland is nearly complete.' On 15 
September in a letter to London, again reiterating his old 
complaint: 'Far too little has been said and done by the Allies to 
warn the Nazis and their satellites of the consequences of their 
crime.' But now with the turn of the tide of the war the prospeets 
were better than they had ever been before. He warned that 
unless this was done the last still existingJewish communities in 
Europe, the 800,000 in Hungary and the 300,000 in Romania, 
would also perish. 

On 5 October Lichtheim sent to Jerusalem (and to London 
and New York) 'a most harrowing report about the situation in 
Lettland'. For a long time there had been sporadie news about 
the slaughter in the Baltic countries, which had, in fact, taken 
place a year earlier. But it had been very difficult to obtain 
reliable reports; there was no correspondence with Vilna and 
Riga and very little traffic. The harrowing report was based on 
the evidence of Gabriel Zivian, a youngJ ew from Riga, who had 
witnessed the massacres on the spot, made his way to northern 
Germany and had worked as a hospital aide in Stettin. 
Miraculously he had received an entry visa to Switzerland 
through some relations in Geneva. Riegner interviewed him like 
an examining magistrate (Riegner's words) for eight hours.35 

'This was in August 1942. A little later another young Jew of 
Polish origin had also reached Switzerland illegally. Since he 
was quite ill, he could not be sent back to Germany but was 
hospitalized under police supervision. A physician called 
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Riegner: they had a patient who was telling them horrible 
stories. Could Riegner possibly come' and find out whether there 
was anything to this? 

Lichtheim forwarded this account and said in an accompany
ing note: 'We have heard from other sources of similar mass 
murders in Poland.' Then, on 8 October, he prepared a detailed 
reply to Gruenbaum who had doubted the veracity ofhis earlier 
reports. 'l can easily understand that you are unwiHing to 
believe the report in question.' But the sources were trust
worthy. How could one possibly investigate the matter on the 
spot? No observers were permitted to approach the regions of 
death, only the ss and some workers. The only available 
testimony was that of German officers returning from the East. 
But there had also been letters and posteards from Jews in 
Poland. There could no longer be any doubt as to the intentions 
of Hitler and the Gestapo. He ended the letter as follows: 

I have foreseen this development long ago. In my letters to London 
and New York I have constantly warned our friends of what was 
com ing and I have submitted certain proposais. But I always knew 
that in the case of Hitler nothing we or others would do or say could 
stophim. Therefore I haveasked ourfriends in London and New York 
to try to save at least theJewish communities in the semi-independent 
states of Romania, Hungary, Italy and Bulgaria .... 

But we have to face the fact that the large majority of the Jewish 
communities in Hitler-dominated Europe are doomed. There is no 
force which could stop Hitler or his ss who are today the absolute rulers 
of Germany and the occupied countries. It is my painful duty to tell 
you what I know. There is nothing I could add. The tragedy is too 
great for words.36 

The correspondence with Jerusalem continued. There were 
more facts but they hardly affected the general picture. On 16 
October, in a private letter to Lauterbach: 

I have the impression that my previous reports have not always found 
the necessary understanding. Some of our friends did not want to 
believe that something like this can happen, others may have been 
misled through different (i.e. less alarming) reports. It is pointless to 
deal now with the motives which have caused this. Events speak an 
inexorable language and we face these events impotently, or almost 
so .... 

On 26 October he transmitted one of the notes, which he had 
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handed together with Riegner, to the American minister in Bern 
four days earIier, containing a general survey of the situation. 
On 20 October he wrote another long summa ry of recent events: 
the deportations to Poland and inside Poland had nothing to do 
with the Nazi war effort and the need for more labour, 'there is a 
plan behind these measures to exterminate immediately the 
largest possible number of Jews'. Previously there had been 
pogroms and mass executions but they had been of a loe al 
charaeter, and it had been thought that despite everything, 
despite slave labour, starvatiori and all other deprivations at 
least the younger and stronger might survive and that some of 
the communities would not be completely destroyed: 
But it has become more and more evident in the course of the last three 
or four months (and you will have seen that from my reports ) that even 
this outlook was too optimistic and the latest deportation measures 
have made it quite clear what is contemplated. 

Lichtheim then mentioned reports according to which there had 
been discussions in Hitler's headquarters about the annihilation 
oftheJews within the next few months. At the end ofjuly Hitler 
had signed a formal order approving the plan of total 
annihilation of all Jews ofEurope on which the Nazis could lay 
their hands. Reliable witnesses had seen the order signed by 
Hitler in his headquarters. And he concluded, for once in a spirit 
of resignation: 

For the large majority oftheJews ofEurope there seems to be no hope 
left. They are in the hands of a raving madman who has become the 
absolute ruler of Continental Europe by the will of his own guilty 
people ~nd by the tragic blindnessofstatesmen who from 1933 to 1939 
have tned to make a deal with the devil instead of driving him out 
while there was still time to do SO.37 

Five weeks later, on 25 November, at a meeting in Tel Aviv, 
Elijahu Dobkin of the Jewish Agency Executive said: 'Perhaps 
we have sinned as the first terrible news came to us two months 
ago via Geneva and Istanbul and as we did not believe it. '38 This 
sentiment was echoed by many others in the following weeks. 
But the information had, of course, arrived much earlier and it 
now remains to be asked what had prevented its acceptance in 
the first place and what caused the reappraisal in November. 

As the war broke out more than half a million Jews lived in 
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Palestine; most ofthem had been bom in the countries occupied 
by Nazi Germany. Most had friends and family in Europe and 
they tried to keep in touch with them in every possible way
through postcards and letters sent by way ofneutral countries or 
short 'Red Cross letters'. These were special forms in which 
messages up to twenty-five words could be transmitted. In the 
beginning many such letters and postcards came, then they 
became fewer and fewer. Thus the public in Palestine came to 
depend for its information mainly on newspaper reports. 
Correspondents were systematically picking up news ofJewish 
interests from newspapers in Nazi-occupied Europe, from the 
Swedish and Swiss press, and of course, also from the infrequent 
reports in the British, American and Soviet media. 

But just as the Jewish Agency executive thought that 
Lichtheim was exaggerating, andjust as the reports by Riegner 
and others were thought to be unduly pessimistic, the 
Palestinian Jewish press quite frequently dissociated itself 
editorially from the 'alarmist information' published in its own 
columns. A few examples should suffice. Moshe Prager, a Polish 
Jewishjournalist was the author (in 1941) of the first, and for the 
time being only, book on the life of Polish Jewry under Nazi 
occupation. In his preface Y. Gruenbaum praised the supreme 
ability of Polish Jewry to adjust itself to the horrors and he 
predicted that its spirit would triumph over degradation, 
tortures and destruetion. Prager himselfsaw the main Nazi aim 
as turning the Jews into despicable beggars; the Jews, on the 
other hand were fighting with their last efforts to keep their 
honour and not be defeated.39 Terms such as adjustment, 
triumph, honour and def eat are, of course, singularly inept 
expressions in connection with the 'final solution' . But these 
comments were made in 1941 and at the time they seemed not 
altogether unreasonable. What happened in Eastem Europe in 
1940 had, after all, occurred before inJewish history:Jews were 
deprived of their elementary rights, there were sporadic 
pogroms and economic ruin. But there seerned to be no reason to 
doubt that the great majority of European Jewry would survive 
the war. Thus the correspondents and commentators discussed 
Whether the Nazi plan to concentrate the Jews in the Lublin 
area was not all that terrible (because self-government had its 
advantages as some argued) or whether this sch erne was no more 
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than a fraud which would result in one giant concentration 
camp, as the New York Forward reasoned. 

But there was to be no concentration in the Lublin region, no 
Madagascar resettlement scherne. After the invasion of the 
Soviet Union the information received was no longer about the 
dosing ofbusinesses and violation of human rights, not even of 
hunger and disease. It was about mass murder. The perceptions 
which had been forrned in an earlier period did not, however, 
change. As the press saw it, Jewish life continued in Eastern 
Europe albeit under very difficult conditions. 

There was a frantic search for rays ofhope. Thus the left-wing 
press would report with satisfaction that the- agricultural 
training centres in Poland and other countries in which the 
halut:::;im (pioneers) were preparing themselves for life in the 
Palestinian collective settlements continued to operate. The 
orthodox newspapers noted with equal satisfaction that twenty
four J ewish bookshops were still open in the Warsaw ghetto, and 
three in Cracow.40 Ha'olam, the organ of the world Zionist 
movement, published virtually no news about the massacres 
during the first halfof 1942; it did feature, however, an artide by 
Apollinari Hartglass, a Polish Jewish leader who had escaped 
from Warsaw after the Nazi invasion and who, by tortuous 
logic, tried to prove that while the world had initially ignored 
the Jewish catastrophe, it had now discovered that it had its 
propagandistic uses and was 'actually exaggerating it twofold 
and more':u 

Other Hebrew newspapers reported that Amsterdam was to 
be the embarkation port for EuropeanJewry to some unknown 
destination overseas. Another paper quoted a Polish professor 
who had fled to America, to the effect that while theJews would 
merely be deported, the Poles would all be kiIled by the Nazis:41 

The massacres were reported in the papers but also every 
possible rumour, however incredible, and unlimited scope w~ 
given to wishful thinking, and unwittingly of course, to NaZI 
disinformation. The news about the massacres was printed but 
widely doubted; it was assumed that some misfortunes had 
indeed happened but that the number of victims had be~n 
grossly exaggerated. Hat:::;ofe called correspondents to order In 
March 1942: they should show greater responsibility and not 
'inflate out ofproportion every bad rumour'. Davar wrote that 
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one should receive with great caution all the atrocity stories 
allegedly coming from 'soldiers returning from the front'.43 
According to Davar it had been reported on the authority of the 
Soviet army newspaper Red Star that most of those kiIled in Kiev 
(Babi Var) had beenJews. But in faet, (Davar claimed) Red Star 
had said that most of the victims had not beenJews. Red Star had 
said neither the one nor the other, but the Davar editorial was 
quite symptomatic of the prevailing confusion.44 

Both Davar and Hat:::;ofe put the blame on the unbridled 
sensationalism of irresponsible journalists on one hand and the 
competition between various news agencies on the other. Each 
wanted to kill more Jews than the other. 

The irresponsible informants ... absorb every rumour, they desper
ately look for every piece of bad news, every enormous figure and 
present it to the reader in away which makes the blood curdle in one's 
veins .. " Do the informants not feel that the news about tens of 
thousands of killed, of a quarter million victims does not stir up 
many emotions because it is not believed in view of the inherent 
exaggeration .... We still remember the dispatches from the days of 
the riots [in Palestine 1936-g] which were sent out all over the globe 
and which were so much exaggerated. 

Hat:::;ofe rejected the Zygielbojm report: all these accounts were 
repetitive. There had been perhaps a pogrom somewhere, but 
then the same news would be reported one day from London, 
another day from Stockholm and OJ} the following day from yet 
another place. When the Chelmno story reached Davar in 
October 1942 it was introduced by the following editorial note: 
'We publish this horrible account on the responsibility of the 
source ... '45 Other newspapers ridiculed the astronomical figures 
ofvictims which could not possibly be true. When Czerniakow, 
the head of the Warsaw Judenrat, committed suicide, Haboker 
commented that the situation could not possibly be altogether 
desperate, for otherwise (it was argued) a revolt would surely 
break out. 

When in later years people were looking for an explanation 
for the misinterpretation of the news from Europe - not to put it 
any stronger - one could point, of course, to various mitigating 
circumstances. The summer of 1 942 saw Rommel's advance into 
Egypt; the Afrika Korps was poised to strike at the Nile valley; a 
German invasion ofPalestine seerned at hand. It was only in the 
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first week of September 1942 that Rommel was checked at Alam 
HaIfa, and Montgomery's counter-offensive which broke 
German dreams in Africa began only on 23 October. U ntil that 
date the Jewish community in Palestine seerned in immediate 
danger. All other problems were bound to take second place. 
But this hard ly explains the lack of interest and understanding 
before Rommel's advance during the summer. And it certainly 
does not explain the lack ofunderstanding shown by American 
and BritishJewry'which did not face the danger ofinvasion and 
occupation. 

It was not, in the final analysis, a matter of lack of 
information. As a labour leader put it: 'The news had reached 
Palestine, the newspapers had published them and also the 
[mandatory] radio service. The community read it and heard it 
but did not absorb it; and it did not raise its voice to alarm 
Jewish communities elsewhere.'46 There were man y voices of 
, self-accusation after November 1942 and they included Prager 
and Hartglass. How had they been so blind not to believe the 
news? There was much recrimination against the leadership 
which had after all had more information at its disposal and yet 
had not sounded the tocsin. * 

Y. Tabenkin, the veteran kibbutz leader, wrote that it was 
simply not true that theJews in Palestine had not known about 
the fate ofEuropeanJewry: 'We knew everything. And now we 

*Hamashkif, 6, Il December 1942 and many articles through 1943 and 1944 in the 
Hebrew press. But Prager in later years accused not only himselfbut even more strongly 
virtually everyone clse (excepting only his friends of the ultra-orthodox AgudaJ Isrtul) 
and eventually reached the conclusion that the holocaust should not become the 
subject ofhistorical research. (Bel ra'akov, May 1974,4-12) Prager (and others) ref er 
mainly to the pessimism voiced by Y. Gruenbaum who in August 1942 expressed doublll 
whether theJews ofPoland could still be saved and whether any substantial help could 
be extended to them. (ezA S 26-1 235, meeting between Gruenbaum and Rabbi Levin.) 
Gruenbaum thought that only the military victory of the Allies would save the 
remaining Jews and he believed that protest demonstrations and similar noisy actions 
were ineffective and pointless. (A. Morgenstern, 'Va'ad ha'hazala' etc. in ra/kul MortsMI 
J une 1971, 71 el seq.) Many years later when Gruenbaum was interviewed about what he 
kilew at the time he said that towards the end of 1942 'we got news from Geneva that 
something horrible happened in Poland - but we did not know what ... - the confused 
account of an eighty-year-old man." (Elgar 29 June 1961. Gruenbaum interview. with 
Natan Valin Mor.) For Dr N. Goldmann's meaculpa (writtenin theplura/ismajestahs) see 
Davar 14 September 1 g66: 'Our generation did not do its duty, and I include myselftoo. 
•.. Most of the people did not understand the danger ofNazism. We did not wam of the 
possibility of death camps. Our imagination was too limited .•.• When the first neWS 
came on the murder ofEuropeanJewry AmericanJews did not react.' 
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look for the guilty ones among us. This is a manifestation of 
horrible helplessness. We know who is guilty but it is difficult to 
punish him, and therefore we look for them among us. Why 
should we accuse Gruenbaum?' Tabenkin said that if anyone 
reread the last six months of Davar, the daily organ of the left, he 
would find that everything had been reported, rhassacres, 
poison gas etc. 'But only when we met people who had come 
from the valley of the shadow of the death were we strongly 
impressed and felt the catastrophe in all its horror.'47 

The senior officials of the Jewish Agency did, ofcourse, read 
with attention the news from Europe. On 17 April 1942 Moshe 
Shertok, the head of the Political Department, addressed Sir 
Claude Auchinleck (Commander of the Eighth Army in North 
Africa and Montgomery's predecessor) as follows: 

There can be little doubt that if Palestine were overrun by the Nazis 
nothing less than complete annihilation would be the lot of the Jews of 
this country. The destniction oftheJewish race is a fundamental tenet 
of the Nazi doctrine. The authoritative reports recently published 
show that that policy is being carried out with a ruthlessness which 
defies description. Hundreds of thousands of Jews have perished in 
Poland, the Balkan countries, Romania and the invaded provinces of 
Russia, as a result of mass executions, forced deportations, and the 
spread offamine and disease in ghettosand concentration camps. An 
even swifter destruetion, it must be feared, would overtake theJews of 
Palestine, were they to fall under Nazi sway ... . *4' 

These were strong words and they were written moreover weU 
before the Zygielbojm report and revelations of the Polish 
Government-in-exile. Jf so why did the Jewish Agency 
disbelieve Lichtheim? The answer is, in brief, that everything 
Shertok had sa id could also be found in the newspapers at the 
time. True, the 'institutions' had received some more details 
which is not to say that the information was fully believed. 

·Shertok was not too successful with his plea to General Auchinleck. The Foreign 
Office was on the whole even more opposed to the idea ofarming theJews ofPalestine. As 
Harry Eyes wrote commenting on a letter by Sir Lewis Namier on the very same subject: 
'From the point ofviewoftheJews themselves it seems most dangerous to arm them ifthe 
Germans ever do reach Palestine. It seems inconceivable that even the Germans would 
set themselves in cold blood to massacre-4oo,000 J ews. But nothing is more likely to make 
them do that than the fact that theJews were armeil and might have in certain instances 
resisted the German advance or mopped up a party of parachutists.' (Minute dated I 
May 1941.) 
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Shertok's alarming words have to be read furthermore in the 
context in which they were written. The Jewish community of 
Palestine was in immediate danger, and in his letter Shertok 
.pressed for specific demands for the defence of Palestine: the 
'utmost mobilization' - more Jewish soldiers, more arms, a 
large-scale programme ofmilitary training, the expansion of the 
militia. To reinforce these demands Shertok invoked not only 
the military threat posed by Rommel (which was quite real) but 
also the news about large-scale persecutions in Emope which 
had been reported countless times but which were nevertheless 
more distant and probably only half believed. 

Again, one example of the confusion then prevailing should 
suffice. When Shertok addressed his letter to Auchinleck, Meleh 
Neustadt (Noi) was on a mission to Istanbul. In May 1942 he 
returned to Palestine and in two long addresses, in closed 
session, he gave the most detailed and authoritative account 
available at the time to the J ewish leadership. * There was no 
one better informed at the time. Noi had established contact 
from Turkey with fifty Jewish communities in Poland and with 
virtually every other European country. He had discovered, 
much to his surprise, that with certain exceptions (the Baltie 
countries and eastern Poland) communication could easily be 
established. Air letters from occupied countries took ten to 
twelve days, cables were also sent and received, and one could 
even book long-distance telephone calls.t Noi noted thatJews in 
Eastern Europe did not like to use the telegraph so as not to 
attract attention. On the other hand, he said that inside Nazi
occupied Europe Jewish emissaries were frequently traveIling 
from one place to another, that illegal newspapers were 
published and that there were regional and even nationwide 
meetings. 

·On 25 May, at the Mapai (Ihud) World Secretariat, on 27 May at .the Histadrut 
(Trade Union) Council. A stenogram was taken, and the speeches were, In early July, 
circulated ('restricted') among a limited numher ofpeople. .. t 

tIt is known from various sources that SlovakJewlsh leaders were In fairly fre.que~ 
telephonic contact with the Jewish representatives in Switzerland. (Josef Kormanski, 
Beshlichut Ha/uttim, Bet Lohame Hagetaot, 1979, p. 93.) Dr Silbershein in ·Geneva ~d 
a phonc call in Ma y 1942 from an unknown representative. of the German Red Cr~ ID 

Kolornea, Eastem Galicia, in which he was told that a great many Jews there had dled a 
violent death and that the remnants were living in conditions of abject poverty a~~ 
needed urgent help. (Riegner to N. Goldmann, Geneva, '7 June '942. WorldJewlS 
Congress, Institute ofJewish Affairs Archives, London.) 

o.·.··~·-·_-· 
'. 
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The bad news was the fate ofCroatian and part ofRomanian 
Jewry ofwhich he was fully informed.* There had been victims 
in Eastern Galicia. Lodz was more or less cut offfrom the outside 
world. There was no direct contact but it had been learned that 
'unproductive elements' had been deported from Lodz to 
Minsk, Kovno and Riga. Noi said that it was pointless to 
comment on the rumours concerning the fate of the Jews of 
eastem Poland (and the Baltic countries); one simply did not 
know. But he also said that nothing was more harmful than 
'exaggerated information' which weakened and even put into 
doubt correct news about real atrocities. He expressed regret 
that neither the World Jewish Congress nor any other Jewish 
body had established so far an office in Istanbul, and that there 
were no journalists to sift and transmit the information from 
occupied Europe. For Istanbul was the best listening post. 

The good news was that all over EuropeJewish life continued, 
that the Zionist youth movement was showing much activity in 
very difficult conditions and that it deserved the highest praise. 
Noi's information was in part amazingly detailed: he had exact 
figures about hospitals and orphanages in Warsaw, the price of 
bread in ghettos, the num ber of participants in sund ry 
agricultural courses. In part, it was also very recent: he knew 
about the unsuccessful intervention of the Vatican in Slovakia. 
His predietion was that while the Nazis wanted physically to 
destroy theJews, they also wanted to employ them for the war 
effort: 'And it is possible that this will save a great part of 
European Jewry.' 

What was more striking in these reports: the measure of 
knowledge or of ignorance? The mass killings in the former 
Soviet territories had been report ed in the press many mo nths 
earlier and Polish sources had confirmed the destruction ofmost 
communities in Lithuania and Eastern Galicia. But seen from 
Istanbul these were still 'rumours'; silenee did not necessaril}' 
mean death but perhaps isolation. Chelmno was not taken 
seriously and thebeginning of 'evacuation' from most Polish 
ghettos was not reported. 

It was argued in later years that certainJewish leaders in the 

·It was generally thought at the time ihat the fate ofCroatian Jrwry had been the 
Worst. Thus Silbershein in a letter from Geneva dated 4 May 1942: 'What happened in 
Zagreb happened nowhere else ... .' 
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United States as weU as in Palestine delayed the publication of 
the full truth about the European tragedy because they feared 
that this would have a depressing, perhaps even paralyzing 

. eifect on the morale of the Jewish community in Palestine at a 
time of emergency. But explanations ofthis kind are more than 
doubtful. Internal evidence shows that mostJ ewish leaders were 
genuinely sceptical with regard to the extent of the c.atastr?phe 
un til 18 and 19 November when four of them went to mtervlew a 
group ofJewish women and children ofPalestinian nationality 
who had just arrived in Palestine from Europe. 

They had been exchanged against a group of German 
nationals who had been detained at the beginning of the war on 
Allied territory. A first such exchange had taken place in 
December 1941, involving some forty-six women and children. 
But no one had paid much attention at the time, and the new 
arrivals had apparently not much of interest to tell. They had 
not come from the Baltic countries and western Russia where 
most of the massacres had taken place. Then, in November 1942 

there came the second group about which more will be said 
presently: there was a third, much smaU er contingent in 
February 1943 and some further exchanges in summer of 1944, 
mainly via Spain. 

The attitude of the ss to such exchanges was, on the whole, 
negative; time and again, Eichmann and others argued that a 
certain person could not be released even if this was insisted 
upon by friends (such as the Italian Fascist party!) because 's?e 
had seen toa much' and would add fuel to the atroclty 
propaganda circulating outsi~e Germa?y .. But . on occ~~ion 
they were either overruled or dld not pers1st m thelr 0pposltlOn. 
Thus, the group of 137 was permitted to leave Poland on .28 
October and Vienna (where they were kept for a few days pnor 
to their departure) on Il November. On 14 November their 
train arrived at the Syrian border. Among them were seventy
eightJews (ten elderly men, thirty-nine women and twenty-nine 
children) and ofthese sixty-nine were Palestinian citizens. Mter 
a cursory interrogation by British military intelligence they were 
taken to Athlit, which had onee been a British military camp 
(and also a detention eentre) some miles south of Haifa, near t.he 
sea. It was there that two members of the executive oftheJewlsh 
Agency and two senior officials visited them (E. Dobkin, 
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M. Shapira, H. Barlas and Bahar). The new arrivals came from 
thirteen different cities in Poland (including Sosnowice, Kielee, 
Piotrkov, Cracow, Sandomir and Bialystok) from Berlin and 
Hamburg, from Belgium and Holland. They had also had the 
opportunity to meet in Vienna with the head of the Jewish 
community, Loewenherz, and his deputy, Gruen, who told 
them that 400 J ews were stil1Ieft out of a community of 200,000. 

While most of the women hadbeen held for some weeks in 
various prisons prior to their departure in Poland, they were 
able to move about more or less freely in Vienna. Thus they 
could provide a fairly eomprehensive picture of the situation not 
only in Poland but also other parts of Europe. 

But were they reliable? The visitors from Jerusalem seem to 
have been quite sceptical in the beginning. So often before 
simple-minded (and even not so simple-minded people) had 
simply repeated rumours, often baseless in charaeter. But the 
new arrivals could not be so easily dismissed: among them was a 
scientific researcher employed at the Hebrew University, two 
members of Kibbutz Degania B - members of the Palestinian 
Hite - a Zionist leader oflong standinglfrom Piotrkov' and lother 
such witnesses. ('People on whose judgment and discernment 
one could rely,' E. Dobkin was later to say.) 

Dobkin summarized his findings in an address to the 
Histadrut Executive on 25 November 1942; similar reports were 
delivered to the leading bodies oftheJewish Agency and Mapai 
- the Labour Party. How to reply to the question asked by so 
many: was it true? Could it be believed? 

As I was sitting in Athlit and listen ed to the stories of tens ofwomen it 
became c1ear to me, that however great the sorrow, there remained no 
doubt and we have to accept it. Perhaps we sinned when we did not 
believe the first news which came via Geneva and Istanbul two months 
ago.49 

What emerged from these aeeounts was firstly that a German 
government commission had been set up earlier that summer 
(Sonder- or Vemichtungskommission) under li certain commissar 
Feu orFoy to destroy Polish Jewry. (This information was, in 
fact, wrong or at the very least inaccurate. There was no 'special 
committee'; aregular department bad be en instituted in the 
Main State Security Office severaI years earlier.) 'Operation 
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Reinhard', in honour of the late Reinhard Heydrich who had 
been shot in Prague, was to exterminate Polish Jewry; it was 
under the command of Odilo Globocnik. Paradoxically, these 

. inaccurate details had a greater impact on theJ ewish leadership 
and public than the previous, more accurate reports. So far they 
had always thought in terms ofpogroms rather than systematic 
destruction. But if a special commission had been appointed, 
this of course shed new light on the character and the purpose of 
the persecutions. 

Furthermore, Dobkin continued, the majority ofPolishJ ewry 
had already been deported or was about to be deported. 
Among those who had arrived there was no one from Warsaw, 
the biggest ghetto, but they had met in (Polish) Upper Silesia 
someJews who had escaped from Warsaw and who told them 
that only 40,000 Jews remained in the capita!. (There were, in 
fact, still 60-70,000.) Of 40,000 Jews in Czestochova only 2,000 
were still there; of 20,000 in Piotrkov only 2,600; of 30,000 in 
Kielce, 1,500. There was a general picture of murder and ruin. 
They had not been able to extract from those interviewed 
information about the fate of those who had been deported. 
They had been sent in an 'unknown direction' and there was no 
news from them, no letters, no personal regards conveyed. 

What did it all mean? There were various rumours in Poland 
and they were apparently correct: some big concrete structures 
had been put up near the Russian-Polish border in which the 
victims were killed by poison gas and burned. (This referred 
apparently to Sobibor which was near the Russian border.) On 
the other hand, a woman from Oswiecim (Auschwitz) had told 
a story about three stoves for burningJews which had been put 
up in a camp near that city.· . 

Above all, there was the systematic murder of children and 
elderly people. Dobkin said that he would never forget the story 
ofan eight-year-old boy who had be en hiding with his five-year
old sister in the house when the police came to collect them. He 
had warned the little girl not to cry, but overcome by fear, she 

·There were noJews in the city of Auschwitz; the witness was in fact from nearby 
Sosnowiec. She said that two more chimneys were now built. From time to timeJews 
from the neighbourhood were brought to the camps. Tam;;iI rediot etc. Pan one, 20 

November '942. The Information Depanment of the Jewish Agency circulated 
immediatdy after the Athlit visit fairly detailed summaries of the evidence given by 
individual witnesses. Other new arrivals mentioned Belzec and Treblinka. 
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had cried, was found and taken away - one story out of 
hundreds of thousands. 

What also emerged from these accounts was that the 
campaign of destruction had equally affected other countries -
Germany and Austria, Slovakia, Yugoslavia and Holland. No 
country under Nazi rulehad been spared. In all of Germany 
only 28,00oJews were now left (the actual number was nearer 
50,000) and there were even less in Austria. 

The representatives of Palestine Jewry who listened to the 
speech and who were reading the evidence that had been 
submitted to them were, of course, profoundly shocked. Cracow 
- no J ews left. Siedlec - no J ews left. Mislovice - a hundredJ ews 
left. These had been majorJewish communities, how could they 
possibly have disappeared? They had read all this before but so 
far they had regarded it as mere rumours. But it was one thing to 
reject the impersonal news in the newspaper or radio based 
perhaps on doubtful informants. It was impossible not to accept 
the personal evidence ofwitness after witness: 'I left Palestine in 
June 1939 to visit my old parents in Cracow ... .' 

Witness after witness appeared: the resident of Tel Aviv who 
had lived through the destruetion of the Piotrkov community, 
the woman born in Petah Tiqva who returned from Holland. It 
is more than likely that the information from Geneva would 
have had a cumulative effect sooner or later in any case. The fact 
that the news from Geneva was confirmed, albeit reluctantly 
and with some delay, by the Allied governments was of great 
importance. But as far as the consciousness ofPalestinianJewry 
was concerned the arrival of the group of the sixty-nine was the 
turning point. 

Those listening to the reports and reading the evidence were 
ask ing themselves, as David Remes did: 'Is it possible that such 
authentie news did not reach America? I heard from Ben 
Gurion that they had heard the shocking news even before we 
did ... .' Dobkin: 

The news reached us and Ameriea via Geneva. But from the way 
people reacted here I can weU imagine how they reacted over there. 
When we got the information many could not believe in its 
authenticity. Ben Gurion says that in Ameriea they thought that this 
was one of the methods ofatrocity (Greuel) propaganda. We have now 
to make American Jewry understand that the information is indeed 
correct.so 
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There was great pressure for acting immediately: As one of the 
participants (M. Erem) said: 'Three days have already passed.' 
Three daysl 

On 22 November 1942 the Jewish Agency executive 
published an announcement according to which news had been 
received from 'authoritative and reliable sources' that the Nazis 
had started a systematic extermination campaign in Poland. 
During a two-day period from 30 November to 1 December 
expression was to be given to the feeling of the community and 
the conscience of the world was to be alarmed. There were 
demonstrations, meetings, speeehes, and the newspapers 
appeared with a black frame all over the first page. Emergency 
and rescue committees were set up, emissaries were sent to 
Istanbul and other places trying to reach theJews in occupied 
Europe; the idea of sending parachutists was first discussed.51 
But, as the us consul general in Jerusalem wrote in a cable to 
Washington, the feeling was one of tragic impotence - what 
could Palestinian Jewry possibly do to provide effective help? 

From late November 1942 the subject of the holocaust was to 
preoccupy theJewish communities in Ameriea, in Palestine and 
in Britain without interruption. But even now the full extent of 
the disaster had not altogether registered:Jewish organizations 
in Ameriea and elsewhere continued to publish declarations 
aboutJewish life in the ghettos that was going on and about the 
continuing proud stand oftheJewish masses. Zionists, including 
leaders of the World Jewish Congress, were absorbed in 'post-

. war planning' and were paying little more than ceremonious 
attention to what was happening in Europe in stark contrast to 
the outcries from Geneva and Istanbul demanding immediate 
action to save the remnants.51 

In later years Dr Riegner noted how much he and his 
colleagues in Geneva had been bewildered by the inability of the 
Jewish leadership abroad to understand both the extent and the 
speed of the destruetion. They talked about two million victims 
when in fact four million had already died. The director of the 
Institute ofJewish Affairs in New York (j. Robinson) published 
a study with figures which were altogether inexact and which 
aIso appeared in the European press. The New York Reseue 
Committee (headed by Professor A. Tartakower) sent lists of 
thousands of Polish Jews to whom parcels should be dispatched; 
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they seerned not to accept that neither the people nor the 
addresses any longer existed. . 

We [in Geneva] had the impression that they no longer understood 
what happened. Their attitude can be explained by optimism 
and the incapacity to accept the worst. For us this was simply 
incomprehensible. Sl 
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CONCLUSION 

THE evidence gathered so far shows that news of the 'final 
solution' had been Feceived in 1942 all over Europe, even 
though all the details were not known. If so, why were the signals 
so frequentlymisunderstood and the message rejected? 

I. The fact that Hitler had given an explicit order to km all 
Jews was not known for a long time. His decision was taken soon 
after he had made up his mind to invade Russia. Victor Brack, 
who worked at the time in Hitler's Chancellery, said in evidence 
at Nuremberg that it was no secret in higher party circles by 
March 1941 that theJews were to be exterminated. But 'higher 
party circles' may have meant at the time no more than a dozen 
people. In March 1941, even Eichmann did not know, for the 
preparations for the deportations and the camps had not yet 
been made. First instructions to this effect were given in 
Goering's letter to Heydrich of 31 July 1941. The fact that an 
order had been given by Hitler became known outside Germany 
only in July 1942 and even then in a distorted form: Hitler (it 
was then claimed) had ordered that no Jew should be left in 
Germany by the end of 1942. But the~e is no evidence that such a 

'! time limit had ever been set. It would not have be en difficult, for t instance, to deport all Jews from Berlin in 1942, but in fact the 
l city was declared empty of Jews by Goebbels only in August 
I 1943. Witnesses claimed to have seen the order, but itis doubtful 

whether there ever was a written order. This has given rise to 
endless speculation and inspired a whole 'revisionist' literature -
quite needlessly, because Hitler, whatever his other vices, ~ 
not a bureauerat. He was not in the hablt of glVmg wntten 

, orders on all occasions: there were no written orders for the 

II murderous 'purge' ofJ une 1934, for the killing of gypsies, the so
'il called euthanasia action, (T4) and on other such occasions. The 
V more abominable the crime, the less likely that there would 
~ be a written 'Fiihrer order'. If Himmler, Heydrich or even 
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Eichmann said that there was such an order, no one would 
question or insist on seeing it. ' 

2. The order had practical consequences, it affected the lives 
or, to be precise, the deaths of millions ofpeople. For this reason 
details about the 'final solution' seeped out virtually as soon as 
the mass slaughter started. 

The systematie massacres of the Einsat;:;gruppen in Eastern 
Galicia, White Russia, the Ukraine and the Baltie countries 
became known in Germanyalmost immediately. True, the 
scene of the slaughter was distant and it took place in territories 
in which at the time civilians and foreigners were not freely 
permitted to travel. But many thousands of German officers and 
soldiers witnessed these scenes and later reported them and the 
same is true of Italian, Hungarian and Romanian military 
personneI. The German Foreign Ministry was officially 
informed about the details of the massacres; there was much less 
secrecy about the Einsat;:;gruppen than later on about the 
extermination camps. The Soviet Government must have 
learned about the massacres within a few days; after several 
weeks the news became known in Western capitals too, well 
before the Wannsee Conference. The slaughter at Kiev (Babi 
Var) took place on 29-30 September 1941. Foreignjournalists 
knew about it within a few days; within less than two months it 
had been reported in the Western press. The massacres in 
Transniestria became known almost immediately. Chelmno, 
the first extermination camp, was opened on 8 December 1941; 
the news was received in Warsaw within less than four weeks 
and published soon afterwards in the underground press. The 
existence and the function ofBelzec and Treblinka were known 
in Warsaw amongJews and non-Jews within two weeks after the 
gas chambers had started operating. The news abbut the suicide 
of Czerniakow, the head of the Warsaw Judenrat, reached the 
Jewish press abroad within a short time. The deportations from 
Warsaw were known in London after four days. There were 
some exceptions: the true character of Auschwitz did not 
become known amongJews and Poles alike for severaI months 
after the camp had been turned into an extermination centre. At 
the time in Poland it was believed that there were only two types 
of camps, labour camps and extermination camps, and the fact 
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that Auschwitz was a 'mixed camp' seems to have baffied many. and more difficult to understand that there still was widespread 

3. Ifso much was known so quickly among theJews ofEastem 
Europe and if the information was circulated through illegal 
newspapers and by other means - there were wireless sets in all 
major ghettos - why was it not believed? In the beginning 
Russian and Polish Jewry were genuinely unprepared, and the 
reasons ha ve been stated: SovietJ ews had been kept uninformed 
about Nazi intentions and practices, Polish Jews believed that 
the massacres would be limited to the former Soviet territories. 
At first there was the tendency to interpret these events in the 
light of the past: persecution and pogroms. TheJewish leaders in 
Warsaw who leamed about events in Lithuania and Latvia in 
early 1942 should have realized that these were not 'pogroms' in 
the traditional sense, spontaneous mob actions, nor excesses 
committed by local commanders. There are few arbitrary 
actions in a totalitarian regime. The Einsatzgruppen acted 
methodically and in cold blood. The majority ofJewish leaders 
in Eastem Europe did not yet realize that this was the beginning 
ofa systematic campaign ofdestruction. The whole sch erne was 
beyond human imagination; they thought the Nazis incapable 
of the murder ofmiIIions. Communication between some of the 
ghettos was irregular; Lodz ghetto, the second largest, was more 
or less isolated. But rumours, on the other hand, still travelled 
fast. If the information about the 'final solution' had been 
believed it would have reached every corner ofPoland within a 
few days. But it was not believed and when the 'deportations' 
from Polish ghettos began in March 1942 it was still generally 
thought that the Jews would be transported to places further 
East. 

The illegal newspapers and other sources conveyed disquiet
ing news, and the possibility that many would perish was 
mentioned. But the information was contradictory. Most people 
did not read the underground press and there were no 
certainties. Perhaps the Nazis did after all need a large part of 
the Jewish population as a labour force for the war economy; 
perhaps the war would soon be over; perhaps a miracle ofsome 
sort or another would happen. Rumours are rife in desperate 
situations and so is the belief in miracles. 

After July 1942 (the deportations from Warsaw) it is more 

confusion about the Nazi designs among Jews in Poland, and 
that the rumours were not recognized for what they were -
certainties. Any rational analysis of the situation would have 
shown that the Naziaim was the destruction of all Jews. But the 
psychological pressures militated against rational analysis and 
created an atmosphere in which wishful thinking seerned to offer 
the only antidote to \ltter despair. 

4. Of all the other J ewish communities only the Slovaks seem 
to have realized at an early date some of the dangers facing 
them. (So did the Romanians but their position was altogether 
different.) Bu teven they failed to understand un tillate 1943 that 
the Nazis ai med at killing all Jews. The other communities 
(including German, Dutch, Danish, French, GreekJews, etc.) 
seem to have lived in near ignorance almost to the very end. 
These communities were isolated, the means of information at 
their disposallimited. But with all this, most Jews in Europe, 
and many non-Jews, had at the very least heard rumours about 
some horrible events in Eastem Europe and some had heard 
more than rumours. These rumours reached them in dozens of 
different ways. But they were either not believed or it was 
assumed that 'it cannot happen here'. Only a relatively small 
minority tried to hide or to escape, aware that deportation 
meant death. Nazi disinformation contributed to the confusion 
among theJews. But the Nazi lies were usually quite threadbare 
and they cannot be considered the main source of the 
disorientation. 

5· Jewish leaders and the public abroad (Britain, America 
and Palestine) found it exceedingly difficult in their great 
majority to accept the ample evidence about the 'final solution' 
and did so only with considerable delay. They toa thought in 
categories of persecution and pogroms at a time when a clear 
p~ttem had already emerged which pointed in a different 
dlrection. It was a failure ofintelligence and imagination caused 
On one hand by a misjudgment of the murderous nature of 
Nazism, and on the other hand by a false optimism. Other 
factors may have played a certain role: the feeling ofimpotence 
('we can do very little, so let us hope for the bese), the miIitary 
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evidence was play ed down by many Jewish leaders and the whether or not ,the London Polish Government-in-exile did 
Jewish press, it was not out of the desire to keep the community show the members of the National Council all the material 
in a state ofignorance, but because there were genuine doubts. reeeived. But Zygielbojm and Schwarzbart certainly had access 
As the worst fears were confirmed, there was confusion among to all essential information. The Polish Government was the first 
the leaders as to what course of action to choose. This was true to alarm the Allied governments and world public opinion but it 
especially in the U Sand eaused further delay in making the was accused of exaggeration, as were the Jews at a later date. 
news public. In Jerus~lem the turning point came with the From this time up to the end of the war the number-ofvictims 
arrival of a group of Palestinian citizens who had been given in the official declarations of the Allied governments was 
repatriated from Europe in November 1942. The leaders of the consistently too low. Even after it had be en aceepted in London 
Jewish Agency, who had been unwilling to accept the written and Washington that the information about the mass slaughter 
evidence gathered by experienced observers, were ready to was correct, the British and us governments showed much 
believe the accounts delivered by chanee arrivals in face-to-face concern that it should not be given too much publicity. 
meetings. 

6. The Polish underground played a pivotal role in the 
transmission of the news to the West. It had a fairly good 
intelligence-gathering network and also the means to convey the 
information abroad through short-wave radio and couriers. 
Most of the information about the Nazi policy ofextermination 
reaehedJewish circles abroad through the Polish underground. 
The Poles had few illusions about the intentions of the Nazis and 
their reports gave an unvarnished picture of the situation. They 
have be en accused of playing down the Jewish catastrophe in 
order not to distract world opinion from the suffering of the 
Polishpeople, and of having temporarily discontinued the 
transmission to the West of news about the killing of the Jews. 
The Polish underground, needless to say, was mainly pre
occupied with the fate of the Polish people, not with that of a 
minority. But it did not, on the whole, suppress the news about 
the mass killings in its bulletins and the information transmitted 
abroad. There was one exception - the period in late July, 
August and early September 1942 (the deportations from 
Warsaw), when the London Government-in-exile, either on its 
own initiative or following the ad vice of the British Foreign 
Office, did not immediately publicize the news received from 
Warsaw. The evidence is conflicting: the information was 
certainly played down for some time but there was no total 
blackout. There was delay in London but no more than the 
delay among the Jewish leaders who also disbelieved the 

7. Millions of Germans knew by late 1942 that the Jews had 
disappeared. Rumours about their fate reached Germany 
mainly through officers and soldiers returning from the eastern 
front but also through other ehannels. There were clear 
indications in the wartime speeehes of the Nazi leaders that 
something more dras tie than resettlement had happened. 
Knowledge about the exaet manner in whieh they had been 
killed was restrieted to a very few. It is, in faet, quite likely that 
while many Germans thought that the Jews were no longer 
alive, they did not neeessarily believe that they were dead. Such 
belief, needless to say, is logieally ineonsistent, but a great many 
logical inconsistencies are acceptec;l in wartime. Very few people 
had an interest in the fate of the Jews. Most individuals faced a 
great many more important problems. It was an unpleasant 
topie, speculations were unprofitable, discussions of the fate of 
the Jews were discouraged. Consideration of this question was 
pushed aside, blotted out for the duration. 

8. Neutrals and international organizations such as the 
Vatiean and the Red Cross knew the truth at an early stage. Not 
perhaps the whole truth, but enough to understand that few, if 
any, Jews would survivethe war. The Vatican had an 
unrivalled net of informants all over Europe. It tried to 
intervene on some oceasions on behalf of the Jews but had no 
wish to give publicity to the issue. For this would have exposed it 
to German attacks on one hand and pressure to do more from 
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theJews and the Allies.Jews, after all, were not Catholics. In 
normal times their persecution would have evoked expressions 
of genuine regret. But these were not normal times and since the 
Holy See could do little - or thought it could do little - even for 
the faithful Poles, it thought it could do even less for the Jews. 
This fear of the consequences ofhelping theJews influenced its 
whole policy. The position of the International Red Cross was, 
broadly speaking, similar. It had, of course, fewer sources of 
information than the Catholic Church and less influence. But it 
also magnified its own weakness. It was less exposed, in fact, to 
retaliatory action than it thought, and while its protests might 
weU have been to no avail, it could have made known directly 
and indirectly the facts it knew. Some of its directors did so. 

The neutral governments received much information about 
the 'final solution' through many channels. There was no 
censorship in Sweden (except self-censorship) and in 1942 Swiss 
press censorship did not prevent publication of news about the 
fate of the Jews. Not all Swiss newspapers showed an equal 
measure of understanding and compassion, and the Swedish 
press had instructions not to report 'atrocities', but their readers 
could have had few doubts about the true state of atfairs by late 
1942 . 

9. Neither the United States Government, nor Britain, nor 
Stalin showed any pronounced interest in the fate of the Jews. 
They were kept informed through Jewish organizations and 
through their own channeis. From an early date the Soviet press 
published much general information about Nazi atrocities in the 
occupied areas but only rarely revealed thatJews were singled 
out for extermination. To this day the Soviet Communist Party 
line has not changed in this respect: it has not admitted that any 
mistakes were made, that the Jewish population was quite 
unprepared for the Einsat;:.gruppen. I t is not conceded even noW 
that if specific warnings had been given by the Soviet media in 
1941 (which were informed about events behind the Germ?n 
lines) lives might have been saved. As far as the Sovlet 
publications are concerned the Government and ~e 
Communist Party acted correctly - Soviet citizens of JeWlSh 
origin did not fare ditferently from the rest under Nazi rule, and 
if they did, it is thought inadvisable to mention this. The only 

Conclusion 

mildly critical voices that have been heard can be found in a few 
literary works describing the events of 1941-2. Some Western 
observers have argued that the (infrequent) early Soviet news 
about anti-Jewish massacres committed were sometimes 
disrnissed as 'Communist propaganda' in the West and that for 
this reåson the Soviet leaders decided no longer to emphasize the 
specific anti-Jewish character of the extermination campaign.* 
This explanation is not at all convincing because Soviet policy at 
home was hardly influenced by the Catholic Times, and it should 
be stressed that domestically even less publicity than abroad was 
given to the Jewish victims from the very beginning. 

In London and Washington the facts about the 'final solution' 
were known from an early date and reached the chiefs of 
intelligence, the secretaries offoreign affairs and defence. But the 
facts were not considered to be of great interest or importance 
and at least some of the officials either did not believe them, or at 
least thought them exaggerated. There was no deliberate 
attempt to stop the flow of information on the mass killings 
(except for a while on the part of officials in the State 
Department), but mainly lack of interest and disbelief. This 
disbelief can be explained against the background of Anglo
American lack ofknowledge of European affairs in general and 
Nazism in particular. Althoughit was generally accepted that 
the Nazis behaved in a less gentlemanly way than the German 
armies in 1914-18, the idea ofgenocide nevertheless seerned far 
fetched. Neither the Luftwaffe nor the German navy nor the 
Afrika Korps had committed such acts of atrocities, and these 
were the on ly sections of the German armed forces which Allied 
soldiers encountered prior to 1944. The Gestapo was known 
from not very credible B-grade movies. Barbaric fanaticism was 
unacceptable to people thinking on pragmatic lines, who 
believed that slave labour rather than annihilation was the fate 
of the Jews in Europe. The evil nature of Nazism was beyond 
their comprehension. 
. But even if the realities of the 'final solution' had been 
accepted in London and Washington the issue would still have 

·Thus the (London) Ca/holie Times on 24 December 1942 - Christmas eve: 'It is no 
~cret that the recent wave ofpropaganda about German atrocities against theJews was 
Russian inspired.' But such comments were a fairly rare exception. The Roman Catholic 
Archbishop of Westminster, Cardinal Himley, was one of the first public figures in 
Britain to broadcast to Europe inJuly 1942 about the sulfering of the Jews. 
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fi~u.red very.low on the scale of Allied priorities. 1942 was a 
cntIcal year In the course of the war, strategists and bureauerats 
'Yere not t~ be deflected in the pursuit of victory by considera
tlons not dIrectly connected with the war effort. Thus too much 
publicity about the mass murder seerned undesirable, for it was 
bound to generate demands to help the J ews and this was 
though~ to be detrimental to the war effort. * Even in later years 
when vIctOry was already assured there was little willingness to 
help. Churchill showed more interest in theJewish tragedy than 
Roosevelt and also more compassion but even he was not wiIling 
to . d~vote muc~ thought to the subject. Public opinion in 
BntaIn, the Umted States and elsewhere was kept informed 
through the press from an early date about the progress of the 
'final solution' . But the impact of the news was small or at most 
shortlived. The fact that millions were killed was more or less 
~eani~gl~ss: People could identify perhaps with the fate of a 
smgle IndIVIdual or a family but not with the fate of millions. 
The statisties of murder were either disbelieved or disrnissed 
[rom consciousness. Hence the surprise and shock at the end of 
tne war whe~ th; reports about a 'transit camp' such as Bergen
Belsen eame m: No one had known, no one had been prepared 
for this.' 

Thus the news about the murder ofmany millions ofJews was 
not aece~ted ~or ~ long time and even when it had been accepted 
the full ImphcatlOns were not understood. Among Jews this 

. ·~he.Officeo~W~r Information in the United States and the Ministry ofinformation 
m ~ntam were mclined to soft ped~ publicity about the mass murder in '942-3 for a 
van~~y o~reasons: because the pubhc would not be!ieve it, because it would stir up anti· 
semltls~ m the West, because It would not be unpopular in some European countries, 
because It would have a devastating elfect on the morale of the European resistance etc. 
It was. ~ot the only ?me that atrocities were played down. Thus, though British 
a~thontles wer~ we~l mform~d about the fate of the British prisoners after the fall of 
Smgapore, det~led mformatlOn a~utJapanese behaviourwas not provided at the time 
for fear that thlS would have a detnmental elfect on morale on the British home front. It 
remains t~ be inv~tigat~ in detail how much information was provided by the BBC and 
the Amencan radio statlOns about the 'final solution' for listeners at home and abroad. 
Suc.h quantitative ~nalysis in conjunction with a survey ofthe instructions given to the 
radio pro~r.amme d,:ect~rs by the PW E and the Department of State will probably show 
that pu~hclty was given m December '942 and January '943 after the United Nations 
declarauon about Nazi atrocities. But there was comparatively !itde throughout '94$ 
there. may have been wceks, perhaps even months, during which the issue was not 
mentIOned at all. Only in '944 it became again a fairly frequent topic. 
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frequently caused a trauma in later years whieh in extreme cases 
led to the beliefthat eve ry danger facingJews, individually or as 
a group, had to be interpreted in terms of a new holoeaust. Such 
a distortion ofreality is psychologieally understandable, which 
does not make it any less dangerous as a potentially disastrous 
political guideline. The impact among non-J ews has been small. 
There have been, after all, many intelligence failures through
out his tory . Optimists could still argue that one failure should 
not inspire pessimism and strengthen the argument for worst 
c~se analysis .. As the long term (1910-50) British diplomat 
nghtly sald, hIS record as an inveterate optimist has been far 
more impressive than that of the professional Cassandras for
ev~r harping on the danger of war. He had been wrong only 
tWlee .... 

It has been said that in wartime there are no 'strategic 
warnings', no unambiguous signaIs, no absolute certainties. Not 
on!y the si~nals have to be eonsidered but als o the baekground 
nOlse, the mterference, the deception. lf even Barbarossa and 
Pearl Harbor came as a surprise, despite the faet that the eyes of 
the whol~ world were seanning the horizons for such signals -
and desplte the fact that there was mueh evidence and many 
warnings to this effect - is it not natural that European Jewry 
was taken unaware?' But there was one fundamental difference: 
Barbarossa and Pearl Harbor were surprise attacks, whereas the 
'final solution' proceeded in stages over a long period. Some 
have claimed in retrospect that Mein Kamp! and Hitler's 
speeches should have dispelled any doubts about the Nazis' 
ultimate murderous intentions. But this is wrong. The 'solution 
of the Jewish question' could equally have meant ghettoization 
or expulsion to some far-away place such as Madagascar.1t was 
only after the invasion of the Soviet Union that there was reason 
to believe that large parts of European Jewry would not survive 
the war. At first there were on ly isolated rum.ours, then' the 
rumours thickened and eventually they beeame certainties. A 
moderately well informed Jewish resident of Warsaw should 
have drawn the correct conc1usions by May 1942 and some of 
them did. But the time and the place were hardly conducive to 
?etached, objective analysis; the disintegration of rational 
mtelligenee is one of the recurrent thernes ofall those who have 
written about that period on the basis of inside knowledge. 
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Democratic societies dcmonstrated on this occasion as on 
many others, before and after, that they are incapable of 
understanding political regimes of a different character. Not 
eve ry modem dictatorship is Hitlerian i~ character and engag~s 
in genocide but every one has the potentIal to do so. DemocratIc 
societies are accustomed to think in liberal, pragmatic 
categories; conflicts are believed to be based on misunderstand
ings and can be solved with a minimum of good will; extremism 
is a temporary aberration, so is irrational behaviour in general, 
such as intolerance, cruelty, etc. The effort to overcome such 
basic psychological handicaps is immense. It will be undertaken 
only in the light of immediate (and painful) experience. Each 
new generation faces this challenge again for experience cannot 
be inherited. 

The reaction of East EuropeanJewry can on ly be understood 
out of their specific situation in 1942. But there are situations 
which cannot be recreated, however sophisticated the tech
niques of simulation, however great the capacity for e~pat~y 
and imagination. Generalizations about human behavlOur ID 

the face of disaster are oflimited value: each disaster is different. 
Some of those who lived through the catastrophe have tried in 
later years to find explanations. But while their accounts are of 
great interest, they are no longer a priori reliable witnesses. Their 
explanations are rooted in a different situation and this is bound 
to lead to a rationalization of irrational behaviour. The 'final 
solution' proceeded in stages, chronologically and geographi
cally. This should have acted as a deterrent, but it did not, on 
the whole, have this effect. There were no certainties, only 
rumours, no full picture, only fragments. Was it a case of a 
'people without understanding', which had eyes and ears but 
saw not and heard not? The people saw and heard but what it 
perceived was not always clear, and when at last the message 
was unambiguous it left no room for hope and was therefore 
unacceptable. It is a syndrome observed by biblical prophets 
and modem politicalleaders alike, that it is natural for man to 
indulge in the illusions of hope and to shut his eyes against a 
painful truth. 

But it is not natural for man to submit passively to a horrible 
fate, not to try to escape, however great the odds against success, 
not to resist, even if there is no prospect of victory. True, there 
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are explanations even for paralysis, butlater generations can no 
longer accept them - hence the abiding mystery. Total 
hopelessness (the psychologists say) results in inaction; when 
there is no exit, such as in a mine or a submarine dis as ter, this 
leads to resignation. 

The reaction of Dutch or HungarianJews can be compared to 
that of people facing a flood and who in contradiction of all 
experience believe that they will not be affected but are 
individually or as a group invulnerable. Some social psycholo
gists will argue that such a denial of a threat betrays a fear of 
not being able to cope with it. But if such an explanation was 

I true for some it certainly did not apply to others. They genuinely 
did not know what was in store for them. Danish Jews were 
perfectly able to escape to Sweden and ifthey did so only at the 
very last moment the reason was that they genuinely believed 
that they would not be deported. Equally, to gi ve another 
example, the Jews living in Rhod('~ could have fled without 
difficulty to Turkey and would have done so had they known 
their fate in Auschwitz. But they did not know. Other Jewish 
communities were indeed trapp ed but their situation was sti!l 
not identical with that of the victims of a mine disaster. 
Comparisons are only oflimited help for understanding human 
behaviour in unique situations. In many cases the inactivity of 
Jews, individuals and groups, was not the result ofparalysis but 
on the contrary of unwarranted optimism. As Isaac 
Schneersohn observed with regard to France: 'Les juifs etaient 
alors divises en deux categories: les pessimistes et les optimistes. 
Les premieres chercherent a gagner les Etats U nis, la Suisse ou se 
camouflerent comme ils purent. Les. seconds, caressant' de 
chimeriques espoirs, devinrent par la suite les principaux 
candidates aux voyages a Auschwitz et Treblinka.'* 

One of the questions initially asked was whether it would have 
made any difference if the information about the mass murder 
had been believed right from the beginning. It seems quite likely 
that relatively few people might have been saved as a result and 
even this is not absolutely certain. But this is hardly the right 

• Mondt Juif, 1963, 18. 'TheJews were thus divided into twocategories: the pessimist! 
and the optimists. The tint tried to reach the United States or Switzcrland or to hide 
themseives as best they could. The second, cherishing fanciful hopes, thus became the 
principal candidates for the journey to Auschwitz and Treblinka.' 
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way of posing the question, for the misjudgment of Hitler and 
Nazism did not begin in June 1941 nor did it end in December 
1942. The ideal time to stop Hitler was not when he was at the 
height of his strength. If the democracies had shown greater 
foresight, solidarity and resolution, Nazism could ha~e been 
stopped at the beginning of its campaign of aggresslOn. ~o 
power could have saved the majority of the Jews of the Relch 
and ofEastern Europe in the summer of 1 942. Some more would 
have tried to escape theii fate ifthe informati?n ~ad ~een m~de 
widely known. Some could have been saved IfHltler s satelhtes 
had been threatened and if the peoples of Europe had been 
called to extend help to the Jews. After the winter of 1942 the 
situation rapidly changed: the satellite leaders and even so~e of 
the German officials were no longer eager to be accessones to 
mass murder. Some, at least, would have responded to Allied 
pressure, but sueh pressure was never exerte.d. Many ~ ews c~uld 
eertainly have been saved in 1944 by bombmg the ratlway hnes 
leading to the extermination centres, and of course, the centres 
themselves. This could have been done without deflecting any 
major resources from the general war effort. I t has be en argued 
that theJews could not have eseaped in any case but this is not 
correet: the Russians were no longer far away, the German 
forees in Poland were concentrated in some of the bigger towns, 
and even there their sway ran only in daytime - they no longer 
had the manpower to round up eseaped Jews. In short, 
hundreds of thousands eould have be en saved. But this 
discussion belongs to a later period. The failure to read correetly 
the signs in 194 1-2 was only one link in a chain offailures. There 
was not one reason for this overall failure but many different 
ones: paralyzing fear on one hand and, on the contrary, reckless 
optimism on the other; disbelief stemming from a. laek of 
experienee or imagination or genuine ignoranee or a mlxture of 
some or all of these things. In some ca ses the motives were 
creditable, in others damnable. In some instances moral 
eategories are simply not applicable, and there were also eases 
whieh def y understanding to this day. 

APPENDICES 

APPENDIX l. THE ABWEHR CONNECTION 

Was information about the 'final solution' passed on by German 
military intelligence to Allied and Jewish circles during the war? 
Certain claims have been made that there were such signals but 
memories are fallible and many relevant Abwehr (military 
intelligence) records have been destroyed or are not huhe West 
and are therefore inaccessible. 

IfCanaris was at all interested in the fate of the Jews, about 
which he was, of course, kept informed and informed others, he 
did not do mueh to help them. The case of the seeond-ranking 
man in the organization, Hans Oster, was different. Born in 
1888, the son ofa Protestant churehman, he fought in the First 
World War imd later joined the Reichswehr. A stauneh 
conservative, he was an early opponent of Hitler whom he 
regarded as the 'destroyer of Germany' . The war was 'madness'; 
on several oeeasions he passed on to the Allies warnings of 
impending Nazi attacks. He was head of Department 2 of the 
Abwehr which dealt with finance and administrative questions 
and kept the central list of agents. Together with a younger 
friend, von Dohnanyi (who als o hailed from a leading 
Protestant family - Bonhoeffer was his cousin), Oster made it his 
business to deal with all kinds of operations uneonnected with 
their immediate_tasks. Hans von Dohnanyi, it should be noted in 
pass ing, was partly of Jewish descent. He was 'Aryanized' 
aeeording to a special order issued by Hitler but while he could 
serve in key positions in various ministries and eventually in the 
Abwehr he was not permitted to join the Nazi Party.! 

Oster's department should not have employed outside agents, 
but in faet it did and helped get individualJews out of Germany 
(to Switzerland) and out of Holland (to Spain) during the war.* 

·This refers to what became known as operation u7, the private rescue operation 
undertaken by Admiral Canaris to get two of his personal friends, Conzen and 
RennefeId, out of Berlin to Switzerland together with their families. These seven non
Aryan Protestants (they wereJews only according to the Nuremberg laws) werejoined 
by eight others who had been recommended by Protestant churchmen. It is not Imown 
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They were hired ostensibly to spy for the Abwehr in some minor 
capacity, but were told privately that they were not expected to 
engage in intelligence activities. One of the 'front organizations' 
founded under the protection of Oster by Colonel Marogna
Redwitz (another conservative opponent of Hitler) was a 
business enterprise called Monopol in Prague. Its main task was 
apparently to transfer money from frozen bank accounts in 
neutral countries to Germany in order to finance Abwehr 
activities. SeveraI Jews were employed in this fil'm; they had 
served as officers in the German or Austrian army during the 
First World War and their erstwhile comrades tried to help 
them. Aeeording to the son of one of the employees of Monopol, 
Alfred Ziehrer, his father who was based in Prague used to visit 
Istanbul about onee every three months - the last time 
apparently in 1943. Another Czeeh Jew, Dr Reimann, who 

'joined him on his mission, did not return to Germany; Ziehrer 
did and met his death in Auschwitz. Aeeording to the son's 
evidenee, his assignment was to transmit information to the 
British 'among other things about the fate oftheJews'. 2 Ziehrer, 
according to the son, was perfectly aware of the 'final solution'. 
Oster and von Dohnanyi were arrested in 1944 and executed in 
connection with their participation in the plot against Hitler. 
The fact that Oster did extend help toJews and that he warned 
the Allies has been established beyond reasonable doubt. The 
discovery (by the ss) that Oster and von Dohnanyi had not only 
helped to smuggle Jews abroad but had also sent them money 
caused Oster's dis miss al from the Abwehr in 1943. There is good 
reason to believe that these curious hostages of fate did meet 
Jewish emissaries in Istanbul. It cannot be demonstrated at 
present whether they did pass on credible information on the 
fate of the Jews and whether their stories were believed. 
Historians, for one reason or another, have not yet dealt with 
this episode and the survivors have not been eager to talk. 

Even a bonafide German abroad trying to sound the alarm was 
bound to encounter at least some distrust and not without 
reason; for whose bonafide was certain? Again one illustration 

whether members ofthis group passed on information about the fate oftheJews in Nazi· 
occupied Europe though it can be taken for granted that they did talk to the World 
Council ofChutches in Geneva. An Abwehr officer in Holland aIso helped to save a feW 
Jews by sending them as 'agents' to Swit2erland. 

Appendiees 2 I I 

wiIl have to suffice: Ernst Lemmer had been one of the founder 
members of~h~ liberal ~erman Demoeratie Party in 19 18 and 
represented It m the Relehstag from 1924-33. During the Hitler 
era he worked for foreign newspapers in Berlin. There is no 
reason to believe that deep down in his heart Lemmer ever 
accepted the Nazi ideology. But he certainly served his Nazi 
masters to the best ofhis abilities. As a former democrat he was 
eminently suited to stress in his many articles for publieation 
abroad the moderate charaeter and the positive achievements of 
N~zism. (Lemmer worked for the German-language H ungarian 
daII~ Pester Lloyd and the Brussels Le Soir after the oecupation of 
Be~g.lUm, as weU as temporarily forsome Swiss newspapers.) His 
wntmgs ofthese years make embarrassing reading and the East 
Germans were not s~ow to publi~h selections in the 19605. 3 They 
have not so far pubhshed the artIcles of the great Richard Sorge, 
who represented Soviet intelligenee inJ apan under the cover of 
a German journalist. 

Lemmer certainly played a double game. On one hand he 
would glorify German victories in Russia, on the other hand I 
have it on the authority of a travelling companion that during a 
tour ~onducted by the Ministry of Propaganda to the eastern 
front In late 1941, at an advanced hour and in a state ofsome 
drunke~mess he would sit down at the piano and play the 
Intematwnale to the eonsternation of the Nazi dignitaries who 
were present. What matters in the present context is the fact that 
Lemmer was one of the first to convey information about the 
'final soJution' to journalists and politieal acquaintances 
abr?ad. He regularly spent his summer holiday in Switzerland 
?un~g. the war. InJ uJy 1942 he met severaI Swiss public figures 
In Z~nc~ and .told them about gas ehambers, stationary and 
mobIle, In whlch the Jews were killed. Lemmer repeatedly 
s~ressed that he found it incomprehensible that the Allies kept 
sI!~n~ and that no attempt was made to alarm world public 
OpInIon. One of those whom Lemmer met that summer 
summarized his impressions many years later for my benefit as 
follows: 

H~ doubtless had the intention to inform me, but he was als o probably 
gUlded by other motives. There was an overall strategy behind these 
approaches: to provoke the AIlies to become more strongly committed 
On behalf of the Jews, despite the faet that they were powerless to do 
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anything about it. German propaganda would have exploited this to 
the maximum: British and American soldiers were fighting and dying 
to save theJews! The Nazis had always believed that if only they used 
the Jewish question as a bone of contention, they would be able to 
undermine the fighting spirit of British and American soldiers. Some 
German circles wanted to keep the 'final solution' secret, others, on the 
contrary, were interested for a number of devious reasons to inform the 
Allies. 

Whether this~ interpretation is correct or not, it is certainly 
understandable that in 1942 Lemmer was received in 
Switzerland with suspicion. As to his real motives there can only 
be speculation. Perhaps he acted without ulterior motives, 
perhaps he knew that he was 'used' but assumed that the 
calculation of those using him was wrong, and that it was 
essential to bring the 'final solution' to the notice of neutrals and 
AIlies aIike - whatever the consequences. 

After the war Lemmer re-entered German politics and served 
as a minister in the Bonn Government, with short interruptions, 
from 1956 to 1965. He died in 1970. In his autobiography there 
is no reference to his warnings concerning the 'final solution' nor 
to his activities on behalf of the Pester Lloyd. He do es say, 
however, that it was Nazi policy in the media to sow distrust and 
dissension among the AIlies; Hitler's enemies beha ved in the 
same way. But Lemmer does not think that neutral cor
respondents and those from satellite countries were tak en in by 
such manipulations.4 

Among the wartime visitors to Switzerland who were 
sponsored by the Abwehr, Dietrich Bonhoeffer and Adam Trott 
zu Soltz ought to be mentioned. Bonhoeffer was in touch with 
the World Council ofChurches in Geneva (Visser't Hooft) and 
Trott had excellent contacts with various British and American 
diplomats. Bonhoeffer visited Switzerland twice in 1941 and 
again in 1942; among the information pass ed on were detaiIs 
about the persecution of the Jews. But it is doubtful whether 
they told the British and the Americans much they did not know 
al ready, and even the World Council ofChurches was kept weU 
informed by its Swedish co-director (Nils Ehrenstrom who 
could travel more or less freely in Germany), and by Hanns 
Schoenfeld, the German representative on the Council who had 
contacts with the German resistance, as had the German consul 
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in Geneva, Albrecht von Kessel. If even top secret information 
could frequently be obtained in Switzerland it is not surprising 
that so much was known about a far less sensitive subject such as 
the fate of the Jews. 

. Lastly the case of Artur ~ommer, scholar and spy, strange but 
m many ways not un~ypIcal in the troubled Germany of the 
19~os. A large man wlth a powerful physique and a booming 
VOlce, Sommer (1889-1965) had served with distinction in the 
First W~rld War. In the 1920S he began to study economics and 
w~s .rascm~ted by.the t~achings ofFriedrich List, one of the few 
o:Igmal thmke~ In thIS field in nineteenth-century Germany. 
LIst ~as largely Ignored during his lifetime, but there was a List 
renaIssance severai decades after his death. Sommer became a 
le~ding figur~ in .the List society, discovered some important 
LIst manu.scnpts In French archives and worked dosely with 
Edgar Sahn (1892-1974). Salin, who came from a Frankfurt 
Jewis? family, had .ta.ught first in Heidelberg and in 1927 was 
appomted to a chalr m Basel. They became dose friends. One 
of the links in their friendship was their admiration for the 
poetry ofStefan George; they were members of the outer fringe 
of the George circle. 

Sommer lived for years outside Germany, first in Switzerland 
later in England. Hejoined the Nazi Party for reasons which ar; 
not entirely clear in 1932 while continuing his studies in 
London. It should be recalled that other younger members of 
th~ George circle were also in~tially very much attracted by 
HItler ~ the m~st fa~ous .case IS that of Colonel Stauffenberg 
who tned to kIlI HItler m 1944. When, after his return to 
Germany, Sommer became more familiar with the rowdy 
character of the stormtroopers he was greatly shocked and said 
th~t much in a letter to a friend abroad, which, to his 
mlsfortune, was intercepted by the censor. Sommer was arrested 
and spent some months in a concentration camp. He did not 
suffer too much but with this blot on his curriculum an academic 
career was no longer possible. Sommer decided to reioin the 
army 'dl l· ;J r· ' rapl y rose to leutenant-colonel and became one of the 
~;~?n officers .between .the general staff and the Abwehr. In view 
the IS economlc exp~rtIse he ,,:as also .apJ;l0inted a member of 

. hGerman delegatlOn to reVlew penodIcally trade relations 
WIt Switzerland. Beginning September 1940 this took him 
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frequently to Switzerland and he re-est;,blished contact with his 
old friend and mentor, Salin.! 

Salin reports that his friend told him in February 1941 about 
the growing strains in German-Soviet relations and later about 
the impending attack against Russia. Swiss political police 
se ems to have been well informed about the identity of Salin's 
visitor and came to interrogate him. In September or October 
1941 Sommer seVt Salin pictures showing Nazi atrocities in 
Eastern Europe with the request to pass these on to the papal 
nuncio in Bern, which Salin pid - without any success, however. 
In 1942 Salin found in his post box a letter to the effect that 
extermination camps were prepared in Eastern Europe to kilI by 
poison gas all Europeanjews and also most Soviet prisoners of 
war. Sommer requested that this information should be directly 
transmitted to Churchill and Roosevelt and also suggested that 
the BBC should transmit daily warnings. 

Salin relates that he did not know how to reach Churchill, but 
he got in touch with Thomas McKittrick, the American 
president of the Bank for International Settlement in Basel, who 
knew Leland Harrison, the American minister in Bern who in 
turn was in a position to convey messages directly to the White 
House. The information was allegedly rassed on to Washington 
but again there was no response, and to quote Salin 'when the 
Allied troops uncovered some of the camps in 1945 it was 
pretended that no one had any inkling .... ' 

Sommer also tried to help to get a few jewish acquaintances 
out of Germany in the middle of the war; among them was 
a relative of Ernst Kantorowicz, the well-known medievalist 
and also a member of the George circle. After the war Sommer 
resumed his academic career and this time with more success. 
He was offered a position at Heidelberg, his lectures were weU 
attended, he was known as an exceUent teaeher and was 
requested to continue as a guest lecturer even after having 
reached retiring age. He died in 1965. 

APPENDIX 2. PRESS COMMENTS ON THE 
HOLOCAUST IN NAZI-OCCUPIED EUROPE 

How much was known in London and Geneva, in Washington 
and Stockholm, about the fate ofEuropeanjewry on the basis of 
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newspaper reports? Details about the technique of extermi
nation were not published in 1942-3 and there was relatively 
little about deportations in the German press inside the Reich 
in France, Belgium and Holland. * Some of the truth would 
nevertheless emerge on occasion. Thus the German Official 
Gazette, the Reichsan;::eiger announced on 12 April 1943 that Mr 
Kurt Teichmann ofBeuthen, Bismarckstrasse 33, was divorcing 
his wife Ruth Sara Teichmann because she had been evacuated 
injune 1942 'and that she is not expected ever to return'. ('By 
order of the local court'.) 

Some information €ame from neutral correspondents in 
Germany who, incidentally, did not have to submit their cables 
to the censor. They knew, of course, that they would be expelled 
if their coverage were hostile or if they dealt with 'sensitive 
topics'. But there was also a steady stream of information from 
newspapers published in the occupied countries. Many ofthese 
were available in Stockholm, Ziirich or Lisbon; others - this 
refers mainly to small regional papers - should not have been 
sent abroad, but were received anyway and were read by the 
Allies and the Allied Governments-in-exile. 

Slovakjewry was the first to be deported to Poland in spring 
1942 ; this was known almost immediately to the Swedish 
correspondents in Berlin, who noted that the Germans would 
continue to deport the jews despite the fact that they badly 
needed the locomotives and rolling stock for the coming spring 
offensive.

6 
From late March 1942 hardlya day passed without 

some news about the deportation in the German-Ianguage 
Grenzbote and the Slovak Gardista, both published in Bratislava. 
On 2 April 1942, Gardista said that foreign intervention on 
behalf of the jews would be quite useless, and it engaged for a 
long time in polemics against certain cirdes wanting to protect 
the Jews 'by using false Christian arguments'. From these 
exchanges it appeared that both sides had a fairly accurate idea 
of the fate of the jews in Poland. Thus Evanjelicky Posol 
~Bratislava) had written that what was done to thejews was not 
In ~O~for.mance with the principles of humanity let alone 
ChnstIamty. The Catholic church papers (Katolicke Noviny and 

·G.erman editors received instruetions in February '942 not to report on the 'Jewish 
qU~tlon' i~ Eastem Europe, not even to reprint officiaJ communiques from newspapers 
pu hshed ID the occupied territories ('<:'eilschrijtendintrt, 27 February '94

2
). 
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others) were ambiguous; sometimes they would argue that the 
Jews were, after all, human beings, at other times the impression 
would be created that the church was not in principle against 
deportation, provided that those who had been converted ,:ere 
not affected.7 Gardista and other Slovak papers provlded 
accurate figures fairly regularly about the number of Jews 
deported. 

Another important source for the fate of Jews in south-east 
Europe was the Donau;:;eitung published in Belgrade which 
covered Hungary, Romania, Yugoslavia and Bulgaria. Readers 
of the Donau;:;eitung, accustomed to reading between the lines, 
would know what had happ en ed to the Jews. Thus, on one 
occasion, commenting on a report that the Yugoslav 
Government-in-exile in London had revoked all pre-1941 anti
Jewish laws, Donau;:;eitung announced that certainfaits accomplis 
had been created which no one could undo. The German
Ianguage paper in Prague (Neue Tag), as well as the Czech 
papers (such as Ceske Slovo), also contained frequent and detailed 
information about the disappearance of the Jews. In West 
European newspapers such information was much rarer but it 
could also be found. Thus, a Dutch newspaper announced that 
the deportation was proceeding so quickly that not a singleJew 
would be left in Holland by June 1943.8 Among the German
Ianguage papers in Eastem Europe Deutsche Zeitung in Ostl~nd 
(Riga) was the most informative both with regard to its demals 
and its information regarding the liquidation of certain ghettos. 

In some ofGermany's client states there were open or hardly
veiled discussions about Germany's Jewish policy. The Finns 
showed their disagreement in many ways. Thus the FinIii~h 
radio would announce that according to a report from Berhn 
(sic) Cardinal Hinsley had made a speech in London stating 
that 700,000 Jews had been executed. The Pope, according to 
this account, believed that this was a correct report, whereas the 
Germans emphatically denied it. But the Germans had .not 
report ed the Hinsley speech in the first place and had certamly 
not added that the Pope had endorsed it. There was. o~en 
criticism of the Nazi treatment of the Jews not only by Fmlllsh 
Social Democrats such as Fagerholm but even by pro-Germans 
such as Professor Eino Kalla, a philosopher, who wrote that the 
Nazis could not claim that they were def ending European 
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civilization if they committed actions which violated the very 
foundations of this assertion.' 

A few more examples from a short period November
December 1942 show the extent of knowledge that could 
be gained from reading the press. A small Swedish paper, 
Vestmansland Tidningen, reported on 27 November 1942 that the 
whole General Government would be free ofjews by the end of 
the month. Dagens .Nyheter on 2 IDecember carried the 
impression ofa Swedish businessman, who had been to Warsaw 
and Bialystok, according to whom the Jewish population had 
been decimated. Volk en Vaderland (Rotterdam) announced on 
13 November 1942 that anti-Jewish demonstrations would soon 
no longer be possible because there would be no J ews. Gardista of 
Bratislava report ed on 22 November that there had been a high 
level meeting in Slovakia on the 'final solution'; on 6 December 
the same paper announced that a loe al priest had been arrested 
who had forged certificates in order to save Jews. Transocean 
announced on 7 J anuary 1943 that 77 per cent of all SlovakJ ews 
had been deported. Leip;:;iger Nachrichten of 14 November 1942 
wrote that of the 60,000 Jews who had once lived in Cernauti, 
only 12,000 remained; the Abend (Prague) carried a news item 
according to which no Jews were left in the town of Nachod. 
Czech-Ianguage papers had si mil ar reports about other cities. 
Donau;:;eitung (Belgrade, 10 December 1942) reported that in the 
Romanian city ofBacau theJewish school had been closed and 
taken over by the authorities; Kauener Zeitung (Kovno, 16 
December) said that all the formerJewish proper ty in Lithuania 
was to be registered. 

The pattern that emerges is unmistakable - the disappear
ance of the Jews.* True, there was also a certain amount of 
di~information: the officially sponsored visit to Auschwitz by 
Fntz Fiala, a Nazi correspondent, is mentioned elsewhere in the 
present study (see pages 152-3). But there was misleading 
Information also in quasi-scholarly journals. Thus Ostland, a 
periodical which came out twice monthly, featured in its 
lSSues of 15 November and IDecember 1942 articles on the 

I\ll~ Reference is made only to newspapers and periodicaIs which actually reached the 
Lo 1~ and were quoted in the daily News Digesl of the Ministry of Information in 
aH: n o~. ~is publication was made available to edi tors and commentators on foreign 

aJrs. It mcluded material not to be attributed lo it.l source. 
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'conclusion of the resettlement of the Jews' which contained 
many figures, all ofthem quite wrong. According to the ~rticle 
which appeared on 15 November there were 480,000Jews In the 
Warsaw ghetto, but in fact almost 90 per cent ofthem had been 
killed in the previous four months. The figure given for Warsaw 
and Lublin districts (800,000) was equally untrue. On I 

December there was a full list of fifty-five 'Jewish dwelling 
places', complete with the present. num ber ?finh~bitants, ~o~t 
of which no losger existed. Was It a genUIne mIstake? Thls IS 
hardly likely, for Ostland had on previous occa~ions commented 
on the 'extermination' and 'removal' of the PohshJews and even 
of the 'extirpation oftheJewish ulcer' (I August ~9.42). Readers 
of the German daily press were treated to exphclt statements 
like: 'We have largely broken and destroyed the racial core of 
the Jewish power of darkness. For generation~ to come no 
stream of parasites will pour forth from the J eWIsh quarters of 
the East into Western Europe.'lo Such astatement was open to 
only one interpretation. 

When thejoint declaration of the Allies on the murder of the 
Jews was published in December 1942, the German press 
following Goebbels' directives immediately counterattacked 
without, however, denying in any way the substance of ~he 
charges. Transocean ( 17 December) said that the Alhed 
governments depended on the political wishes of Jewry to an 
exceptionally large exten~ a~d that. there had. been ~emon
strations against the Alhe~ In PerSIa. The dI~lom~tlc cor
respondent of DNB, the official news agency, mal~taIned. t.hat 
Eden's declaration was nothing but a bit of typIcal Bntlsh
Jewish atrocity propaganda: 'People who could spare no word 
of pity and condemnation when in Sep~ember 1939 over 6~,ooo 
Germans in Poland were slaughtered In the cruellest fashIOn -
men women and children - have no right to speak about 
hum'anity, for they are obviously strangers to it.' The European 
people knew that the declaration was a tendentious manoeuvre 
(18 December). 

Only a few months later the German press reported that the 
Warsaw ghetto had been destroyed. Donauzeitung of 23 Mar~h 
1943 announced that the 'dissolution' of the Jewish q~arter In 
Warsaw had made 'extraordinary measures necessary In order 
to make the streets and houses again habitable, for their state 

, 

, I 
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defied all description'. Meanwhile the Scandinavian press 
reported the destruction of the ghettos of Riga and Minsk and 
the fact that they were disinfected to absorb 150,000 Germans 
evacuated from Germany. In Lwow, according to these sources, 
7,000 Jews out of 160,000 had remained, the rest had been 
kilIed.

1I 
All ofwhich tends to show that the basic facts about the 

destruction of European Jewry were reported by the press weU 
before the end of the war. 

APPENDIX 3. THE BRITISH FOREIGN OFFICE 
AND THE NEWS FROM POLAND: 

JULY-DECEMBER 1942 

In August 1942 Dr Riegner's cable from Geneva was received in 
London reporting that Hitler had given the order to kilI all 
European Jews. Foreign Office comment was sceptical. It was 
not doubted thatJews were brutally treated but the information 
on mass murder was on the whole disbelieved. The scepticism 
was particularly pronounced in the comments on the Agudat 
Israel cable (received in London on 1 I September 1942) 
according to which soap and artificial fertilizers were produced 
from bodies.* The Foreign Office said that this information 
should be 'treated with the greatest reserve'; it reminded the 
officials ofhorror stories about the last war. But the comparisons 
with 1914 were not at all helpful for whereas the Belgian babies 
had not been bayonetted, the Jews had stilI been killed even 
though their corpses, as it later emerged, were not used for the 
German war effort. D. Allen said this much: 'As regards the mass 
murders we have no precise evidence although it seems likely 
that they have taken place on a large scale.'1l 

Foreign Office doubts concerning the news about the 'final 
solution' had by no means vanished when it was asked in 
September 1942 to provide information for a reply to a question 
which had been asked in Parliament by a Liberal member, 
G. Mander: had the Secretary of State any statement to make 
with reference to the employment by the German Government 

·The Foreign Office received this dispatch on II &ptember from Lord Halifax in 
Washington. who had obtained a copy from the Polish ambassador. 
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ofgas to murder a large number ofJews in P~land.in mobile gas 
chambers; and if steps would be taken to 10tervlew the ~hree 
men forced to act as gravediggers who had escaped - wlth ~ 
view of collecting evidence against the perpetrators of thlS 
outrage? 

This referred to the three Jews who had escaped from 
Chelmno in early January 1942. The three gravediggers saw a 
rabbi in a small nearby town and told him what they had been 
forced to do; they then made their way to Warsaw where .the 
Ringelblum group (Oneg Shabbat) debriefed them. ~ de.talled 
account of Chelmno was passed on to both the J~wlsh llle?al 
press in Warsaw and the Polish underground. ~he l~formatlOn 
was brought to the West by c.ourie~. It was ~ecelved 10 Lond~n 
some time in June and pubhshed 10 Amencan newspapers 10 
late July. The story also appeared in a small London lo~al 
news pa per, the Ciry and East Lon.don D.bserver, from WhlCh 
Mander or one of his friends had plcked It up. 

Following this D. Allen asked F. Savery ~fthe .British Embassy 
to Pol and (i.e. the Polish Government-m-exlle) to fi?d O?t 
whether there was any truth in this story. Savery had hved ~n 
Poland for almost twenty years. He had been consul general l? 
Warsa w he was well known in Polish and J ewish circles, and hiS 
Polish w~s excellent. Savery reported back very quickly. He had 
discussed this with the Polish Ministry ofInformation. T~e story 
had been included in one of the periodic~l reports ~hlCh the 
Polish Ministry of the Interior had recelVed. from l~ age?ts 
inside Poland. According to Savery the PolIsh officlal wlth 
whom he had talked had been 'frankly sceptical of the t~uth .of 
the story although he had no real. means of. checkmg lts 
authenticity'. In spite ofhis doubts WhlCh, accordmg to Save,:r, 
may not have been shared by other members of ~he Poh.sh 
Government the story was released to the Pohsh SOClal 
Information 'Bureau, an unofficial organization largely run by 
Polish Socialists. Savery thought that the release was proba~ly 
'attributable to the pressure of Jewish interest in the Pohsh 
National Council'. As for the three gravediggers, Savery had 
ascertained that they were still in Poland and there was 
therefore no question of getting in touch with them. f 

The Poles had also told Savery that any reply in the House Ol 
Commons involved risks. The Polish Government's channe 
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with Poland might be endangered; doubts might be cast on the 
veracity of the Polish Government's sources of information. 
Lastly 'undue publicity in the House might involve further 
suffering for the Poles, in particular for the three gravediggers 
and would only lead the Germans to be even more ruthless .in 
order to ensure that on future occasions there should be no such 
survivors to tell the tale.' Some of the arguments were so illogical 
that it must be asked whether they were not misquoted in 
transmission: how could 'undue publicity' possibly harm the 
three gravediggers? They were on the run, and, on the other 
hand, the story had already been published in the press. Ifthey 
had succeeded in escaping, it was not because the Germans had 
somehow facilitated their flight. 

Savery then consulted Sir Cecil Dormer, the British am
bassador to the Polish Government-in-exile, and they both 
decided that the best possible course would be to ask Mr 
Mander to withdraw his question on 'humanitarian grounds'. 
Otherwise the Government would have to give a 'very guarded 
reply': It had no means of confirming it. u 

The reaction of the British Government raises a number of 
question marks. Nine months had pass ed since the escape of the 
three gravediggers. There had been many other reports from 
Polish and Jewish sources about mass extermination in all parts 
of Poland. The information about the use of poison gas had 
figured not only in c1andestine reports from Poland and Russia, 
but also in the press. If some Polish officials had doubts about 
this, others, inc1uding the Prime Minister, did not. In fact, the 
reasons adduced in favour of persuading Mander to withdraw 
his story imply that the account was basically true: the 
gravediggers had escaped, many Jews had been killed and if 
there were any doubts they concerned the manner in which they 
had been murdered. There was, probably for psychological 
reasons, particularly strong resistance against accepting that 
people were killed by gas, a form of murder thought more 
reprehensible (and therefore more unlikely) than any other. 

It took three more months to disperse Savery's doubts. On 3 
December 1942 he sent Frank Roberts of the Central 
Department of the Foreign Office translations of reports just 
received by Mikolajczyk, the Minister of the Interior. This 
inc1uded very detailed descriptions of the liquidation of the 
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Warsaw ghetto, the report of a Polish policeman inside the 
ghetto a report on the extermination camp at Belzec (based 
obvio~sly on Karski's story, on which more below) as well as the 
protest against the mass murder of a group i? Poland calle~ 
Front Odrozdenia Polski (Front for the RegeneratlOn ofPoland). 
Savery drew the attention of the Foreign Of!ice to one ~entence 
in the protest of the 'Front', concerning the stubborn sllence of 
internationalJewry' and the efforts of German propaganda to 
put the odium for the massacre on Lithuanians an? even ?n 
Poles in which they discerned the 'outlines of an .actlon host~le 
towards us'. This sentence did not appear 10 the Pol~sh 
Fortnightly of 1 December 1942 but it was included in the offic.lal 
translation of the Sprawozdanie circulated as. a manuscnpt 
among London edi tors and Members of Parham~nt. Savery 
added that he was impressed by the very sober (sachl.leh) te~or ~f 
the report: 'I feel we m"y accept pretty well everythmg whlch IS 
said in the report about the happenings in Warsaw and the 
neighbouring towns.' But he was still uncertain exactly ho~ to 
regard the three camps of Treblinka, .Belze~ and SOblbo~ 
(Chelmno and Auschwitz were not mentIOned m ~he reports). 
'On the whole I think it is most likely that at least nme-tenths of 
theJews sent ~way from Warsaw had met their deaths in those 
camps.' But he was not satisfied with the evidence about Belze.c. 
He wrote that he did not put any cruelty beyond the Germans m 
Central Europe, and especially in Poland and t?wards ~heJews 
but the evidence as evidence did not seem qUlte convmcmg.t 
D. Allen, another ofthose who had not been convi~ced a~out 
events in Poland, now commented on Savery's note: A hornble 

d · . d t,14 an ImpreSSIve ocumen . ., . 
Great publicity was given to these reports In the Bntlsh press 

and the items were broadcast by the BBC in allianguages. The 
weekly directive for the BBC Polish services 17-23 DeceI?ber 
stated that 'it is particularly important, however, to contmue 
telling the Poles that we know about the suffering o: the Jews. 
We do not necessarily need to inform them of detalis of these 

- All these documents were published by the Polish Government-in-exile within a few 
days in both Polish and English. (Polish Fortnighlly, I December 1~,t2.) . b 

tSavery was right on this point. The account on Belzec menuoned execuuon y 
electricity but not by means of poison gas. 

I 
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sufferings. What we wish to impress on them is our knowledge.'. 
Then the Polish department of the Political Warfare 

Executive suggested that Savery should broadcast in Polish 
about the German treatment of the Jews which he did on 17 

December 1942 after checking with the Foreign Office, the 
censor and various other bodies. He had to make a num ber of 
changes. All figures had to become more vague. Not six 
thousand Jews were deported daily from Warsaw but 'severai 
thousands'. Not 350,000 Jews (as he oJ11ginally wrote) had 
disappeared from Warsaw but 'hundreds ofthousands'. In the 
end Savery got somewhat annoyed and wrote to Frank Roberts: 

After reading and re-reading it several times I do not see anything 
which the Germans could get hold of and use to start a polemic. My 
own impression is that the Germans themselves probably have no very 
accurate statistics of the deportations from Warsaw and the massacres 
of the last few months. I doubt whether they know for certain whom 
they have killed and whom they have left alive. 

Savery was right, the Germans did not know, nor were they 
interested in polemics. t5 

APPENDIX 4. THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
AND THE UNITED NATIONS 

DECLARATION OF 17 DECEMBER 1942 

Randolph Paul (who was the signatory) ,John Pehle and Josiah 
E. du BoisJr, officials of the Department of the Treasury, were 
involved in the preparation inJanuary 1944 of a memorandum 
'On the Acquiescence ofThis Government of the Murder of the 

Jews'. It read, inter alia, 

They [State Department offidals] have not only failed to facilitate the 
obtaining of information concerning Hitler's plans to exterminate the 

-These directives were issued by the Political Warfare Executive. The directives given 
during the previous weeks were in the same vein: 'The news about the conditions of 
PolishJewry continues to grow worse ... while there is no necessity to tell the Poles what 
they know already we should certainly show them that we know it as well. A careful 
scrutiny of the British press and radio on this point is advised.' (3-9 December 1942.) 

'We should continue to seize hold of every opportunity of publicizing expression of 
British anger. Any declaration made by Great Britain and allied COUntries condemning 
this persecution wilJ be based mainly on evidence produced by the Polish Government.' 
(I(r'16 December '942.) 
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jews of Europe but in their offieial eapacity have gone so far as to 
surreptitiously attempt to stop the obtaining of information eoneern
ing the murder of the Jewish population of Europe. 

Was this a fair statement of the facts? Wise had first written to 
Sumner Welles, Undersecretary of State, on 3 September 1942 
concerning the Riegner ca ble; he received a first (telephonic) 
replyon 9 September. But even before, on 27 August, together 
with the leaders of the other major AmericanJewish organiza
tions, Wise had written to Welles about the deportations from 
France. In this letter it was said that 'in accordance with the 
announced policy of the N azis to exterminate the J ews of 
Europe, hundreds of thousands of these innocent men, women 
and children have been killed in brutal mass murders'. 

Ray Atherton of the European Division of the Department of 
State suggested to Welles that in his reply to Wise he could safely 
state that it had never been confirmed that the deported Jews 
were actually 'exterminated'; 'rather it is our ,understanding 
that they are to be put to laboron behalfoftheGerman machine 
as is the case with Polish, Soviet and other prisoners ofwar who 
are now working for their daily sustenance.'16 It is impossible to 
say on what factual basis this information was provided. There 
was nothing in the dispatches from Europe reaching the State 
Department or in the newspapers from neutral countries which 
could have induced the beliefthat theJews would work for the 
German war effort. It is possible that in August and early 
September 1942 Mr Atherton was not very well informed. It is 
more difficult to explain similar attitudes three months later 
after much additional information had been received and when 
preparations were made for the United Nations Declaration of 
17 December 1942. 

The initiative for the UN declaration condemning the 'bestial 
policy of cold-blooded extermination' came from the British 
Government which had been for some time under pressure from 
the Jewish community, the Polish Government-in-exile, some 
organs of the press, church dignitaries and others. On 7 
December the diplomatic correspondent of the London Times 
reported that the American and Soviet ambassadors had met 
Mr Eden to diseuss the fearful plight of the Jews throughout 
Europe and that Count Raczynski had laid before Eden some of 
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the evide.nce out ofPoland. He also reported that each occupied 
country had been given a date by Hitler by which it must have 
cleared out itsJewish people. It was only now that the German 
plans, long laid and carefully prepared, could be seen in practice 
for what they were. The Polish Government had urged the 
necessity not only of condemning the crimes and punishing the 
criminals but also of finding means offering the hope that 
Germany might be effectively restrained from continuing to 
apply her methods of mass extermination. Having seen this 
note, Churchill ask ed the Foreign Office for further informa
tion.

17 
Ivan Maisky, the Soviet Ambassador in London, had 

expressed interest in a common declaration even earlier, on 2 
December. 

The main opposition came from the United States. This refers 
not toJohn Winant, us Ambassador in London, who on severaI 
occasions had intervened on behalfof the Jews with the British 
Government. In a cable on 7 December, Winant said that he 
supported a com mon declaration. On the next day he 
transmitted without comment a note on his meeting with Eden: 

We diseussed whether any steps could usefully be taken by the United 
Nations to make clear their eondemnation of these horrors and 
possibly to exereise a deterrent effeet on their perpetrators. We agreed 
that although little praetieal effeet eould be expeeted, it might be 
useful for the United States and the Soviet Government to join with 
His Majesty's Government in eondemning these atroeities and in 
reminding their perpetrators that eertain retribution awaits them. 

The main opponent of giving undue publicity to the plight of 
theJews was R. B. Reams, who was in charge ofJewish affairs in 
the European Division of the State Department. He had 'grave 
doubts in regard to the desirability or advisability of issuing a 
statement of this nature,' as he stated in a memorandum 
addressed to Hickerson and Atherton, his superiors. 

In the first plaee these reports are uneonfirmed and emanate to a great 
extent from the Riegner letter to Rabbi Wise .... While the statement 
does not mention the soap, glue, oil and fertilizer factories it will be 
taken. as additional eonfirmation of these stories and will support 
Rabbi Wise's eontention of official eonfirmation from State 
Depa.rtment sourees. The way will then be open for further pressure 
from Interested groups for action which might affect the war effort. The 
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plight of the unhappy peoples of Europe including the Jews can be 
alleviated only by winning the war. Astatement ofthis kind can have 
no good effect and may in faet induee even harsher measures towards 
the population of Europe.11 

On the next day in ameeting with Sir William Hayter, 
subsequently British Ambassador to Moscow and Principal of 
New College, Oxford, he complained that the statement 
proposed by the British Government was 'extremely strong and 
definite'. !ts issuance would be accepted by the Jewish 
communities of the world as complete proof of the stories which 
were now being spread about. 

These people would undoubtedly be pleased that the Governments of 
the United Nations were taking an aetive interest in the fate of their 
fellows in Europe but in faet their fears would be increased by sueh a 
statement. In addition the various Governments of the UN would 
expose themselves to inereased pressure from all sides to do something 
more speeifie to help these people. 19 

Reams then said ('Speaking personally' and 'for Mr Hayter's 
private information') that he (Reams) believed that Riegner's 
cable to Wise was responsible for most of the present anxiety 
with regard to the situation. In other words, there would have 
been no trouble ifthe British had helped to suppress the Riegner 
cable. Reams tried to postpone as long as possible the 
confirmation of the 'stories'. Thus in an answer to Congress man 
Hamilton Fish in December 1942 , 

I replied that this whole matter was now under consideration and that 
it was diffieult for me to give him any exaet information. These reports 
to the best of my knowledge were as yet unconfirmed.10 

This was the general line taken by the middle echelons in the 
State Department at the time. Thus Reams told an official of the 
Latin American Department, commenting on protests from 
Mexico on 15 December, that the information about the mass 
murder ofthejews was unconfirrned. A cable went out to ~an 
Jose, Costa Rica, two days after the United Nations declaratlon 
again claiming that 'there had been no confirmation of the 
reported order from other sources (except from aJ ewish leader 
in Geneva )'. Answering a query by the Christian Century whether 
the Department would confirm or deny Rabbi Wise's statement 
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mentioned by the Associated Press that Hitler had ordered the 
extermination of alIJews in Nazi-ruled Europe and that this had 
been confirm ed by the State Department, M. J. McDermott, 
chief of the Division of Current Information, replied in a letter: 

I today informed eorrespondents in confidenee and am glad to give to 
you, not for publieation, that Rabbi Wise was in the Department 
severaI n'lonths aga and again yesterday and he had eonsulted with the 
Department in connection with certain material in which he was 
interested and he now has this material. The State Department had 
only sought to facilitate the efforts of his Committee in getting at the 
truth and the correspondents should direct all questions concerning 
this material to Rabbi \Vise. li 

In short, the State Department wanted to have nothing to do 
with the content of the message. 

The statement of 17 December was drafted in the Foreign 
Office in London. Maisky proposed one amendment, namely 
adding the sentence, 'The num ber of victims ofthese sanguinary 
punishments is taken to amount to many hundreds of thousands 
quite innocent men, women and children.' This was accepted 
and appeared in the final version as follows: 'The num ber of 
European victims ofthese bloody cruelties is reckoned in many 
hundreds of thousands of entirely innocent men, women and 
children.' 

The United States made three amendments; two were 
accepted, the third came too late. Mr Reams, eager to weaken 
the statement, suggested the following: the original draft had 
said that 'the attention of the allied governments had been 
drawn to reports from Europe which leave no roomfor doubt that the 
Germans were carrying out thcir oft repeated intention to 
exterminate the Jewish people in Europe.' Reams wanted the 
italicized words deleted. Secondly, the original statement had 
~hat, 'From all the countries Jews are being transported 
lTrespective qf age and sex and in conditions of appalling horror and 
?rutality to Eastern Europe.' Agaill Reams insisted that the 
lIalicized words be deleted. He argued that this had not been 
true up to the present time in France and might not be true in 
Othe:- occupied territories.22 Reams was quite wrong: it was 
pre.c1seIy this fact, the separation of children from their parents, 
Wh~ch had provoked so many protests in France and 
SWItzerland. The official bulletin of the Swiss churches wrote 
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that the fact that children were brutally taken away from their 
parents reminded one of the mur?er of chi~dren ~t ~ethlehem in 
the days of Jesus Christ. Cardmal Gerher sald In a pro.test 
declaration: 'Nous assistons ei une dispersion cruelle des famIlIes 
ou rien n'est epargne' ('We are witnessing a ~~uel disper~al of 
families in which nothing is spared'). And Sahege, Archblshop 
ofToulon: 'Les membres d'une meme familIe soient separes les 
uns des autres et embarques pour une destination inconnue ... .' 
('Members of the same family are separated from each other and 

d " ') 23 embarked for ån unknown estmatlOn... . . 
The last amendment came from the Secretary of State, and It 

had nothing to do with either Hitler or theJews. Acco.rding to 
the original version the first sentence of the statement hsted the 
various members of the United Nations and then added 'and of 
the Fighting French Committee' (or 'French Natio~al 
Committee'). Cordell Hull sent a cable to London askmg 
urgently for the insertion of the word 'also' in. front of the 
'French Committee'. It was the only cable concermng the whole 
affair which was sent with triple priori ty but it came too late. 
Lord Halifax the British Ambassador in Washington, 
explained (and Winant from London supported him) that in 
view of the difference in time the telegram had reached Eden 
only when he was about to make his dedaration in ~he House of 
Commons. The British Foreign Secretary had sald moreover 
that it was too late toconsult the other signatories. Consequently 
the statement was published in Washington with 'also' inserted 
before 'the Fighting French' whereas there was no 'also' in the 
London version or elsewhere. 

Did Reams McDermott, Breckinridge Long and the others 
genuinely do~bt the available i~formatio~? This is difficult to 
believe. It is more likely that thelr second hne of arguIt,1ent was 
decisive: if the State Department confirmed the news It would 
'come under pressure to do something'. But was the war.effort 
really their overriding concern? This makes sense only ~ one 
also assurnes that the American diplomats were more smgle
mindedly and relentlessly devoted to the war effort ~an 
Churchill, Stalin and all the others, a supposition whlch 
stretches the powers of even a vivid imagination. 

I 
I 
j 
I 
I 
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APPENDIX S. THE MISSIONS OF JAN KARSKI, 
JAN NOWAK, AND TADEUSZ CHCIUK 

The mission from Warsaw to London of Jan Karski 
(Kozielewski) has been repeatedly mentioned. Karski was 
neither the first nor the last courier to arrive from Warsaw, but 
as far as the information about the fate oftheJews in Poland was 
concerned, he was certainly the most important. Karski wrote a 
book about his mission which appeared in the United States in 
1944 and became a bestseller; it was also published in Britain, 
Switzerland, and Norway. But the war was not yet Over when 
the book was published and the au thor had to exert self
censorship.24 

Who was Jan Karski, and what was the purpose of his 
mission? He was bom in Lodz in 1914, studied at the Jan 
Kazimierz University in Lwow for a degree in law, served in the 
Polish army in 1935-6 and then for two years travelled in 
Central and Western Europe. In 1938 he entered the Polish 
Foreign Ministry as a trainee and graduated inJanuary 1939 at 
the top of his dass. When the war broke out he served as a 
lieutenant in the mounted artillery. With his unit he retreated to 
the East and was then taken prisoner by the advancing Soviet 
army. He disguised himself as a private. Polish officers were kept 
back by the Russians and most of them never returned. He was 
repatriated to Pol and where the Germans put him on a train to a 
labour camp. He jumped from the train and made his way to 
Warsaw where he became an earl y member of the Under
ground. He acted as a courier between Angers (in France _ 
where the exiled Polish National Council was located before the 
fall of France) and Warsaw. The usual route was Warsaw to 
Zakopane, by skis over the Carpathian mountains to 
Budapest-Italy-France. Professor Stanislaw Kot, the Polish 
Minister of the Interior at the time, asked him to return to 
Poland carrying with him the first blueprint for the creation of 
the various institutions which were to constitute the under
ground state. On another such mission in June 194

0 
he was 

caught by the Gestapo in Presov, Slovakia. Having undergone 
tOrture he tried to commit suicide by cutting his wrists, but 
failed. He was sent back to prison hospital where an under
ground cdl succeeded in whisking him out. This operation was 
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undertaken by a unit cornmanded by Jozef Cyrankiewicz, the 
future Prime Minister in Communist Poland, but at that time 
still a leading member of the PPS - the Socialists. Karski lived 
underground in Warsaw in 1941-2, engaged in 'black propa
ganda' among German soldiers, printing and distributing 
leaftets in German. In 1942 he was again asked to go to London 
as a courier on behalf of the Delegat. Various techniques were 
used at the time to get such couriers to Western Europe. The one 
chosen by those who arranged Karski's trip was simple. 
Thousands ofFrerich 'guest' workers were employed in Poland 
at the time. They had the right to go back to France twice yeady 
for their home leave. The Polish Underground offered them a 
two-week very weU paid holiday on a Polish country estate in 
what were for wartime exceedingly luxurious conditions. 
French workers surrendered their passports; the pictures were 
removed and those of the couriers affixed. Jf the courier did not 
return in time they would have to report the passpoFt's loss and 
had to pay a fine - which wOllld be covered, needless to say, by 
the Underground. 

Karski travelled through Germany in November 1942 to 
Paris where he stayed for twelve days in an apartment belonging 
to a priest. He spent his evenings in the caft';s, restaurants, and 
gambling places in Montmartre and was struck by the spirit of 
fraternization between Frenchmen and Germans and the servile 
attitude frequently displayed. Equipped with new papers he 
made his way to Toulon where a Polish underground network 
took over. He was taken to Perpignan and crossed the Pyrenees 
with a Spanish Communist acting as a guide. In Barcelona he 
was fetched with a diplomatic limousine which seems to have 
belonged to the oss rather than British inteUigence. From there 
he went first to AIgeciras and then to Gibraltar where he had 
dinner with the Governor. The followingday he ftew to London. 

Karski's mission concerned, of course, predominantly Polish 
affairs. But prior to his departure he had severai meetings with 
Jewish leaders, and he solemnly promised them to convey their 
message to the West. He did not know at the time the identity of 
those he met. Later he learned that one of them had been Leon 
Feiner; the identity of the other is not c1ear to this day. It was 
apparently Menahem Kirschenbaum or Adolf Berman. The 
two saw him by special permission of the Delegatura. Karski also 
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visited the Warsaw ghetto in October 1942. This did not, in his 
words, present any special difficulty: the area of the ghetto had 
very much shrunk after the deportations of July-September 
1942 ; the tramways crossed the ghetto to reach the streets which 
had been taken over by the 'Aryans'. EIsewhere one could enter 
or leave the ghetto through the cellars ofhouses which served as 
the ghetto wall. 

Karski r~lates that he was taken to Belzec by aJ ewish, but 
Aryan-Iookmg, contact (who had told him that this was a 
transition rather than extermination camp) to a nearby shop. 
There he was approached by a man in civilian clothes who said 
he would provide both a uniform (ofan Estonian guard) and a 
perrnit. Karski does not know whether this contact (who spoke 
perfect Polish) was a smuggler or a 'Racial German', perhaps 
even a low-Ievel Gestapo agent who was in the pay oftheJewish 
underground. The two entered the camp through a side gate 
without attracting suspicion. There he saw 'bedlam' - the 
ground littered with weakened bodies, hundreds ofjews packed 
into railway cars covered with a layer of quicklime. The cårs 
were closed and moved outside the camp; after some time they 
were opened, the corpses were burned and the cars returned to 
the camp to fetch new cargo. Mter watching the scene for some 
time he felt sick and began to lose his nerve. He wanted to escape 
and walked quickly towards the nearest gate. His companion 
who had kept some distance from him realized that something 
was amiss. He approached Karski and harshly shouted, 'Follow 
me at once!' They went through the same side gate they had 
~ntered and were not stopped. Karski says that he learned only 
In later years that Belzec was not a transit but a death camp and 
that most of the victims were killed in gas chambers. He had not 
actually seen the gas chambers during his visit, apparently 
because these were walled in and could be approached only with 
a special perrnit. 

. Karski arrived in London in November 1942. General 
Sikorski was in America at the time but he met him later' he . . , 
participated however in two meetings of the Polish 
G~~ernment-in~exile. In the following weeks he met many 
BrItIsh, American, and jewish leaders and briefed them about 
the si.tuation in PoJand and the fate oftheJews. Among those he 
saw In London were Anthony Eden, the Foreign Secretary, 
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Lord Cranborne, Hugh DaIton, and Arthur G~eenwood, 
members of the War Cabinet, Richard Law, Parhamentary 
Undersecretary for Foreign Affairs, Lord Selborne, who as 
Minister of Economic Warfare was in charge ofsoE, Anthony 
D. Biddle and Owen O'MalIey, the US and British ~m
bassadors to the Polish Government-in-exile, as weU as vanous 
members of the House of Commons. 

Among those he saw in the United States were President 
Roosevelt Herbert Hoover, Cordell Hull, Henry Stimson, 
Francis Biddle, Aaolph Berle, Archbishops Spelman, Moo?ey 
and Strich, Felix Frankfurter, Bill Donovan and John WIley 
(both of the oss), and the Apostolic D~legate. 

Among Jewish leaders: Stephen WIse, N. Wald~an, S. 
Margoshes, and M. Fertig. He also talked to many wnters and 
newspapermen, among them: H.G. WelIs, Victor GoUancz, 
Arthur Koestler, Kingsley Martin, Allen Lane, Walter 
Lippmann, Eugene Lyons, Dorothy Thompson, George 
Sokolsky, William Prescott, and Mrs Ogden Re~d. 

The message Karski transmitted to the West mJ~!!~.vember 
-19.42 on behalf of the Polish Jewi~h leaders could not ~e 
pubhshed during the war. He wrote It down at my request m 
1979:* 

I. My mission to the Polish and Allied Govmz,ments . " 
The unprecedented destruction of the entIre JewIsh populatIon IS n~t 
motivated by Germany's military requirements. HItler and hIS 
subordinates aim at the total destruction oftheJews before the war ends 
and regardless ofits outcome. The Allied governments cannot disregard 
this reality. TheJews in Poland are helple~. T~ey have ~o count~ of 
their own. They have no independent VOlce m the AlI~ed councIls. 
They cannot rely on the Polish underground or populatIon-at-large. 
They might save some individuals - t~ey are una ble to stop the 
extermination. Only the powerful Allied governments can help 
effectively. '. 

The Polish Jews solemnly appeal to the PolIsh and Alhed 
governments to undertake extraordinary measures in an attempt to stop 
the extermination. . 

They solemnly place historical responsibility. on the Alhed 
governments if they fail to undertake those extraordmary measures. 

*1 am grateful to Professor Jan Karski for having patiently submitted to detailed 
questioning. (Washington, 3 September 1979.) 

Appendices 
This is what the Jews demand: 

J) A public announcement that prevention of the physical extermi
nation of the Jews became a part of the over-all Allied war strategy. 
2) Informing the German nation through radio, air-dropped leaflets 
and other means about their government's crimes committed against 
the Jews. All names of the German offidals directly involved in the 
crimes; statistics; facts; methods used should be spelled out. 
3) Public and formal appeals (radio, leaflets, etc.) to the German 
people to exercise pressure on their government as to make it stop the 
extermination. 

4) Public and formal demand for evidence that such a pressure had 
been exerdsed and Nazi practices directed against the Jews stopped. 
5) Placing the responsibility on the German nation as a whole if they 
failed to respond and if the extermination continues. 
6) Public andformal announcement that in view of the unprecedented 
Nazi crimes against theJews and in hope that those crimes would stop, 
the Allied governments were to take unprecedented steps: 

a) certain areas and objects in Germany would be bombed in 
retaliation. German people would be informed before and after 
each action that the Nazi continued extermination of the Jews 
prompted the bombing. 

b) certain German war prisoners who, having been informed about 
their government's crimes, still profess solidarity with and 
allegiance to the Nazis would be held responsible for the crimes 
committed against the Jews as long as those crimes continue. 

c) certain German nationals living in the Allied countries who, 
having been informed about. the crimes committed against the 
Jews, still profess solidarity with the Nazi government would be 
held responsible for those crimes. 

d) Jewish leaders in London, particularly Szmul <)gielbojm (BUND) 
and Dr Ignace Szwarcbard (Zionists), are solemnly charged to 
make all efforts so as to make the Polish government formally 
forward these demands at the Allied councils. 

Il. For the President of the Polish Republic, Wladyslaw Raczkiewicz onry: 
Many among those who directly or indirectly contribute to the 

Jewish tragedy profess their Catholic faith. The Polish and other 
European Jews sent to Poland feel entitled on humanitarian and 
spiritual grounds to expect protection of the Vatican. Religious 
sanctions, excommunication included, are within the Pope's jurisdic
tion. Such sanctions, publicly proclaimed, might have an impact on 
the German people. They might even make Hitler, a baptized 
Catholic, to reflect. 

Because of the nature ofthis message and the source it came from as 
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weU as because ofdiplomatic protocol's requirements, I was instnicted 
to deliver the message to the President of the Republic onry. Let him use 
his conscience and wisdom in approaching the Pope. I was explicitly 
forbidden to discuss thatsubject with theJewish leaders. Their possible 
maladroit intervention might be counter-productive. 

Ill. For the Prime Minister and Commander-in-Chiif (General Wladyslaw 
Sikorski), Minister ofInterior (Stanislaw Mikolajczyk), :Qgielbojm and 
Dr S<.warcbard. 

Although the Polish people-at-Iarge sympathize with or try to help 
theJews, many Polish criminals blackmail, denounce or even murder 
theJews in hiding. The Underground authorities must apply punitive 
sanctions against them, executions included. In the last case, the 
identity of the guilty ones and the nature of their crimes should be 
publicized in the Underground press. 

Zygielbojm and Szwarcbard must use all their pressure, so that 
pertinent orders would be issued. 

In order to avoid any risk of anti-Polish propaganda, I was explicitly 
forbidden to discuss that subject with any non-Polish Jewish leaders. I 
was to mform Zygielbojm and Dr Szwarcbard about that part of my 
instructions. 

IV. For the Commander-in-Chiif of the Polish Armed Forces (General 
Sikorski) and .ogielbojm and Dr S<.warcbard onry. 

A Jewish military organization emerged. Its leaders as weU as 
younger elements of the Jewish ghettos, the Warsaw ghetto in 
particular, contemplate some armed resistance against the Germans. 
They speak about a 'Jewish war' against the Third Reich. They asked 
the Home Army for weapons. Those weapons had been denied .. 

The Jews are Polish citizens. They are entitled to have weapons if 
these weapons are in the possession of the Polish Underground. The 
Jews cannot be denied the right to die fighting, whatever the outcome 
of their fighting may be. Only General Sikorski, as commander-in~ 
chief can change the attitude of the Commander of the Home Army 
(Gederal Stefan Rowecki). TheJewish leaders demand Gen. Sikorski's 
intervention. 

I rifused to carry that message unless I was authorized to see Gen. 
Rowecki in person, to inform him about the complaint and to ask for 
his comments. BothJewish leaders heartily agreed. I did see Gener:u 
Rowecki. I did obtain his comments and I did refer the matter ID 
London as instructed. 

In order not to feed any anti-Polish propaganda, I was explicitly 
forbidden to discuss this subject with any non-Polish Jewish leaders. I 
was to inform Zygielbojm and Dr Szwarcbard about this part ofmy 
instructions. 
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V. To the Allied individual government'civic leaders as well as to the Polish and 
international Jewish leaders: request for financia! and lechnical aid. 

There is a possibility to save some Jews if money were available. 
Gestapo is corrupted not only on the low level but also on the medium 
and even. high leve!. They would cooperate for gold or hard currency. 
The Jewlsh leaders are able to make appropriate contacts. 

a) SQmeJews might be aUowed to leave Poland semi-officiaUy: in 
exchange for gold, dollars, or delivery of certain goods needed by the 
German authorities. 

.b! SomeJews would beallowed toleave Poland provided they have 
angmal forelgn passports. Origins of those passports are unimportant. 
As large supply of such passports as possible should be sent. They must 
be blank. Forged names, identification data, etc. would be overlooked 
by the German authorities, for money, of course. 

Provisions must be made that thoseJews who do succeed in leaving 
Poland would be accepted in the Allied or neutral countries. 

c). Some Jews of not Semitic appearance could leave the ghettos, 
obtam false German documents and live among other Pol es under 
assumed names. 

Money to bribe the ghetto's guards, various officials (Arbeitsamt) as 
well as subsistence funds is needed. 

d) Many Christian families would agree to hide the Jews in their 
homes. But they risk instant executions if diseovered by the Germans. 
All ofthem are in dire needs, themselves. Money is needed, at least for 
subsistence. 

e). Mo~ey, medicines, food, clothing is most urgently needed by the 
SU~Jvors In the ghettos. Subsidies obtained from the Delegate of the 
PolIsh government-in-exile as well as other funds sent through various 
~hann:ls by the Jewish international organizations are totalry 
msujficzent. More hard curreney, sent without delay, is a question oflife 
or death for thousands of Jews. 

VI. Arousing the public opinion in the West on behalJ of the Jews. 
In addition to all the messages I was to carry, both Jewish leaders 

sol:~nl~ committed me to do my utmost in arousing the public 
OPInIOn m the free world on behalf of the PolishJews. I solemnly swore 
that, should larrive safely in London, I would not fail them. 

}(arski, it ~ill be recalled, reached London in November 194
2

. 

The folIowmg month (on 7 December) the Polish National 
C?uncil passed a resolution committing the Government to act 
~Jthout delay in connection with the extermination ofthejews. 
fl n 10 December, accordingly, the Polish Government issued a 
ormal appeal to the Allied governments and on 17 December 
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the Allied Council passed the resolution which has been quoted 
elsewhere. On 18 December the President of the Polish Republic 
sent a note to Pope Pius XII asking for his intervention. On 18 

January 1943 Count Raczynski, the Polish Foreign Minister, 
presented the followingdemands at the Allied Council: 

a) The bombing of Germany as a reprisal for the continued 
extermination of the Polish Jews. 

b) To press Berlin to let the Jews out of the German-dominated 
countries, partieularly Poland. 

c) To demand action 50 as to make the Allied as weU as the neutral 
countries accept theJews, who had succeeded or would succeed in 
leaving German-occupied countries. 

Raczynski did not advance demands for reprisals against 
German war prisoners and German nationals living in the 
Allied countries, considering them contrary to the accepted 
practices ofinternationallaw. Anthony Eden, acting on behalf 
of the British Government, rejected the Polish demands and 
offered instead some vague prornises to intervene in certain 
neutral countries. The various diplomatie initiatives and the 
prodamations of December 1942 came as the result of the 
evidence which had accumulated over many months, but the 
Karski mission still played an important part in this respect. 

What does Karski remember of his many meetings after his 
arrival in Britain? He assessed, quite accurately, the twoJewish 
members of the Polish National Council:· Zygielbojm met with 
him with suspicion and reacted 'irrationally' ('Why did they 
send you? Who are you? You are not a Jew. Let me see your 
wrists ... .') and Schwarzbart ('A professional politician and a 
bit of a manipulator'). President Roosevelt listened to him for an 
hour and ask ed many questions; in the end he disrnissed him 
with 'Tell your nation we shall win the war' and some more such 
ringing messages. There were no words ofcomfort for theJews. 
Stephen Wise was theJewish leader most interested in practical 
detaiIs: what kind of passports were needed? Any Latin 
American would do .... But would not the Gestapo see through 
this scherne? It probably would but low- and even middle-Ievel 
Gestapo officials could be bribed. But those to be bribed needed 

*There was a third, Leon GrossfeId (member of the PPs) who does not, however, 
figure prominently in this story. 

at least a paper of some verisimilitude, even if it was not 
altogether genuine '" Rabbi Wise was fascinated by this scheme.2s 

arski toldJustice ~r~!!kfurter everythiI!g he knew about the 
J~~~wn~~~ls?e~ t~eTtisifc~~illl:t~op1e_~OI!lE!im~~. 
thmgs andtIien, 'I can t Delleve you . Ciechanowski who was 
again with hj!.ll, told Frankfu~rte.[ th;:tt Karski hadc;me und~r 
tbe:iuthority oTilie POlish Government and that there was no 
possibility in-the world that ·he was not te1lirig the unadorned 
truth"-E~an.kiu!:~:; '! d)d.not saythis Y0!1rl.Kfllim ish'.ing. I said I 

. ~a.!1not~eheve hUl!:.. There-.is·ii- oiH'erence.' There is irideed a 
diH'erence;anaifis the main due towards understanding why 
the news from Eastern Europe was not believed for so long. In 
England, H. G. Wells was actively hostile and Lord Selborne 
(the administrative chief of underground resistance) said that 
Karski was doing a magnificentjob. But he also said that in the 
Firs~ Wor~d Wa.r th~re had been atrocity stories about Bdgian 
bables; HIS M<lJesty s Government knew, of course, that they 
were false but had done nothing to stop them. The comparison 
between the Belgian babies who had not been killed and the 
J ewish who were dead was not reassuring. Selborne also said 
that the proposals to buy out someJewish women and children 
by paying with gold and/or goods were totally unacceptable. 
~uch a transaction could perhaps be kept secret in wartime, but 
It wou~d have to be revealed after victory, and no prime minister 
or cabmet would accept this responsibility. It would surely be 
blarned for the killing of British soldiers as the result of 
prolonging the war. Eden's main Con cern was with the diffiCUlt( 
question ofwhere theJews, ifliberated, would ga. Britain had 
already a hundred thousand refugees and could not accept more.* 

Jan No~ak (Zdzislaw Jezioranski) als o acted as an emissary to 
Lon?on m 1943 and 1944. His story has been told in fascinating 
detaIl but belongs to a later period. 26 It is of indirect interest, 
however, because Nowak fully confirms certain aspects of 
Karski's evidence, especially with regard to the reception in 

-Eden sent two notes to the War Council after his meeting with Karski but they 
~oncerned Polish affairs. The Poles would not be willing to accede to the Sovie; demands 
or territorial change, and this was bad news. 
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London. He was the first emissary to arrive from Poland after 
the battle of the Warsaw ghetto. Nowak was debriefed by Frank 
Roberts, head of the Central Department of the Foreign Office, 
Brigadier Harvey Watt, ParIiament~7 ~riva~e Secretary to 
Churchill, Major Morton, ChurchIll s mtelhgence advIser, 
Osborn and Moray McLaren OfPWI, representatives OfMI9 and 
others. He dwelt at Iength on the fate of the Jews but. there was 
no interest whatsoever in this topic, with the exceptlOn of one 
counter-intelIigence officer who was personally deeply moved. 
The various minutes (by Frank Roberts, Lawford, Morton) 
which have been preserved, bear this out. Nowak aIso reports 
that in his meetings with Schwarzbart ('a tragic figure') and 
other J ewish leaders he was advised not to dwel.l too much on the I 
numberofthe victims, for this would not be beheved, but to refer 
instead to individual cases.27 

Tadeusz Chciuk-Celt was sent twice by parachute from 
London to Pol and during the war. The first time he stayed in 
Poland from 28 December 1941 to 16June 1942 . He stayed in 
Budapest from June to November 1942 and then had a 
somewhat troublesome journey via Switzerland, France and 
Spain back to England which he reached only on 16June 1943. 
According to his account he sent a report f~om Buda?est to 
London about the mass executions and mentIOned specIfically 
the efforts invested in enlarging Auschwitz's 'absorptive 
capacity'. He also mentioned the first signs of the liquidation of 
the Warsaw ghetto (the 'small ghetto') as well as. the 
extermination of the J ewish communities in Radom, LIda, 
Minsk, Rovno etc.28 

A NOTE ON SOURCES 

I HAVE had access to most col1ections in which the material 
needed for the present study can be found. Three major 
exceptions were the Soviet and Vatican archives, and, less well 
known but of considerable importance, the collection ofNathan 
Schwalb, kept in the archives of the Histadrut in Tel Aviv. I 
would like to record my gratitude to the directors and staff of the 
following: National Archives, Washington De; Yad Vashem, 
Jerusalem; the archives of the Hagana, the Labour Movement 
and the Histadrut executive, all in Tel Aviv; the Central Zionist 
Archives and the Israel State Archives in Jerusalem; Moreshet 
at Givat Haviva; Bet Lohame Hagetaot; Public Record Office, 
Wiener Library, WorIdJewish Congress, Sikorski Institute and 
Studium Polski Podziemnej, alI in London; the YIVQ Institute, 
the Franz Kurski Archives of the Jewish Labour Bund and the 
Leo Baeck Institute, all in New York; the Archives of the Royal 
Swedish Foreign Ministry in Stockholm; the Berlin Document 
Centre; the Swiss Federal Archives in Bern; the archives of the 
International Red Cross in Geneva; the German Federal 
Archives in Koblenz; the Institute ftir Zeitgeschichte in Munich 
and the military-historical archives in Freiburg. Unfortunately, 
I cannot say with any assuranee that I had access to all the 
relevant material in all of these collections. 

Special thanks go to those who have helped me with my 
research:Josef Algasy (who helped me greatly with research ~n 
Israeli archives ), Mrs N. Pain and Mr Z. Ben Shlomo m 
London, Sophia Miskiewicz and Joseph Pilat in Washington, and 
Dr Svante Hansson in Stockholm. 

The list of those whom I have consulted on specific aspects is 
lang and this is also true with regard to others who have helped 
me to obtain material otherwise difficult to receive. I would like 
to thank in particular: in Britain - Peter Calvocoressi, Dr E. 
Eppler, Mrs EIna Ernest, Professor ~.R.D.Foot, Dr 
JGarIinski, Dr F.Hajek, Professor F.Hmsley, Baroness 
Hornsby-Smith DBE, Professor L. Labedz, Ronald Lewin, 
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Professor M. Marrus, Sir Cecil Parrott, Dr S. Roth, Professor Sir 
Hugh Trevor-Roper, Mrs S. Wichrriann, Professor Z.Zeman; in 
Israel - Dr Y.Arad, Professor Y.Bauer, Dr W.Eitan, Dr 
1. Fleischauer, Dr M. Gilbert, Dr 1. Gutman, Dr M. Heiman, 
Dr S.Krakowski, Dr O.Kulka, Shlomit Laqueur, Mr Philip, 
Ambassador Gideon Rafael, Professor Y. Reinharz, Dr 
L. Rotkirchen, Dr M.Sompolinski, Professor B. Vago, Dr 
Reuben Hecht; in Switzerland - Dr H.Boeschenstein, Kurt 
Emmenegger, Dr O.Gauye, Dr Graf, Dr W.Guggenheim, 
M.J.Moreillon, A.Miiller, Dr G.Riegner, Madame C.Rey 
Schirr, Dr E. Streif[, Dr L. Stucki; in Sweden - Professor 
W. Carlgren, Ambassador M. R.Kidron, Dr J ozef Lewandowski, 
Dr H. Lindberg, Baron G. von Otter, Professor M. Peterson, 
Ake Thulstrup; in Germany - Dr H.Abs, Dr Auerbach, Dr 
H. Boberach, T. Chciuk-CeIt, Professor J. Rohwer; in the 
Netherlands - Dr Louis de Jong; in the United States _ 
Ambassador J.Beam, Professor H.Deutsch, Dr L.Dobroszycki, 
Howard Elting Jr, A Geil ert, Ambassador AGoldberg, Dr 
R.Graham Sj, Professor Feliks Gross, Dr F.Grubel, David 
Kahn, Professor J.Karski, Hillel Kempinski, Professor 
G.Kennan, S.Korbonski, Dr David Kranzler, Dr J.Kuhl, Dr 
F.Lessing, Professor G.Lerski, Jan Nowak, A.Pomian, 
Ambassador H. Probst, Dr B. Rubin, A Szegedi Maszak, John 
E. Taylor, Dr H. Tiitsch, Dr Robert Wolfe, Norbert Wollheim. 

I shall be forgiven for not providing a bibliography. All the 
major books on the final solution include bibliographies and 
there are, furthermore, speciaIized guides on unpublished 
materials prepared by Vad Vashem. 
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